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PEEFAGE
TO

THE THIRD EDITION

Since the appearance of the second edition of this
book I have received many communications about
the Mashonaland ruins, considerable additional

work

been done, and many more ruins
have come to light as the country has been opened
out.
Of this material I have set down the chief
iu excavation has

points of interest.

Professor D. H. Midler.

—Professor D. H.

Miiller,

of Vienna, the great Austrian authority on Southeru

Arabian archaeology, wrote to
kindly drew

my

me on

the subject, and

attention to passages in his

work on

the towers and castles of South Arabia which bore

on the question, and from which I now quote.
Marib, the Mariaba of Greek and Eoman geographers,
was the capital of the old Sabaean kingdom of Southern
Arabia, and celebrated more especially for its gigantic
dam and irrigation system, the ruin of which was
practically the ruin of the country.

East-north-east

of Marib, half an hour's ride brings one to the great

I
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ruin called

Queen

by the Arabs the Haram of

of Sheba.

It is

an

elliptical

Bilkis or the

building with a

300 feet, and the plan given by the French
M. Arnaud, shows a remarkable likeness to
the great circular temple at Zimbabwe.
Again, the long inscription on this building is in
two rows, and runs round a fourth of its circumthis corresponds to the position of the two
ference
rows of chevron pattern which run round a fourth
Furthermore, one
part of the temple at Zimbabwe.
half of the elliptical wall on the side of the inscription is well built and well preserved, whereas that on
the opposite side is badl}^ built and partly ruined.
circuit of
traveller,

;

This

is

also the case in the

Zimbabwe

ruin, whei'e all

the care possible has been lavished on the side where
the pattern and the round tower are, and the other

portion has been either more roughly

finished

or

the inscriptions on the building at Marib

we

constructed later by inferior workmen.

From

learn that

Almaqah.

it

was a temple dedicated

to the

goddess

Professor Midler writes as follows
absolutely no doubt that the

Haram

:

There is
is
an old temple in which sacred inscriptions to the deities were
set up on stylag. The elliptically formed wall appears to have
been always used in temple buildings also at Sirwah, tlie
Almaqah temple, which is decidedly very much older than
Also
the Haram of Bilkis, was also built in au oval form.
t'lese temples, as the inscriptions show, were dedicated to
Almaqah, Arabian arch^ologists also identify Bilkis witli
of Bilkis

;

Almaqah, and, therefore, make the temple of Almaqah into
a female apartment (haram).
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From

Hamdaiii, the Arabian geographer, we learn
lahnaqah was the star Venus for the star Venus
is called in the Himyaritic tongue lalmaqah or Almaq,
illuminating,' and hence we see the curious connection arisino- between the orio-inal female o-oddess of
the earlier star-worshipping Sabaeans and the later
myth of the wonderful Queen Bilkis, who was supposed to have constructed these buildings.
It seems to me highly probable that in the temple
of Zimbabwe we have a Sabiean Almaqah temple
the points of comparison are so very strong, and there
is furthermore a strong connection between the starworshipping Sabasans and the temple with its points
orientated to the sun, and built on such definite
mathematical principles.
Professor Sayce called my attention to the fact
that the elliptical form of temple and the construction
on a system of curves is further paralleled by the
curious temples at Malta, which all seemed to have
been constructed on the same principle.
Mr, W. St. Chad Boscawen's interestinc^ communication to the preface of the second edition receives
confirmation from details concerning the worship of
Sopt at Saft-el-Henneh, publishedby Herr Brugsch in
Sopt, he
the Proceedings of Biblical Archaeology.
tells us, was the feudal god of the Arabian nome, the
nome of Sopt. At Saft-el-Henneh this god is described
that

;

'

;

upon the monuments as Sopt the Spirit of the East,
the Hawk, the Horus of the East (Naville's Goshen/
p. 10), and as also connected with Tum, the rising
'

'

'

—
"
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setting sun (p. 13).

M. Naville

believes that this

bird represents not the rising sun, but one of the
planets, Venus, the

morning

star

;

that

is

to say, that

Sopt was the herald of the sun, not the sun

itself.

Herr Brugsch, however, believes that it was really
the god of the zodiacal light, the previous and the
If M. Naville's theory is correct, we have
after glow.
at once a strong connection between Almaqah, the
Venus star of the Sabseans, and the goddess worshipped at Marib and probably at Zimbabwe, and
the hawk of Sopt, the feudal god of the Arabian
nome, which was closely connected with the worship
of Hathor, 'the queen of heaven and earth.'
Sir John Willoughby conducted further excavations at Zimbabwe, which lasted over a period of five
weeks.
He brought to light a great number of
miscellaneous articles, but unfortunately none of the
finds are different from those which we discovered.
He obtained a number of crucibles, phalli, and bits of
One
excellent pottery, fragments of soapstone bowls.
object only may be of interest, which he thus
describes

:

This was a piece o^ copper about six inches in length, a
quarter of an inch wide, and an eighth of an inch thick,

covered with a green substance (whether enamel, paint, or
lacquer, I

am

unable to determine), and inlaid with one of

the triangular
feet

Zimbabwe

designs.

It

was buried some

five

below the surface, almost in contact with the east side of

the wall

Sir

itself.

John

also

found some very

line pieces of
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pottery which would not disgrace a classical period
ill

Greece or Egypt.

Furthermore, he made

dantly clear that the buildings are of

many

it

abun-

different

show more recent walls superposed
on older ones.
Mr. E. W. M. Swan, who was with us on our
expedition as cartographer and surveyor, has this
year returned to Mashonahmd, and has visited and
tiiken the plans of no less than thirteen sets of
ruins of minor importance, but of the same period
as Zimbabwe, on his way up from the Limpopo river
periods, for they

to Fort Victoria.

The

results of these investigations

have been eminently satisfactory, and

in every case

confirming the theory of the construction of the great

Zimbabwe temple.
At the junction of
Limpopo he found two

the Lotsani river with the
sets

of ruins

and several

shapeless masses of stones, not far from a well-known

Limpopo is fordable. Both of these
same workmanship as the Zimbabwe build-

spot where the
are of the

though not quite so carefully constructed as the
big temple the courses are regular, and the battering
back of each successive course and the rounding of
ings,

;

the ends of the walls are very cleverly done.

The

walls are built of the same kind of granite and with

Zimbabwe.
most important, Mr. Swan ascertained
that the length of. the radius of the curves of which
they are built is equal to the diameter of the Lundi
temple or the circumference of the great round tower

holes at the doorways for stakes as at

But what

is
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Zimbabwe, He then proceeded to orientate the
temple, and as the sun was nearly setting he sat on
at

the centre of the arc, and

was delighted

to find that

main
and as it was only seventeen days past the
winter solstice, on allowing for the difference in the
sun's declination for that time, he found that a line
from the centre of the arc through the middle of the
doorway pointed exactly to the sun's centre when it
set at the winter solstice.
The orientation of the
other ruin he found was also to the setting sun.
This,' writes Mr. Swan, places our theories regarding orientation and geometrical construction beyond
the sun descended nearly in a line with the

doorway

;

'

'

a doubt.'

Continuing his
found two sets of
near Semalali, and
mess-room of the
Macloutsie camp.

journey northwards,

Mr. Swan

ruins in the Lipokole

hills,

four

one actually 300 yards from the
Bechuanaland Border Police at
Owing to stress of time Mr. Swan
was not able to visit all the ruins that he heard of in
this locality, but he was able to fix the radii of two
curves at the Macloutsie ruin, and four curves at
those near Semalali, and he found them all conThe two
structed on the system used at Zimbabwe.
ruins on the Lipokole hills he found to be fortresses
The
only, and not built on the plan of the temples.
temples consist generally of two curves only, and are
of half-moon shape, and seem never to have been
they are all built of rough
complete enclosures
stone, for no sood stone is obtainable, vet the curves
;

—
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are extremely well executed, and are generally true

whole length to within one or two inches.
Further up country, on the 'Msingwani river, Mr.
Swan found seven sets of ruins, three of which were
He
built during the best period of Zimbabwe work.

in their

measured three of the curves here, and found them
to agree precisely

with the curve system used in the

construction of the round temple at Zimbabwe, and

them were laid oif with wonderful accuracy.
Another important piece of work done by Mr.
Swan on his way up to Fort Victoria was to take
accurate measurements of tlie small circular temple
about 200 yards from the Lundi river. This we had
visited on our way up
but as we had not then
formed any theory with regard to the construction of
these buildings, we did not measure the building with
all

of

;

accuracy to be quite sure of our data.

sufficient

With regard
One door
from

it:

is to

to this ruin,

Mr. Swan writes

:

the north and the other 128'' and a fraction

so that the line frora the centre to the sun risinc; at

mid-winter bisects the

between the doorways.

ai'c

If one

could measure the circumference of this arc with suflicient
accuracy,

we could deduce the obliquity of the ecliptic when
I made an attempt, and arrived at

the temj)le was bnilt.

about 2000
sufficient

B.C.

;

but really

accuracy

method, although

it is

to arrive

from

it

impossible to measure witli

at anything' definite

we may get

useful

by this

corroborative

evidence.

From this mass of fresh evidence as to the curves
and orientation of the Mashonaland ruins we may

—

;
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safely consider that the builders of these

mysterious

structures were well versed in geometry, and studied
carefully

the

heavens.

Beyond

nothing,

this

of

can really be proved until an enormous
amount of careful study has been devoted to the
subject.
It is, however, very valuable confirmatory
evidence when taken with the other points, that the
builders were of a Semitic race and of Arabian origin,
and quite excludes the possibility of any negroid race
having had more to do with their construction than
course,

as the slaves of a race of higher cultivation

;

for

it is

a well- accepted fact that tlie negroid brain never
could be capable of taking the initiative in work of

such intricate nature.
Mr. Cecil Ehodes also had another excavation
done outside the walls of the great circular ruin, and
the soil carefully sifted. In it were discovered a large
number of gold beads, gold in thin sheets, and
2^ ounces of small and beautifully made gold tacks
also a fragment of wood about the tenth of an inch
square, covered with a brown colouring matter and
,a gilt herring-bone pattern.

Mr. Swan thus describes these finds

:

Very many gold beads liave been found also leaf gold
and wedge-shaped tacks of gold for fixing it on wood.
Finely twisted gold wire and bits of gilt pottery, also some
The pottery is the most interesting it is very thin^
silver.
only about one-fifteenth of an inch thick, and had been coated
with some pigment, on which the gilt is laid. On the last
fragment found the gilding is in waving lines, but on a
former piece there is a herring-bone pattern. The work is
;

;
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so fine that to see

it

easily

one

lias to

XV

use a magnifying glass.

The most remarkable point about the gold ornaments is the
quantity in which they are found.
Almost every panful of
stuff taken from anywhere about the ruins will show some
gold. Just at the fountain the ground is particularly rich. I
have tested some of the things from Zimbabwe, and, in
addition to gold, find alloy of silver and copper, and gold
and silver.

One of the most interesting of the later finds in
Mashonaland is a wooden platter found in a cave
about 10 miles distant from Zimbabwe, a reproduction of which forms the frontispiece to this edition.
Mr. Noble, clerk of the Cape Houses of Parliament,
to

whom

I

am

indebted for the photograph of this

object, thus describes

it

:^

In the centre of the dish, which
circumference, there

is

is

about 38 inches in

carved the figure of a crocodile (which

was probably regarded as a sacred animal) or an Egyptian
turtle, and on the rim of the plate is a very primitive representation of the zodiacal characters, such as Aquarius, Pisces,

Cancer, Sagittarius, Gemini, as well as Taurus and Scorpio.

Besides these there occur the figures of the sun and moon,
a group of three stars, a triangle,

and four slabs with triangular punctures (two of them being in reversed positions),
carved in relief, and displaying the same rude style of art
which marked the decorated bowl found by Mr. Bent in the
temple at Zimbabwe. A portion of the rim of the plate has
been eroded by insects, probably from resting on damp
all

ground.

Altogether, the relic presents to the eye an un-

specimen of rare archaism, which has been
through many centuries, probably
dating back even before the Christian era.
Previous obser-

questionable

remarkably

preserved

a

—
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vation and measurements of

Zimbabwe, by Mr. R. Swan,

established the presumption that the

builders

of

it

used

methods and observed the zodiacal and other
stars
and this plate shows that the ancient people, whether
Phoenician, Sabaean, or Mineans
all of Arabian origin
were familiar with the stellar gi^ouping and signs said to
have been first developed by the Chaldeans and dwellers in
Mesopotamia.

astronomical
;

—

Another interesting
early civilisation

is

find in connection with this

Eoman

a

Emperor

coin of the

Antoninns Pins (a.d. 1o8); it was found in an ancient
shaft near Umtali at a depth of 70 feet, and forms a
valuable link in

chain

the

of evidence

as to the

antiquity of the gold mines in Mashonaland.

Concernino- the

more recent ruins discovered

in

we have not much
present.
Mr. Swan writes

Matabeleland, north of Buluwayo,
definite detail to

hand

at

he has seen photographs of them, and that
"many of the ruins are of great size. One can clearly
see that in most cases the mason work is at least as
good as that at Zimbabwe, and the decorations on
the wall are at least as well constructed and are more
lavishly used.
In one ruin you have the chevron,
the herring-bone, and the chessboard patterns.'

that

J.

IS Gkeat CrMBERLAXD Place
October 31, 1894.
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In looking over this woi'k for a second edition, I find

add

to the material as

little

to

first,

and next

nothing

to

Willoughby has kindly

it

to

su^^plied

appeared in the
Sir

alter.

me

John

with details con-

cerning five weeks' excavation which he carried on
the

summer

following the one which

we

spent there,

the results of which, however, appear only to have

produced additional specimens of the objects we
found

—namely,

crucibles with traces of gold, frag-

ments of decorated bowls,

phalli,

&c.

—but no further

object to assist us in unravelling the mystery of the
primitive race

No

which

one of the

criticised

built the ruins.

many

adversely

my

reviewers of

my work

archaeological

has

standpoint

with regard to these South African remains

:

on the

contrary, I continue to have letters on the subject

from

all sides

w^hich

make me more than

ever con-

vinced that the authors of these ruins were a northern

—
xvm
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race coming from Arabia

—a race which spread more
we have

extensively over the world than

any conception

of,

at present

a race closely akin to the Phoeni-

cian and the Egyptian,

and

commercial,

strongly

eventually developing into the more civilised races
of the ancient world.

Professor D. H. Mliller, of Vienna, endorses our

statements concerning the form and nature of the

themselves

biiilding;s

in

Schlosser

'

(ii.

attention

;

and Mr. W.

favoured

me

to

20'^,

his

work

'

und

Burc^en

which he kindly called

Chad Boscaweu has

St.

my
also

with the following remarks on certain

analogous points that have struck him during an
archaeological tour in

Egypt

The HawJiS Gods over

A

the

this last winter

:

Mines in Mashonaland.

curious parallel and possible explanation to the birds

found in Mashonaland over the works at Zimbabwe seems to
me to be afforded by the study of the mines and quarries of
the ancient Egyptians.

During

this winter I visited a lai-ge

my

explorations in

number

much struck by noticing that in those of an early
hawk nearly always occurs as a guardian emblem.
Of this we have several examples.
In the
for

Wady

Egypt

of quarries, and was

period the

Magharah, the mines of which were worked

copper and turquoise by the ancient Egyptians of the

period of the Third

and Fourth Dynasties, especially by

hawk
emblem of

Senefru, Kufu, and Kephren, the figure of the

is

sculptured upon the rocks as the special

the god

of the mines.

of the

found

Another striking example of this connection
the mines is afforded by a quarry worked

hawk with

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
for alabaster,

quarry

is

which I visited in Februaiy of

XIX

The

this year.

situated in the Gebel-Kiavvleh, to the east of the

Siut road.

It is a large natural cave,

which has been woi'ked
was

into a quarry yielding a rich yellow alabaster, such as

Over the door were
king of the Sixth
Dynasty, but, as may be seen from the accompanying sketch,
in the centre of the lintel was a panel on which is sculptured
This quarry was only worked during
the figure of a haivl:
Sixth and Twelfth Dynasties, as in the interior were found
A
inscriptions of Amen-em-hat II. and Usortesen III.
third example of this association of the hawk and the mines
is afforded by a quarry of the period of the Eighteenth
Dynasty. In the mountains at the back of the plain of TelOn one pillar of this
el- Amarna is a large limestone quarry.
used for making vases and toilet vessels.
sculptured the cartouches of Teta, the

first

great excavation extending far into the hill

cartouche of Queen Tii.

hawk and emblems

On

is

sculptured the

another column

we have

of the goddess Hathor, "WH, to

the

whom

all

hawk was
mines were
sacred, as we know from the inscription at Denderah, where
the king says, I bestow upon thee the mountains, to produce
mines were sacred.
the

emblem

This seems to show that the

of the goddess Hathor, to

whom

all

'

for

thee the stones to be a delight to

remembered

see.'

And

it

must be

that the region of Sinai was especially sacred to

the goddess Hathor.

This association of mines with Hathor

especially explains the birds, as, according to Sinaitic in-

she was in this region particularly worshipped.
Here were temples to her where she was worshipped as the
sublime Hathor, queen of heaven and earth and the dark
depths below
and here she was also associated with the
sparrow-hawk of Supt, the lord of the East.' This association with Sinai, and also with Arabia and Punt, which is
attached to the goddess Hathor, and her connection with the
scriptions,

'

'

;

'
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mines in Egypt, seems to me to be most important in connection with the emblem of the hawk in the mines at

Zimbabwe.
According to the oldest traditions of the Egyptians there
was a close association between Hathor, the goddess of TaNetu, the Holy Land,' and Pnnt. She was called the Queen
and Ruler of Punt.' Now, Punt was the Somali coast, the
Ophir of the Egyptians but, at the same time, there was
undoubtedly a close association between it and Arabia, and
indeed, as Brugsch remarks, there is no need to limit it to
Somali land, but to embrace in it the coasts of Yemen and
Here in these regions,' he says (' Hist. Eg.'
Hydraniaut.
p. 117), 'we ought to seek, as it appears to us, for those
mysterious places which in the fore ages of all history the
wonder-loving Cushite races, like swarms of locusts, left in
passing from Arabia and across the sea to set foot on the
licli and blessed Punt and the '' Holy Land," and to continue
their wanderings into the interior in a northerly and western
direction. We may also bring this connection between Punt,
Sinai, and Egypt more close in the time of the Eighteenth
Dynasty, when we see on a rock-cut tablet at Sinai, in the
Wady Magharah, the dual inscription of Hatsepsu and
Thothmes III., who present their offerings to the " lord of
the East, the sparrow-hawk Supt, and the heavenly Hathor."
With all these facts before us there seems little doubt
that the association between the hawks and the mines and
miners is a very ancient one, and may be attributed to
'

'

;

'

'

either ancient Egyptian, or rather, I think, to very ancient

we know from the inscriptions of
Medum, the mines in
were worked by foreigners,' who may have been

Arabian times

;

for,

as

Senefru, the builder of the Pyramid of
Sinai

'

Chaldeans or ancient Arabians.'
Another point which seems to
tional light

upon

this subject,

me to throw some addiand again imply a possible

1
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Arabian conuection,

Zimbabwe.

at

is

Tlie

XX

the remarkable ingot mould discovered

shape

is

exactly that of the curious ob-

some kind, which are represented as
being brought by the Amu in the tomb of Khemmhotep at

jects, possibly ingots of

Beni Hasan, an event which took place in the ninth year of
King Usortesen II., of the Twelfth Dynasty.

the reign of

The shape
for the

is

very interesting, as

it

has evidently been chosen

purposes of being tied on to donkeys or carried by

The curious phalli found at Zimbabwe may also
resemble the same emblems found in large numbers near the
slaves.

Speos Artemidos, the shiine of Pasht, near to Beni Hasan,
and may have been associated with the goddess Hathor.
There are many other features which seem to me to bear out
a distinctly Arabo-Egyptian theory as to the working of this
ancient gold-field, and future study will no doubt bring these
in greater prominence.

^^

g^^

^ BOSCAWEN.

Certain critics from South Africa have attacked

my

I admit that the subject

derivations of words.

open

is

to

criticism

ahnost anyone could state a

;

derivation for such words as

Mashona, and they would

all

that they are quite sure I

write and

wrong.

me

tell

stand

positive proof

am right

that they are

Such being the

derivations

as

I

case,

write and
;

tell

others, again,

quite sure

I prefer

originally put

I

am

to let the

them

be brought before me, and

feel sure I shall

until

for that I

have to wait a long time.
J.

13 Great Cumberland Pl^ce

May

have about the same

Some people

degree of plausibility.

me

Zimbabwe, Makalanga,

26, 1893.

:

THEODORE BENT.
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ON THE ROAD TO THE RUINS

CHAPTEE

I

THE JOURNEY UP BY THE KALAHARI DESERT ROUTE
Ix a volume devoted to

Ma-

the ruined cities of

shonaland

I

am

loth

remarks in
narrative form relating
how we got to them and
how we got away. Still,
however, the incidents
of our journeyings to
and fro offer certain
features which may be
interesting from an anto introduce

thropological

The

view.
the
MR. THEODORE EEXT

natives

customs

point

of

study

of

and

their

occupied our

when
Zimbabwe or travelling too fast, and a
what we saw amongst them, comes legitileisure

moments

not digging at

record of

mately, I think, within the scope of our expedition.
K 2
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For the absence of narrative of sport
pages I

feel

it

in these

So

hardly necessary to apologise.

much

has been done in this line by the colossal
Nimrods who have visited South Africa that any trifling
experiences we ma}^ have had in this direction are
not worth the telling. My narrative is, therefore,
on
entirely confnied to the ruins and the people
other South African subjects I do not pretend to
speak with any authority whatsoever.
Three societies subscribed liberally to our expedition
namely, the Eoyal Geographical Society,
;

—

the

British

and the
Science

Chartered

Company

of

British Association for the

—

South Africa,

Advancement

of

without which aid I could never have un-

dertaken a journey of such proportions; and to the
officers of the Chartered Company, with whom we
naturally came much in contact, I cannot tender

thanks commensurate with thei r kindness to their
assistance, especially in the latter part of our journe}',
;

^vhenwe had parted company with our waggons and
our comforts, we owe the fact that we were able to
penetrate into unexplored parts of the country withlet or hindrance, and without more discomforts
than naturally arise from incidents of travel.
Serious doubts as to the advisability of a lady

out

undertaking such a journey were frequently brought
fortified, however, by previous
experience in Persia, Asia Minor, and the Greek
Islands, we hardly gave these doubts more than a
passing thought, and the event proved that they were
before us at the outset

;

,

THE KALAHARI DESERT ROUTE

My wife was the only one of
wholly unnecessary.
fever, never liavino- a clay's
escaped
who
party
onr
illness during the whole year that we were away from
home. She was able to take a good many photographs
under circumstances of exceptional difficulty, and
instead of being, as was prophesied, a burden to the
expedition, she furthered its interests and contributed
to its ultimate success in more ways than one.
Mr. Eobert McNair Wilson Swan accompanied

us in the capacity of cartographer
plans which

not

only

the

but

also

much

kindly

;

illustrate

assistance

in

to

him

this
all

I

owe

volume,
times

of

difficulty.

We

three left England at the end of January 189]

and returned to it again at the end of January 1892,
having accomplished a record rare in African travel,
and of which we are justly proud namely, that no
root of bitterness sprang up amongst us.
We bought two waggons, thirty-six oxen, and
heaps of tinned provisions at Kimberley. These we
conveyed by train to Vryberg, in Bechuanaland, which

—

place

we

left

on March

6.

An

uninteresting and un-

trek of a week brought us to Mafeking,
where we had to wait some time, owing to a deluge
of rain, and from this point I propose to commence
eventful

'

'

the narrative of

my

observations.

Bechuanaland is about as big as France, and a
country which has been gradually coming under the
sphere of British influence since Sir Charles Warren's
campaign, and which in a very few years must of

—

;:
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embryo empire wliicli
Mr. Cecil Ehodes hopes to build up from the Lakes
to Cape Town.
At present there are three degrees
of intensity of British influence in Bechuanaland
in proportion to the proximity to headquarters
firstly, the Crown colony to the south, with its railway, its well-to-do settlements at Taungs, Vryberg,
and Mafeking, and with its native chiefs confined
necessity be absorbed into the

within certain limits

;

secondly,

tlie

British protec-

torate to the north of this over such chiefs asBatuen,
Pilan,

Linchwe, and Sechele, extending vaguely to

the west into the Kalahari Desert, and
the

Limpopo Eiver and

chief

Khama, who

north, and

the

Dutchmen on

whose

rules over a vast territory to the
interests

are entirely British, for

with their assistance only can he hope to
attacks

the east

independent dominions of the native

the

thirdty,

bounded by

of his

inveterate foe

resist the

King Lobengula

of

Matabeleland.

Two roads through Bechuanaland to Mashonaland
were open to us from Mafeking the shorter one is
by the river, which, after the rains, is muddy and
the other is longer and less frefever-stricken
through a corner of the Kalahari
it
passes
quented
Desert, and had the additional attraction of taking
us through the capitals of all the principal chiefs
consequently, we unhesitatingly chose it, and it is
this which I now propose to describe.
We may dismiss the Crown colony of BechuanaIt differs little from any
land vrith a few words.
:

;

;
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other such colony in South Africa, and the natives

have httle or no identity left to them.
Even, the once famous Montsoia, chief of the Ba-rolongs
of Mafeking, has sunk into the lowest depths of
he receives a monthly pension of
servile submission
25/., which said sum he always puts under his pillow
and sleeps upon he is avaricious in his old age, and
dropsical, and surrounded by women who delight to
wrap their swarthy frames in gaudy garments from
Europe. He is nominally a Christian, and has been
made an E.O.S., or Friend of Ally Sloper, and, as the
latter title is more in accordance with his tastes, he
points with pride to the diploma which hangs on the

and

tlieir

chiefs

;

;

walls of his hut.

From Mafeking

to

Kanya, the capital of Batuen,
is about eighty miles.

chief of the Ba-Ngwatetse tribe,

At first the road is treeless, until the area is reached
where terminates the cuttino- down of timber for the
support of the diamond mines at Kimberley, a process which has denuded all southern Bechuanaland
of trees, and is gradually creeping north.
The rains
were not over when we started, and we found the
road saturated with moisture and in two days, near
the Eamatlabama Eiver, our progress was just one
mile, in which distance our waggons had to be unloaded and dug out six times.
But Bechuanaland
dries quickly, and in a fortnight after this we had
nothing to drink but concentrated mud, which made
our tea and coffee so similar that it was impossible
;

to tell the difference.
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all

On one occasion during our midday halt we had
our oxen inoculated Mdtli the virus of the lung

sickness, for this fatal malady was then raging in
Khama's country. Our waggons were placed side
by side, and with an ingenious contrivance of thongs
our conductor and driver managed to fasten the
plunging animals by the horns, whilst a string steeped
in the virus was passed with a needle through their
tails.
Sometimes after this process the tails swell
and fall off; and up country a tailless ox has a

own.

value peculiarly his

It

is

always rather a

sickly time for the pcjor beasts, but as

two out of

thirty-six

from

this

we

only lost

we voted

disease

inoculation successful.
I think

that one

is

Kanya

is

the

first

place where one realises

Thouoh

in savao'e Africa.

British protection

it

is

only nominall}''

it

so, to

is

under

prevent

the Boers from appropriating

it.
Batuen, the chief,
supreme, and, like his father, Gasetsive, he is
greatly under missionary influence.
He has stuck up

is still

a notice on the roadside at the entrance to the town

language of the country, Dutch, and
I, Batuen, chief of
Ba-Ngwatetse, hereby give notice to my people, and
in Sechuana, the

English, which runs as follows

all

:

'

other people, that no waggons shall enter or leave

Kanya on Sunday.

Signed, September 28th, 1889.'
any one transgresses this law Batuen takes an ox
from each span, a transaction in which piety and
profit go conveniently hand in hand.
Kanya is pleasantly situated amongst low hills

If

THE KALAHARI DESERT ROUTE
well clad with trees.
into circular kraals

It is

'J

a collection of huts divided

hedged

in

with palisades, four to

ten huts being contained in each enclosure.
are attain contained in

lare^er

enclosures, forminnj

separate communities, each governed by
sub-chief, with

kotla

its

These

its

hereditary

or parliament circle in

its

On the .summit of the hill many acres are
covered with these huts, and there are also man}- in
midst.

Certain roughly-constructed walla

the valley below.

run round the hill, erected when the Boers threatened an invasion
but now these little difficulties
;

are past, and Batuen limits his
to quarrelling

of a border
their

warlike tendencies

with his neighbours on the question
a subject which never entered

line,

heads before the British influence came upon

them.
All ordinary matters of government and justice
are discussed in the large kotla before the chief's

own

but big questions, such as the border question,
are discussed at Targe tribal gatherings in the open

hut

;

There was to be one of these gatherings of
Kanya on the following Monday,
and we regretted not being able to stop and witness
so interesting a ceremony.
Tlie town is quite one of the largest in Bechuanaland, and presents a curious appearance on the
summit of the hill. The kotla is about 200 feet in
diameter, with shady trees in it, beneath which the
monarch sits to dispense justice. We passed an idle
afternoon therein, watching with interest the women
veldt.

Batuen's tribe near
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of Batuen's household, naked save for a skin loosely
thrown around them, lying on rugs before the palace,
and teachino- the children to dance to the sound of
their weird music, and making the air ring with their
merry laughter. In one corner Batuen's slaves were
busy filling his granaries with maize just harvested.
His soldiers paraded in front of his house, and kept
their suspicious eyes upon us as we sat
many of
them were quaintly dressed in red coats, which once
had been worn by British troops, and soft hats with
ostrich feathers in them, whilst their black legs were
;

bare.

Ma-Batuen, the

chief's

mother, received us someinto her hut
she

what coldly when we penetrated
is

the chief

widow

;

of old Gasetsive, Batuen's father, a

noted warrior in his day.

The Sechuana

very fainiy ideas about death, and never,

tribes
if

have

possible,

a man die inside his hut if he does accidentally
behave so indiscreetly the)'' pull down the wall at the
back to take the corpse out, as it must never go out
by the ordinary door, and the hut is usually abanlet

;

doned.

Gasetsive died in his

own

house, so the wall

be pulled down, and it has never been
Batuen built himself a
repaired, and is abandoned.
new palace, with a hut for his chief wife on his right,
and a hut for his mother on the left. His father's
funeral was a grand affair; all the tribe assembled to
lament the loss of their warrior chief, and he was laid

had

to

hotla.

The

superstitious of the tribe did not approve of the

coffin,

to rest in a lead coffni in the

midst of

liis

THE KALAHAET DESERT EOUTE
and imagine

tliat tlie

soul

may

still

11

be there making

frantic efforts to escape.

All the Ba-IsFgwatetse are soldiers, and belong to
certain regiments or years.

are

together

initiated

When

into

generally the son of a chief

the
is

a lot of the youths
tribal

mysteries

amongst them, and

command of the refjiment. In the old
ostrich-feather days Kanya was an important trading
station, but now there is none of this, and inasmuch
he takes the

as

it is

main road north,

off the

much importance from

it

is

not a place of

a white man's point of view,

and boasts only of one storekeeper and one missionary, both men of great importance in the place.
After

Kanya

the character of the scenery alters,

and 3^ou enter an undulating country thickly wooded,
and studded here and there with red granite kopjes,
or gigantic boulders set in rich

looking for

all

green vegetation,

the world like pre-Eaphaelite Italian

Beneath a long kopje, sixteen miles from
Masoupa, the capital of a young chief,
the son of Pilan, who was an important man in his
day, and broke off from his own chief Linchwe,
pictures.

Kanya,

nestles

bringing his followers with him to settle in the Ba-

Ngwatetse country as a sort of sub-chief with nominal
independence
it
is
a conglomeration of bee-hive
huts, many of them overgrown with gourds, difficult
to distinguish from the mass of boulders around them.
When we arrived at Masoupa a dance was going on
in consequence of the
a native Sechuana dance
full moon and the rejoicings incident on an abundant
;

—

—
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harvest.

In the kotla some forty or more

men had

formed a circle, and were jumping round and round
sound of music. Evidently it was an old war
dance degenerated the sugar-cane took the place of

to the

;

many black

legs were clothed in trousers,
and many black shoulders now wore coats but there

the assegai,

;

are

still left

the

liat,

the

as relics of the past the ostrich feather in
fly

whisk of horse, jackal, or other

tail,

the iron skin-scraper round the neck, which represents the pocket-handkerchief amongst the Kaffirs
with which to remove perspiration the flute with
;

one or two holes, out of which each man seems to
produce a different sound and around the group of
dancing men old women still circulate, as of yore,
clapping their withered hands and encouraging
;

It was a sight of considerable picturesqueamid the bee-hive huts and tall overhanging

festivity.

ness

rocks.

Masoupa was once

the residence of a missionary,

but the church is now abandoned and falling into
ruins, because when asked to repair the edifice at
their om^i expense the men of Masoupa waxed wroth,
and replied irreverently that God might repair His
own house and one old man who received a blanket
;

reward for attending divine service is reported
No
to have remarked, when the dole was stopped,
more blanket, no more hallelujah.' I fear me the
men of Masoupa are wedded to heathendom.
The accession of Pilan to the chiefdom of Masoupa
is a curious instance of the Sechuana marriage laws.
for his

'
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A

former

cliief's

heir

was

affianced

young

13
;

he died

at the ag'e of eisfht, before succeedinsf his father, and,

according to custom, the next brother, Moshuhlla,
married the woman their son was Pilan, who, on
;

coming of age, turned out

his

own

he said, the rightful heir of the

whom

father, being, as

boy of

eight, for

younger brother, had been
There is a distinct
touch of Hebraic, probably Semitic, law in this, as
there is in many another Sechuana custom.
The so-called purchase of a wife is curious enough
The intending husband brings
in Bechuanaland.
with him the number of bullocks he thinks the girl is
worth wisely, he does not offer all his stock at once,
leaving two or more, as the case may be, at a little
distance, for he knows the father will haggle and ask
for an equivalent for the girl's keep during childhood,
whereupon he will send for another bullock then
the mother will come forward and demand something
for lactation and other maternal offices, and another
bullock will have to be produced before the contract
can be ratified. In reality this apparent purchase of
he, Moshuhlla, the

instrumental in raising up seed.

;

;

not so barefaced a thing as it seems, for
she is not a negotiable article and cannot again be
in case of divorce her value has to be paid
sold
the wife

is

;

back, and her children,

if

the purchase

is

not made,

belong to her own family. Hence a woman who is
not properly bought is in the condition of a slave,
whereas her purchased sister has rights which assure
her a social standing.
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From
again,

Pilau's the northward road becomes hideous
and may henceforward be said to be in the

desert region of the Kalahari.

This desert

is

not the

waste of sand and rock we are accustomed to imagine
a desert should be, but a vast undulating expanse of

country covered with timber

—the

miynosa, or camel

mapani bush, and others which reach the
water with their roots, though there are no ostensible
water sources above ground.
The Kalahari is inhabited sparsely by a wild tribe
known as the Ba-kalahari, of kindred origin to the
bushmen, whom the Dutch term Vaal-pens, or 'Fallowthorn, the

paunches,' to distinguish them from the darker races.

Their great

skill is in

they obtain

it

finding water, and in dry seasons

by suction through a reed

inserted into

the ground, the results being spat into a gourd and

handed

to

the thirsty traveller to drink.

Khama,

Sechele, and Batuen divide this vast desert between
how far west it goes is unknown
them
wild
animals rapidly becoming extinct elsewhere abound
It is a vast limbo of uncertainty, which will
therein.
necessarily become British property when Bechu analand is definitely annexed possibly with a system
of artesian wells the water supply may be found
adequate, and it may yet have a future before it
when the rest of the world is filled to overflowing.
We saw a few of these children of the desert in
our progress northwards they are timid and diffi;

;

;

;

dent in the extreme, always avoiding the haunts of
the white man, and always wandering hither and
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where rain and water may be found. On
their shoulders they carry a bark quiver filled with
poisoned arrows to kill their game.
They produce
fire by dexterously rubbing two sticks together to
make a spark. At nightfall they cut grass and
branches to make a slielter from the wind they eat
snakes, tortoises, and roots which they dig up with
sharp bits of wood, and the contents of their food
bags is revolting to behold. They pay tribute in
kind to the above-mentioned chiefs skins, feathers,
thither

;

—

tusks,

beer

or

—and

if

mahatla

used for makino;
these things are not forthcoming they

the

berries

take a fine-grown boy and present

him

to the chief as

his slave.

Sechele

is

the chief of the Ba-quaina, or children

of the quaina, or crocodile.

Their sihoko, or tribal ob-

which animal they
touch
under
any
will not ki)l or
provocation whatsoever.
The Ba-quaina are one of the most powerful

ject of veneration,

is

the crocodile,

of the Bechuanaland feud tribes, and

it

often occurred

me. Can the name Bechuanaland, for which nobody
can give a satisfactory derivation, and of which the
natives themselves are entirely ignorant, be a corrupThere have been worse corruption of this name ?
tions perpetrated by Dutch and English pioneers in
savage lands, and Ba-quainaland would have a derito

Bechuanaland has none.
is on the hills above the river
Molopolole, quite a flourishing place, or rather group
of places, on a high hill, with a curious valley or
vation, whereas

Sechele's capital
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where the missionary settlement is
Many villages of daub huts are
scattered over the hills amonirst the red boulders and
kloof beneath

by the

it,

river banks.

In the largest, in quite a Euro-

green vegetation.

pean-looking house, Sechele

was

fitted

up

for

him

in

lives.

European

Once
st}-le

this
it

;

house

contained

a glass chandelier, a sideboard, a gazogene, and a

In those days Sechele was a good man, and

table.

was

led

by

his wife to

church

;

but, alas

!

this

good

lady died, and her place was supplied by a ranlc
heathen,

who would have none

Now

of her predecessor's

and very
and he lies amid the wreck of all his
European grandeur chandelier, sideboard, gazogene,
are all in ruins like himself, and he is as big a heathen
and as big a sinner as ever wore a crown. So much

innovations.

Sechele

very old

is

crippled,

;

for the influence of

when they

women

over their husbands, even

are black.

Sebele, the heir apparent, does all the executive

work of the countr}' now, and the old man is left at
home to chew his sugar-cane and smoke his pipe.
Around the villages and in the hollow below the
native gardens or fields are very fertile
corn, sugar-cane,

of the

tall

grow here

reeds black

women

;

maize, kaffir

abundance, and out
came running to look

in

at us as we passed by, whose daily duty it is at this
season of the year to act as scarecrows, and save
Beneath the corn and
their crops from the birds.

mealies they grow gourds and beans, and thereby
thoroughly exhaust the soil, which, after a season or
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is left fallow for a while
and if tlie ground
becomes too bad around a town tliey think nothing
of moving their abodes elsewhere, a town being rarely
established in one place for more than fifty years.
From Sechele's town to Khama's old capital,
Shoshong, is a weary journey of over a hundred and
thirty miles through the Kalahari Desert, and through
that everlasting bush of mimosa thorn, which rose
like impenetrable walls on either side of us. Along this
road there is hardly any rising ground hence it is
impossible to see anything for more than a few yards
around one, unless one is willino- to brave the dano;ers

two,

;

;

camp with

of penetrating the bush, returning to the

and ruffled temper, if return you
can, for when only a few yards from camp it is quite
possible to become hopelessly lost, and many are the
stories of deaths and disappearances in this way, and
of days of misery spent by travellers in this bush

tattered garments

without fcod or shelter, unable to retrace their steps.
The impenetrableness of this jungle in some places
is

almost unbelievable

:

the bushes of' wait-a-bit thorn
'

are absolutely impossible to get through
of every description

nature with
is

the

'

its

own

;

every tree

about here seems armed by

defence, and lurking in the j^rass

grapple plant,' the Hmyagophytumprocumbens,

whose crablike claws tear the skin in a most painfully subtle way.
The mimosas of many different
species which form the bulk of the trees in this bush
are also terribly thorny; the Dutch call them camel
thorns, because the giraffes, or, as they call them, the

c

1

Q
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camel leopards, feed thereon. Why the Dutch should
be so perverse in the naming of animals I never can
discover to them the liyo3na is tlie wolf, the leopard
;

is

the

many

the kori-bustard

tiger,

the peacock, and

is

similar anomalies occur.

The botanist or the

naturalist might here enjoy

every hour of his day.

animal

life is

The

here seen in

flowers are lovely,

and

many unaccustomed forms

;

there are the quaint, spire-like ant-hills tapering to

pinnacles of fifteen feet in height
of the

'

;

the clustered nests

family bird,' where hundreds live together

in a sort of exaggerated honeycomb
the huge
yellow and black spiders, which weave their webs
;

from

tree to tree of material like the fresh silk of the

silkworm, which, with the

upon

it,

air.

There

dew and

the morning sun

looks like a gauze curtain suspended in the
are,

too,

the

deadly puff adders,

the

night adders, and things creeping innumerable, the
green tree snake stealthily mo\ing like a coil of
fresh-cut grass

you are sure

;

to

and wherever there

is

a rocky koj>je

hear at nightfall the hideous screams

of the baboons, coupled with the laugh of the jackal.

But
you

if

you are not a

upon
repeated, and

naturalist these things pall

after the sensation

has been

oft

was the case with us.
The monotony of the journey would now and
again be relieved by a cattle station, where the

this

servants of Sechele or

Khama

rear cattle for their

and these always occur in the proximity of
water, which we hailed with delight, even if it was
chiefs

;
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only a
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or pond, trampled b)^ the hoofs

These

cattle stations are

large circular enclosures surrounded

by a

generally
palisade,

with a tree in the middle, beneath which the inha-

MAKING THONGS OF OX-HIDE

bitants

sit

stitching at their carosses, or skin rugs, in

splendid nudity.

All

manner

of skins

hang around

;

hunks of meat in process of drying hide thongs are
fastened from branch to branch like spiders* webs,
which they stretch on the branches to make reims
;

'

'

c

ti
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for

waggon harness

;

consequently the air

is

not too

an insupportable nuisance.
One evening we reached one of these kraals after
dark, and a weird and picturesque sight it was.
Having penetrated through the outer hedge, where

fragrant,

the

and the

cattle

flies

were housed

for the

inner enclosures occupied
huts.

They

sat

their evening

into the pot,

by

night,

we reached

the families and their

crouching over their

fires,

eating

meal of porridge, thrusting long sticks
and transferring the stiff paste to their

mouths. In spite of the chilliness of the evening, they
were naked, save for a loin-cloth and their charms
and amulets. A man stood near, playing on an instru-

ment like a bow with one
to bring out the sound.

string,

He

with a gourd attached
played it with a bit of

wood, and the strains were plaintive, if not sweet.
Another night we reached a pond called Selynia,
famed all the country round, and a great point of
rendezvous for hunters who are about to penetrate
the desert. In this pond we intended to do great
things in the washing line, and tarr}^ a whole day for
but it was another disappointment to
this purpose
add to the many we had experienced on this road, for
it was nothing but a muddy puddle trampled by oxen,
from which we had difficulty in extracting enough
liquid to fill our barrels. Needless to say, we did not
stay for our proposed washing day, but hurried on.
It was a great relief to reach the hills of Shosliong, the larger trees, the cactus-like euphorbia, and
;

the richer vegetation, after the long

flat

stretch of
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now

The group of

hills

waterless bush-covered desert, and

within the tropic of Capricorn.
is
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we were

considerable, reaching an elevation of about 800

and with interesting views from the summits.
In a deep ravine amongst these hills lie the ruins of
the town of Shoshong, the quondam capital of the
It is an
chief Khama and the Ba-niangwato tribe.
feet,

interesting illustration of the migratory spirit of the

The question of moving had long been disKhama and his head men, but the European
traders and missionaries at Shoshong thought it would
never take place. They built themselves houses and
stores, and lived contentedly.
race.

cussed by

Suddenly, one day, now three years ago, without
any prefatory warning, Khama gave orders for the
move, and the exodus commenced on the following
mornino'.
The rich were exhorted to lend their
waggons and their beasts of burden to the poor.
Each man helped his neighbour, and, in two months,
15,000 individuals were located in their new home at
Palapwe, about sixty miles away, where water is plentiThus was Shoful and the soil exceedingly rich.
shong abandoned. Scarcity of water was the immediate
cause of the migration, for there was only one slender
stream to water the whole community, and whole
rows of women with their jars would stand for hours
awaiting their turn to fill them from the source up
the valley, which in the dry season barely trickled.
Everything was arranged by Khama in the most
He and his head men had been
beautiful manner.

;
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over at Palapwe for some time, and had arranged the
allotments, so that every one on his arrival went
straight to the spot appointed, bnilt his hut,

surrounded

it

and

Not a murmur or a
it was the
support which enabled Khama

with a palisade.

dispute arose amongst them.

knowledge of British

In reality

Shoshong, in its rocky ravine,
admirably situated for protection from the Matabele raids.
When a rumour of the enemy's approach
was received, the women and children were hurried
off with provisions to the caves above the town,
to carry

out this plan.

'

is

whilst

Khama and

his soldiers protected the entrance

Palapwe, on the contrary, is open
and would be at once exposed to
the raids of Lobengula were it not for the camp of
the Bechuanaland Border Police at Macloutsie, and
the openty avowed support of Great Britain.
The desolate aspect of the ruined town, as
The compounds or
seen to-day, is exceedingly odd.
enclosures are all thickly overgrown with the castoroil plant.
The huts have, in most cases, tumbled in
some show only walls, with the chequered and diaper
patterns still on them so beloved by the inhabitants
of Bechuanaland others are mere skeleton huts, with
to

and

the ravine.

indefensible,

;

only the framework left. The poles which shut in the
cattle kraals have, in many instances, sprouted, and
present the appearance of curious circular groves dedi-

cated to some deity.

The brick houses of European
and abodes of

origin are the most lasting, the old stores
traders,

but even these can now hardly be approached

;
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by reason of the thick thorn bushes which, in so
grown up around them.
Far up the ravine is the missionary's house, itself
Baboons, and
a ruin overlooking the ruined town.
owls, and vicious was]xs now inhabit the rooms
where Moffat lived and Livingstone stayed. There
is not a vcstiire of human life now to be seen within
miles of Shoshong, which was, three years ago, the
capital of one of the most enlightened chiefs of South
short a space of time, have

Africa.

must say

looked forward with great interest
to seeing a man wi'li so wide a reputation for integrity and enlightenment as Khama has in South
I

Africa.

I

Somehow,

one's spirit of scepticism

is

on the

on such occasions, especially when a negro is
and I candidly admit that I advanced towards Palapwe fully prepared to find the
chief of the Ba-mangwato a rascal and a hypocrite,
alert

the case in point

and that

;

I left his capital, after a

week's stay there,

one of his most fervent admirers.
Not only has Khama himself established his reputation for honesty, but he is supposed to have inocuNo one is
lated all his people with the same virtue.

supposed to

steal in

Khama's country. He regulates
buy and the milk vendor

the price of the goat you

;

dare not ask more than the regulation price, nor can
you get it for less. One evening, on our journey from

Palapwe, w'e passed a loaded waggon by
the roadside with no one to guard it save a dog
and surely, we thought, such confidence as this im-

Shoshong

to
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plies a

security for property rare enough in South

Africa.

The aspect of Palapwe

Fine
is very pleasant.
timber covers the hill slopes. A large grassy square,
shaded by trees, and with a stream running through
it,

has been devoted to the outspanning of the

waggons which pass through

many

There are as yet

here.

but few of those detestable corrugated-iron houses,
for the Europeans have wisely elected to dwell in
daub huts, like the natives. Scattered far and wide
are

the clusters

of huts

in

their

own

enclosures,

governed by their respective indunas.
High up on the hillside Khama has allotted the
choicest spot of all to his spiritual and political
adviser, Mr. Hepburn, the missionary.
From here a
lovely view extends over mountain and plain, over
granite kopje and the meandering river-bed, far. away
into the blue distance and the Kalahari.
Behind the
mission house is a deep ravine, thick set with tropical
vegetation, through which a stream runs, called Fotofoto, which at the head of the gorge leaps over steep
rocks, and forms a lovely cascade of well-nigh a
hundred feet behind the ravine, on the rocky
heights, baboons and other wild animals still linger,
perturbed in mind, no doubt, at this recent occupa;

tion of their paradise.

the

Everything in Khama's town
rigour
one might almost

—

religious enthusiasm.

is

conducted with
say

bigotry

The chief conducts

in

— of

person

native services, twice every Sunday, in his large round
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which he expects a large attendance.

He

tree of justice,

and

stands beneath the traditional

the canopy of heaven, quite in a patriarchal style.

He

has a system of espionage by which he learns the
names of those who do not keep Sunday properly,

and he punishes them accordingly. He has already
collected 3,000/. for a church which is to be built at
Palapwe.

however, which more than anything
else display the power of the man, and perhaps his
Firstly, he forbids all his
intolerance, are these.
Any one who knows
drink
beer.
make
or
subjects to
the love of a Kaffir for his porridge-hke beer, and his

The two

acts,

man

occasional orgies, will realise what a power one

Even the
must have to stop this in a whole
missionaries have remonsti-ated with him on this
tribe.

point, representing the

he

replies,

disputes.

'

Beer

is

measure

as too strong

the source of

I will stop

it.'

;

but

quarrels and

all

Secondly, he has put a

stop altogether to the existence of witch doctors and
their craft

throughout

all

the

instance of his force of will,
the

Ba-mangwato

when one

national religion of the Sechuana

belief in the existence of

— another

considers that

good and bad

is

merely a

spirits

which

haunt them and act on their lives. All members of
other neighbouring tribes are uncomfortable if they
are not charmed by their witch doctor every two or
three days.

Like the other Bechuana tribes, the Ba-mangwato
have a totem which they once revered. Theirs is the

^t)
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duylcer, a sort of roebuck
and Khama's father, old
Sikkome, would not so much as step on a duyker-^Y\n.
Khama will now publicly eat a steak of that animal
to encourage his men to shake off their belief.
In
manner the chief is essentially a frentleman, courteous
and dignified. He rides a good deal, and prides himself on his stud.
On one occasion he did what I doubt
if every English gentleman would do.
He sold a horse
for a high price, which died a few days afterwards,
whereupon Khama returned the purchase money,
considering that the illness had been acquired previous to the purchase taking place.
On his waggons
he has painted in English, Khama, Chief of the Bamangwato.' They say he understands a great deal
of our tongue, but he never trusts himself to speak it,
alw ays using an interpreter.
;

'

An instance

of

Khama's

came

S3^stem of discipline

under our notice during our stay at Palapwe. Attracted by the sound of bugles, I repaired very early
one morning to the Jcotla, and there saw men in all
sorts of quaint dresses, with arms,

picks, mustering to the

number

and spades, and

of about 200.

On

was a regiment which had
misbehaved and displeased the chief in some way.
The punishment he inflicted on them was this that
for a given period they were to assemble every day
and go and work in the fields, opening out new land
There is something Teutonic in
for the people.
Khama's imperial discipline, but the Bechuana are
made of different stuff to the Germans. They are by
enquiry, I was told that

it

:
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nature peaceful and mild, a race with strong pastoral

have lived for years in dread of Matabele

habits, vrho

raids

consequently their respect for a chief like

;

Khama

—who has actually on one occasion repulsed
and who has established peace,
borders — unbounded, and
prosperity,

the foe,

and

justice in all his

word

is

his

is

law.

Khama

pervades everything in his town.

He

is

always on horseback, visiting the fields, the stores,
and the outlying kraals. He has a word for every
one
my daughter,' and
he calls every woman
ever}^ man
my son he pats the little children on
'

;

'

the head,

He

;

is

'

a veritable father of his people, a

curious and unaccountable outcrop of mental power

and integrity amongst a degraded and powerless

race.

His early history and struggles with his father and
brothers are thrilling in the extreme, and his later

Perhaps he ma}^ be
development extraordinary.
said to be the only negro living whose biography
would repay the writing.
The blending of two sets of ideas, the advance of
the new and the remains of the old, are curiously
conspicuous at Palapwe, and perhaps the women illusOn your evening
trate this better than the men.
walk you may meet the leading black ladies of the
place, parasol in hand, with hideous dresses of gaudy
cottons, hats with flowers and feathers, and displa}^ing as they walk the airs and graces of self- consciousness.
A little further on you meet the women of the
lower orders returning from the fields, with baskets
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on

their heads filled with green pumpkins, bright
yellow mealy pods, and rods of sugar cane. A skin
is thrown over their shoulders, and the rest of
mahogany-coloured bodies is nude, save for a
leopard-skin loin-cloth, and armlets and necklaces of

caross
their

bright blue

beads.

permitted to destroy

Why
all

is

that

is

it

that civilisation

picturesque

?

is

Surely

much to answer
and the missionaries who teach
races, accustomed to nudity by heredity, that it is a
good and proper thing to wear clothes are responsible
we, of the nineteenth century, have

for in this respect,

for three evils

—

firstly,

the appearance of lung diseases

amongst them
secondly, the spread of vermin
amongst them and thirdly, the disappearance from
amongst them of inherent and natural modesty.
It had been arranged that on our departure from
Palapwe we should take twenty-five of Khama's men
to act as excavators at the ruins of Zimbabwe.
One
morning, at sunrise, when we were just rising from
our waggons, and indulging in our matutinal yawns,
Khama's arrival was announced. The chief walked
in front, dignified and smart, dressed in well-made
boots, trousers with a correct seam down each side,
an irreproachable coat, a billycock hat, and gloves.
;

;

If

Khama

enough,

has a vice

this vice

son and heir,

it is

that of dress, and, curiously

has developed more markedly in his

who

is

to

all

black masher and nothing

intents

else.

and purposes a

Khama

is

a neatly-

made, active man of sixty, wdio might easily pass for
twenty years younger his face sparkles with intelli;
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lie is,

moreover, shrewd, and looks carefully

after the interests of his people,

yet gone
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who

in da3^s scarcely

by have been wretchedly cheated by un-

Behind him, in a long line,
walked the twenty-five men that he proposed to place
at our disposal, strangely enough dressed in what
might be termed the ' transition style.' Ostrich
One wore a short
feathers adorned all their hats.
cutaway coat, which came down to the small of his
back, and nothing else. Another considered himself
sufficiently garbed with a waistcoat and a fly whisk.
They formed a curious collection of humanity, and
scrupulous traders.

all

twenty-five

down

sat

in a

row

at a respectful

we parleyed with

the chief.
Luckily
through owing to the diffiand, on inspection, I must say I
culties of transport
Away from the
felt doubtful as to their capabilities.
influence of their chief, and in a strange country, I
feel sure they would have given us endless trouble.
We left Khama and his town with regret on our
journey northwards. A few miles below Palapwe
distance, whilst

for us our negotiations fell
;

we crossed the Lotsani
pools,

River, a series of semi-stagnant

even after the rainy season,

many

of which

pools were gay just then with the lotus or blue water

[Nymphcea stellata). The water percolates through
the sand, which has almost silted it up, and a little
sand
further on we came across what they call a
seen
in
of
water
is
to
be
the
Not a trace
river.'
sandy bed, but, on digging down a few feet, you
lily

'

come

across

it.
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The future colonisation and development of this
is dependent on the question of
water, pure and simple.
If artesian wells can be sunk,

part of Bechuanaland

water can be stored in reservoirs, something may
be done but, at present, even the few inhal)itantsof
Khama's country are continually plunged in misery
from drought.
North of Palapwe we met but few inhabitants,
and, after passing the camp of the Bechuanaland
Border Police at Macloutsie, we entered wdiat is
known as the debatable country,' between the territories of Khama and Lobengula, and claimed by both.
It is, at present, uninhabited and unproductive, flat
and uninteresting, and continues as far as Fort Tuli,
if

;

'

on the

Shaslii Eiver, after crossing

which we entered

the country which comes under the direct influence
of Lobengula, the vaguely defined territory which

under the name of Mashonaland
by the Chartered' Company.

is

now governed
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CHAPTEE

II

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF MASHONALAND

We

left

Fort Tuli on

Mashonaland

May

9,

I89I,

we sojourned

ensuing six months

in

and
wliat

for the
is

now

of our doings therein and of
our wanderings this volume purports to be the narraBesides our excavations and examinations into
tive.
called

the

ruins

which

is

;

past

of a

civilisation,

the treatment of

necessarily dry and special, and, for the

benefit of those

who

care not about such things, has

been, as far as possible, confined within the limits of
II., we had ample time for studying the race
which now inhabits the country, inasmuch as we
employed over fifty of them during our excavations
at Zimbabwe, and during our subsequent wanderings
we had them as bearers, and we were brought into
intimate relationship with most of their chiefs.
The Chartered Company throughout the whole of this

Part

period kept us supplied with interpreters of more or
less

intelligence,

who

greatly facilitated our inter-

with the natives, and as time went by a
certain portion of the language found its way into
course

—
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own

our

brains,

which was an assistance

us in

to

guiding conversations and checking romance.

and tribes around Zimbabwe,
and north to Fort Cliarter
and this is the most populous part of the whole
call themselves by one name, though they
countr}'
are divided into many tribes, and that name is
Makalanga. In answer to questions as to nationaAll

down

the

people

to the Sabi Eiver

—

they

lity

in

invariably

contradistinction

the

east

side

themselves

call

to

the Shangans,

'You
Makalanga

of the Sabi liiver.

many Makalangas

there,'

'

A

Makalangas,

who

inhabit

will
is

find

buried

and so on.
The race is exceedingly numerous, and certain British and Dutch pioneers
have given them various names, such as Banyai
and Makalaka, which latter they imagine to be a
there,'

Zulu term of reproach for a limited number of people

who act as slaves and herdsmen for the Matabele
down by the Sliashi and Lundi Elvers. I contend
that

all

these people call themselves Makaldngas,

that their land

and

should by right be called Maka-

lanc^aland.

In

this

theory, formed on the spot from inter-

course with the natives, I was glad to find afterwards

am ably supported by the Portuguese writer
Father dos Santos, to whom frequent allusion will be
that I

He

The Monomatapa
and all his vassals are Mocarangas, a name which they
have because they live in the land of Mocaranga, and
talk the language called Mocaranga, which is the best

made

in these pages.

says,

'
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and most polished of all Kaffir languages which I
have seen in this Ethiopia.' Couto, another Portuguese writer, bears testimony to the same point, and
every one knows the tendency of the Portuguese to
Umtali is called by the Portuguese
substitute r for /.
'bianco' is 'branco' in Portuguese, and
Umtare
numerous similar instances could be adduced
hence with this small Portuguese variant the
names are identical. Father Torrend, in his late
work on this part of the country, states, 'The
Karanga certainly have been for centuries the paramount tribe of the vast empire of Monomatapa,' and
^

;

;

the best derivation that suggests itself

Ma or Ba,

is

the initial

children,' ka, of,' langa,
the sun.' They
Abantu race, akin to the Zulus, only a weaker
branch whose day is over. Several tribes of Bakalanga
came into Natal in 1720, forced down by the power'

'

'

are an

Zulu hordes, with traditions of having once formed
Three
a part of a powerful tribe further north.
centuries and a half ago, when the Portuguese first
visited the country, they were then all-powerful in
this countr}^ and were ruled over by a chief with the

ful

dynastic
split

name

of

Monomatapa, which community
combinations do after a gene-

up, like all Kaffir

ration or so, into a hopeless state of disintegration.^
^

to

M', which looks so mysterious in all x\frican books, is supposed
first syllable may be pronoimced either urn or mu ;

express that the

there are

foiu*

correct

ways

of pronouncing,' the

Umtali or Mutare, Umtare or Miitali.
first and the Portui^ucse the second.
'*

name

in (juestion,

The English have adopted the

Vide Chap. VII.

D
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liis

high-sounding dynastic

Monomatapa

or the Pharaoh of his

Eacli petty chief

name,

like the

.still

has

and countless lesser
names are as hereditary as the chiefdoms themselves,
and each chief, as he succeeds, drops his own identity
and takes the tribal appellative. Such, briefly, is the
Chibi, M'tegeza, M'toko,

day.

aspect

political

of the

country

we

are

about to

enter.

This
after

is

a strange, weird country to look upon, and

monotony of Bechuanaland a perfect
The granite hills are so oddly fantastic in

the Hat

paradise.
their forms

;

the deep river-beds so richly luxuriant

wealth of tropical vegetation the great baobab trees, the elephants of the vegetable world, so
Here one would never
antediluvian in their aspect.
in their

;

be surprised to come across the roc's egg of Sindthe dreams
bad or the golden valley of Rasselas
of the old Arabian storj^-tellei's here seem to have a
;

reality.

Our

was at a
where we outspanned
on a small plain surrounded by domed granite Icopjes,
near the summit of one of which is a cluster of villages.
Here we unpacked our beads and our cloth, and
commenced African trading in real earnest what
money we had we put away in our boxes, and never
wanted it again during our stay in the countr}'. The
naked natives swarmed around us like flies, with
grain, flour, sour milk, and honey, which commodities
first

real intercourse with the natives

'

lovely spot called Inyamanda,

'

;

can be acquired for a few beads

;

but for a sheep

;
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wanted a blanket,

for

meat

is
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scarce enough and

valuable amongst this much-raided people.

We

lost

an ox here by one of the many sicknesses fatal to
cattle in this region, and the natives hovered round
him like vultures till the breath was out of his body
they then fell on him and tore him limb from limb,

As one
and commenced their detestable orgy.
imagine
that
it
is not
eat,
one
could
them
watched
so many generations since they emerged from a state
of cannibalism.

We

found

it

a tough climb to the villages through

the luxuriant verdure of cactus-like euphorbia, india-

rubber

tree, the castor-oil,

and acacia with lovely red

At an elevation of five hundred feet above
flowers.
our waggons were the mud huts of the people,
and up here every night they drive their cattle into
extraordinary rock stables for safety. Perched on
the rocks are countkss circular granaries, constructed

mud and thatched with g-rass. One
would think that a good storm of wind would blow
them all away, so frail do they seem.
Eounding a corner of the hill we came across a
second village, nestling amongst stupendous boulders,
and ascending again a little higher Ave reached a
third by means of a natural tunnel in the rock,
of bright red

fortified, despite

its

inaccessible position, with pali-

sades.
Tlie natives were somewhat shy of us, and fled to
rocky eyries from whence to contemplate us, seated
in rows in all sorts of uncomfortable angles, for all
D 2
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tlie

world

like

monkeys.

They are

utterly unac-

customed to postures of comfort, reclining at nighttime on a grass mat on the hard ground, with their
necks resting on a wooden pillow, curiously carved
they are accustomed to decorate tlieir hair so fantastically with tufts ornamentally arranged and tied up
;

WOODEN PILLOW

with beads that they are afi-aid of destroying the
effect, and hence these pillows.
These pillows are many of them pretty objects,
and decorated Math curious patterns, the favourite
one being the female breast, and resting on legs which
had evidently been evolved out of the human form.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
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They bear a close and curious resemblance to the
wooden head-rests used by the Egyptians in their
tombs to support the head of the deceased, specimens
of which are seen in the British Museum.
They are
common all over Africa, and elsewhere amono-st savage

A.VCIENT EGYPTIAX PILLOW IX

tribes

THE BRITISH MUSEUJI

where special attention

is

paid to the decora-

tion of the hair.

A Makalanga js by nature vain, and particidar
about the appearance of his nudity the ladies have
;

fashions in beads

and

cloths, like

our ladies

at

home,
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and

l:)efore

visiting a fresh kraal

our

men nsed

to

love to polish themselves like mahoo-any, by chewing
the monkey-nut and rubbing their skins with it,

good-naturedly doing each other's backs and inaccesSomehow they know what becomes
sible corners.

them
meat

too,

twisting

tin

ornaments,

tins, into their black hair.

made from our
now they will

Just

^^t

WOODEX D0LLA3SKS OR DIVINING TABLETS

have nothing but red beads with white e^^es, which
they thread into necklaces and various ornaments,
and which look uncommonly well on their dark skins
and though it seems somewhat paradoxical to say so
of naked savages, yet I consider no one has better
taste in dress than they have until a li3'brid civilisation is introduced amongst them.
From many of the huts at Inyamanda wei'e hang;

^

J

;
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charms, on which are

Each family
together by a string.
Of

drawn strange
of four tied

figures.

possesses a set

these four one
always has a curious conventional form of a lizard
carved on it others have battle axes, diamond patterns,
;

and

so forth, invariably repeating themselves, and the
purport of which I was never able to ascertain. They

common amongst

are

the

all

Abantu

races,

and

bound up with their occult belief in witchcraft
they are chiefly made of wood, but sometimes neat

closely

liONK DOLLASSES

ones of bone are found, a
wards obtained.
little

On

set of

which

new moon they

the evening of the

I after-

will seat

themselves in a circle, and the village witch doctor
will
tlie

go rourLd, tossing each man's set of dollasses in
air, and by the way they turn up he will divine

the fortune of the individual for the

month

that

is

to

come.
There are many odds and ends of interest scattered
about a Makalancra villaoe there is the drum, from
two to four feet in height, covered with zebra or
;

other skin> platted baskets for straining beer, and

—
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long-handled gourds, with queer diagonal patterns in
black done upon them, which serve as ladles. Most
of their domestic implements are

wooden

pestles

made

and wooden mortars

of

for

wood
crushing

GOURDS FOR BALING WATER

grain,

wooden spoons and wooden

decorated with

pretty

zigzag

platters

patterns.

often

Natural

objects, too, are largely used for personal ornaments.

Anklets and necklaces are made out of mimosa pods
necklaces, really quite pretty to look upon, are con;

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
structed out of chicken bones

;
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and beaks,
are constantly em-

birds' claws

and the seeds of various plants,
ployed for the same purpose. Grass is neatly woven
into chaplets, and a Makalanga is never satisfied unless

he has a strange bird's feather stuck jauntily in

his woolly locks.

Never shall I forget the view from the summit of
Inyamanda Eock over the country ruled over by the

WOODEN BOWL

WOODEN PORRIDGE BOWL

WOODEN MORTAR
chief Matipi

;

the horizon

is

cut by countless odd-

peaked kopjes, some like spires, some like domes,
and weird, rising out of rich vegetation, getting
bluer and bluer in the far distance, and there is
always something indescribablv rich al;)Out the blueAs we descended
ness of an African distance.
i^rey

we passed

a wide-spreading

tree

hung with

rich

Here, too, the
yellow maize pods drying in the sun.
bright coral I'ed Howers of the Erythrina Jcaffra were
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coming out. Eichness of colour seemed to pervade evervthinsf.
It was immediately on crossing the Lundi Eiver,
the threshold of the countr}^ as it were, that we were
introduced to the first of the long series of ancient
ruins which formed the object of our quest.
By
diligent search amongst the gigantic remains at Zimbabwe we were able to repeople this country with a

just

race highly civilised in far distant ages, a race far

advanced

in the art of buildinfy

o'old-seekino- race

who occupied

the midst of an enemy's country.

it

and

decoratinof, a

like a yarrison in

Surely Africa

mysterious and awe-inspiring continent, and
the very heart of

it

who

time ago would have thought of penetrating

Quid

solete phrase for

a
in

has been found work for the

archaeologist, almost the veiy last person

interior.

is

now

novi ex Africa f will not

many

a short
its

vast

be an ob-

generations yet to come.

The Lundi River was the only one of

the great

rivers which llow tlirough this portion of the country
which gave us any real trouble. Our waggons had
to be unloaded and our eflects carried across in a
boat, and the wai^nons draojo-ed throuirh the rushing
stream by both teams of oxen it was an exciting
scene, and the place was crowded with people in the
same condition as ourselves. On reaching the left
bank we halted in a shady spot, and encamped for
two days, in order to give our oxen rest and to study
the ruin. It was a very charming spot, with fine rocky
kopjes here and there, rich vegetation, and the dull
;
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below us. Froiu
one of the hopjes we got a lovely view up the river,
over the thickly wooded flats on either side and the
Bufwa range of mountains beyond.
The country beyond the Lundi is thickly populated,
with native villages perched on rocky heights, many
of which we saw as we wended our slow way through
roar of the fine stream about

the Naka pass.
One hill is
human beings, the next by a

fifty feet

inhabited by a tribe of
tribe of baboons,

and

I

must say these aborigines of the country on the face
of it seem more closely allied to one another than
they are to the race of white men, who are now appropriating the territory of both. The natives, living
as they do in their hill-set villages on the top of the
granite hojijes, are niml)le as goats, cowardly yet
They are constantly
friendly to the white stranger.
engaged in intertribal wars, stealing each other's
women and cattle when opportunity occurs, and
never dreaming of uniting against the common enemy,
the Zulu, during whose periodical raids they perch
themselves on the top of their inaccessible rocks, and
look down complacently on the burning of their huts,
the pillaging of their granaries, and the appropriation
of their cattle.
Under the thick jungle of trees by
the roadside as we passed along we saw many acres
under cultivation for the produce of sweet potatoes,
beans, and the ground or monkey nut [Arachis). They

make

neat furrows with their hoes beneath the
shade of which is necessary for their crops.

lonof

trees, the

They are an

essentially industrious race, far n^ore so
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than the Kaffirs of our South African colonies.

Here

men work in the fields, leaving the women to
make pots, build granaries, and carry water. In the
Colony women are the chief agriculturists.
tlie

WOMAN

S

GIRDLE, WITH CARTRIDGE CASES, SKIN-SCRAPERS, AXD

MEDICINE PHIALS ATTACHED

We

spent a long and pleasant day within a few
another village called M'lala in Chibi's

yards of

country, also perched on a rocky eminence, where
many objects of interest came before our notice.

Here

for the first time

we saw

the iron furnaces in

,
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which the natives smelt the iron ore they obtain from
the neighbouring mountains.

industry in MashonaLand.
in

centuries,

by

writers

and

ninth

the

as

is

a time-honoured

Dos Santos

alludes to

it

and

description,

his

so do A]-ab

This

of

tenth

practised

the savages of their

InChibi's country

day.^

iron-smelting
industry.

is

a great

Here whole

villages devote all their

time and energies to

it,

no land and keepno cattle, but ex-

tilling

ing

chanoino-

headed

their

iron-

barbed
and field
grain and such

assegais,

arrow-heads,
tools for

domestic commodities as
they may require. I am
told also of villages which
after

WOODEN HAIE COMB,

CHIBl'S

COUNTRY

the same fashion,

have a monopoly of pot-making. This industry is
mostly carried on by the women, who deftly build up
with clay, on round stands made for the purpose,
large pots for domestic use, which they scrape smooth
with large shells kept for this object, and then they
In
give them a sort of black glaze with plumbago.
1

Chap. VII.

'

.
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exchange
as

it

for

one of these pots they get as

much

grain

will hold.

The native iron furnace
upon.

It is

made

is

a curious object to look

of clay, and

is

another instance of

human form, for it is
woman the head is the

the design being taken from the

made

to represent a seated

;

chimney, decorated in some cases with eyes, nose, and
the legs are stretched
mouth,' resting on shoulders
of
the
furnace,
and to complete
the
sides
form
out and
;

the picture they decorate

the

front

;ind

the

tions

with breasts
tattoo decora-

usually

found vn

female stomachs.^

They

heat the charcoal in the
iui'iiace

by means of

pumped out of
bellows

air

goat-skin

through

clay

blow-]3ipes fixed into the

embers.
GRANARY DECORATED WITH BREAST
AND FURROW PATTERN

modities

sight

It is

a quaint

see

them at
com-

to

work with

all their

fixed on to the
— pillows, knives, and assegais,
forge from the outer

reed walls which shut off the

world
introduced to the
have their stomachs decorated with many

At M'lala

women who

we were

too

long hnes, or cicatrices.

first

Between

thirty

and forty of

these lines ran across their stomachs, executed with
'

Vide

illustration, ch. x.
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surijrisiiiL;" re^ularit^ and resembliiiix the furi'ows on a
ploughed fiekL In vain we tried to photograph and
count them. On one occasion I succeeded in counting
sixteen furrows, when the bashful female ran away, and

f

AVOODEX

I think I

VTi^M^'

*r

MLLOW

EEPP.ESEXTING

had done about

half.

HUMAN

This

is

FOEil

the favourite

pattern in Chibi's country and with the neighbouring dependent tribes for female decoration, and they

admire it so much that they put it also on their
drums, on their granaries, and on their pillows, and.
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The breast and
have said, on their forges.
pattern,
might
technicall}'
term it, and
furrow
one
I fancy it has to do with an occult idea of fertihty.
One of these oddly marked ladies was busily
oranary on a rock. She first
enoao'ed
in buildinoo a o
rj
CD
lays a circular foundation of mud, into which she puts
as

I

'

'

t.'

#

ifc/**^
IRON SKIN-SCKAPER

sticks.

On

to these she plasters

NEEDLES

IN CASES

mud until

the funnel-

shaped thing is about three feet high. A hole is left
near the top for inserting and extracting the grain,
and it is then thatched with grass and it effectually
keeps out the many rats and mice which swarm iv.
The costume of these natives is exthese parts.
;
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A man is content with two cat-skins,
and one behind, though the hitter is not
alwa5^s de rigueur.
The women wear leathern aprons
and girdles, tied so tightly as almost to cut them in
two, and made of several long strips of leather, like
boot-laces fastened together.
On to these they hang
tremely limited.

one

all

in front

the necessaries of their primitive

life.

At present

old cartridge cases are the fashion for holding snuff,

wooden cases. Then they have
bone ornaments, evidently of a mystic
character a skin-scraper or two with which to perform their toilette, which articles are of the form and
shape of the strigil known to us from classical times,
and the ends of the Ijoot-laces are elegantly finished
off with brass or copper beads.
The needle, too, is a
feature seldom absent from the man s neck and girdle,
being a sharp-pointed bit of iron or brass with which
they jiierce the skins and fasten them together with
threads of bark
these needles are fitted into a
wooden case, which the more fanciful decorate with
bands of brass wire.
or decorated reeds, or
a few decorated
;

;

At M'Jala too we saw

the blind witch-doctor of

the village, dressed in all his savage toggery.
Small
gourds with seeds inside to rattle were tied to his
calves.
These are the fruit of the Oncoha spinosa. A
buck's horn with a chain was hung round his neck,
with which he made a hideous noise. Odd chains
of beads decorated his neck, made out of the pods

of the

Acacia litakunensis, and his arms and legs
were a mass of brass bracelets and anklets and
E
;
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with feathers completed the
appearance of this poor blind man, who
danced before us unceasingly, and made such hideous
noises that we were obliged to give him some beads
and ask him to stop.
The pass through which the road leads up from
the river country to Fort Victoria is now called
his

hair resplendent

fantastic

'

Providential,'

by reason of the

force of the Chartered

fact that the pioneer

Company

did not

know how

to get over the range of hills rising to the north of

the

Tokwe

Eiver, until Mr. Selous chanced to
between the mountains leading up

this gully

higher plateau.
overrated.

It

Its scenery, to
is

with

my mind,

is

hit

on

to the

distinctly

green and luxuriant in tropical

bubblins^ stream Godobi^we
running down it. The hills on either side are fairly
fine, but it could be surpassed easily in Wales and
Scotland, or even Yorkshire.
In point of fact, the
scenery of Mashonaland is nothing if not quaint.
Providential Pass is distinctly commonplace, whereas
the granite kopje scenery is the quaintest form of
landscape I have ever seen.
Fort Victoria has no redeeming point of beauty
about it whatsoever, being placed on a bare flat
plateau, surrounded in the rainy season by swamps.
Nearly everybody was down with fever when we
got there provisions were at famine prices for example, seven shillings for apoundof bacon and the same
and the melancholy aspect of
price for a tin of jam
affairs was enhanced by the hundred aad fifty saddles
vecfetation,

the

—

;

—
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horses brought up
of which had died of horse

placed in rows within

the

belonged to the hundred and

by the pioneers,
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all

fort,

fifty

sickness.

The

diseases to

which quadrupeds are subject

in

One man of our acquaintance brought up eighty-seven horses, of which eightysix died before he got to Fort Victoria.
The still
country are appalling.

this

mysterious disease called horse sickness

^ to come from
>^nobody

is

supposed

grazing in the early dew, but

of- this

is as yet sure
the poor animals die in a few
hours of suffocation, and none but salted horses,' i.e.
SJ horses which have had the disease and recovered, are
of any use up here.
Our three horses were warranted salted, but this did not prevent one of them
.
;

'

!i.

/from havinof a recurrence of the disease, which cave
^us a horrible fright and caused us to expend a whole
bottle of whisky on it, to which we fondly imagine it
- owes its life.
Another horse also save us a similar
r alarm. One morning its nose was terribly swollen, and
,

^

.:^the

experienced professed to see signs of the sickness

^in

its eye.
Nevertheless nothing came of it, and in
due course the swelling went down. On close enquiry
^ve discovered that it had been foolishly tied for the
^ight to a euphorbia tree, and had pricked its nose

—\\dth

the poisonous thorns.

As for oxen, the diseases they are subject to make
tn
^ne wonder that any of them ever get up country
^live besides the fatal lung sickness they sufier from
^vhat is called the drunk sickness,' a species of
;

'

2:

cy

B 2
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When we reached Zhnbabwe nearly all
our oxen developed the mange and swollen legs, but
recovered owing to the long rest. Besides these casuStaggers.

alties

they often die from eating poisonous grasses
some parts the unwholesome herbage, or
;

also
'

in

sour V(Mt,' as

known amongst

it is

the drivers, pro-

duces kidney diseases and other horrors amongst,
them.
All around Fort Victoria, they told us, the grass was

we only remained there long enough to make
our preparations for our excavations at Zimbabwe.
sour^ so

Tools of

all

descriptions

we had

luckily brought with

us from Fort Tuli, as there were none here

when we

In fact the dearth of everything struck us
but by this time doubtless all this will be
remedied, fo]' we were amongst the first wasaons to
arrived.

forcibly,

come up

and now Fort Victoria, with
its immebound to become an important place.

after the rains,

the recent discovery of good gold reefs in
diate vicinity,

From Fort
sion began.

the great

is

Victoria oar real troubles of progres-

only fourteen miles from there to

It is

Zimbabwe

ruins b}^ the narrow Kaffir path,

and active individuals have been known to go there
and back in a day. It took us exactly seven days to

The cutting
of swamps, the making of

traverse this distance with our wafroons.

down

of trees, the skirting

corduroy bridges, were amongst the hindrances which
impeded our progress. For our men it was a perpetual timti of
weariness.

toil

;

for us

it

was a week of excessive
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For two nights we were outspanned by the edge
of a deep ravme, at the bottom of which was a swampy
stream. This had to be bridged with trees and a road
made up and down the banks before our waggons
could cross over it. A few hundred yards from this
'

spot

the

river

stream, which

is

'

M'shagashi flowed, a considerable
within easy reach of Zimbabwe and

its way down to the Tokwe. On its
banks we saw several crocodiles basking, and conse-

eventually makes

quently resisted the temptation to bathe.
By diving into the forests and climbing

hills

we

came across groups of natives who interested us. It
was the season just then in which they frequent the

—the

barking season,' when they go forth to
bark of certain trees,
out of which they produce so nuich that is useful
They weave textiles out of
for their primitive lives.
they
string out of bark
and
bark they make bags
forests

'

collect large quantities of the

;

make

;

quivers for their arrows, beehives for their bees,

and sometimes granaries, out of bark.
industry

is

The bark

second only to the iron-smelting amongst

the Makalangas.

At the correct season

of the year they go off in

groups into the forests to collect bark, taking with
them their wives and their children, carrying with
them their assegais, and fine barbed arrows with
which they shoot mice, a delicacy greatly beloved by

them
food,

;

they take with them also bags of mealies for
brown hairy
collect bags of caterpillars

—

and

caterpillars three inches long,

which

at this season
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of the 3^ear swarm on the trees.
These they disembowel and eat in enormous quantities, and what they
cannot eat on the expedition they dry in the sun
and take home for future consumption. Their only
method of making a lire is by rubbing two sticks
dexterously together until a spark appears, with which

they ignite some tinder carried in a little wooden
box attached to their girdles. At night time the}'
cut

down branches from

shelter for themselves

the

trees,

from the wind.

and make a
It is curious

to see a set of natives asleep, like sardines in a box,

one black naked lump of humanity if one turns or
disturbs the harmony of the pie they all get up and
swear at him and settle down again. One man is always
told off to watch the fire to keep off wild beasts, and
then when morning comes they pack their belongings,
their treasures of bark, mice, and caterpillars, and
start off along the narrow path in single file at a
tremendous pace, silent for a while, and then bursting
forth into song, looking for all the world like a procession of black caterpillars themselves.
These forests around Zimbabwe are lovely to
;

wander

in, witli

fairy scene at a

feathery festoons of lichen, like a

pantomime

;

outside the forests are

long stretches of coarse grass, towering above our

many

and horrible

have to push
They were
then in seed, and looked just like our harvest
fields at home, giving a golden tinge to the whole
heads in

cases,

through, especiall}^ after a

countrv.

fall

to

of rain.
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Fine trees perched on the summit of colossal anthills cast

a pleasant shade around, and

if

by chance

we were near a stream we had to be careful not to
fall into game pits, deep narrow holes hidden by the
long grass, which the natives dig in the ground and

towards which they drive deer and antelope, so that
they get their forelegs fixed in them and cannot get
out.

Zimbabwe

All around

be pleasant

;

far too well

watered to

long stretches of unhealthy swamps

up the valleys
the

is

;

vegetation

rivers

and streams are

consequently rich.

surrounding swamps we had
during our two months' stay

;

plentiful,

Owing

to

fill

and
the

much fever in our camp
as we had our waggons

we could not camp on very high ground, and

with us

suffered accordingly.
This fever of the high veldt
with plenty of food and plenty of quinine is by no
means dangerous, only oft-recurring and very weakOf the fourteen cases we had under treatment
enins^.

none were really dangerously ill, and none seemed to
sufier from bad effects afterwards when the fever had

worn itself

out.

The

real cause of so

much

mortality

and misery amongst the pioneer force during their
first wet season in the country was the want of
nourishing food to give the fever patients and the
want of proper medicine.

As

for the natives themselves, I cannot help saying

a few words in their favour, as
to abuse

nought.

it

has been customary

them and set their capabilities down as
During the time we were at Zimbabwe we
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were constantly surrounded by them, and employed
from fifty to sixty of them for our work, and the only
thing we lost was half a bottle of whisky, which we
did not set down to the natives, who as yet are happily
ignorant of the potency of fire-water. Doubtless on
the traversed roads and large centres, where they are

brought into contact with traders
civilisers of the race, these

vagabonds but
;

and

would-be

people become thieves and

in their primitive state the

Makalangas

are naturally honest, exceedingly courteous in manner,

and cowardice appears to be their onty vice, arising
doubtless from the fact that for generations they have
had

to

flee

to their fastnesses before the raids

more powerful

The Makalanga

of

above the
ordinary Kaffir in intelligence.
Contrary to the
prognostications of our advisers, we found that some
of them rapidly learnt their work, and were very
careful excavators, never passing over a thing of
value, which is more than can be said of all the
white men in our employ.
Some of ihem are decidedly handsome, and not at all like negroes except
in skin
many of them have a distinctly Arab cast of
countenance, and with their peculiar rows of tufts on
the top of their heads looked en profit like the figures
one sees on Egyptian tombs. There is certainly a
Semite drop of blood in their veins whence it comes
will probably never be known, but it is marked both
on their countenances and in their customs. In
races.

is

;

;

religion they are monotheists

believe in a

— that

is

to say, they

supreme being called Muali, between

;
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their ancestors, or mozimos, to

They

they sacrifice, act as intercessors.

whom

lay out food

dead they have a day of rest during the
ploughing season, which they call Muali's Day they
have dynastic names for their chiefs, like the Pharaohs
of old they sacrifice a goat toward off pestilence and
famine circumcision is practised amongst some of
them. We have also the pillows or head rests,
for their

;

;

;

;

the

strigil,

the

iron

sceptres

of

the

chiefs,

the

from the north.
Then, again, their musical instruments, their games,
and their totems point distinctly to an Arabian
influence, which has been handed down from generation to generation long after the Arabians have ceased
to have any definite intercourse with the country.
During the course of these pages numerous minor
illustrations will from time to time appear which
iron

j)oint

industry, all

in

the

with

same

parallels

direction.

ethnological problem which

It

is

a

curious

be hard to unravel.
All over the country sour milk is much drunk and
called mast, as it is in the East, and in parts of this
country beer is called dowra or cLjro, a term which
lias come from Abyssinia and Arabia, and the method
of making it is the same.
The corn is soaked in
water and left till it sprouts a little then it is spread
in the sun to dr}' and mixed with unsprouted grain
then the women pound it in wooden mortars, and the
malt obtained from this is boiled and left to stand in
a pot for two days, and over night a little malt that
has been kept for the purpose is thrown over the
it

will

;
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liquid to excite fermentation.

It will not keep at all,
sometimes strong and intoxicating. Women
are the great brewers in Mashonaland, and a good
wife is valued accordincr to her skill in this
department.

and

is

This Kaffir beer

There are several

is

certainly an old-world drink.

classical allusions for

what

is

termed

Xenophon and the Ten Thousand one
evening, on reaching an Armenian village in the
'

barley beer.'

mountains of Asia Minor, refreshed themselves with
what he describes as bowls of barley wine in which
'

the grains are

floating.'.

The Egyptians
fashion,

and used

too
it

made beer

the

after

also in sacrifices.

same

Much

that

was known in the old world has travelled southwards
through Nubia and Abyssinia, and is to be found still
amongst the Kaffir races of to-day. Some of the
words in common use amongst the Kaffirs in Mashonaland are very curious. Anything small, whether
be a child or to indicate that the price paid for
anything is insufficient, they term piccanini
the
word is universal, and points to intercourse with
ather continents.
The term Morunko, or Molungo,
universally applied to white men, is probably of
Zulu origin, and has been connected with what

it

;

know

—with

—

Unkidunhdu, a term to
denote the Supreme Being. At any rate it is distinctly a term of respect, and certainly has nothing
to do with the Mashona lanffuaore, in which Muali or
Mali is used to denote God.
reason I

not
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months to
mighty
the
ox
waggons,
a day of trekking
ruins of Zimbabwe were reached on June 6, 189],
and we sat down in the wilderness to commence our
operations, with the supreme delight of knowing that
for two months our beds would not begin to shake
and tumble us about before half our nights were over.
Finally, at long last, after exactly three
'

'

in our
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CAMP LIFE AND WORK AT ZIMBABWE
Ouiv camp was pitclied on slightly rising ground
about 200 yards from the large circular ruin at
Zimbabwe, and was for the space of two months a
busy centre of life and work
the midst of the
wilderness. There were our two waiiijons, in which
we slept hard by was erected what our men called

m

;

an Indian terrace, a construction of grass and sticks
which we ate, and which my wife decorated wilh

in

—

around us the brilliant red
spokes of the flowering aloes, which grew in magnithe flowers gathered

iicent fiery

clusters all over the rocks, the

yellow

which grew in profusion in a neighbouring swamp, wreaths of the
pink bignonia, festoons of which decorated the ruins
and the neisflibourinof kraal. Besides these she had
the red flowers of the Indian shot {Canna indica),
which was found in abundance on the hill fortress,
fronds of the Osmunda regalis and tree fern, the white
silky flowers of the sugar tree [Protect mellifera), and
everlasting [Ilelipterum incanuyn),

many
ation

others at her disposal, a wealth of floral decor-

which no conservatory

at

home could

supply.

MRS. THEODORE BENT
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Our

tent

was our drawing-room
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and in addition
were the photographic
six square, the kitchen, and the
;

to these places of shelter there

dark

tent, five feet

white men's sleeping-room, cleverly constructed out
of the sails of our waggons, with walls of grass.

In

the centre was an erection for our cocks and hens,
but even from here the jackals occasionally contrived
Around the whole camp ran a
to steal one or two.

skerm, or hedge, of grass, which latter adjunct gave
a

comfortable

and concentrated

Outside our circle the native

feeling

workmen

to

it

all.

erected for

themselves three or four huts, into which they

all

huddled at night like so many sardines in a tin.
Around us in every direction grew the tall, wavy
grass of the veldt, rapidly approaching the time when
This time was one of imminent
it can be burnt.
the flames, lashed to fury by the
peril for our camp
wind, approached within a few yards of us. Men
with branches rushed hither and thither, beating the
advancing enemy with all their might
our grass
hedge was rapidly pulled down, and we trembled for
Suddenly a spark
the safety of our Indian terrace.
natives,
and
in
a few moments
caught the huts of the
they were reduced to ashes, and the poor shivering
occupants had to spend the night in a cave in the
rocks behind. Luckily the strenuous efforts of our
men were successful in keeping the flames from our
camp, and we were thankful when this business was
Instead of the tall, wavy grass, reeking with
over.
moisture when it rained and rottincr in the heat of
;

;
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the sun,

we had now around us

a bhack sea of ashes, re-

caUing the appearance of the vicinity of a coal mine
but though less picturesque it was far more healthy,
and during the last weeks of our stay at Zimbabwe
;

the attacks of fever were less frequent and less severe.

From Fort
whole host of

Victoria

came over during our

visitors to see

how we were

stay a

getting on.

Prospecting parties going northwards tarried at Fort

came over to see the wondrous
Englishmen, Dutchmen from the

Victoria for a rest, and
ruins of

Zimbabwe.

and conditions of men
temporary custodians of
the ruins we felt it our duty to personally conduct
parties over them, thereby hearing all sorts and con-

Transvaal, Germans,

came

to visit

us,

all sorts

and

as

ditions of opinions as to the origin of the same.

of our friends told us that they reminded
of the Capitol of Eonie

;

him

One

forcibly

another, of a religious turn of

mind, saw in them an exact parallel to the old walls of
Jerusalem and a Dutchman, after seeing over them,
told me that he was convinced that they must be just
;

one tousand year old, and built in the reign of Queen
Shabby.' The names of King Solomon and the Queen
of Sheba were on everybody's lips, and have become
so distasteful to us that we never expect to hear them
again without an involuntary shudder.
Thus our two months' stay at Zimbabwe can in
no way be said to have been dull. We had our daily
work from eii>iit in the morninof till sundown, with
an hour at midday for luncheon and repose. Out of
the working days we lost nine from rain, a curious
'
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soaking misty rain which always came on with a high
south-east wind, and always, oddly enough, with
a rise in the barometer, very exceptional, we were
told, at that

Over these days I
they were truly miser-

season of the year.

would willingly draw a veil
able and always resulted in fresh outbreaks of fever
amongst us.
With the exception of these nine days
the weather was simply delicious, fresh, balmy, and
sunny
after sundown and our evening meal we
would sit around our camp fire discussing our finds
of the day and indulging in hopes for the morrow.
Most of our white men were musical, and beguiled
the monotony of the evening hours by a series of
camp concerts, which made us intimately acquainted
;

;

with

all

the latest music-hall ditties.

Occasionally

Cape brandy, better known as clop, would
be sent out to the B.S. A. men in our employ then the
evening's fun became fast and furious, and on two
occasions caused us no little anxiety.
Luckily these
rations were always consumed on the night of their
arrival, and though the following moi'ning revealed a
headache or two, and an occasional attack of fever,
we always rejoiced to see the bottles empty and to
know that the orgy would not be repeated for perhaps
rations of

;

a fortnight.

Umgabe
whose

is

the dynastic

territory includes

name of the petty chief
Zimbabwe ruins he

the

recognises the suzerainty of Chibi, but

to all intents

He came the day after
and then we were intro-

and purposes a

free ruler.

our arrival to

visit

us,

;

is
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duced to the Makalanga custom of hand- clapping. The
mysterious meaning attached to this hand-clapping I
was afterwards able in a measure to fathom.^ On the
grand induna the hand- clapping
is a serious undertaking, and has to go on incessantly
until the great man is seated and bids them stop.
Umgabe was glad to see us, he said, and had no intention of interrupting our proposed work, provided
only we agreed to one thing, and that was to leave
his women alone.
As for ourselves and our white
men, we answered that he need have no fear, but as for
our negro workmen we would not hold ourselves responsible for them, but suggested that, as they would
all be his subjects, he must see to them himself.
Umgabe is a huge fat man, tall and dignified,
though naked around his neck he has a string of large
white Venetian beads of considerable antiquity, brought
doubtless to this country by Arabian traders in the
Middle Ages in his hand he carries his iron sceptre,
the badge of a chief, and his battle axe is lavishly
decorated with brass wire. Amongst his men we saw
many of varied types, some distinctly Arabian in features, and I am bound to say the Kaffir type amongst
them was the exception and by no means the rule.
Arched noses, thin lips, and a generally refined type
of countenance are not, as a rule, prominent features
amongst those of pure Kaffir blood, but they are common enough around Zimbabwe.
We made arrangements with Umgabe about our
arrival of a chief or

;

;

'

Chap. X.

i.

F 2

p

;
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together a team of thirty individo our digging, &c., for the wages
of one blanket a month, which blankets cost 45. lOd.
apiece at Fort Tuli, and probably half that in England.
For this reward they were to work and also find them-

duals

collecte^xl

who were

to

selves in everything

;

it

is

the present

stipulated

wages in the country, but I do not expect it
remain so long.
We had great difficulties with them at first.
Spades and picks were new to nearly all of them they
were idle they were afraid of us, and also of the chief
on the hill. If it was cold they would sit crouched
over small fires of wood, and appear numb and utterly
incapable of work. Then they insisted on eating at the
inconvenient hour of 10.30 a.m. food brought for them
by their women, paste of millet meal and caterpillars
and for every little extra duty they clamoured for a
pi-esent, or a parsella, as they called it.
These diffirate of
will

;

;

Some of them became
and shovel they got accustomed to us and our hours, and worked with a will,
and for a teaspoonful of beads the}^ would do any
amount of extra work. Their chief skill was disculties gradually disappeared.

excellent hands with pick

played in clearing.

I

;

almost despaired of getting rid

of the thick jungle which filled the large circular

was almost impossible to stir in it.
This they contrived to do for us in three or four days,
hacking away at stout trees and branches with their
absurd little hatchets, and obtaining the most satisfactory results.
Also they were excellent at removing
ruin, so that

it

;

70
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piles of fallen

stones, singing as tliey

worked and

urging one another on. Altogether we had no cause
to complain of our workmen when confidence had

Poor
been thoroughly established between us.
cowardly things that they are, anything like harshOur cook, whose
ness made them run away at once.
temper was exceedingly capricious, one day pursued
his native kitchen boy with a hatchet, and he never
could get a kitchen boy to stay with him after that
they would poke their fun at him and rouse his ire
exceedingly, but always at a respectful distance.
From the many villages on the heights around
Zimbabwe came every day crowds of natives, bringing provisions for sale, and we held a
regular market in our camp.
By this
means we got as many cocks and hens
as we wanted, eggs, milk, honey, and
sweet potatoes

;

then they would bring

us tomatoes, the largest I have ever
seen, chillies, capers, rice,

nuts.

Some

of these, I

excellent authority, are

New

and monkey
am told on
distinct pro-

World, the seeds of
which
must
have
originally
been brought
HATCHET
by Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish
traders and given in exchange for the commodities
of the country now they form an integral part of
the diet of these people and prove to us how the
ends of the world were brought together long before
our time.
ducts of the

;
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These daily markets were times of great excite-

ment for us, for, besides giving us an insight into their
ways and hfe, we found it an excellent time to acquire

finitintt

i
liHR

CARVED KNIVES

for a

few beads their native ornaments.

In carving

their knives they are particularly ingenious.

The

sheath of these knives generally ends in a curious con-
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ventioiial
to

double foot

;

Here again it would appear that

represent a head.

they take the

the handle too seems intended

human form

as a favourite basis for a

design.

Also their snuff-boxes are many and varied in
form some are made of reeds decorated with black
geometrical patterns, some of hollowed-out pieces
of wood decorated with patterns and brass wire,
also they have their grease-holders similarly decorated, all pointing to a high form of ingenuity.
They were very glad to get good English powder
from us but, nevertheless, before this advent of the
;

;

white

man

they

made

a sort of

gunpowder of

their

own, reddish in colour and not very powerful, specimens of which we acquired. The art must have been
learnt from the Portuguese traders and passed up
country from one village to another. From a species
of cotton plant they produce a very fair equivalent
for the genuine article, which they spin on spindles
and make into long strings. When the natives found
we cared for their ornaments they
brought them in large quantities,
and our camp was inmidated
bowls,
with knives,
snuff-boxes,
pottery, and all manner of odd
thin2:s.
They were cunnini;^ too in
*'
their dealings, bringmg one by one
BONE ORNAMENTS

Tt
mto camp small
.

,

t

'.^

j^

baskets

c l^
luii

r

ol

meal and other commodities from a large store outside, realising that in

this

way they

got

many more
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beads and more

brought

stretches

of

As

for

at once.

it all

chief kraal

and residence was

we saw but

little

him
had worn
of

limbo than

Umgabe

if
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they

himself, his

away, and
excitement of

six miles

after the first

off; but his brother Ikomo,
our arrival
the induna of the kraal on the hill behind the ruins,

came down

and was a constant source
of annoyance, seeing that his friendly visits had
always some ulterior motive of getting something
out of us.
On one of these occasions my wife had
collected a beautiful bowl of honey the rascal Ikomo
first eyed it with covetousness and then plunged his
hand into the very midst thereof, and enjoyed his
fingers complacently for some time after, whilst she
in disgust had to throw away the best part of her
often

to see us,

;

treasure.

Frequently Ikomo would try to interrupt our
work, and so frighten our black diggers from other
villages that they ran away, and we had to collect a
On one occasion, whilst digging upon
fresh team.

we disturbed a

which slipped.
On it was perched one of their granaries, which
promptly fell to pieces, and the contents were scattered far and wide. In vain we offered to pay for the
damage done almost in no time we were surrounded
by a screaming crowd of angry men and women,
with Ikomo at their head, brandishing assegais and
For a moment the
other terrible weapons of war.
all our blacks fled in haste, and
affair looked serious
we, a small band of white men surrounded by the foe,
the fortress,

;

;

large rock,
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were doubtful what course to pursue. At length we
determined to stand their insults no longer, and
seizing whatever was nearest
spade, pick, or shovel
we rushed at them, and forthwith Ikomo and his
valiant men fled like sheep before us, clambering up
rocks, chattering and screaming like a cageful of
monkeys at the Zoo. Sir John Willoughby and one

—

—

WOODEN SNUFF-BOXES

or two

men from

Fort Victoria chanced to come over

that day to visit us, and on hearing of our adventure
he summoned Ikomo to a palaver, and told him that
if such a thing happened again his kraal would be
burnt to the ground and his tribe driven from the

and the result of
troubled us no more.
hill;

this threat

was that Ikomo
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Ikomo's kraal

Zimbabwe

occupies a lovely

Hill, witli
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situation

on

huts nestling in cosy corners

amongst the rocks, from the top of which lovely
views can be obtained over the distant Bessa and
Inyuni ranges on the one side, and over the Livouri
range, and Providential Pass on the other, whilst
to the south the view extends over a sea of
rugged kopjes down into the Tokwe valley. From
this point the strategical

grasped, rising as

it

value of the

hill is at

once

does sheer out of a well-watered

from all sides, the most commanding position in all the country round. The village is
festooned with charming creepers, bignonia and
rows of granaries decorate
others, then in full flower
the summit, and in the midst are some of those
quaint trees which they use as larders, hanging therefrom the produce of their fields neatly tied up in
long grass packages, which look like colossal German
sausages growing from the branches.
On one of the few flat spaces in the village is
kept the village drum, or tom-tom,' constantly in
use for dances. One day we found the women of the
village hard at work enjoying themselves round this
drum, dancing a sort of war dance of their own. It
was a queer sight to see these women, with deep
furrows on their naked stomachs, rushing to and fro,
plain, unassailable

;

'

stooping, kneeling, shouting, brandishing battle axes

and going through all the pantomime
of war, until at last one of these Amazons fell into
hysterics, and the dance was over. On another occaand

assegais,

;
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some ruins in a lovely dale about
Zimbabwe, we were treated to another sort of dance by the women of a neighbouring
village.
The chief feature in the performance was a
grotesque one, and consisted of smacking their furrowed stomachs and Ions hanmnf? breasts in measured
cadence with the movements of their feet, so that the
sioii,

whilst visiting

eight miles from

resounded with the noise produced.
As for the men, they are for ever dancing, either
a beer drink, the new moon, or simple, unfeigned
joviality being the motive power.
Frequently on cold
evenings our men would dance round the camp fire
always the same indomba, or war dance round and
round they went, shouting, capering, gesticulating.
air

;

Now and

again scouts would be sent out to reconand would engage in fight with an imaginary
foe, and return victorious to the circle. If one had not
had personal experience of their cowardice, one might
almost have been alarmed at their hostile attitudes. On
noitre,

pay-day,

when our

thirty

workmen each

received a

blanket for their month's work, they treated us to a
dance,

each

Umgabe, with

man wrapped

in

his

new

acquisition.

and battle axe, conducted
the proceedings
it was a most energetic and ridiculous scene to witness, as the blankets whirled round
in the air and the men shouted and yelled with
When all was over, each man measured his
joy.
blanket with his neighbour, to see that he had not
been cheated, and, gaily chattering, they wended
his sceptre
;

their

way

to the village, with their blankets trailing
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behind the in. The novehy of possessing a l)lanket
was an intense joy to these savages. One totteringold man was amongst our workmen, and seeing his
incapacity, I was about to discard him, but his
longing for a blanket was so piteous
to sleep in a

—

'

BOY BEATING DRUM

—

blanket once before he died
that he was allowed
to continue and do what he could to earn one.
Dancing is the one great dissipation of the Maka'

langa's hfe

;

he

will

keep

up

hours without
weddings
At these latter ceremonies
it

for

tiring at their great beer-drinking feasts, at

—nay, even

at funerals.

ON
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TPIE

EOAD TO

they will not allow a white
that

what they do

still

is

TPIE

man

hideous

— the

shouting,

din of the

'

be present, so
but we heard
after a death had
to

a mystery

repeatedly the incident festivities

taken place

RriXS

the

tom-tom.'

DRUM DECORATED WITH BREAST
AND FURROW PATTERN-

;

dancing,

PLAIN

'

and the

One day a

native

DRUM

'

turned up at our camj) with some curious carrot-like

On enquiry as to what he was
going to do with them he replied that he was going
to a funeral, and that they chewed this root and spat
roots in his hand.

it

out

—

for

it is

poisonous

natives call this root

—

at these ceremonies.

amouni.

The
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Zimbabwe we unwittingly opened
The
the mat,
corpse had been laid out on a reed mat
probably, on which he had slept during life. His bowl
and his calabash were placed beside him. One of
these graves had been made in a narrow passage in
In our work at

several of their graves amongst the old ruins.

—

the ancient walls on the fortress.

We

were rather

what we had done, especially as a man
and said that it was the grave of
his brother, who had died a year before
so we filled
up the aperture and resisted the temptation to pro-

horrified at

came

to complain,

;

ceed with our excavations at that spot.

After that

we started

a fresh place,

the old chief Ikomo, whenever

came and

was buried there.
This occurring so often, we began to suspect, and
eventually proved, a fraud.
So we set sentiment
aside and took scientific research as our motto for
told us a relation of his

the future.

In the tomb of a chief it is customary to place a
bowl of beer, which is constantly replenished for the
refreshment of the spirit, for they are great believers
in

making themselves agreeable

to the departed,

and

annual sacrificial feast in honour of the dead
meat and beer are always allotted to the spirits of
at the

their ancestors.

One day

as

we were digging

in a cave

across the skeleton of a goat tied on to a

bark string

;

by

its

side

was the carved

portions of the goat's hair

we had an obvious

still

we came
mat with

knife, with

adhering to

it.

Here

instance of sacrifice, a sacrifice

—
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some calamity
which at the time threatens
the community.
The natives were very reticent on
the point, but visibly annoyed at our discovery.
There is a 2[ood deal of music inherent in the
which takes

place, I beheve, to avert

famine, war, or pestilence

—

PLAYING THE PIANO

One man in each village is recognised as
bard. One of our workmen had his piano, which

Makalanga.
the

These pianos are very
they
interesting specimens of primitive musical art
have thirty or more iron keys, arranged to scale,

was constantly

at

work.

;
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fixed on to a piece of wood about half a foot square,
which is decorated with carving behind. This in-

strument they generally put into a gourd, with pieces
of bone round the edge to increase the sound, which

WAKALANGA PIANO
is

One

decidedly melodious and recalls a spinet.

finds

instruments of a similar nature amongst the

Specimens in the British
same construction
come from Southern Egypt and the Congo, pointing
natives north of the Zambesi.

Museum

of almost

exactly the

G
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to the

comuion and northern origin of most of these

African races.

About Zimbabwe we found the natives playing
a sort of Jew's harp, made out of a reed and string,
giving forth a very faint and ineffective sound.

they have their cymbals and
latter

they play with elbow and

Also
drums, which

their
fist

in a

most ener-

Anything, in fact, which makes a
noise is pleasing to them.
At their dances they tie
to their persons small reeds or gourds filled with the
seed of the Indian shot, which rattle and add to the
getic manner.

They are for ever singing the low,
monotonous songs common to primitive races they
prevailing din.

;

encourag^e one another with sonof
the fields, or

when out on

when

at

work

in

a hunting expedition, and

dearly did they love some small musical boxes which

we had with us. Music is certainly inherent in them,
and one of our men was quite quick at picking up
an air, and very angry if his comrades sang out of
time or tune.
When time permitted we made several little excursions in the neiiijhbourhood of Zimbabwe.

One

of these led us to the ruins which they call Little
Zimbabwe, about eight miles off. Of all these ruins
they have next to no legends, which surprised us
greatly.
One story, however, they tell, which appears to have obtained universal credence amongst
them that long, long ago white men came and

—

erected these buildings, but the black
the water and they

all

died.

men

poisoned

This story seems to
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have about as much vahie in it as the one told us
by De Barros, that the natives of his day thought that
they had been built by the Devil.
About two miles from our camp there was a long
flat granite rock, along which the path passed.
On
either side of this are two piles of stones, and a line is
scratched on the rock between them.
Our guides
each took a stone, scratched them along the line, and
deposited them on the heap opposite.
On returning
in the evening they did exactly the same thing, and
we were told that it is a luck sign, which they do on
undertaking a journey to ensure them from danger
by the way. It was a very lovely ride, past huge
granite boulders, and hills covered with dense fohage,
beneath which the women of a village danced for us
to the tune of their drum, forming one of the wildest,
weirdest pictures

we rode

we had

ever seen.

On

another

which had been
long since abandoned but the rude stone walls had
been constructed by a more recent race, and compared with certain ruined villages we afterwards saw
in Mangwendi's country.^
On our homeward ride
we turned aside to rest in a hut where we found
natives busily employed in making beer, a process
which they always carry out in the fields, where they
have their stores, and in cooking locusts, which we
tasted and thought not altogether unlike shrimps.
Thus our time passed at Zimbabwe, actively and
pleasantly, and when our second month of work was
occasion

to a fortified rock,
;

»
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we had much traveUing before us
country, we reluctantly decided on departure.
up,

as

We
at his

his

in front of his hut, eating his red-coloured

made

of millet meal, and

head men, who

handfuls from his

turned on his
to

the

went up to take leave of the induna Ikomo
kraal on the day before our departure. He

was seated
sodza,

m

allowing

savoury platter.

Conversation

how

they had come

He

tribe.

Zimbabwe about

locusts,

sat around, to take occasional

told us

forty years

ago,

when he was

only eighteen years of age, from the neighbourhood
of the Sabi Eiver, where they had lived for many

No one was

then living on Zimbabwe Hill,
which was covered, as it is still in parts, with a dense
No one knew anything about the ruins,
jungle.
years.

neither did they
dition

is

lost

seem

This

to care.

among them.

is

how

The migratory

all

tra-

spirit of

the people entirely precludes them from having any

information of value to give concerning the place in

which they may be located they seldom remain
more than one generation in one place, and one
place is to them only different from another inasmuch as it affords them refuge from the Matabele and
has soil around it which will produce their scanty
;

crops.

On leaving Zimbabwe and our work, we determined on making a tentative trip of a few days, with
horses and a donkey, to see how we could manage
travelling in the wilds in this country without our

waggon home.

Moreover, we wished to pay a

visit

CA]\rP

to

Umgabe

LIFE
at

lovely

and to

kraal,

his

Cherumbila, on the

One
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take his

rival,

to Fort Victoria.

the 6th of

August

—we

left

our waggons, our cook, and our curios to find their
to Fort Victoria by themselves, and set off'.
The scenery southwards down the gorge was charming, granite kopje after granite kopje carrying the eye
far away into the blue hazy distance.
The foliage
was thick and shady, and as we halted at a stream to
water our animals we plucked large fronds of Osmunda
regcdis and the tree fern.
To our left we passed a
huge split rock, just a square block of granite eighty
feet high split into four parts, so that narrow paths
lead from each side into the heart of it.
It was one
of the most extraordinary natural stone formations T
have ever seen, and the natives call it Lumho. A
relation of Umgabe's rules over a fantastic kraal,

way

called

Baramazimba, hard by

this

rock

;

situated in such inaccessible corners that

how

the inhabitants ever get to them.

its

huts are

you wonder

Huge

sheltered the entrance to this village, beneath

men were

seated on the

the mysterious

game

ground playing

trees

which

isafuba,

of the Makalangas, with sixty

Ten men can play at
game, and it consists in removing bits of pottery or stones from one hole to the other in an unaccountable manner. We watched it scores of times
whilst in the country, and always gave it up as a bad
job, deciding that it must be like draughts or chess,
learnt by them from the former civilised race who
holes in rows in the ground.
this

—
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dwelt here.

This

played in different places
numbers of holes sometimes only

with different
thirty-two holes

dug

is

in the

—
— always

ground

rows

in

has a close family relationship to the
called pidlangooly of India, played in a fish

of four.

game

game

the sisoo

It

fish,

made

of

wood

—which

opens like a

chess-board, and has fourteen holes in two rows of

employed as counters. The
from Singapore and from the
West Coast of Africa, where it is played with twelve
holes and is called wary. In short, wherever Arabian
influence has been felt this game in some form or
other is always found, and forms for us another link
in the chain of evidence connecting the Mashonaland
ruins with an Arabian influence.
The Makalangas
seven, small beans being

same game

are

also far

hails also

superior to other neighbouring Kafiir

races in calculating, probably owing to the influence

of this very game.

At midday we reached Umgabe's kraal and found
our host only just recovering from the effects of drinking too much beer, and he had a relapse in the course
of the afternoon to celebrate our arrival.
He allotted
us two huts, which we proceeded to have cleaned
out.
M)'' wife and I occupied one, delightfully
situated beneath a spreading cork tree it was about
twelve feet in diameter, and in the centre was the
fireplace of cement with a raised seat by it on which
;

the cook usually

sits

when

We

stirring the pot.

spread our rugs where it appeared most level but
during the night, in spite of our candle, the rats
;
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careered about us to such an alarming extent that
sleep

was next

to impossible,

and we had ample time

our disposal for contemplating our abode.
On one side was a raised place for the family jars,
huge earthenware things covered with slabs of stone,
at

containing
edibles.

meal,

On

caterpillars,

locusts,

and

other

the opposite side was a stable for the

which we were able to banish but we could
not so easily control the cocks and hens which came
in at all the holes, nor the rats which darted amongst
the smoke- begrimed rafters when day dawned.
These blackened rafters of the roof the Makalanoas
o
calves,

;

use as cupboards, sticking therein their pipes, their

weapons, their medicine phials, their tools, and their
and we soon found that this was the place to
look for all manner of curios only the huts are so
dark that it is impossible to see anything when there
happen to be no holes in the walls. A low door three
feet high is the onty point for admitting light and
air
consequently the huts are not only dark but
pillows,

;

;

odoriferous.

Besides

the

walls,

the

Makalangas

construct a primitive sort of cupboard out of the

spreading branch of a tree tied round with bark fibre
this contains such things as they fear the rats may
;

spoil.

They are very ingenious in making things
long narrow bags for meal, hen coops in

out of bark

—

which to carry their poultry about, nets to keep the
roofs on their granaries. Bark to them is one of the
most useful natural products that they have.
Umo^abe's kraal has as lovelv a situation as can
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well be imagined.

It is situated in a glade,

and vegetation, so that

in trees

you

hardl}^ notice the spot.

rise

on

Huge

buried

you are

until

in

it

granite mountains

either side, completely shutting

it

in

;

a rush-

runs through the glade, supplying the

ing stream

Here is distinctly a spot
where only man is vile
and the great fat chief,
seated on the top of a rock, sodden with beer, formed
one of the vilest specimens of humanity I ever saw.
The aforesaid stream in its course down the
valley, just below the village, runs underneath a vast
mass of granite rocks, which form a lab3Tinth of caves
place with delicious water.
;

exceedingly

difficult to

in times of

therein

down
many

;

To

approach.

entry the inhabitants have

made

facilitate the

bridges of trees, and

danger from the Matabele they take refuge

they take their cattle with them, and pull

the bridges.

In the interior they always keep

well filled with grain, in case of
Old Umgabe was most unwilling for us
to go in and learn his tribal secret however, nothingdaunted, with the aid of candles we effected an entry,
and a queer place it is. Granaries are perched in all

granaries

accidents.

;

-sorts
all

of crannies, traces of a

late habitation

around, and the boiling stream

is

exist

roaring in the

crevices below.

The
locusts

flat

rocks outside were just then covered with

drying in the sun

;

millet

meal and other

domestic commodities were spread out too.

The

rest

of that lovely afternoon

wandering about

in this paradise,

we

spent in

admiring the dense

;
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and the euphorbia which towered
when the pangs of hunger
and the shades of evening obhged us to return to our
foliage, the creepers,

over the huts, and regretted

HUT AT UMGABE'S KRAAL WITH EUPHORBIA BEHIND

huts to cook our frugal meal and jDretend to go to
bed.
It

was

the bitter

a long ride next

day

to Gherumbila's kraal,

enemy and hereditary

foe of our late host

90
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we passed many

villages

and many streams on the

way, and had a direful experience at one of the
swamps which our path crossed just before reaching
our destination. One of our horses disappeared in
it, all but his head, another rolled entirely over in
it, whilst we stood helpless on the bank and fearful
of the result but at length we managed to drag the
wretched animals out, and an hour before sundown
we reached Cherumbila's stronghold.
It is quite a different place from Umgabe's, and
much larger, with huts running along the backbone
of a high granite ridge.
The principal kraal, where
the chief lives, is fortified with palisades and rough
walls, and is entered by a gateway formed of posts
leaning against one another
the huts are better,
with decorated doors, and the people finer than those
of Umgabe's tribe.
Many of them have their heads
cleanly shaved at the top, with a row of curious tufts
of hair tied together and made to look like a lot of
black plants sprouting from their skulls.
Cherumbila himself is a lithe, active man, a
complete contrast to Umgabe a man of activity both
of mind and body, he is feared and respected by his
men, and is consequently one of the strongest chiefs
hereabouts, and raids upon his neighbours with great
success.
Years ago, when he was a boy, he told us,
his tribe lived on the top of one of the highest
mountains overlooking Providential Pass, when a
Matabele raid, or impi, fell upon them and drove
;

;

;
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most of the inhabitants over a steep precipice to
the remnant that escaped came here
their death
and settled, and have now, under Cherumbila's rule,
:

grown

strong.

The

own hut
we had much

chief allotted us his

for

our night's lodging.

Nevertheless

same experiences

on the previous night, which

as

the

AT cherumbila's KRAAL

made us vow

that on oar prospective trips to the

we would take our tent and
never again expose ourselves to the companionship)
of rats and other vermin in the native huts.
Sabi and northwards

The following dav a lovelv ride over the mounthrough dense forests and swarms of locusts,

tains,

92
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which our black men eagerly collected, brought us
back again to Fort Victoria and comparative civilisation, where we made preparations for our more
extended expeditions away from the road and our
waggons, warned but not discouraged by our discomforts with Umgabe and Cherumbila.

PART

II

DEVOTED TO THE ARCHEOLOGY OF THE
RUINED CITIES

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS RUINS

DuEiNG our stay in Maslionaland we visited and careexamined the sites of many ruins, a minute
description of which I propose to give in this chapter.
As a feature in the country they are most remarkfully

able

—

ancient, massive, mysterious, standing out in

startling contrast to the primitive huts of the bar-

barians

who

nature.

dwell around them and the wilderness of

Of course

it

was impossible

in one season,

and in the present undeveloped state of the country,
to visit them all
but from accounts given of
others which we could not visit, and which con;

sequently 1 shall only briefly allude to here, there

is

enough evidence to prove that they were all built by
the same race, in the same style, and for the same
purpose.

From

Dr. Emil Holub's

work ('Seven Years

in

South Africa ') we learn something about a ruin he
saw on the Shaslii River, which consisted of a wall protecting a hill and formed of blocks of granite laid
one upon another, without being fixed by cement of
any kind.' Also at Tati he saw another ruin, forming
'
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a loDg line of protection for a hill, roughly put together
on the inside, but on the outside, probably with some
view to symmetry and decoration, there had been in'

serted double rows of stones,

hewn

into a kind of

tile,

and placed obliquely one row at right angles to the
other. Each enclosure had an entrance facing north.'
CD
He concludes that the ruin was constructed to protect
the gold, numbers of pits fifty feet deep being found
'

in the vicinity.'

This pattern, the construction, and
the object undoubtedly connect these ruins with those
which I shall presently describe.

Mr. G. Philips, an old hunter in these parts, said
Eoyal Geographical Society's meeting, Novem-

at the

ber 24, 1890, of the Zimbabwe ruins, 'They are
exactly like others I have seen in the country
the
same zigzag patterns and the mortarless walls of

—

small

hewn

stones.

to the west of this I

When

hunting in the mountains

came on a regular

line of these

and one must have been a tremendously big
place.
There were three distinct gateways in the
outer wall, which I suppose was at least thirty feet
thick at the base, and one of those immense ironwood
trees [hartekol), that would have taken hundreds of
years to grow, had grown up through a crevice in the
wall and rent it asunder.'
He also described another
ruin north-west of Tati.
'The w^alls are twelve to
fifteen feet thick, and it is entered by a passage so
arranged as to be commanded by archers from the
interior, and it only admits of the passage of one at a
ruins,

time.'

H
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Mr. E. A. Maund, in speaking of the ruins at Tati
and on the Impakwe, says, As I have said, these ruins
are always found near gold workings they are built
in the same way of granite, hewn into small blocks
'

;

somewhat bigger than a brick, and put together without mortar. In the base of both of these there is
the same herring-bone course as at Zimbabwe, though
nearer the base of the wall.

The remains on the
are similar in construction and are within
yards of the river it was evidently an octagonal
.

.

.

Impakwe
fifty

;

Mr. Moffat, our pohtical agent in Matabeleland, in speaking to me about this ruin, told me how
it had been much demolished during his
recollection,
tower.'

owing to the fact that all waggons going up to Matabeleland outspan near it, and the men assist at its
demolition.
There is another ruin of a similar character near
where the Eiver Elibi flows into the Limpopo, and
another further up the Mazoe Valley than the one

we

visited.^

have alluded to these ruins, which I have not
seen, to prove the great area over which they
are
spread, and I have little doubt that as the country
gets opened out a great many more will be
brought
to light, proving the extensive population
which
once lived here as a garrison in a hostile country, for
I

the sake of the gold which they extracted from
the
mines in the quartz reefs between the Zambesi

and

Limpopo

Rivers.
'

Vide Cliap. IX.

;
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From

personal experience I can speak of the ruins
of those at and near Zimbabwe

on the Limdi Eiver

;

of the chain of forts on the Sabi Eiver, including

Metemo, Matindela, Chilonga, and Chiburwe, and the
fort in the Mazoe gold fields, all of which belong to
the same period, and were built by the same race, and
agree in character with those described by Messrs.
Philips and Maund on the Tati, Impakwe, and elsewhere, and are quite distinct from the more modern
structures in Mangwendi's and Makoni's countries,
which we visited towards the end of our tour and
which I shall describe in Chapter XI.
The circular ruin erected on a low granite eminence of about five hundred yards from the Lundi
River is of exceeding insignificance when compared
with those of Zimbabwe and Matindela it is only
fifty-four feet in diameter, and the original wall was
only five feet thick the courses are very regular and
neatly put together without mortar, and the stones,
of granite, are of a uniform size, broken into blocks
about twice the size of an ordinary brick. It had
two entrances, one to the nortli and another to the
south-east, the latter beino- carefully walled up with
an inserted structure in which the courses are carried
:

;

out with a carefulness similar to the walls of the rest
of the building.

The

interesting features of this ruin

are the patterns in three tiers beginning at a few feet

from the northern entrance, the two lower ones conof a herring-bone pattern, formed by the

sisting

stones being placed obliquely in contrary directions

:^^ji4igiiii;&v-:.„.

,Biaaiu^;..'^^f!..>i.aa»iii
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produced by
between the
stones in two of the courses.
Nearly facing the
rising sun at the equinox is a curious bulge, about
two feet deep, constructed in the wall. At this bulge
the two lower rows of ornamentation terminate, but
the upper one is carried on round it as far as the
south-eastern entrance.
There can be little doubt
that these patterns, found on nearly all the Mashonaland ruins, were constructed for a purpose
they
only go round a portion of the buildings they have
always the same aspect namely, south-east and
one cannot dissociate these circular buildinijs and
the patterns from some form of sun worship.
The
circle is a sacred enclosure,' says Major Conder in
his Hetli and Moab,' without which the Arab still
in each tier, whilst the

regular gaps of two inches being

is

left

;

;

—

—
'

'

'

stands with his face to the rising sun.'

Into this ques-

tion of solstitial orientation in connection with the

ruins Mr.

Swan

will enter at length in the ensuinij

chapter.

The Lundi ruin had a cement

floor,

similar to

which we afterwards frequently came
Zimbabwe buildings it would appear
to have acted the double function of a fortress and a
temple, guarding a population settled here on the
river's bank, who built their huts around it.
The ruins of the Great Zimbabwe (which name
I have applied to them to distinguish them from
the numerous minor Zimbabwes scattered over the
those

floors

across in the

;

country) are situated in south latitude 20° 16'

30'',
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and east longitude 31° 10' 10", on the high plateau of
Mashonaland, 3,o00 feet above the sea level, and form
the capital of a long series of such ruins stretching

up the whole length of the western side of the Sabi
Eiver.
They are built on granite, and of granite,
quartz reefs being found at a distance of a few
miles.

The prominent features of the Great Zimbabwe
which cover a large area of ground, are, firstly,
the large circular ruin with its round tower on the
edge of a gentle slope on the plain below secondly,
the mass of ruins in the valley immediately beneath
this
and thirdly, the intricate fortress on the granite
ruins,

;

;

hill

above, acting as the acropolis of the ancient

These

M^e will

now

city.

discuss in their order.

When we reached the Great Zimbabwe the circular
ruin was on the inside a dense mass of tropical vegetation
creepers and monkey ropes hung in matted
;

confusion to the

tall trees,

was almost impossible

forming a jungle which

it

and added to the
mazy labyrinth of walls a peculiar and almost aweto penetrate,

inspiring mystery.
It

was the work of some days to
workmen, whilst

the aid of native

clear this off with
at the

same time

we proceeded with our

excavations in the neighbourhood of the tower and other prominent portions of
the building.

As for the walls themselves, they were nearly free
from vegetation, for, owing to the absence of mortar,
no lichen, moss, nor creeper could thrive on them,

Plan or milNs

MATINDELA
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and those few things which had penetrated into
crevices were of a succulent character, which formed
their branches to the shape of the interstices.
this fact

is

due the wonderful

To

state of preservation in

which these ruins are found.
What appeared at first sight to be a true circle
eventually proved ellijDtical
a form of temple found
at Marib, the ancient Saba and capital of the SabsBan
kingdom in Arabia, and at the Castle of Nakab

—

al

Hajar, also in that country.^

is

280

feet

five feet

lowest

;

;

the wall at

its

highest point

above the ground, and
its

Its greatest

two inches, and

thirty-

feet at the

fifteen

greatest base thickness

is

length

sixteen

is

feet

is about five feet.
one very noticeable
feature is that the portion to the south-east is very
much better built, and is both thicker and higher

In the structure

thinnest point

its

of the wall

:

here the courses are marvellously true, as

with a levelling

hammered

line,

into shape,

and the
are

stones, of

exactly

the

whereas on the north-west side and in

if built

granite'

same size,
some of the

which are marked in a lighter colour
on the plan, the courses begin to get slightly irregular, and the stones of unequal size, suggesting
almost a different period of workmanship but then
there is no point where the good definitely ends or
the bad begins, except at a short gap on the northern
side, where the good wall would seem to have been
continued more in a northerly direction, and the
interior walls,

;

^

Encyclojj. Brit.
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wall to have been
meet it.
There are three entrances to

brought

inferior

The principal
fortress
it,

round

to

this circular building.

one, only three feet wide, faces the hill

and the north.

It

has an odd curvature in

constructed evidently true north, whereas

all

the

MAIN ENTRANCE

other entrances are straight.
Below this entrance
runs a very substantial substructure wall, and the little
space immediately inside it was covered with a thick
cement, made out of powdered granite, out of which
steps had been formed leading down to the various
passages which converge here from the centre of the
building.

The presence of

this concrete in use for
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in buildings constructed without

showing^ that dry buildino- was
mortar
used not from necessity but from choice.
The entrance to the north-west had been walled
is interestino-

we had

heap of stones to
gain admittance until it was opened out. It is narrow
and straight, and protected by two buttresses on the
The wall here is very inferior to what it is at
inside.
the main entrance. There was also another entrance
up, and

to climb over a

PATTERN ON LARGE CIRCULAR RUIN AT ZIMBABWE

between these two, presumably merely a sally-port in
the wall, the lintel of which had consisted of wooden
beams, which had been burnt, and on their giving
way the wall above had also fallen down.

Of the outer wall of the

circular building the

most interesting portion is decidedly that to the
A few courses below the summit on the
south-east.
outside, from point A to point B on the plan, runs
the pattern, formed by two courses having the stones
placed chevron-wise, neatly fitted in with smaller

no
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stones receding a
at a distance

whereas

it

so as to

little,

appear as

is

if

it

really flush

make

the pattern

stood out in

with

the

wall.

relief,

This

pattern coincides with the sacred enclosure inside,

terminating at point

B

exactly where the enclosure

terminates, and at the other end at point

A

about
half-way down the narrow passage, forming thus an
Its connection
arc of one and a half right angle.
with the sanctity of the place

is

obvious, and into

relation to the orientation of the temple Mr.

its

Swan

Along this
portion of the wall, and on this only, large monoliths were inserted, most of which have fallen away
but those still standing show that they were equiHere too the top of the wall has been neatly
distant.
paved with slabs of granite, and must have formed a
broad promenade, presumably approached by steps
from a point near the main entrance. Here one can
still walk with ease, whereas on the inferior portion
will enter fully in the ensuing chapter.

;

of the wall

it is

now

scarcely possible to scramble.

The labyrinthine character of the interior will
be best grasped by a glance at the plan. Entering
from the northern portal, we at once plunge into its
intricacies.
The great and astounding feature is the
long narrow passage leading direct from the main
entrance to the sacred enclosure, so narrow in parts
that two people cannot walk abreast, whilst on either
side of you rise the stupendous walls, thirty feet in
height, and built with such evenness of courses and
symmetry that as a specimen of the dry builder's

;
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without a parallel. The large blocks of cut
stone used in Egyptian, Greek, and Eoman masonry
must have been comparatively easy to deal with as
art

it

is

compared with these small stones of rough granite
even courses in a circular wall of immense
The idea at once suggests
thickness and height.
itself that the people who erected these walls had at
one time been accustomed to build in bricks, and that
in the absence of this material they had perfected a

built in

system of stone-building to represent as nearly as
possible the appearance of brick also another reason
for the use of small stones may have been to enable
;

tower and curves with greater
of the stones are all uniform,
The
facings
accuracy.
but most of them run back into the wall irregularly, acting in the same way as throughs in our

them

to construct the

dry-built walls at

from
is

falling.

home

in preserving the building

In this narrow passage, at point

S,

the remarkable hole, executed with perfect neat-

ness through the thickest
the actual use of which I
theory.

part

am

of the wall, about

able to give no definite

It could not have been used for drainage

or defence

;

and in the

fortress

above there are two

similar tunnels equally inexplicable.

The actual approaches to the sacred enclosure
are most carefully defended with buttresses on either
side, into which a form of portcullis has been fixed,
with two grooves, one running down each side, presumably originally intended to receive a wooden door
but at a later period

all

these entrances have been
I
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what purpose it is difficult to
occurred to us that this had been
done at a time of danger for protection, but the neat-

carefully walled up, for
say.

It naturally

ness with which the blocking-up walls are executed
is

against this theory.

At point

V

on the plan there

is

a remarkable in-

stance of the two periods of building.

Here, in front

of the sacred enclosure, the wall was decorated with

courses of black slate in the older and better wall,
whereas they are omitted in the inferior continuation.
At point E there is a raised platform immediately
in front of the large round tower, covered with a
flooring of thick cement, supported by large stones
loosely packed together, into wliich a monolith had
been stuck. This platform was coimected with the
sacred enclosure by a flight of cement steps, and was
presumably used for religious purposes.
In dealing with the two remarkable round towers
which stood in the sacred enclosure, one cannot lay
too much stress on the symmetry of the courses and
They
the accuracy with which they have been built.
centre
the
sacred
enclosure,
which
of
stand in the
was floored with cement. By digging to their foundations we were able to get very accurate measurements of them, and found that the circumference of
the smaller one corresponds exactly to the diameter
of the big one, and the diameter of the big one is
apparently equal to half its original height, and its
circumference again is equal to the diameter of the
round building on the Lundi River. The battering of
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carried out with mathematical ac-

curacy, the slope of the curve being perfectly regular,

and is produced by placing the superincumbent stones
in a slightly receding position, so that

of a

monkey rope we were

A few courses below
be very

much

in

its

the summit,

down

which would seem

Mauch

confesses

to

have

the stones of several courses, runs a

dentelle pattern,

marked

D

on the plan, formed by

placing the stojies of one course edgeways.
pattern

is

to

original condition except on the

south side, where Herr
pulled

with the aid

able to climb to the top.

This

the same as the lower one given in the

but unfortunately, owing to the demolition of the upper courses,
it is impossible
to define its extent.
The tower
would seem to have been thirty-five feet in height,
and the summit to have been a level of about four
feet in diameter.
By digging below this tower, and
pulling out stones from the sides, which we carefully replaced, we demonstrated to our satisfaction
that it was solid.
It was built on nothiufr but the
soil of the place, and was erected over nothing
the
foundations go down for one foot below the floor of
cement which covered the enclosure, and it has been
preserved to us simply by its solidity, its long through
stones, and the way in which the stones have supported one another.
We investigated the smaller
tower very thoroughly, and found it also solid.
The religious purport of these towers would seem
to be conclusively proved by the numerous finds we
illustration of

Matindela ruins,

p.

137

;

;
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made

in other parts of the ruins of a phalUc nature

{vide Cliap. VI.),

faucon's
,

and

I think a quotation

from Mont-

L'Antiquite Exphquee will give us the key-

'

'

note of the worship.

'

The ancients assure us that

all

the Arabians worshipped a tower, which they called

El Acara or Alquetila, which was built by their
'Maximus of Tyre says they
patriarch, Ishmael.'

honoured

god a great cut stone

as a great

;

this

is

apparently the same stone resembling Venus, accordWhen the Saracens
ing to Euthymius Zygabenus.

were converted to Christianity they were obliged to
anathematise this stone, which formerly they worThis tower doubtless corresponded to the
shipped.'
sacred tower of the Midianites, called Penuel, or the
'Face of God,' which Gideon destroyed (Judges
viii. 7).

Allusions to these towers are constant in the

and the Arabian historian El Masoudi further
tells us that this stone or tower was eight cubits high,
and was placed in an angle of the temple, which had
no roof. Turning to Phoenician temple construction,
we have a good parallel to the ruins of the Great
Zimbabwe at Byblos as depicted on the coins, the
Bible,

;

tower or sacred cone

is

set

up within the temple

an enclosure (vide illusis also found in the
round temples of the Cabiri, at Hadjar Kem in
Malta, and the construction of these buildings bears a
remarkable resemblance to that of those at Zimbabwe,
and the round towers, or nuraghs^ found in Sardinia
precincts

and shut

tration, p. 150).

may

off in

Similar

work

possibly be of similar significance.

MM.

Perrot
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'
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History of Art in Sardinia,'

speak of these nuraghs as forts or temples, around
which the primitive inhabitants of the island once
lived.

They

are

'

truncated cones, built with stone

narrowing to the top. The
and laid on without
mortar.'
Here too we have a parallel for our monoliths, menhirs of unhewn stone, and also for the phalli,
specimens of which are found ,carved on stone (p. 57,
figs. 49 and 50), and here too the intricate plan of
the fortresses suggests at once a parallel to those at
Zimbabwe hence it would appear that the same
influence was at work in Sardinia as in South Africa.
In Lucian's He Syria Dea,' which we shall have
occasion again to quote when discussing our finds in
Chapter VI., we find a description of a temple at
Hierapolis, in Mesopotamia, in the propylsea of which,
he tells us (§ 16), there stood two ver}^ large phalli,
about thirty cubits high.' Our tower at Zimbabwe
stood apparently twenty cubits high and ten in diameter.
He further says (§ 29), These phalli are
solid, for when a priest had to ascend he had to put
a rope round himself and the phallus and walk up.'
Herr Mauch, in his account of Zimbabwe, alludes
to a sacrifice which took place here amongst the
natives in his day (1871).
This ceremony seems to
correspond very closely to the sacrifice celebrated
elsewhere in this country to the spirits of their
blocks of different

sizes,

unhewn

stones are

as a rule

;

'

'

'

ancestors.
Kaffirs

It is pretty evident that

dwelt near

Zimbabwe

at

another tribe of
that

time,

who

'
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looked upon the circular building as sacred whereas
the present people do not seem to look upon it with
;

any religious superstition, which will account for the
growth of vegetable matter inside only during late
years.
This was further evidenced by our excavations in this building
we found but little depth of
soil, very little debris, and indications of a Kaffir
occupation of the place up to a very recent date, and
no remains like those we afterwards discovered in
;

the fortress.

The
shows,

rest
is

of the circular building, as the plan

divided off into various smaller enclosures,

one spot we imagine, by comparison with the
temples on the hill, an altar stood it is now only a
heap of rubbish. There are also three remarkable
monoliths erected in it, two near the north-western

and

in

;

entrance and one behind the

11 feet in height

—rough, unhewn blocks
On

firmly buried in the ground.

and

They are about

altar.

have

of granite,

the hill fortress,

on the wall of the circular
building, the quantity of monoliths is very marked,
and stone-worship seems to have formed an integral
also, as I

said,

feature in the ancient cult of this place.

and Chipiez write

(vol.

i.

p. 58),

of betyla? (^airvXia, bethels,

'

We

i.e.

MM.

Perrot

find the worship

sacred stones) in

by Phoenician influence
Probably we shall be more cor{vide Chap. YI.)
rect in considering it an even more remote Semitic
every

country

influence,

reached

which continued in vogue amongst the
more recent times. Palgrave in his

Phoenicians until
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Arabian travels also speaks of the many monolitlis
he saw in Lower Nejed
Huge stones, like enormous
boulders, placed endways perpendicularly on the
They were arranged in a curve, once forming
soil.
part, it would appear, of a large circle.
That
the object of these strange constructions was in some
measure religious seems to me hardly doubtful
in fact, there is little difference between the stone
wonder of Kaseem and that of Wiltshire (Stone:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

henge).

The valley between the lower circular ruin and,
is a mass of ruins.
About a
hundred yards from it, and connected by a wall, is
the fortress on the hill

a curious angular enclosure, divided into several

chambers at different levels it has three entrances,
all of which are straight, like those at the Lundi and
Matindela, and not rounded off like those in the circular ruin. The main entrance leads into two narrow
;

one going to the left is protected
the other, going to the right,
ascends a slope, at the top of which evidently once

passages

:

the

by an ambuscade

;

stood two round towers, the bases of which

we

ex-

and near them we found several long
pillars, presumably fallen monoliths.
But here again
the Kaffirs had been living until a recent date, and
Outside
consequently we made no discoveries here.
this ruin we opened three kitchen middens, and
came across one or two small articles of interest.
Sloping down from this ruin into the valley below
a narrow passaofe conducts one through a perfect
cavated,

;
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labyrinth of ruins.

Some

of these, notably the large

circular erection just outside the big temple, are of

very inferior workmanship, and would appear to

have been constructed at a much later period
whereas the wall surrounding a large space at the
bottom of the valley is as good as the best part of
the

large

circular

building.

We

did not attempt

any excavation amongst these, and if we had I
expect the results would have been unsatisfactory.
All the surface of them has been dug over and over
again by generations of Kailirs for their mealy fields.
There is a great growth of brushwood, and probably
a considerable depth of soil, which our limited appliances and inexperienced workmen would have found
it hard to deal with.
Again and again these circular ruins repeat
themselves, always, if possible, occupying a slightly
raised ground for about a mile along a low ridge,
acting, doubtless, the double purpose of temples and
fortresses for separate communities, the inhabitants

mud around. This, to
mind, is the probable restoration of this ancient
African settlement.
Down the valley to the north-west runs a ^ long
wall of irregular stones, roughly put together, for a
mile or more such a wall as Kaffirs would erect
to-day to protect themselves from the advance of
an enemy. This I do not connect with the more
ancient and regularly built edifices, but it probably
owes its erection to a period when Zulu hordes
dwelling in beehive. huts of

my

—

—
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swept down on the more peaceful and effeminate
descendants of the Monomatapa.

Many were

the miles we walked in every direcaround and on the hill fortress, to the east,
west, north, and south, intent on one object
namely,
that of finding indications of a cemetery, which the
ancient inhabitants of these ruins mio-ht have used
but our searches were always in vain. Kaffir remains we found in abundance, and a small cemetery
of some twenty graves of rough stone piled over the
bodies, about ten miles from Zimbabwe, also Kaffir,
but nothing else. Consequently we came to the
conclusion that the ancient inhabitants, who formed
but a garrison in this country, were in the habit of
removing their dead to some safer place. This plan
seems to have a parallel in Aral)ia in antiquity, a
notable instance of which is to be found on the
Bahrein Islands, in the Persian Gulf, where acres and
acres of mounds contain thousands of tombs, and no
vestige of a town is to be found anywhere near
them. The custom still prevails amongst the Mohammedans of Persia, who transport their dead to
such places as Kerbela, Meshed, and Kum, to rest in
the vicinity of some sacred shrine and the absence
of any burial place near Zimbabwe would seem to
point to the same custom having prevailed here.
Having failed to bring to light any definite
records of the past during the first fortnight of our
work, we naturall}^ cast our eyes around for the
most likely spot to carry on our work, and our
tion,

—

;
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on the south-western portion of the hill
Here were certain indications which struck
us as favourable, and furthermore it occurred to us
that a spot situated on the shady side of the hill
behind the great rock might possibly be free from
Kaffir desecration
and the results of our excavations on this spot proved this to be the case, for here,
and here only, did we come across relics of the past
In fact, the ancient builders seemed
in our digging.
to have originally chosen the most shady spots for
their buildings.
Undoubtedly the oldest portions of
choice

fell

fortress.

;

the

Zimbabwe

ruins

where now the

running along the

are those

sunless side of the hill fortress
Kaffir village

is,

;

on the other

side,

we found hardly any

Our difficulty was to get
work there, for whenever our
backs were turned they would hurry off to bask in
trace of ancient structures.

the shivering Kaffirs to

the rays of their beloved sun.
I will now proceed to describe the hill fortress,
approaching it from the valley below. The labyrinthine nature of this fortress will best be realised

by a glance
itself is

at the

accompanying

plan.

The

kojjje

of great natural strength, being protected on

one side by gigantic granite boulders, and on the
south by a precipice from seventy to ninety feet in
height, and on the only accessible side the ancient
inhabitants constructed a wall of massive thickness,
like those of the ruins below.

This wall

is

thirteen

feet thick on the summit, with a batter of one foot

in six

;

it

is

thirty feet high in parts,

and the

flat
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causeway on the top was decorated on the outside
edge by a succession of small round towers alternating with tall monohths seven round towers in all we
made out, about three feet in diameter, and several
others had been destroyed by the fall of a portion of
the wall. This svstem of round towers and monoliths
;

r"

ROUND TOWEK AND MONOLITH DECORATION ON THE FORTRESS

produces one of the most peculiar and unique forms
of decoration I have ever seen.
To open out the approach to this fortress town
was a work of consideral^le time and labour it will
;

easily be seen by the plan

how

intricate

it

is,

pro-

tected at every turn with traverses and ambuscades.
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and there commences

bottom of the precipice
up the steep ascent. The
architects availed themselves of a narrow slit in
the granite boulder, up which the steps led, the passage being exceedingly narrow then the path divided
into two, one path turning abruptly to the right, and
at the

a flight of steps leading

;

at the turning a pretty little bit of wall with the

stones placed pointways for about a yard relieved the

monotony and formed a sort of dentelle pattern then
it led along a narrow ledge over the precipice, and in
;

spite of the impossibility of attack at

such a point

was nevertheless protected by traverses even here.
fact, the redundancy of fortification all over

it

In
this

mountain, the useless repetition of walls over a precipice itself inaccessible, the care with which every
hole in the boulders through which an arrow could
pass

is

closed, prove that the occupants

stant dread of attack,

and lived

were

in con-

like a garrison in the

heart of an enemy's country.

At

summit

mountain are huge
boulders about fifty feet high.
Immediately below
the highest is a curious little plateau which had been
decorated by the ancient occupiers it is approached
by narrow passages and steps on either side, and a
curious passage through the wall below, covered
with huge beams of granite to support the superincumbent weight. The steps on one side were
made of the same strong cement, and the wall to
the left was decorated with the same design of
stones, placed edgeways for six rows, that we had
the

of

the

;

APPROACH TO THE ACROPOLIS
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found at the angle of the approach. The httle phiteau itself was adorned with huge monoliths and
decorated pillars of soapstone, the patterns on which
were chiefly of a geometric character, and one of

which was eleven and a half
too

we unearthed many

feet in height.

Here

stones of natural but curious

THE PLATFORM WITH MONOLITHS,

ETC.,

ON THE FORTRESS

forms, to which I shall have again occasion to refer
in

Chapter VI.

The large semicircular space below
was a dense jungle
it,

consisting

powers

and

when we

this

started to

of nettles of extraordinary

other

obnoxious

plants,

platform

work upon
pricking

which our
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natives cleared

away with marvellous

the centre of this buildini?

dexterity.

In

stood an altar covered

with a thick coating of cement, and several large
blocks of cement were lying about. In a wall in this
enclosure was another of those curious holes pierced
through its thickness, and there was plenty of evi-

dence to show that this had once been a most prominent point in the ancient structure, forming, as it
does, by far the largest available level space on the
fortress, and must probably have been used as an
agora, where from the platform an assembled crowd
could have been addressed, and for religious celebrations

on a large

The view from it is extensive
over the Livouri and Bessa ran<zes,

scale.

and maijnificent
and situated, as it is,
marshy ground below,
habitable during

all

far
it

above the level of the
be healthy and

would

seasons of the year.

The labyrinthine nature of the buildings now beIn one place is a narrow
fore us baffles description.
sloping gully, four feet across, ascending between two
boulders, and protected, for no conceivable reason, by
six alternate buttresses and a wall at the upper end,
forming a zigzag passage narrowed in one place to
ten inches. Walls of huge size shut offseparate chamIn all directions everything is tortuous every
bers.
inch of ground is protected with buttresses and
;

traverses.

below,

all

Here
the

too, as in the large circular building

entrances are

imagine that here we

rounded

off,

and

I

have quite the oldest portion of

the ruins, built at a time

when defence was

the

main
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When they were able to do so with safety,
they next constructed the circular temple below, and
as time went on they erected the more carelessly put
object.

together buildings around, which I have described.

The south-western end of
obviously a temple

pen by the
turbed.

cement

of ruins was

it has been lately used as a cattle
but the soil has not been dis-

On removing
floor,

under-walls

cement

;

chief,

this line

the soil

we came

across a level

supported on an elaborate system of

up with large stones on which the
rested, as was the case in the raised

filled

floor

platform in the circular temple below.

In the centre

stood the altar, an angular structure of small granite
blocks,

which

to the air

buried this

;

fell

to pieces a short time after exposure

when we removed the soil which had
altar, around it we found the phalli, the

birds or soapstone pillars, and

bowls, which I shall

stone

more

fragments of soap-

subsequently describe

in detail.

On

a portion of the wall outside, as in the circular

—

ran a pattern a dentelle pattern
formed by placing the stones edgeways, with exactly
the same aspect as the pattern below.
To the north
of the temple a steep ascent, constructed on supportbuilding below,

ing;

walls, led throuo-h the m-anite boulders to a

hollow

space walled in on one side, and protected by the
rocks on the other three a rounded buttress guarded
;

the entrance, and in the centre stood two
liths of slate firmly fixed into

the stones beneath

;

from

tall

mono-

the cement floor and

this spot a slope led

up

to
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the top of the rock, on which a terrace

structed overlooking

had been con-

temple and facing the rising
sun. Another gully between two boulders, only wide
enough for one man to pass at a time, led out of the
temple to the side where the modern Kaffir village
tlie

This had also been anciently strongly protected.
The temple was approached from the lower ridge
above the precipice by a narrow passage between two
is.

high walls gently ascending to a flight of steps. This
passage ended in a most curious architectural feature
namely, steps were formed leading to the temple on

—

the one side, and apparently only for ornamentation
on the other, by continuing the rounded courses of
the outer wall so that they produced the effect of two
miniature theatres facing one another, and proving
almost more than any other point amongst the ruins
the high pitch to which the ancient builders had
brought their knowledge of keeping even courses in

dry building.

This point in the architecture proves

by the constructors to
would seem to have been

the especial attention paid
curves, and these curves

constructed on the same principle as the curves in
the larcje circular buildincj

which Mr. Swan

will dis-

cuss in Chapter V.

Adjoining the temple to the north
circular building, the inner wall of

is

another semi-

which has

six

vertical rows, six feet high, let into the construction,

beams, with a ledge on the top, as if for a
We were unable to form any opinion as to the

as if for
roof.
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use of this chamber,

and though we emptied

we found nothing

it.

in

it

lol
of soil

Between two boulders to the north-west of the
temple led a narrow passage, tortuously winding, with
walls on either side wedged up against the boulders,
and every conceivable hole in the rocks was walled
up. This passage led to another open space protected
on two sides by rocks and on two by walls. This
space was also full of wall foundations but, being
open to the sun, it had been occupied and ransacked
by the Kaffirs.
;

To

down

the south of the temple a ilight of steps led
to the gold-smelting furnaces

which I

shall

and the caves, of

speak more at length in connection

with the finds. This corner of the building was the
only one in which our excavations were successful,

and I entirely attribute this fact to its chilly and
shady position a spot studiously avoided by the suc-

—

ceeding generations of Kaffir tribes for this reason.

Below the temple

bottom of the precipice we
commenced work, with great hope of finding the
other portions of the bowls, &c., which we had found
above.
Here there is an enormous mass of fallen
stones from the buildings above, but amongst them
we found surprisingly little of interest. Perhaps a
thorough excavation of this slope would yield further
results, as so many of our finds in the temple above
are fragmentary, and the presumption is that the
other portions were thrown over the precipice but
at the

;
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be a gigantic work, entailing an enormous
amount of labour and expenditure.
Sucli is the great fortress of Zimbabwe, the most
mysterious and complex structure that it has ever
Vainly one tries to
been my fate to look upon.
realise what it must have been like in the days before
ruin fell upon it, with its tortuous and well-guarded
approaches, its w^alls bristling with monoliths and
round towers, its temple decorated with tall, weirdlooking birds, its huge decorated bowls, and in the
innermost recesses its busy gold-producing furnace.
this will

"What was this life like ? Why did the inhabitants so
carefully guard themselves against attack ? A thousand questions occur to one which one longs in vain
to answer. The only parallel sensation that I have had
was when viewing the long avenues of menhirs near
Carnac, in Brittany, a sensation at once fascinating
and vexatious, for one feels the utter hopelessness of
knowing all one would wish on the subject. When
taken alone this fortress is sufficiently a marvel but
;

together with the large circular building
ruins scattered around, the other
numerous
the
below,

when taken

ruins of a like nature at a distance, one cannot fail to
recognise the vastness and power of this ancient race,

and strategic skill.
About eight miles from Zimbabwe, standing alone

their great constructive ingenuity

in a fertile valley, there

is

another ruin wdiich

we

presumably of a later and inferior date, for
the courses and stones are irregular and correspond
to the later constructions at Zimbabwe. It too stands

visited,

APPROACH TO THE FORTRESS BY THE CLEFT.

ZIMBABWE

lo5
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a

flat

granite rock, and

intricate, as will

know

it

its

be seen from

by the name of the

structure

tlie

Little

is

equally

The natives
Zimbabwe, but for

plan.

purposes of investigation into the origin of the constructing race it affords us no special point of value,
which is the case also with most of the other ruins
which we visited, and nothing need be said about

These
found
at
we
which
remarks
Metenio, Chilondillo, Chiburwe, and in the Mazoe
valley, all of which were obviously erected as forts
Some of them
to protect a surrounding population.
are of the best period of workmanship, notably those at
Chiburwe and in the Mazoe valley; others are of inferior
workmanship, with uneven courses and irregularly
shaped blocks of granite, proving that, as we find the
two periods side by side at the Great Zimbabwe, also
we have them scattered over the country.
The great ruin at Matindela is second only in
importance to the Great Zimbabwe itself, and merits

them except

to point

refer

to

the

out their existence.
ruins

a close description.

The

circular buildim? at Matindela encloses an

area not far short of that enclosed by the large circular building at the

Great Zimbabwe

;

it

crowns a low

The
huge baobab trees, two of which in
growth have pushed down and grown up in the

sloping granite kopje about 150 feet in height.

place
their

is full

of

walls themselves.

There are those that

tell

us about

the fabulous age of the baobab, attributino- an asje
of 5,000 years to the larger ones.

The Director

of

.
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Kew Gardens,

Mr. Thiselton Dyer,

me

tells

that this

grossly exaggerated, and that a few centnries

ably

Be

all

is

is

prob-

that can be attributed to the very largest

this as

it

may, the baobabs have grown up and

arrived at maturity long after the building of the

Matindela ruins and their subsequent abandonment.

#\^f-;;i^^-B.VOBAB TREE IN MATINDELA RUINS

The

best l)uilt port ion of the wall lias the

aspect as that at the Great Zim1)al)we

Zimbabwe
;

wall, has never

been completed at Matin-

the fact that the south-eastern side has been so

strongly built and so
its

but the other

corresponding to the worst built part of the

side,

dela

;

same

much

trouble has been spent on

decoration, and that the north side

is

compara-
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open and neglected, and that tlie hill is equally
from both sides, leads one naturally to infer
that the idea of a temple is here more prominent than
lively

assailable

that of a fortress.

The walls
fifteen

Matindela are nowhere more than
feet in height, nor are the courses nearly as
at

regular as those at the Great
great feature of interest

Zimbabwe

;

but the

here the arrangement of

is

the patterns, which establish

beyond a doubt that they

W'ALLED-UP ENTRANCE AND PATTERN ON MATINDELA RUINS

were inserted in tlie walls for a more complex purpose than mere ornamentation.
The arrangement of
these patterns

is

as follows

:

First to the south-east

comes the herring-bone patteru, running over the
chief entrance as a lintel for six yards.
Here it ends,
and two feet below begins the dentelle pattern for
the same distance then the pattern stops altogether
on the outside, but there are indications that it was
continued on the inside instead.
Then it is again inserted f(^r forty feet on the outside, and finally is again
;

—
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put on the inside for the remainder of

its

extent

namely, thirteen feet. Above the pattern and nearly
over the principal entrance a curious loophole is still
left

standing, and the best portion of the wall has

been battlemented, the outside portion being raised in
front two or three feet higher than the back.
The
wall is eleven feet six inches at its thickest, and on
the top of it we saw holes in which monoliths
evidently once stood, as they did on the wall of the
circular buildino- at the Great Zimbabwe.
Another very marked feature at Matindela is that
the doorways are all square, like those at the Lundi
ruin, and not rounded off, as those at Zimbabwe, and
then again all these doorwa}^s have been walled up in
an uniform fashion, the courses corresponding exactly
to those of the rest of the wall.

In the original con-

struction of the building certain spaces of seven feet

had been

left in

the wall

;

two

feet

on either side had

then been built up, thus leaving an entrance of three
feet, which entrance in its turn had also been walled

Zimbabwe, the theory at once
me that these places had been walled up

up. Here, as at the Great

occurred to
at a time of siege but when one takes into consideration the care with which these apertures have been
walled up, and the triple nature of the added wall, this
;

theory seems

untenable.

The walling up of the

pylons in certain Egyptian temples at Karnak, which
Prof. Norman Lockyer brought before my notice,
seems an apt parallel, though the reasons for so

doing do not seem to

my mind

at present sufficiently
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be borne in mind that the
waUing up of the principal entrance at Matindela
must have taken place prior to the construction of
proved.

It

must

also

upon

the pattern which rests

The

it.

interior of this building, as will

be seen from

the plan, was divided up into chambers, as the other

Zimbabwe, but the walls here are much
and the circular system of construction
seems to have been more or less abandoned. I take
it that this ruin at Matindela was constructed by
the same race at a period of decadence, when the old
methods of building had fallen into desuetude.
ruins at

straighter,

Outside the walls of the temple or fortress

found

many

foundations,

circular

very

we

regularly

and varying in diameter from
They were built in groups at consix to fifteen feet.
siderable intervals apart, and we counted over forty
of them. Some of these circular foundations have a

built of granite blocks,

double

circle, as if for

a step

;

the probability

is

that

they formed the foundations of stone huts like those

found in the Marico

and were
homes of the ancient inhabitants under the protecting wing of the temple-fortress.
There are no traces
district of the Transvaal,

the

of these circular foundations within the walls of the

were found outside within a radius
There are traces, too, of
other buildings about half-way down the slope of the
granite hills, two walls parallel to one another, about
thirty feet long, with doorways and six circular founThere are also two depresdations outside them.
enclosure, but

all

of two hundred yards.

J
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on the eastern side of the hill, now filled up
timber, which were probably the quarries
from which the builders obtained the stone for their
work.
sions

with

About twelve miles

to the north of Matindela,

near a mountain called Chiburwe, on another low
granite hill, we found another fort with similar circuThis fort is
lar foundations on the plain around it.

about forty feet in diameter, and the walls are of the
more even than those of
more uniform size and
stones
of
the
Matindela, and
fitting more closely, corresponding to the best of the
Here, too, was
buildings at the Great Zimbabwe.
best period, with courses far

another gigantic baobab tree, which had grown up
in the wall

and knocked

it

down and here, too, the
is much better and
;

south-eastern portion of the wall

thicker than the rest, which has in places either never
but the destruction here was
existed or fallen down
;

so complete that

it

was impossible

ever had been a pattern on

it

or not.

to tell if there

Ill

CHAPTER V
ON THE ORIENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS OF
ZIMBABWE RUINS. BY R. M. W. SWAN.

The form of nature worship which was practised at
Zimbabwe found one of its expressions in the worship
of the sun, and we have evidence of this cult in some
architectural features and decorations of the temples

themselves, and in the many images of the solar disc
which were found in the temples along with the other

symbols of the worship of reproductive power. It
was very natural that these two cults should be associated together or merged in one, and it was common
to many early peoples to think of the sun in conjunction with moisture as the great creator of all vegetable
fertility, for even the most casual observation would
show them that in the dark days of winter the vegetable world seemed to sleep, and that it only awoke to

when

had become more powerful and M'^hile the soil was still moistened by rain.
All religions have their times and seasons for
special ceremonies of worship, and the appropriate
activity

the sun's rays

time fur the greatest of these festivals of solar worship
L
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mid-summer, when the sun seemed most
Accordingly
brilhant and his raj^s most energetic.
we find that at Zimbabwe means had been provided
for ascertaining the time of the summer solstice, and
that the side of the temple which faced the rising sun
at this period of the year was adorned with a decora-

would be

at

tion symbolical of fertility.

But the temples at Zimbabwe seem also to have
served a more directly practical purpose than that of
mere worship of the powers of nature, and while regulating the festivals held in honour of natural powers,
to

have provided the means of observing the passage

of the seasons and of fixing the limits of a tropical

and thus providing the elements of a calendar.
The duration of a day is clearly marked by an
apparent revolution of the sun, and from the most
remote antiquity a month has been equivalent to the

year,

length of a lunation

;

but there

is

no equally obvious

astronomical phenomenon to enable the length of the

and although the difference between
is very apparent in most climates,,
there is nothing which very obviously deiines the
limits of these seasons, and the periods of spring and
autumn are even less marked. But the dates of all
festivals in solar worship would have some relation

year to be fixed

;

summer and winter

to the seasons

;

and, besides, the times for agricultural

and many other operations would require to be fixed,
and it would thus be doubly necessary to find means
By most ancient
of marking the progress of the year.
peoples twelve lunations were considered to be equal

.
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to a tropical year,
tliis

was not

so, for

but
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was soon discovered

it

tliat

the several months did not long

coincide with their appropriate seasons, and so the
history of most ancient calendars tells of devices to

make

the twelve lunar months of 29^ days each cor-

respond with the tropical jear of 365^ days. At
Zimbabwe things seem to have been better arranged,
unless there, too, as in ancient Egypt, they

had

their

year measured by twelve revolu-

troublesome

civil

tions of the

moon,

in addition to their sacred year

measured

in the temples

of the sun

among

by an apparent revolution

the stars.

The simplest way of ascertaining the period of a
tropical year is by observing the position of the sun
relatively to the equator, or its declination, and this
can conveniently be done either when the sun is on
the horizon or on the meridian, but most easily with
accuracy in the former way, as the angle to be subdivided will generally be greater, and greater accuracy

be attained, because long shadows can more conway than in the other. Or
the right ascension of the sun might also be observed

will

veniently be used in this

;

that

is,

its

place

in the zodiac.

among

the stars, or

its

position

This can be found most readily by

observing the heliacal rising of stars, or the meridian
passage of stars

when

the sun

is

near the horizon.

At Zimbabwe all of these methods seem to have been
used, and to do so does not necessarily imply more
astronomical knowledge than is possessed by the
peasantry in any of the more secluded districts of

;
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Europe, where watches are not much used, and where
ahnanacks are not read, but where the people have
the habit of telUng the time of the day and of the
year by the motions of the sun and of the stars
for to an agricultural people the change in position

summer and winter

of the sun in

and

the seasons themselves,

times of rising of the

is

as obvious as

variation

the

stars with

of

the

the seasons can

Herodotus tells us that
to measure the length
of shadows, and thus ascertain the position of the sun
at midday, or its declination. The Chinese also used
and we have similar
it at a very early period,
arrangements in some of our modern churches.
as little escape observation.

the Greeks used the

gnomon

Instances of the observation of the position of the

sun on the horizon, except at Zimbabwe, are few and
doubtful, although gnomons seem sometimes to have
been used for this purpose but ancient literature
;

contains very

many

references to the observation of

the heliacal risings of stars, and ancient architectural

remains

these

illustrate

literary

allusions.

Hesiod often speaks of the times of different agricultural operations having been fixed

of stars, and Egyptian records
of Sirius

was observed

at

tell

the

by

the rising

us that the rising

overflowing of the

also it has recently been found that both
Nile
Egyptian and Greek temples were generally built so
that the rising of some star could be observed from
their sanctuaries, and a coincidence has been traced
between the date of the great festival proper to each
;
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temple and the time of the heliacal rising of the star
towards which the axis of the temple was originally
directed.

The Malays,

the beginning

at

of this

present century, had a tradition that their seed-time

had

in old days

been very well fixed by the rising

of the Pleiades, but

Mohammedans

that

since

they had become

the festivals of their religion

and

its

calendar did not so well regulate their seed-time as
It has been found that
was done in old times.
means were provided by the ancient Egyptians for
observing the meridian transits of stars and did we
possess detailed and carefully oriented plans of the
temples of Chaldsea and Assyria, there is little doubt
that we should find that the meridian had been
;

observed there

also.

Thus it is evident that the several means which
were adopted at Zimbabwe for observing the motions
of the heavenly bodies were used in other countries
also, and in all cases they seem to have been used
for regulating the

time of celebration of religious

festivals as well as the

ordinary

of nature worship analogous

Zimbabwe seem

affairs

to that

of

life.

Forms

practised

at

often to have been accompanied in

other countries by an observation of the heavenly
It is also worthy of note that the stars
which were observed at Zimbabwe seem all to have
been northern ones, and the builders of these temples

bodies.

probably acquired the habit of observing these stars
hemisphere. To this we shall refer

in the northern
asfain.
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What

El

Masoudi says of the temples of the

Sab^eans of Mesopotamia does not, of course, directly

apply to the tem.ples at Ziml3a])\ve

but in the plans
reminded of the multiform
temples which he describes, and of the mysteries
involved in some of their architectural features which
he could not fathom, for in these temples of Mashonaland there are some curious evidences of design in
of those temples one

A

plan.

;

is

glance at the plan of the great temple

suggests that the architects had carelessly

great ellipse on the ground and built round

drawn a
it,

getting

occasionally out of line and leaving occasional door-

ways

;

but when one realises the wonderfully careful

nature of the masonry, and the great accuracy with

which the comparatively rough stones have been laid
and been forced to combine to
produce regular forms, and when a careful plan of
the whole building has been made, then it is seen
that what were regarded as careless irregularities
in regular courses,

in construction are, in reality, carefully constructed

which doubtless had some
whose
meaning remains a mystery to us.
The walls which are lightly shaded in the accompanying plans are much inferior in construction to
the more darkly shaded walls, for while the latter
are built in most regular courses, and the stones are
most carefully packed in the whole thickness of the
walls, the former, though sometimes having the exterior courses laid with some regularity, are most
architectural

features,

religious significance to the worshippers, but
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and the stones seem
in anyhow, and consequently there

carelessly built in their interior,
to
is

have been laid

a great difference in the durability of these walls

and while

it

would almost be possible

Scale

A B shows present top of tower,

;

to drive a cart

of Feet

c

d shows outline
Chap. VI.

of walls as seen in

illustration,

THE TWO TOWERS

along the top of the better-built part of the outer
wall,

one can only creep along the top of the worse-

built portion while risking a

fall.

Besides, the better-

and the worse-built portions of the outer wall do
not unite near the great doorway, and the foundation
built
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is shown in the
The worse-built walls of all the temj^les do
not show any of the peculiarities of design so characteristic of the better walls, except in two instances,
where they seem to be rough reconstructions of older
walls.
We may, therefore, assume that these poorer

of the well-built walls turns outward, as
plan.

COIN OF BYBLOS SHOWING THE ROUND

TOWER

walls are not of the original period, and that they
were built by a people who either did not practise
solar worship or who did not do so under the
original

forms.

We

will,

therefore, disregard the

poor walls in studying the plans of the temples. It
is much to be reo-retted that we could recover no
plan of the western side of the original outer wall, as
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might have made clear to us the meaning of many
of the features of the eastern waU.
it

Thfi_jnost important feature in the interior of
t

he

te mple

is,

of course, the great tower, which

is

a marvel of workmanship in rough material, and in
the truth of

its

lines

almost as wonderful as the

column of a Greek temple. We could at first discover no reason for its being built in its peculiar
position.
It has not been placed with any reference
to the points of the compass nor to the bearing of
the sun at the equinoxes, and its position is only
indirectly connected with the position of the sun at

But it is in the middle of the space
by the two inner doorways, and the more
easterly of these two doorways is at the point where
the sun would appear when rising at the summer

the solstices.

marked

off

when regarded from
be shown further on and
solstice

;

the central altar, as will

the other doorway

is

at

the point where the decoration on the outer wall
terminates, and that

is

at the part of the wall

the sun's rays would be tangential to
rising at the

same

solstice.

its

where

curve when

The portion of the outer

wall behind the above-mentioned sacred enclosure

is

form of a circular arc with its two extremities at B and k, and its centre at p, and the
tower stands midway between these points. Close to
the great tower is the little one, and no reason for
its position suggests itself; but the relative proportions of the two towers are curious, and seem to offer
an explanation of the plan of some other parts of
built in the
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—

the building
in fact, the diameter of the great tower
seems to have represented the unit of measure in
the construction of the curves of the outer walls and
of all the regularly curved inner walls in the great
temple, and in all the well-built temples in Mashonaland.
The diameter of the great tower at its base is
17*1 7 feet or 10 cubits,^ and this is exactly equal to
the circumference of the little tower.
This ratio of
circumference to diameter and the above measure of
10 cubits seem together to have determined either

the length of the radius or diameter, or halves of

on which many of
For instance, the radius of the
curve behind the great tower is 169^ feet, and this

these, of all the circular curves

the walls are built.

is

equal to the diameter of the great tower multiplied

by the square of
diameter;

the ratio of circumference to
r^j^^
17-17 x 3142 = 169-34.
^^ii_

or

built partly circular enclosure to the north-west of

the tower has a diameter of 54 feet, and this
to 17-17 X 3-14.

The curve of the outer

is

wall,

equal

from

the eastern end of the sacred enclosure (at k) to a
is circular, and has its centre at the altar, and its

radius

is

107|^ feet.

This

is

equal to twice 17*17 x

This length of 107f feet is also the exact
distance between the middle points of the two door3-14.

to 10 cubits of 20-G2 inches: and as all
which we have been able to measure accurately,
and all small articles which would probably be made on any scale of
measure, apparently have been made in terms of a cubit of this length,
it seems probable that this cubit was one of the standards of measure
'

17'17 feet

is

equal

parts of the building

in use.
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end of the sacred enclosure. The
curve of the outer wall from A to the great doorway
seems to have a similar radius to the arc behind the
tower, namely, 169^ feet, but in our measurements

ways

at

there

we hardly

either

fixed a sufficient

in the line of the wall to

The inner long wall
it

is

make

number

of points

quite certain of this.

parallel to the outer one until

reaches the sacred enclosure, so

sidered as combined with

the

it

outer

may be

con-

for

our

w^all

Besides these there are no w^ellcurved walls in the great temple, except the
piece of wall near the monoliths at m, and it is too
short to allow of the centre of its curve being laid
present purpose.

built

down with

It does not, howcertainty of accuracy.
seem to belie this system of measurement.
We need hardly expect to find the same measure
always applying to the buildings on the hill, for the
form of these buildings is often controlled by the
nature of the ground. Still they do apply, and the
diameter of the curve on which the wall of the
eastern temple is built is 84^ feet, which is equal to
half of 17-17 X 3T4''^.
Of the two curved walls on
the left hand when entering this temple from the
south the diameter of the curve of one is equal to
17-17 X 3-14, and the radius of the other is 17-17
feet.
The only other regularly curved wall on the
hill is the western great wall with monoliths and
round towers, and the diameter of the circle of which
the curve of this wall forms a part is 254 feet, and

ever,

this does

not

agree with

our system of measure.
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But

and

this wall

there

towers are not well built, and

its

good reason

is

suppose that

to

it

original wall, or that the outer portion of
original

;

and, in fact,

we

partly

is

plan, six feet west of this wall.

for the circle,

is

rough

its

not

If this

shown

in

were the

would give a diameter of 266
which is half of 17-17 x 3*14^.

feet

the only regularly curved piece of

that about the principal doorway, but
in

is

it

At Matindela
wall

it

discovered the foundation of

part of another parallel wall, as
original wall,

not the

is

construction that one

it is

so

hesitates to deal

and we can only say that

it seems to be built
on a curve of 107f feet radius = twice 17'17 x 3-14.
The whole appearance of tliis wall and the slight

with

it,

inaccuracies in

which

it

the

of

orientation

carries, suggest

that

it

is

the decorations

a

more recent

wall built roughly as a copy of an original wall on
the same foundation.

The ruin

at the

built, and its diameter
equal to 17-17 x 3-14.

and well
is

Lundi River
is

is

circular in form

fifty-four feet,

which

the above measurements refer to
the outside of the walls at the base, as this is the

Of course

all

which the tower itself was measured.
The same principle of measurement applies to the
curves which determine the shape of the two towers
themselves, and this explains why it is that the little
tower tapers much more rapidly towards the top

way

in

than does the great one. If we describe a circular
curve with its centre on the same level as the base
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great tower and

its
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radius equal

to

twice

17-17 X 0-14 on 107| feet, we find that it exactly fits
the outline of the great tower as it is shown in our

photographs. Also, a curve described in a similar
way but with a radius equal to twice the diameter of
the little tower multij)lied by 3-14 (5'4o x o'14 x 2 =
o4-34 feet) will correspond to

the outline of that

tower.

The towers when

were doubtless made complete in their mathematical form and were carried up
to a point as we see in a coin of Byblos, where we
have a similar tower represented with curved outlines.
Their heights as determined by these curves would
be 42'3 and 13 '5 feet respectively, and these numbers
also bear the same relation to each other that the
built

circumference of a circle does to

its

diameter.

We

have no explanation to give of the ])osition of
tlie little tower relatively to the great one, but tliere
probably was some meaning in it which might appear
had we a plan of the original Avails around the towers.
It is very doubtful that tliese walls, which now mark
<•(!'

I

lie

sacred enclosure, are of the sa-me period as the

They are shaded darkly

our planbecaus(;
but although they ar(i better
built thau most of the secondary walls, yet they are
lowers.

tliey are ikirly

well Inult

in

;

not e({ual in point of execution to the great outer

wall and the towers, and their lines, too, are not so
regular as those of the original walls generally are.
It

seems probable that they are rough copies of some
had fallen, and are wanting in some

old walls which

M
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We

of the essential features of their originals.

only say that the centre of one tower
feet

is

can

distant 17 -17

from the centre of the other, within a

limit of

error of two inches.

The angular height of both the towers measured
from the centres of the curves which determine their
forms is the same namely 23° 1'.
None of the angular values of the arcs seem to
have been of any special significance, except perhaps
the angle at the altar in the great temple, which is subtended by the arc ak. The value of this angle is about
57°, and is equal to our modern unit of the circular
measure of an angle, which is the angle at the centre
of any circle that is subtended by an arc equal to the
It is hardly likely that it can have had this
radius.
meaning to the builders of the temple, and the probable cause of the coincidence is that at A they
meant to halve the angular distance between K and

—

the doorway.
the

summer

the wall

Besides, the sun's rays,

when

it

rises at

do not fall directly on the part of
and this probably had some conreason for changing the radius of

solstice,

beyond

a,

nection with their

the arc at this point.

no evidence that any of the trigonometrical functions were known to the builders of
Zimbabwe not even the chord, which was probably
the earliest recognised function of an angle, for the
chords of the various arcs bear no simple relation to
each other. The only interesting mathematical fact
which seems to have been embodied in the archiThere

is

;
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is
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the ratio of diameter to

may have had an

occult signifi-

cance in the peculiar form of nature worship which
was practised there. We do not suppose that it was
intended to symbolise anything of an astronomical
nature,

and

it

is

extremely im^Drobable

that

the

Zimbabwe had any notion of mathematical
astronomy, for their astronomy was j^jurely empirical,
and amounted merely to an observation of the more

builders of

obvious motions of the heavenly bodies.

When

the

minds of men were lirst interested in geometry it
would at once occur to them that there must be some
constant ratio between the circumference of a circle
and its diameter, and they would easily discover what
this ratio was, and they may have considered this discovery so important and significant that they desired
o express it in their architecture. Analogous instances
of an embodiment of simple mathematical principles
in architectural forms will occur to every one.
The centres of the arcs seem generally to have
been important points, and altars were sometimes
erected at them from wLich the culminations or
meridian transits of stars could be. observed, and
on which sacrifices were probably otlered to the sun
when it was risinii; or settimr at either of the solstices.
I

Around

the outside of the wall of the great temple,

between the points marked A and b on plan, there
extend two bands of a kind of chevron pattern, formed,
as will be seen from the illustrations, by placing stones
on their edges. This pattern seems to ha\'e been
M 2
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symbolical of

fertility,

and

it

extends along the part

of the M'all which receives directly the rays of the

sun when rising at the summer solstice. It reminds
one of the Egyptian hieroglyphic symbol for water,
and of how naturally the idea of water would be associated with fertility in the mind of a solar worshipper.
It also resembles the symbol for the zodiacal
sign of Aquarius, and we might suppose that the
temple was built when the sun was in this sign of the
zodiac at the

summer

solstice,

did such a supposition

not carry us back to too remote a period.
the sun

is

Besides,

generally believed to have been in Capri-

cornus at the December solstice at the period at
which the zodiac was invented, and when its signs
received their names.

One hundred and seven and four-lifths feet from
the same distance from k and from B is
the centre of the arc ak, and at this point is some
ruined masonry which seems once to have formed an
altar.
Zimbabwe is in South latitude 20° 16' 80", and
A and

sumwould l)eMi- h]ast 25° South wei'e. tli(^,
liorizon level.
But Mount Varonia interposes itself
between the temple aud the rising sun at this time,
('o]ise({uently the sun, wlieii rising there at

mer

solstice,

so that

(lie

sun attains

rays reach the temple.

more

the

nearly 24°,

from the

and a

iu\

aUitudc of 5° befon;

Then
line

its

amplitude

produced in

altar will pass across

the

will

its

bo

this direction

doorway of the

sacred enclosure, where the curve of the wall changes
its

radius, and, roughly speaking, through the middle
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drawn in an
would fall
on a tall monolith which we there found lying by its
well-built foundation.
Where the pattern ends at a
of the chevron pattern.

line

opposite direction for seventy-three feet

and B the

raj'S

of the sun are nearly tangential to the

all parts of the wall, and those parts
which receive the direct rays of the sun when
rising at the summer solstice are decorated by this

wall, so that

only,

symbolical pattern.

The sun's rays would not fall on the altar at this
and it seems strange to have an altar devoted
to solar worship under the shadow of a 'wall but the
same objection would apply to every part of the
interior of the temple, and we can hardly suppose
that the priests at Zimbabwe performed their ceremonies of worship outside of the temple, as some
tribes of Arabs do with some stone circles at the
time,

;

is there an}' sign of such ceremonies having been performed on the top of the
broad wall. The monolith, seventy-three feet from

present day, neither

the

altai-,

the sun

was

when

sufficiently lall to receive the rays of
it

rose over

Mount Varoma, and

the

shadow of a monolith erected on the wall at K
would fall on it at the same time, thus marking with
great accuracy the occurrence of the solstice.
Monoliths had been erected at intervals along the decorated
part, and only on this part, of the wall, and these
may have served to indicate other periods of the year
in a similar

way.

Near the top of the great tower, which

at present
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stands thirty-two feet high, there

is

a dentelle pattern,

which may be described as a chevron pattern laid
on its side, and which resembles a common Egyptian
Tliis extends partly round the tower, but
pattern.
it is

impossible to determine

as so

much

of

it

its

aspect with accuracy

has fallen away.

It

seems, however,

to have faced the setting sun at the winter solstice.

At the temple

at the east

end of the fortress on

the hill similar means are provided for observing the

summer

solstice.

south.

On

Only a small part of the decorated
wall remains, the middle part, which was of great
height, having fallen, so that we do not know how
far the decoration may have extended towards the
the other side

it

terminates at the door-

way, which is placed close to the high cliiT which
forms the northern side of the temple. We discovered
the altar, with several phalli and many little terracotta images of the solar disc lying near it, and some

among

the stones of the altar.

the centre of the arc, but

is

This altar

is

not at

placed ten feet nearer

the rising sun at the solstice, and

its

position seems

to be due to the position of the break in the clift',
which is true north of the altar, so that the meridian
can be observed through this passage from the altar
in its actual position, and it could not have been
observed from the altar were it placed at the centre
of the arc.
It was impossible to describe the arc
with the altar as its centre owing to the position of
some rocks which would have interfered with the

buildinsr of the wall.

At

the

summer

solstice the

sun
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here on a level horizon and bears East 25° South,

and a line drawn from the altar in this direction passes
through the pattern, and continued for ten feet in the
opposite direction it would fall on the centre of the arc.
The great curved wall at the western end of the
fortress, which is surmounted by little round towers
and erect monoliths, faces the setting sun at the
winter solstice. If wc suppose the altar was placed
here, we have on an eminence marked A, fifty feet
true north of the altar, a tall monolith which would
enable the meridian transits of northern stars to be
observed from the altar, and a line drawn from
towards the setting sun at the winter solstice would seem to have passed through the middle
This great
of the line of towers and monoliths.
wall is not so well built as the walls at the eastern
temple, and it seems probable that it is a restoration
of an old wall which was originally parallel to this,
this altar

and whose foundations we discovered as already
mentioned. Possibly on the original wall t]ie round
towers and monoliths were aligned between the altar
and the setting sun at certain definite periods of the
year.
At present they do not seem to mark any
important periods, but the position of the setting sun
at the

summer

solstice is well

marked by a round

tower on the wall overhanging the high cliff, and this
is undoubtedly a wall of the best period.
At this western end of the fortress we have two
instances of parts of walls

which faced the

setting
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winter solstice being decorated

liy

a den-

telle pattern.

The disposition of the ornamental patterns on
round ruin at the Lundi Eiver is interesting.

httle

the
It

faces the rising sun at the winter solstice, but the

place had been inhabited
of an altar,

if it

by

Kaffirs,

and

all

vestige

ever existed, had been destroyed.

The nature of the patterns here is different from that
of those at Zimbabwe.
The one near the top of tlie
wall is composed of two rows of little squares alternating with blank spaces, and a little way below this
are two rows of a herring-bone pattern.
There is a
curious rounded protuberance on the outside of the
wall, and the herring-bone pattern stops at this point,
but the other extends right round to tlie southeastern doorway.

This temple

is

similar in

many ways

to the partly

one north-west of tlie great tower at Zimbabwe. Tliey have both the same diameter and they
each have two doorways which are in somewhat
similar positions, although the temple at the Lundi is
oriented towards the rising sun at the winter solstice,
and the other, if it exov liad a pattern, would liave
had it facing the setting sun at this solstice.
The dentelle pattern on the great tower seems 1o
have been oriented towards the setting sun at the
circular

winter solstice, and the centre of the partly circular

temple at G is roughly in a line between the centre of
When the sun is
the tower and the sun at this time.
rising at the summer solstice G will be behind the

;
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its
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slmdow, in a position

analogous to that of the altai' liehind the arc ak.
The direction of the wall at the north-eastern extremity of the arc of which G is the centre is towards

and its inner side
points past the centre of the arc ak' towards the
point of the outer wall which is in a straight line
between the altar and the sun when it rises at this
solstice.
The wall at the other extremity of the arc
the rising sun at the winter solstice,

points to the rising sun at the other solstice.

perhaps worthy of remark that the centre of

It is

the great

tower

is

distant

height (42-3 feet) from the

the length of

solstitial line

tower would

its

own

mk, while the

same distance
from a parallel solstitial line drawn from the southeastern extremity of the arc of which a is the centre
and also that the centres of the great tower and the
centres of the arcs ak and KB lie in one straight line.
centre of the

little

At Matindela
masonry

is

the

the general aspect of the decorated

part of the building
the

l)e

is

towards the setting sun, but

so rough in

its

construction that

we

need expect little accuracy in oi-ieiitation. Tiie whole
appearance of the place suggests that what exists at
present is merely a rough rebuilding of an older
structure. AVliat remains of the internal arrangements
of the building is very fragmentary, and we could
find no trace of an altar.
Over the doorway there
is a herring-bone pattern facing the setting sun at
the summer solstice, and adjoining this on its north
'

This

is

not very accurately shown in the small scale plan.
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is a band of ornament of the dentelle kind
with a similar aspect. Above this dentelle pattern
there is a loophole in the wall which may have served
to pass a ray of light from the setting sun to an altar

side there

some

Farther alonsf the wall there is
another pattern facing the setting sun at the winter
at

solstice,

festival.

and on the inside of the wall yet another

summer solstice.
The construction of the doorways at Matindela is
They have been originally made of
remarkable.
looking towards the rising sun at the

considerable width, and then been narrowed very

much by

square masses of masonry which were built
The direction of the doorways also
both sides.
seems to have some meaning, for three of them look
East 25° North, and four East 25° South, thus corresponding to the direction of the sun rising and setting
at

at the solstices.

At the Mazoe Valley, and to the north-east of
Mount Chiburwe, there are well-

Matindela, near

built ruins of the best period of this style of architecture, but, unfortunately, too little of

allow us to understand their plans.
very small, and are not circular, like
ruin,

them remains to
They are both
the Lundi Eiver

but their walls seem to have been built on a

A
series of curves like the wall of the great temple.
very extraordinary thing regarding all the older ruins
Mashonaland is the way in which the stones which
once composed the walls have disappeared. They
have not been covered up by soil, and there is no
trace of them in the surrounding country, and yet in
in
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two ruins not one-twentieth part of the stones
remain, and all that do remain are in their original
these

places in the walls.

When

the western wall

was

rebuilt at the great

temple at Zimbabwe there was apparently a want of
stones,

and the rebuilders were too lazy

to procure

more, so they probably shortened the wall by decreasing the size of the temple, and also economised

by making the new wall much less thick.
The place marked a near the western end of
It is a natural
Zimbabwe Hill is remarkable.
eminence, the height of which has been increased by
building.
To the south of it is a great mass of
masonry which is pierced by several roofed passages,
and over which a winding stairway leads from the
stones

eastern buildings to the eminence, while a similar

from the eminence towards the buildTo the eastward of the
ings lying northward.
eminence tower great granite boulders, the termination at this end of that line oF l)oulders which caps
the hill along its whole length, and which protects
At the highest point
the fortress on the north side.
of the eminence is erected the great monolith before
referred to, which seems to have marked the meridian
staircase leads

for

the

another

altar at

made

n.

Close

of soapstone.

to

monolith stood
found its base in

this

We

and its otiier fragments, shown in the
This monoillustration, were all discovered near.
lith was decorated with bands of the chevron pattern running halfway round, with images of the

its

place,
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sun and other geometrical patterns placed between
the bands.
Tt seems probable that it served as
a gnomon, and that means had been provided for
measuring the length of its shadow at midday.

The foundation of
higher than the

the monolith

is

twenty-five feet

and the monolith itself
was ten feet long, so that we have a total height for its
summit of thirty-five feet above the base of the altar,
and it stood fifty feet true north of the altar. At
Zimbabwe the altitude of the upper limb of the sun at
midday, at the winter solstice, is about 4Gi°, so that the
top of the monolith would then throw its shadow in the
direction of the altar, and to within about seventeen
feet of its centre.
Probably some arrangement had
site of tlie altar,

been made near the altar for observing the length of
shadow and were the shadow received on an inclined plane or staircase, as seems to have been done
its

;

with the dial of Ahaz, mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment,

might be lengthened

any extent and its
and so
the change in declination of the sun could be observed
with considerable accuracy. The sun is little more
than three degrees south of Zimbabwe at midsumme]-,
and It would be difficult to measure with accuracy the
short shadows then cast, and Ave do not find anything
to show that they had been observed, and the means
provided in the two other temples for observing the
position of the sun on the horizon would be much
it

to

variations in length increased in magnitude

;

more effectual for fixing this solstice.
The positions of the doorways relatively

to the

169
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we fmd

that every important

doorway

;

in walls of

and
tlie

original period, with the exception of the south-eastern

doorway

in the temple at the Lundi,

and the south-

Avestern one in the partly circular interior temple at

placed true north of the centre of an
arc or of an altar, and the centre of every arc has had
a doorway or some other means of marking out the

Zimbabwe,

is

True north of the centre
have
a doorway in the wall of
of the tower itself we
the sacred enclosure, and although the wall in which
this doorway is made was probably not built at the
original period, yet there probably was a doorway
in a similar position in the wall which it has replaced.
The part of the great outer wall north of the tower
seems also to liave been marked, for about this point
we found a great step constructed on its top about

meridian placed north of it.

live feet high.

Above
on the

hill,

tlie

a

temi)le

cliff

rises

at the east

end of the

perpendicularly tor

fortress

lifly feet.

most remarkable
great rock which may once have l)eeji an object of"
veneration to the woj-shippers in Ihe temple beneath
It forms one of the highest points on the hill. A
it..
line drawn true south from tins rock and })roduced
t)80 yards would pass through the doorway in the
great temple and fall on the altar in the centre of
Mild ])oisedon its to]) there stiiiids a

the decorated arc.

Until this line suggested itself

we

were puzzled to account for the peculiar character
It passes through a waU sixteen
of the doorway.
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and is itself only three feet wide, and it
does not pass through the wall at right angles, but
feet thick,

cuts

it

somewhat

obliquely,

so that

its

axis

is

roughly parallel to the meridian line.
A line drawn true north from the centre of the
arc at G will pass through the doorway of the small
temple and the centre of the arc kb at p. This line
points through the outer wall where the gap occurs,

and

it is

probable that the opening which was made

in the outer wall to allow of observation

Hne, determined

its fall

at this i)oint.

along this

This meridian

from the other from the
must have pointed to
the same great stone.
But if both these lines point
to the middle of this stone, which is 680 yards
distant, they wiU incline towards each other about
one degree, and the time of the transit of a star
over the stone observed by one line will difi'er four
minutes from that observed by the other.
This
inaccuracy would be so obvious to the observers
that we cannot suppose they would have worked in
this way.
The great stone measures nearly, if jiot
quite, thirty-two feet across, and were the lines
directed, not both to its centre, but one to either side,
they would be parallel to each other and would both
give the same time for a transit of a star.
This would
imply that stars were observed, not passing over the
stone, but disappearing and reappearing behind it,
and a star observed at the altar to disappear would
at the same instant reappear to an observer at G and
line

is

thirty-six feet distant

centre of the arc ak, and

it

WITHIX THE DOUBLE WALLS.

ZIJIBABWE
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the rock were less than thirty-two feet wide

G and P before it dishave thus a sort of double
observation of the same meridian transit.
If we admit that these meridian lines were used
for the observation of stars in this way, and if we can
determine what star or stars were observed, the time
that has elapsed since they were observed admits of
calculation.
The apparent altitude of the middle of
the stone as seen from the centres of the arcs is 7^°,
and the latitude of Zimbabwe is 20° 16' 30", so that we
want stars having a north polar distance of about 28°.
Owing to the changing direction of the pole of the
earth, which produces the phenomenon of the precession of the equinoxes, the declinations and right ascensions of all the stars are undergoing a slow but regular
change but there are no stars of the first magnitude
which have had approximately this polar distance
since any probable date of the foundation of Zimbabwe.
Of stars of the second magnitude there are four,
and of the third magnitude many more, which may
have been used, and they would all serve for widely
different periods.
In order to enable us to select the
proper star from this number we must have its right
ascension, and this we may yet hope to get when we
have the date of some important yearly festival at
Zimbabwe, and the hour at which the star would
be wanted on the meridian on the night of this
the star

would reappear

appeared at the

altar.

at

We

;

festival.

There are two other places where the meridian
N
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have been watched at Zimbabwe, anrl
the same portion of the heavens

transits of stars

in these cases

it is still

which has l)een observed. The altar in the eastern
temple in the fortress has been placed ten feet E.S.E.
of the centre of the arc, in order to permit of the

meridian being observed through the gap in the rock
which formed the northern doorway. Here the line
laid off is much shorter than that between the rock

and the great temple, but still fairly accurate observations could be made.
To the north of the centre of
the arc of the great wall of the western temple there
is,

as

and

we have

already shown, a great monolith erected,

one side of

at

this the stars

at their culminations.

might be observed

As seen from

the altar this

monolith would mark out an anovular distance of 9°
of the meridian.

remarkable that only stars of the northern
hemisphere seem to have been observed at Zimbabwe,
for in the great temple itself the culminations of
southern stars could quite as easily liave l)een o])served
as those of northern ones, and in the foi-tress all view
of the northern sky is almost completely shut off by
the cliffs and huge boulders which form its northern
It is

line of

defence

;

yet (n^ery point (Voin wliich noiiliri-n

have been observed has been used for this
there is no temple there from which
and
purpose,
northern stars were not observed, while at the same
time the openly displayed southern sky has been left

stars could

unregarded.

This, of course, points to a northern

origin for the people,

and suggests that before they
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Zimbabwe they had acquired

observing certain stars

—

the habit of

a habit so strong that

it

led

them

to disregard the use of the southern constella-

tions,

though they must have known that they would

equally well have served to regulate their calendar

;

even seems to indicate that they attached ideas of
veneration to certain stars, and rendered them worit

seems a plausible supposition that while the
great temple itself was devoted to solar and analogous
forms of worship, the little circular, or partly circular,
temples within its walls, of which we found one fairly
well preserved and fragmentary remains of several
others, were dedicated to the cult of particular
ship.

It

stars.

There

is

no sign

in the temples of

any observation

of anything external to the temples themselves, unless

and no features of the surrounding countr}', such as prominent mountain-peaks
or great isolated rocks, of which there are many
striking instances near the temples, have had any
regard at all paid to tJiem. The outer walls, with
the exception of the decoration towards the solstices,
are featureless and blank, and the doorways, where
one might expect ornament, are extremely narrow and
When one is within the great temple
entirely plain.
one realises how fitting a place it is in whicli to observe
the starry sky, for the high walls around exclude all
view of the landscape, and the only objects which
attract one's attention are the heavenly bodies above
one
and at night-time one feels how easily the
of the heavenly bodies

;

;
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thoughts of a star-worshipper could be concentrated

on

their proper object.

such a style of architecture
and such a civilisation as
described,
have
as we
it signifies, could liave originated and developed in
South Africa, for such a development would Imxe
required a very long time, and would have implied
at least a long and peaceful settlement in the country
and although the builders of Zimbabwe may have
It is incredible that

;

long possessed the place, yet it is apparent that they
never considered the country was their own. This
is

from the nature of

clear

their

strength of their fortifications.

defences and the

Had

they lived

long-

any of their
^rts independently of their mother country, they would
have left a deeper mark on their surroundings than
they have; besides, living as they must have lived,
they could not have increased in civilisation, nor developed any of its arts, and we may assume that they
in the land to alter or develop

enough

had

their architecture as well as their religion in

common

with their mother country.

The balance

of

probabilities seems to be in favour of that country

being South Arabia; and when it and Abyssinia, with
which it was so long associated, are better known, we

may

which are built of similar small
and with similar mathematical and other

find temples

stones

peculiarities in their construction.

Our information

meagre, but some of those buildings which are known in Yemen, which seem to combine temple and fortress in o^e, as on Zimbabwe Hill,
of these countries

is
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built by the same race that constructed
the elliptic temples at Marib and
and
Zimbabwe;
Sirwah, and the one at Nakab al Hajar, with its north
and south doorways seeming to indicate an observation
of the meridian, may embody some of the mathematical principles illustrated by the ruins of Mashona-

may have beeu

land.

When

the oricrinal builders

of

Zimbabwe have

been traced to their home, it will remain to discover
who were their successors in Mashonaland that rebuilt
the western wall of the great temple and some portions
of other buildings, for this certainly was not done by

any of the present negro races.
There is nothing to show that even these walls
do not belong to a now far distant time; for although they would not long remain in this country,
yet at Zimbabwe they might endure for an indefinite
period, for there, in a clear atmosphere free from dust,

and a tropical climate with its yearly torrential rains,
no soil can accumulate among the stones to support
The few
vegetation which would destroy the walls.
small plants which grow even on the oldest walls are
of species which do not require much mineral matter
for their growth, and whose roots are so soft that they
to the shape of the interstices in the
but do not press asunder the stones. Besides,
the present inhabitants of the country do not use
stone in any of their constructions, and never trouble
themselves to remove stones from any existing walls,
so that more stones have probably been disturbed

mould themselves
walls,
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during the two years of British occupation of the
country than the Kaffirs would disturb in as many
centuries
and under the old conditions the walls
might endure for an indefinite time.V
;

'

Tlicrc arc

many

astrououiical puiiits in these bnildiugs

considered, and the results of
later.

i'urtlier

still

to

lie

investigation will be jjublislied

;
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CnAPTEE VI
THE FINDS AT THE GREAT ZIMBABWE RUINS
In this chapter I propose to discuss

discovered during our excavations

the objects

all

in the ruins as

apart from the buildings themselves, and to analyse the

throw on the original constructors and
their cuU.
All these objects were found, with a few
minor exceptions, in the eastern temple on the fortress
As I have said, traces of a recent Kaffir habitation

light that they

will

account for the absence of objects in the lower

buildings, but the upper ruin, sheltered from the sun

and hidden by trees and lofty boulders, was a spot
repugnant to the warmth-loving Kaffir, and to this
fact

we owe

the preservation of so

many

objects of

interest belonging to the ancient inhabitants.

most remarkable feature
is

'^I'he

in connection with the finds

that everything of a decorative nature

steatitic schist or soapstone.

is

This stone

made

is

of a

found in

employed by natives farther
south in making pipes for smoking dokha or hemp
it lends itself easily to the tool of the artist, and is
the country, and

very durable.

is

still

ISO
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First, let

us take the birds perched on

soap-

tall

stone columns, which, from the position in which

found most of them, would appear

we

have decorated
the outer wall of the semicircular temple on the hill.
These birds are all conventional in design. The tallest
to

stood 5 feet 4 inches in height, the smallest about
half a foot lower.
We have six large ones and

two small ones

in

probably, from

the

of soapstone

all,

and

number

pedestals with

the tops broken off which we
found in the temple, there
were several more. Though

they

are

all

different

in

would appear to have been intended
to represent the same bird
from the only one in which the
beak^ is preserved to us intact, we undoubtedly recognise that they nuist have
been intended to represent
hawks or vultures.
The
thick neck and le«2[s, the lone
talons and the nature of the
plumage point more disexecution,

they

;

SOAPSTOXK BIKD ON PEDESTAL

tinctly

to the vulture
the
decorations on some of them,
namely, the dentelle pattern at the edge of the wings,
the necklace with a brooch in front and continued
^

Vide

illustration, p. 181.

;
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tlie

back,

tlie

down

the pattern

raised rosette-shaped eyes,
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and

the Ijack, point to a high degree

some sacred
symbohsni of which these birds were the embodiment,
the nature of which symbolism it is now our object
of

to arrive at.

Two

out

evolved

conventionality,

of

of the birds, similar in character,

FUONT AM) LACK OF A BROKK.N SOAPSTOXE BIKD ON PEDESTAL

with straight legs and fan-shaped tails different from
the others, are represented as perched on zones or
cesti

;

two others have only indications of the cestus

beneath their
its feet,

feet

;

a

fifth,

with nothing beneath

has two circles carved under it and two on
^
a sixth is perched on a chevron pattern

the wings

;

'

Vide Illustration,

p. 181.
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similar

temple

to
;

that wliicli decorates the large circular

hence there

is

bolism comiectino- them
"vVe

lia\e

now

by which we may hope
Ijirds,

I

have

all.

to look

Bllii)

and

a sort of similarity of sym-

little

aronnd

for

comparisons

UN PEDIiSTAL

to identify the origin of

doubt

our

in stating that they are

closely akin to the Assyrian Astarte or Venus,

represent the female element in creation.

and

Similar
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amongst the Phoenicians
and are often represented as perched on her shrines.
Of the maternal aspect in which the ancient
Egyptians held the vuhure we have ample evidence.
birds were sacred to Astarte

vulture was
mother/ whilst
yEhan goes so far as to suppose that all vultures were
females, to account for their character as emblems of
maternity.
The cesti and the circles point obviously
to this, and these birds in connection with phallic
worship are interesting as emblems, signifying incuba-

HorapoUo

'

(I.

11)

that

the

Urania, a year, a

now consult Lucian,
work De Syria Dea de-

Let us

tion.

who

us

tells

emblematic of

in his

'

'

scribes a temple at Hierapolis, near

the Euphrates, which, as
seen, has

in

common with these

Zimbabwe.

In § 33,
479, he mentions a curious pedi-

temples
p.

much

we have

at

ment, of no distinctive shape, called
by the Assyrians the symbol,' on
'

the top of which

Amongst some

is

perched a

])ird.

of Dr. Schliemann's

discoveries at Myceue, there are also

images surmounted by birds which
differ from the ^oavov in the
De

OX PEDESTAL
FROM THE ZODIAC
OF DENDERAH

BIRD

'

Syria

Dea

solely in

'

the

shapeless, but represent a

fact

that

they

nude female

are

not

The
and wore

figure.

goddess of this shrine was evidently Astarte,
a cestus, with which none but Urania is adorned.'
'

^

Lncian,

De Syria Dea,

p. 477.

^
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On

a Phcenician coin found in Cyprus we have the dove
on the betyle or pedestal as the central object/ In
Egyptian archaeology we also come across the bird
on the pedestal, more particularly in the curious
zodiac of Denderah, where a bird perched on a pillar,
and with the crown of Upper Egypt on its head, is,
as Mr. Norman Lockyer tells me, used to indicate
the connnencement of the year
also from the Soudan
we have a bird on a pedestal carved on some rude
;

stone fragments
is

now

Ashmolean Museum. It
Zimbabwe had some
their exact position on the

in the

just possible that the birds at

solstitial

meaning, but as

temple walls

is lost, it

is

impossible to speak on this

point with anything like certainty.

Also in the

diffi-

cult question of early Arabian cult, which was closely
bound up with that of Egypt, Assyria, and Phoenicia,
we find the vulture as the tote^n of a Southern Arabian
tribe at the time of the Himyaritic

was worshipped there

as tlie

supremacy, and

god Nasr, and

is

ously alluded to in Himyaritic inscriptions as
vulture of

which

also

I

lie

it

mysreri'

the

East and the vulture of the West,'

would seem

to point- lo a solstitial use of

the emblem.^

The

religious s^ymbolism of lliese ])irds

is

further

by our finding two tiny i-epresentations of
the larger emblems they, too, represented birds on
pillars, the longest of which is only three and a half
inches, and it is perched on the pillar more as the
attested

;

'

Perrot and Chipiez's Phoenicia,

*

Kremer, AJcademie der Wissenscliaft.

p. 281.

Wien.
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bird

is

represented

in

the
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zodiac of Denderah,

used as amulets or
Lucian alludes to the
amulets by the Greeks with a human

Evidently these

things

Avere

votive offerings in the temple.
phalli used as

JIINIATURF. BIHDS

figure

ON PEDESTALS

on the end, and he connects them with the

tower thirty culnts in height.
In tlie centre of the temple on the
altar, into the stones of

hill

stood an

which were inserted and

also
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scattered around a large

number

of soapstone objects

representing the phallus either realistically or conventionally,

but always with anatomical accuracy which
unmistakably conveys their meaning,
and })roves in addition that circumcision

was practised

race

'

;

its

orioin

l)y this

primitive

both amonost the
Egyptians and EthioHeropians,'
says
dotus,

37,

ii.

'may be

104,

traced to

the most remote an-

We

tiquity.'

have

seen in the previous
description

of

the

tower the parallel to
description

Lucian's

of the phalli in the

temple at Hierapolis.
Here, in the upper
temple,
PHCENICIAN COLUMN
IN

THE LOUVRE

tations of

tht^

ORNATE PHALLUS^.
ZIMBABWE

larger

emblem

less

we found no

than thirty-eight

miniature
;

one

is

represen-

a highly or-

nate object, with apparently a representation of a

winged sun on its side, or perchance the winged
Egyptian vulture, suggesting a distinct Semitic
influence.
There is a small marble column in the
Louvre, twenty-six inches in height, of Phoenician
orioin with a winded svmbol on the shaft like the one
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crowned by an ornament made of
This winged globe is met with
in many Phoenician objects, and MM. Perrot and
Chipiez, in their work on Phoenicia, thus speak of it
as a sort of trade-mark by which we can recognise
as Phoenician all such objects as bear it, whether they
come from Etruria or Sardinia, from Africa or Syria.'
And of the stele in the Louvre the same authors say,

before us

;

it

is

four petalled flowers.

'

'

We may

say that

it is

signed.'

A carefully executed
summit of our

rosette with seven petals forms the

object found in the temple.

Now

the rosette

is

also

another distinctly Phoenician symbol used by them
to indicate the sun.

We

have the rosette on Phoe-

nician sepulchral stelae in the British

Museum

in con-

junction with the half-moon to indicate the heavenly

and here at Zimbabwe we have this
object surmounted by a rosette, rosettes carved on
the decorated pillars, and the eyes of the birds, as
before mentioned, are made in the form of rosettes.
The fact of finding these objects all in close juxtaposition around the altar and in the vicinity of the
birds on pillars is sufficient proof of the nature of
Thus we
the objects and their religious symbolism.
have in both cases the larger emblems and their
miniature representatives, the tow^er and the smaller
phalli, the large birds and the tiny amulets, proving
luminaries,

to

us that the ancient inhabitants of the ruins wor-

shipped a combination of the

two

deities,

which

together represented the creative powers of mankind.

A

curious confirmation of this

is

found in the
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pages of Herodotus, who
tells us
The Arabians
of all the gods only wor'

^

:

shipped Dionysus,

whom

they called Ourotalt,
LONG L)ECORATED
SOAPSTONE BEAM
IX TWO PIECES

Urania

'

that

is

and

to say,

worshipped

they

two

;

deities

mind

of

history,

the

which, in the
father

of

represented

in

the

tliemselves all that

known

was

of the mysteries

of creation, pointing to

the very earliest period
of Arabian
to the

gious

more

cult,

prior

refined

reli-

development

of

Sabseo-Himyaritic

the

dynasty,

when

l^un-wor-

ship, veneration for the

great

luminary

regenerated

all

and vegetable

life,

which
annual
super-

seded the PTOsser forms
of

nature-worship,

to

be itself somewhat superseded or rather incorporated in a worship of
all

the
»

heavenly lumi-

Herod. Bk.

III. S 8.

;
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which developed

naries,

as a
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knowledge of astronomy

was acquired.
We have already discussed the round towers and
the numerous monoliths which decorated
the walls and other
parts of the

Zimbabwe

ruins

excavation

yielded

further

ex-

amples of the veneration for stones amongst

the early inhabitants.
\J

One of
tall

stone
6

was a

these

decorated

inches

soap-

11

pillar

in

feet

height,

which stood on the
platform alread}^ alluded to, and acted as
a centre to a group of
monoliths
the base
;

of this pillar

we found

in situ,

rest

the

been broken
appropriated
Kaffir

a wall

to

off

by

had
and
a

DECORATED SOAPSTONE BEAM

decorate

was worked with bands of geometric
it, each different from the
other and
divided into compartments by circular
patterns, one
of which is the chevron pattern
found on the circular
;

^

it

patterns around

;
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ruin below

it only runs round a portion of the pillar
and may possibly have been used to orient it towards
the setting sun.
Besides this tall pillar we found two
;

DECOKATEJD SOAl'STONK BKAMS

fragments of other similar pillars decorated one with
geometric patterns and the other with an extraordinary and entirely inexplicable decoration.
these pillars the rosette

is

On

frequently depicted, and

it
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would seem that
namely, the

Here

also

tliey all

platform

we found

came from
decorated
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the same place,

with

monoliths.

several stones of a curious nature

uttr

m«M?

COLLECTION OF STRANGE STONES

and

entirely foreign to the place.
Two of them are
stones with even bands of an asbestiform substance,
a serpentine with veins of chrysolite, the grooves

being caused by the natural erosion of the fibrous
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Another stone

bands.

is

an irregular polygonal

smooth
which are natural points, the whole being a
Another, again,
portion of a rough column or prism.
pillar-like object of coarse-grained l^asalt, the

faces of

is

a fragment

blendic

;

of schistose

rock, apparently

horn-

we found several round blocks of diorite
The collection here of so many strange

also

in this place.

geological fragments cannot be accidental, and points
to a veneration of curious-shaped stones

amongst the

FRAGMENT OF BOWL WITH PROCESSION OF BULLS
earlier inhabitants of the ruins,

which were collected

here on the platform, a spot which, I

am

convinced,

compare with the ^anvXia or betyles of the
Phoenicians, and of this stone cult we have ample
El Masoudi alludes to the
evidence from Arabia.
ancient stone-worship of Arabia, and leads us to
believe that at one time this gross fetichism formed a
will

part of the

Marinus

natural religion of the

of

god a great

Tyre

says

cut stone.

Semitic races.

honoured as a
Euthyuiius Zygabenus

they
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further
'

us

tells

apparently

that

was

stone

this
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head

the

of

Aphrodite, which the Ishmaelites

and

formerly worshipped,

Bakka Ismak

called

adds,

'

they have

statues erected in

it

;
'

also,

certain

is

he

stone

the centre of

€

round which they
danced till they fell from giddiness but when the Saracens were
their houses,

;

converted

Christianity

t(.)

the}'

were obliged to anathematise this
stone, which formerly they worHerr Krenier, in his
shipped.'
account of the ancient cult of
'

/,

Arabia, makes frequent allusions

In the town

to the stone- worship.

of Taif a great

unformed stone

'^i

block was worshipped, identical
with the goddess which Herodotus
calls

one

must

Kaaba

stone

resembles the

black

Urania

;

imagine that
at

Mecca

and
the

which we found at
Zimbabwe it is an exceedingly oldworld worship, dating back to the
most primitive ages of mankind.
The next series of finds to be
discussed are the numerous fraerschistose block
;

'

Akademie der

Wissenscli^.ft,

V
Wien. 1800,

;
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ments of decorated and plain soapstone bowls
which we found, most of them deeply buried in the
immediate vicinity of the temple on the fortress
and these bring us to consider more closely the
of the

capacities

artistic

habited these ruins.

race

who

originally

The work displayed

in

in-

exe-

cuting these bowls, the careful rounding of the edges,
the exact execution of the circle, the fine pointed

tool-marks, and the subjects they chose to depict,

point to the race having been far advanced in artistic
skill

—

a skill arrived at, doubtless,

by commercial

in-

BOWL WITH ZEBRAS

more civilised races of mankind.
Seven of these bowls were of exactly the same size,
and were 19'2 inches in diameter,^ which measurements we ascertained by taking the radii of the
several fragments.
The most elaborate of these
fragments is a bowl which had depicted around its
outer edge a hunting scene it is very well worked,
and bears in several points a remarkable similarity
tercourse with the

;

to

objects

There

is

of art

here,
Equal

as
to

produced by the Phoenicians.
we have in all Phoenician pat-

two Esyptiiui spans of 9-58 inches.

—
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terns, the straight procession

of

continuity

the

which

a
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of animals, to break
httle

man

is

intro-

one hand and holdingf
To fill up a
in the other an animal by a leash.
vacant space, a bird is introduced flying, all of which
Then
points are characteristic of Phoenician work.
the Phoenician workmen always had a great power of

duced

shootino- a zebra with

adaptability, taking their lessons in art from their

immediate surroundings, which

is

noticeable

all

over

the world, whether in Greece, Egypt, Africa, or Italy.

we have
Here
the same charao- rT^*^??****;^?;??^'^?^
teristic,

a

namely,
of

procession

native African ani-

mals treated in a
Phoenician style
three

zebras,

hippopotami,

two
and

the

sportsman in

the

centre

is

ob-

viously a Hottentot.

in

The details
this bowl are

FRAGMENT OF SOAPSTONE BOWL WITH
PROCESSION

carefully

breath of the animals

is

brought out, even the

depicted by three strokes

There is also a fragment of another
at the mouth.
bowl with zebras on it similarly treated, though
The fragments
somewhat higher and coarser.
of a large bowl, which had a procession of bulls

;
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round

it, is

also Phoenician in character.^

The most

noticeable feature in the treatment of these bnlls
that the three pairs of horns
are

we have preserved

is

to us

all different.

There are three fragments of three very large
bowls, which are all of a special interest, and if the
bowls could have been recovered intact they would
have formed very valuable evidence. Search, however, as we would, we never found more of these bowls,

FRAGMENT OF SOAl'STONE BOWL
WITH EAR OF CORN

and
The

thorefoi-e
first

FRAGJIEXT WITH LETTERING
ON IT

must be content with what we have.

of these represents on

its

side a small por-

what must have been a religious procession
a hand holding a pot or censer
containino- an offering in it, and an arm of another
figure with a portion of the back of the head with
Eepresentations of
the hair drawn off it in folds.
tion of

of this

we have only

a similar nature are to be found in the religious
functions of many Semitic races, and it is much to be
regretted that we have not more of it for our study.
*

Vide illustration,

p. 194.
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The second fracrment has an elaborate design upon

it,

taken from the vegetable world, probably an ear of

corn

;

was evidently around the lip of the bowl and
it is a very good piece of workmanand of a soapstone of brighter green than that
it

not at the side
ship,

;

rh rh

1

0||

LETTERS FROM PROTO-ARABIAX ALI'HABET

employed

in the other articles.

The third fragment

is

perhaps the most tantalising of all it is a fragment of
the lip of another large bowl which must have been
;

more than two

and around which
The lettering is pro-

feet in diameter,

apparently an inscription ran.

rr~r7
LETTERS ON A ROCK IN BECHUANALAND, COPIED BY
MR. A. A. ANDERSON
still there can be no doubt
an attempt at writing in some form the
straight line down the middle, the sloping lines on
either side recall some system of tally, and the straightness of the lettering compares curiously with the

vokingly fragmentary, but
that

it

is

:
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proto-Arabian type of lettering used in the earlier
Sabsean inscriptions, specimens of which I here give,
and also with some curious rock carvings found by
It was comMr. A. A. Anderson in Bechuanaland.
mon in Phoenician and earlv Greek vases to have an

~--«^^
"iSfv

^''^

SOAPSTONK BOWL WITH CORD PATTERN

inscription

or

dedication

ronnd the

lip;

ride,

for

a lebes in the British Museum from a
temple at Naucratis with a dedication to Apollo on
the rim, and used, like the one before us, in temple
service.
The circles on the birds also appear to have

example,

'^^M''--'^
FKACiMENT OF WJAiM'oM.

1;

a line across, like the fourth letter given as illustrating
the early Arabian alphabet.

Of the other fragments of bowls we found, one
has a well-executed cord pattern running round it,
another a herring-bone pattern alternating with what
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be a representation of the round
and besides these there are several fragments of

would appear
tower

;
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to

PLAIN SOAPSTONli

HOWL WITH HOLE

what have been perfectly plain bowls, notably one
large one, the diameter of which is outside 2 feet and

PLAIN SOAPSTONE

The edges of this bowl are
bevelled and the bottom rounded, and

inside 1 foot 8 inches.

very carefully

BOWL
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it is

a ^e^y fine specimen of workniansliip, the

of which

we were

wli(3le

able to recover saving a portion of

FKAUJIENT OF BOWL WITH KNOBS

the bottom.

Another pL^in bowl has a round hole
its side, and another fragment is

pierced throngh

aOAPSTONK CYLINDER FROM ZIMBABWE

made
iron in

of a reddish sort of soaps tone with oxide of
it.

The

tool

marks on these bowls point

to

verv fine instruments having been used in carving
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Altogellier these bowls are
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amongst the most

our linds, and the fact they all came
from the proximity of the temple would undoubtedly
seem to prove that they were used in temple service,
broken by subsequent occupants of the ruins, and
the frao'ments thrown outside.
The next lind from Zimbabwe which we will
(,'Oiispicuous of

OBJECT rPvOM TEMPLE OF PAPHOS. CYPRUS

discuss

is

the circular soapstone object with a hole in

the centre, which at

first is

suggestive of a quern

;

but

being of such friable material such could not have
been the case. It is decorated round the side and on
the top with rings of knolls, four on the side and four

on the top

;

from the central hole a groove has been
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cut to the side, and the whole is very well finished
This thing is 2 feet 2 inches in circumference.
off.
also found portions of a smaller bowl with the

We

The use

of this extra-

ordinary soapstone find is very obscure.

Mr. Hogarth

same knob pattern thereon.

my

attention to the fact that in the excavations
at Paphos, in Cyprus, they found a similar object,
similarly decorated, which they put down as Phoenicalls

cian.

It is

now

in the

FitzwiUiam

Museum

at

Cam-

bridge, and is a cyhndrical object of coarse white
marble six inches in diameter and about four and three-

studded with round projecting studs left in relief on the marble, resembling
in general disposition those on our soapstone find,
quarter inches high.

It is

and there is no question about the similarity of the
two objects. They remind one of Herodian's description of the sacred cone in the great Phoenician temple

of the sun at Emesa, in Syria (Herodian, bk. v. § 5),
which was adorned with certain 'knobs or protuberances,' a pattern supposed by him to represent
the sun,

and common

in phallic decorations.

In the vicinity of the temple we also came across
some minor objects very near the surface, which did
not do more than establish the world-wide commerce
carried on at the Great

Zimbabwe at a much more
by the Arabians— namely, a

date, and
few fragments of Celadon pottery from China, of
Persian ware, an undoubted specimen of Arabian
glass, and beads of doubtful provenance, though one
of them may be considered as Egyptian of the

recent

still
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Ptolemaic period.
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Glass beads almost of precisely

—

same character namely, black with white encirhave come from ancient tombs at Thebes,
in Ba?otia, and are to be found in- almost every collection of Egyptian curiosities.
The pottery objects must have been brought here
the

cling lines

—

GLASS BKADS, CELADON POTTERY, PERSIAN POTTERY. ANU
ARABIAN GLASS

by Arabian traders during the middle

when

the

Monomatapa

ages, probably

chiefs ruled over this district

and carried on trade with the Arabians for gold, as
European traders do now with objects of bright
appearance and beads. Similar fragments have been
found by Sir John Kirk in the neighbourhood of
Quiloa, where in media3val times was a settlement of
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Arabs who came from the Persian Gulf, forming ,.an
hereditary intercourse between the Arabs and the
east coast of Africa until the Portuguese found them
It
there and drove them away three centuries ago.
such
as
these
things
of
collection
that
a
is impossible
could have been Ijrought together by any but a

FRAGMENT OF BOWL OF GLAZED POTTERY

highly commercial race during the middle ages, and
the Arabians alone had this character at the time in
question.

Considering the large quantity of soapstone fragments, bowls, and other things, the finds of pottery
of a good period at Zimbabwe were not many.

Noticeably one piece of pottery is exceedingly excellent, worthy of a good period of classic Greek ware.
The pattern round it is evidently stamped on, being
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done with such absohite accuracy. It is geometric, as
It is not handall the patterns on the pottery are.
made pottery, for on the back of it are distinct signs of
Then there are some black fragments with
a wheel.
an excellent glaze and bevel, also fragments of potter}^
lids, and a pottery stopper, pointing to the fact that
the old inhabitants of Zim])abwe had reached an

GLAZED POTTERY

POTTERY LID

DECORATED FRAGMENT OF POTTERY

advanced state of proficiency in ceramic art. Fragments of one pot with holes neatly bored round the
neck remind one of water-coolers still found in the
Besides the fragments of pots, we found an
East.

enormous number of small circular objects of pottery,
which may have been used as spindle-whorls, though
most of them show no signs of wear, and some of
p2
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them having rude decorations thereon. The only
fragment which shows an attempt at the use of pot-

TOP OF POTTERY BOWL

tery for otlier than domestic purposes

we found

in a kitchen

midden

is

a sow which

iust outside the

Lari2fe

ITTKKY WIKiKI.S

POTTERY SOW

circular

near

it.

on the plain, with two phalli
This animal compares well with the rude

building

'
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attempts to depict animal life found in prehistoric
Whether it has
excavations on the Mediterranean.

any religious significance or not
conjecture, but

Egyptians

'

it is

sow

sacrifice a

and Herodotus says

'

to the

of course, only
tells

to offer

l'Ottery

us that the

moon once

the only deities to

Egyptians are permitted

and Bacchus.'

is,

curious that ^lian

a year

whom

a pig are the

;

the

moon

whorls

All that the pottery proves to us

is

that the ancient inhabitants of Zimbabwe had reached
a high state of excellence in the manufacture of it,

corresponding to a state of ceramic art

known

only

world in classical times.
Concerning the bronze and iron weapons and implements which we found at Zimbabwe it is very
In the first place,
difficult to say anything definite.
to the rest of the
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these ruins have been overrun for centuries
races with a knowledge of iron-smelting,
at

once

utilise

fragments of iron which

by

Kaffir

who would

thej^

found for

II.

their

own purposes

;

secondly, the shapes and sizes of

arrows and spear-heads correspond very closely to those
As against this it
in use amongst the natives now.
must be said that there are many iron objects amongst
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our finds which are quite unUke anything which ever
came out of a Kaffir workshop, and the patterns of
the assegai, or spear-head, and arrow are probably of
great antiquity, handed down from generation to

IRON BELL

Amongst the most
Zimbabwe certainly are the
which we found three in the

generation to the present day.
curious of our iron finds at

double iron bells, of
neighbourhood of the temple on the
bells are found now on the Congo.

fortress.

Similar

There are some

212
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in the British

Society's

Museum, and

Museum

Salvador, on

tlie

also in the Geographical

at Lisbon,

which came from San

Congo, and are called Chingongo,

HALF OF AN IRON BKLL

BRONZE
SPKAR-HEAD

whereas amongst the present race inhabiting Mashonaland the knowledge of this bell does not exist, nor
did it presumably exist in Dos Santos' days, who
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enumerates all the Kaffir instruments which he saw
and he would assuredly have mentioned these bells had
they existed there in his days 300 years ago. We must,
therefore, conclude that either these bells are ancient,
and were used by the old inhabitants of these ruins, the
;

BATTLE-AXE AND AKROWS

form of which has been continued amon_o-st
some northern race
closely allied to the Congo races swept over this country
at some time or another, and have left this trace of
their occupation.
The barbed bronze spear-head we
found under a mass of fallen rock close to the entrance
traditional

the negroes of the jC'ongo, or that
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to the fortress. This again finds a parallel in weapons
which come from much farther north in Nubia, though
its execution is finer than any of that class which has
come before my notice. The shape of this weapon

BATTLE -AXK

unbarbed spearhead, which has a coating of gold on it/ and shows
the same peculiarity of make as the assegai-heads
still made by the natives
namely, the fluting which
is

exactly the same as that of

tl>e

—

'

Vide

illustration, p. 216.
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runs

down
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the centre being reversed on either side.

Then there
spades, &c.,

races which

are the tools

—

chisels,

which are quite

now

an adze, pincers,

unknown

to the Kaffir

inhabit this country.

Still

it

is

may have been made
Monomatapa, who evidently

possible that all these things

during the time of the

had reached a higher pitch of
existing to-day

;

so that I

am

civilisation

than that

inclined to set aside the

more recent occusame time there is no actual
reason for not assigning to them a remoter antiquity.
The finds in the fortress of Zimbabwe which touch
upon, perhaps, the most interesting topic of all are
those which refer to the manufacture of gold.
Close
iron implements as pertaining to a

pation,

though

at the

underneath the temple in the fortress stood a goldmade of very hard cement of powdered granite, with a chimney of the same material,
and with neatly bevelled edges. Hard by, in a chasm
between two boulders, lay all the rejected casings
from which the gold-bearing quartz had been extracted
by exposure to heat prior to the crushing, proving
beyond a doubt that these mines, though not immediately on a gold reef, formed the capital of a goldproducing people who had chosen this hill fortress
with its granite boulders for their capital owing to
its peculiar strategic advantages.
Gold reefs and old
workings have been lately discovered about twelve
miles from Zimbabwe, and it was from these that
smelting furnace

was doubtless obtained.
Near the above-mentioned furnace we found many

their auriferous quartz
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which had
been used for smelting the gold, and in nearly all of
them still exist small specks of gold adhering to the glaze formed by the heat of the
process. Also we found several water-worn
stones, which had been used as burnishers,
which was evidenced by the quantity of
gold still adhering to them
and in the
adjoining cave we dug up an ingot mould
little

crucibles, of a composition of clay,

;

of soapstone of a curious

shape, corre-

sponding almost exactly to an ingot of tin
found in Falmouth Harbour, which is now

Truro Museum, and a cast of which
ma)' be seen at the School of Mines in

in the

Jermyn

Street.

This ingot of tin M^as un-

doubtedly made by Phoenician workmen,
for it bears a punch mark thereon like

employed by workmen of
and Sir Henry James, in his
pamphlet describing it, draws attention to
those

usually

that period

GILT

SPEAR-HEAD

statement

the
cient

aarpayaXoiv

;

Britain

pv6ixov<;,

of Diodorus,

ingots

of

tin

that

in

an-

were made

or of the shape of astragali or

and the form of both the ingots is
such that the astragalus may easily be used as a
rough simile to describe them. Probably this shape
knuckle-ljones

of ingot

John
ingot

;

was common

in the

ancient world, for Sir

E^'ans, K.C.B., has called

mould somewhat

similar

my

attention to an

in

form, found in

Dalmatia, and the Kaffirs far north of the Zamljesi
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now make
easily

ingots of iron of a shape which might

be supposed to have been derived from the
astragahis but at the same time the
finding of two ingots in two remote
pkices where Phoenician influence has
;

been proved to be so strong

good presumjDtive evidence

is

very
esta-

to

blish the fact that the gold workers

of ancient

Zimbabwe worked

A

Phoenician market.

for the

small soapstone

object with a hole in the centre

have been
used for beating gold.
appear

An
ANCIENT SPADE

ancient

to

interesting

would

a sort of tool

parallel

gold workings in

to

the

Mashona-

be found by studying the
account of the ancient gold workings at the Egyptian
o'old mines hi Wadi AUaga, also given us by Diodorus.
land

is

to

SOAPSTONE INGOT MOULD.

ZIMBABWE

There, too, the gold was extracted from the quartz
process of crushing and washing, as

we can

see

by a
from

:;
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the process depicted in the paintings on the Egyptian

tombs

;

and

in

any gold-producing quarter of Masho-

INGOT OF TIN FOUXD IN FALMOUTH HARBOUR

naland, near old shafts and

l^y the

innumerable crushing-stones are

side of streams,

still

to

be seen, used

anciently for a like purpose, Avhen slave

labour was employed.

Diodorus

tells

us of the gangs of slaves employed, of

dark shaft into which they
descended, of which a countless number
the long

are scattered

still

over Mashonaland

the process of
and after
washing and crushing he concludes

describing

'

They then put

crucibles well

furnace for

the gold into earthen

closed with

five

SOAPSTONE
OBJECT

successive

and leave it
and nights,

claj",

days

in a

after

The crucibles are then
opened, and nothing is found in them but the pure
Hence it is
gold a little diminished in quantity.'
ancient
the
the
employed
process
by
obvious that
Egyptians for crushing, smelting, and forming into
ingots was exactly the same as that employed by the
ancient inhabitants of Zimbabwe which fact, when
which

it

is

suffered to cool.

;
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taken in conjunction with the vast amount of evi-

dence of
ancient

ancient

art,

is,

cuU,,

I think,

ancient

construction,

conchisive that

and

the gold-

Mashonaland formed one at least of the
sources from which came the gold of Arabia, and
that the forts and towns which ran up the whole
length of this gold-producing country were made to
The
protect their men engaged in tliis industry.
fields of

BEVELLED

EDfiE OF fiOLD-SMELTING

FURNACE

cumulative eviden("e is greatly in favour of th.e gold
(licroers being of Arabian orisfin, before the SabseoHimyaritic period in all probaljility, who did work
for and were brought closely into contact with both

Egypt and Phoenicia, penetrating

unknown

of allusions to
thinofs.

to

many

countries

The Bible is full
the wealth of Arabia in gold and other

to the rest of the world.

Ezekiel

tells

us that the Sabreans were mer-

chants in gold for the markets of Tyre.

Aristeas

THE FINDS AT THE GREAT ZIMBABWE EUINS
tells

stones,
jScov,

that

US

a

large

quantity of spices, precious

and gold was brought

to

Eome

not from Arabia, but by the

testimony of all travellers in
that

little

Arabian
certain

one at

or no

that the

8ta rcov 'Apd-

itself

;

it

Arabia
is,

The

Arabians.
is

to the effect

gold could have come

peninsula
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from the

therefore,

almost

country round Zimbabwe formed
from which the Thesaurus

least of the spots

'

CRUCIBLES FOE SMELTING GOLD FOUND AT ZIMBABWE

Egyptian monuments also point to
the wealth of the people of Punt, and the ingots of
Sjold which thev sent as tribute to Queen Hatasou.
No one, of course, is prepared to say exactly where

Arabmn' came.

kingdom of Punt was the consensus of opinion
But
it was Yemen, in the south of Arabia.
suppose it to be there, or suppose it to be on the

the
is

;

that

coast of Africa, opposite Arabia, or even suppose
it to be Zimbabwe itself, the question is the same:
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where did they get the large supply of gqld from,
which they poured into Egypt and the then known
world ? In Mashonaland we seem to have a direct
answer to this question. It would seem to be
evident that a

prehistoric race built

the

ruins in

this country, a race like the mythical Pelasgi who
inhaliited the shores of Greece and Asia Minor, a race

FRAGMENTS OF POTTERY BLOW-PIPES FROM FURNACE

the mythical inhabitants of Great Britain and
France who built Stonehenge and Carnac, a race
which continued in possession down to the earliest
dawnings of history, which provided gold for the
merchants of Phoenicia and x\rabia, and which

like

became influenced by and perhaps absorbed
more powerful and wealthier organisations of

eventually
in the

the Semite.
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CHAPTER

VII

THE GEOGRAPHY AND ETHNOLOGY OF THE
MASHON ALAND RUINS

The
is

ancient geography of the east coast of Africa

a subject fraught with

To begin

difficulties

on

all

sides.

with, our authorities are not only meagre,

but they are

men who had no
and who knew

of the subject,

practical

knowledge

next to nothing of

the vast extent of commercial operations which were

The
going on outside the limits of the Eed Sea.
written accounts come to us from either an Alexandrian or

Eoman

source, whereas the practical

know-

ledge possessed by the Arabs themselves of these

outer waters

is

lost to

us for ever.

It

was probably

the monopolising policy of the Semitic nations which

induced them to conceal from other countries the
whereabouts of their commercial relations, which
on the one hand extended outside the pillars of
Hercules to the Canaries and Great Britain, and
on the other hand outside the Straits of Bab-elMandeb to India, China, and the east coast of
Africa.
Of these two directions the voyage to

a2
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Great Britain was undoubtedly tlie most adventurous, the navigation of the Indian Ocean with a

knowledge of the monsoons, which the Arabian who
hved on it must have had from time immemorial,
presenting far less difficulty.

Hippalus has the credit

of introducing the monsoons to Western civilisation,
but surely a seafaring race like the Arabians, who

must have known all about them
long before his day and just as they were reticent on
the subject of their voyages, so were they reticent on
the subject of the localities from which their merThe knowledge given us by Marinus
chandise came.
of Tyre, by the anonymous author of the Periplus
of the Eed Sea,' by Ptolemy, by Pliny, and others,
was obviously not the knowledge possessed by the
traders of the' world, for they do not even attempt to
elucidate the question of where the precious commodities came from which they enumerate.
Ptolemy's information is provokingiy vague, and
he candidly admits in Ins first chapter that it was
obtained from a merchant of Arabia Fehx he gives
us such names as Cape Aromata, supposed to be

lived on the spot,

;

'

;

Guardafui, outside the
of Azania and Ehapta.

from him

is

that

straits,

the inland

province

The only thing we gather
they were trade emporia, and there-

fore places of considerable importance.

and
mentions that the Arab settlement at Pthapta was
subject to the sovereign of Maphartes, a dependency
Dean Vincent imagines Pthapta
of Sabsea or Yemen.

The 'Periplus'

enters into

fnrther

details,
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have been 10° south of the equator, that is to say,
near Quiloa, where again an Arab settlement continued
right down into the middle ages.
The Periplus
further tells how Muza, Aden, and other points near
the mouth of the Eed Sea were emporia for the
goods brought from outside by the Arabians and
then transferred to Egyptian and Phcenician trading
to

'

'

vessels.

Further south the
the farthest point

'

Periplus

known

'

mentions Prasum as
and here he

to the author

;

an ocean curves towards sunset and, stretching
along the southern extremities of Ethiopia, Libya,
says

'

and Africa, amalgamates with the western sea.' All
Periplus got from
this probably the author of the
'

'

the Arabs, just as the Portuguese got

all

their in-

formation from the same source thirteen centuries
later,

and just

as

Herodotus got his vague story of the

circumnavigation of Africa six centuries before, when
he tells us how the Phoenicians in the service of
I'haraoh Necho,

had the sun on

From

B.C.

600,

'

as they sailed

round Africa

their rio;ht hand.'

these and other statements in Marinus of

Tyre, Pliny, and others,
of East Africa were

it is

obvious that the watei's

known only

to the

Greeks and

Eomans vaguely through a Phoenician and Arabian
source.
The early legendary stories of Greece tell of
a voyage fraught with every danger in search of gold.

The celebrated Argonautic expedition has given commentators an immense amount of trouble to reconcile its conflicting statements
namely, that it went

—
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to the extremities of the Euxine, entered the great

stream ocean that went round the world, and returned
Lil:)ya.
It certainly appears to me
simple to suppose that it is merely the mutilation of

by the Nile and

some early Phoenician story made
circumstances of the people to

The Bible gives us

narrated.

to suit the existing

whom

the story

was

the account of King-

Solomon's expedition undertaken under Phoenician
auspices in fact, the civilised world was full of
;

accounts of such voyages, told us, unfortunately,
in the vaguest

those

way, owing doubtless to the fact that

who undertook them guarded

carefully their

secret.

Prom an Egyptian source also certain knowledge
may be gained, though the Egyptians themselves
have carried their commerce
of Bab-el-Mandeb, but to have met

would appear never
outside the Straits

to

at the port of Adule, at the south of the

Eed

Sea,

Arabian merchants who did so. Now
Queen Hatasou, of the eighteenth dynasty, in the
seventeenth century B.C., the land of Punt was conquered by an Egyptian expedition, and on the
monuments of Deir-el-Bahari the conquered people of
Punt are depicted as sending tribute, which included

in the reign of

ebony, ostrich feathers, leopard skins,

giraffes, lions,

living leopards, cynocephalous apes, elephants' tusks,

and ingots of gold, all products of South-eastern
When compared with the Biblical account
Africa.
of King Solomon's expedition about seven centuries later, the productions of both show a very
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remarkable analogy. Gold was the most important
of the objects brought, gold in ingots such as the
mould would produce which we found at Zimbabwe,
and the gold of Arabia in antiquity was proverbial.
During the height of the prosperity of Eome gold was
sent thither by the Arabians, as Ave have seen from
Aristeas.
Horace bears testimony to this in his line,
'

Thesauris

B.C.

Arabum et divitis Indite.'

Agatharcides, in

120, speaks in glowing terms of the wealth of the

common

and
borne
testimony to by Ezekiel in his denunciation of Tyre
Arabia and all the princes of Kedar, they occupied
with thee in lambs, and rams, and goats in these were
they thy merchants. The merchants of Sheba and
Raamah, they were thy merchants they occupied in
thy fairs with chief of all spices, and with all preProbably community of
cious stones, and gold.' ^
origin, the inherent commercial instinct common
to the Semitic races, brought about this intimate
Another
relationship between Phoenicia and Saba3a.
testimony to the wealth of gold in Arabia is
given us by the Assyrian inscriptions, on which
Tiglath Pileser II., B.C. 733, is mentioned as receiving
tribute from that country in gold, silver, and much
incense
and Sargon in his annals also mentions the
tribute of Shamsi, Queen of Arabia, as paid in gold
and spices. There was little, if any, gold to be found
in Arabia itself; on this point all travellers who have

Sab^ans

;

allusions to

it

are

in the Bible,

the connection between Phoenicia and Arabia

is

:

'

:

:

;

'

Ezek.

xxvii. 21, 22.
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penetrated this country are agreed.

Here, near the

east coast of Africa, far nearer to Arabia than India

and China and other places, which they were accustomed to visit, not only is there evidence of the extensive production of gold,

but also evidence of a cult
Arabia and Phoenicia alike, temples built on
accurate mathematical principles, containing kindred
objects of art, methods of producing gold' known to
have been employed in the ancient world, and evidence of a vast population devoted to the mining of

known

to

gold.

As

vexed question of the land of Ophir, I
do not feel that it is necessary to go into the arguments
for and against here.
Mashonaland may have been
the land of Ophir or it may not
it may have been the
land of Punt or it may not
Ophir and Punt may be
identical, and both situated here, or they may be both
elsewhere. There is not enough evidence, as far as I
can see, to build up any theory on these points which
will satisfy the more critical investigation to which
subjects of this kind are submitted in the present day.
All that we can satisfactorily establish is that from
this country the ancient Arabians got a great deal of
gold but as gold was in common use in prehistoric
times, and lavishly used many centuries before our
era, there is no doubt that the supply must have been
enormous, and must have been obtained from more
places than one.
Tyre heaped up silver as the dust,
and fine gold as the mire of the streets,' Zechariah tells
us (ix. 3), and the subject could be flooded with
to the

;

;

;

'
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and
Mashona-

evidence from sculptural and classical sources

;

though the output from the old workings in
is seen to have been immense, yet it can hardly
have supplied the demand that antiquity made upon
it.
The study of Arabian and Phoenician enterprise
land

Eed Sea

outside the

is

only

now

in its infancy

— we

have only as yet enough evidence to prove its extent,
and that the ruins in Mashonaland owe their origin
to

it.

After the
there

is

commencement

of the Christian era

a great gap in our geographical knowledge of

Western civilisation is concerned, this corner of the world had to be discovered
anew. It was not so, however, with the Arabians,
who, though probably banished from the interior
many centuries before by the incursions of savage
tribes, still held to the coast, and exchanged with the
natives their cloth and their beads for gold which
Of Arab extension in Africa we
they brought down.
have also other evidence. The Periplus tells us that
the Sabsean King Kharabit in a.d. 35 was in possesthese parts

;

and

as far as

'

'

sion of the east coast of Africa to an indefinite extent.

The Greek inscription from Axume in Abj^ssinia,
copied by Mr. Salt in his travels there, further confirms this. It was a dedication to Mars of one golden
statue, one silver, and three of brass in honour of a
victory gained by Aizanes, king of the Axomites, of
the Homerites (given us by Eratosthenes as one of
the Arabian tribes), of the Ethiopians, and of the
Three cities of the name of Sab» are
Sabaeans.'
'
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mentioned as connected with this kingdom, two in
Arabia and one in Ethiopia and now we have the
river which doubtless in those days formed the great
outlet for the population between the Zambesi and the
Limpopo, still bearing the name of Sabae or Sabi, and
in the Ethiopian tongue the word Saba is still used for
a man.' Herr Eduard Glaser, the Arabian traveller
;

'

and decipherer of Himyaritic
his

work

'
:

So

much

is

inscriptions, states in

absolutely certain, that

Himyar

(Arabia) then possessed almost the whole of East

Such a

Africa.

possession, however,

was not won

in

a night, but rather presupposes, in those old times,
without cannon and without powder, centuries of
exertion.'

Arabian writers of the ninth and tenth centuries
but to
A.D. frequently allude to the gold of Sofala
until
blank
a
was
country
this
world
the Western
IT.
John
out.
it
Portuguese enterprise again opened
of Portugal sent Pedro de Covilham and Alfonso de
;

1487 to Cairo to gather information concerning a route to India by the Cape. It is not at all
unlikely that Covilham heard from the Arabs reports
concerning the gold country behind Sofala but sutfi-

Payva

in

;

not forthcoming. He
died in Abyssinia, and never returned to Portugal to
At any rate, ten years
tell in person his experiences.
cient evidence to this effect

is

Cape was rounded by the Portuguese, and
Vasco da Gama in all the ports he called at on the
east coast of Africa found Arab traders estabhshed,
who told him al;)0ut the gold. The next expedition,

later the
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under Alvarez de Cahal in 1505, found Sofala, and in
its harbour two Arab dhows laden with gold.
The Portuguese commander, Pedro de Nhaya, took
possession of the town of Sofala in the name of the
King of Portugal and garrisoned the old Arab fort
there, and with this act began the modern history of
this country, about which a veil of mystery had hung
from the very beginning of time. That the Arabs

were confined to the coast at this period is evident
from Duarte Barbosa's remarks, who wrote in 1514
The merchants bring to Sofala the gold which they
sell to the Moors (the name applied to the Arabs by
the Portuguese), without weighing it, for coloured
stuffs, and beads of Cambay.'
Before discussing the Portuguese accounts of this
country, let us linger a little longer amongst the
Arabs, and see what we can get from them about the
inhabitants of this district and the irruption of the
wild Zindj tribes over it, which probably caused the
Zaneddin
destruction of the earlier civilisation.
1'
Zindj.
of
these
account
us
an
Wardi'
gives
Omar ibn
He wrote in the 336th year of the Hegira, and tells
us that their habitations extend from the extremity
of the gulf to the low land of gold, Sofala 't il Dhab,'
and remarks on a peculiarity of theirs, namely, that
they sharpen their teeth and polish them to a point.'
Sofala 't il Dhab adjoins the
He goes on to say
the most remarkeastern borders of the Zindj
able produce of this country is its quantity of native
gold, that is found in pieces of two or three mesJcalla,
:

'

'

'

:

'

.

.

.
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in spite of

UISTRIOT

THJ-:

which the natives generally adorn

persons with ornaments of brass.'

He

their

also states

found in this country and that the natives
have skill in working it, and adds that ships come
from India to fetch it.' This shows us the orioin of
that iron

is

'

the skill

still

possessed by the natives in smelting iron,

which has been handed down from generation

to

generation.

El Masoudi,

who has been

called the Herodotus of

Arabia, gives us

still further details about the race,
speaking of Sofala as a place to which the Arabs of
his time went habitually to obtain gold and precious

stones from the natives.

He

is

more

explicit

about

the descent from the north of the Zindj tribes, which

took place not long before his day and unless there
was a previous wave of barbarians, concerning whom
;

account, it may be supposed that it was
owing to their advent that the gold settlements
up country were finally abandoned, and the Arab

we have no

traders restricted to the coast.

Describing the natives

of the land behind Sofala, he speaks of

negroes naked except for panther skins

;

them
they

as

filed

and were cannibals
they fought with
long lances, and had ambuscades for game. They
hunted for elephants, but never used for their own
purposes the ivory or gold in which their country
abounded. From this picture it is easy to see that
in those days the inhabitants were just as they are
now, an uncultured wild race of savages. We get
another testimony to this in the voyage of two Arabs
their teeth

;
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and returned by the
M. Eenaudot has translated
their experiences, in which they describe the Zindj as
Among them are preachers who harangue
follows
them, clad in a leopard skin.
One of these men,
to Cliiiia in 851 a.d.,

east coast of Africa.

'

:

with a staff in his hand, shall present himself before
them, and having gathered a multitude of people
about him, preach all the day to them. He speaks

God and recites the actions
who are goiie before them.'
of

of their countrymen

In this account

easily recognise the witch-doctor
ship, the

Abou

Mozimos and Muali of the present
is also to the same effect.

Zeyd's evidence

thus speaks of the Zindj

pronounced before

:

'

we

and ancestor worrace.

He

Eeligious discourses are

this people,

and one never finds
There are men

elsewhere sucli constant preachers.

devoted

to this life

who

cover themselves with panther

and monkey skins. They have a staff in their hands,
and go from place to place.' Quite an accurate description of the South African witch-doctor. Consequently, from this mass of evidence we may affirm
with absolute certainty that for a thousand years
at least there has been no change in the condiFurther
tion of this country and ifs inhabitants.
testimony to the same effect is given us by Edrisi in
his

geography,

who

alludes to the Zendj tribes as in-

habiting this country, and of:cupyiiig the coast towns

Dendema and Siorma,
gulf where

foreign

'

which

vessels

latter is situated oii a

come

to

anchor.'

He

speaks, too, of the iron trade which the Zendj carried

;
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on with the Indians, and of the abundance of gold in
the mountains behind Sofala, adding, nevertheless,
the inhabitants prefer brass, making their ornaments
'

of the latter metal.'

The simple Arabian stories of Sindbad the sailor
and Aladdin are quite as credible as some of the
stories which the first Portuguese travellers who
visited the east coast of Africa tell us about the
great Emperor Monomatapa and the wealth of gold
in his dominions.
When they first appeared on the
scenes the Monomatapa was a big Kafiir chief, like
Cetewayo or Lobengulu, who ruled over the gold
district in which the Zimbabwe ruins are situated
nevertheless they burden their accounts with stories
of the gilded halls in which he lived, of nuggets of
the precious metal as big as a man's head, and which
with their force raised the roots of

trees.

to say these are the fabrications of their

Needless

own

brains,

written to attract attention to the country they had
discovered.

That
his

this big Kafiir chief,

Zimbabwe

or head kraal

not necessarily at the

is,

Monomata.pa, lived at
however, pretty clear,

place where

the ruins are,

because the whole of this country is scattered with
Zimbabwes. Each petty chief now calls his head kraal
by this name, and this fact, not thoroughly recognised,
has brought about endless confusion in topography.

The derivation for this name which to my mind
appears the most satisfactory is of Abantu origin,
and came from fhe north, where it is grenerallv used
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Zi is the
Zulu the

Zimbah would signify
somewhat the same, or rather the great kraal,'
and we is the terminal denoting an exclamation, so
that Zimbabwe would mean, here is the gi-eat kraal.'
term for a collection of kraals.

'

'

Aoain, another source of confusion arises from the

—

Monomatapa or,
or lord of Matapa

ought to be written,
is a dynastic name, just
M'uene,
as every petty chief in Mashonaland to-day has his
dynastic name, which he takes on succeeding to the
chiefdom.
So did the lords of Matapa. In various
Portuguese treaties we have the names of different
Monomatapa's one is called Manuza, another Lucere,
and so forth, right down to the days of Livingstone,
when the Monomatapa he mentions was a petty chief
fact that

as

it

—

:

near the Zambesi.

When

the Portuguese arrived at Sofala they got

a lot of information from the

Arab

traders they found

there concerning the wonders of the

was the name of the

chief's

given by the inhabitants to

wondered

at that

country,

the

and as Zimbabwe
residence and the name
the ruins, it is not to be

great chief and the great ruins

;

some confusion arose.
traders were particularly and not

Now these Arab

unnaturally jealous of the arrival of the Portuguese,

perhaps not unlike the Portuguese are
British arrival.

They made

all

now

of the

the mischief Ihey could

between the Portuguese and the natives, they represented the Portuguese Jesuit Father Silveira, who
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nearly

managed

1561.

In

Monomatapa to Christo his martyrdom in

to convert the

tianity, as a spy,

and conduced

one of the great obstacles to the
success of the Portuguese was Arab jealousy, which

was

fact,

bottom of the
up country.
Of all the Portuguese
at the

failure of all their expedi-

tions

this country,

who wrote about

travellers

Father dos Santos

is

the most reliable.

Though he did not
he told no

lies

;

travel far up country, nevertheless
and anyone who has been amongst

now

the inhabitants as they are

narrative

will recognise in his

and accurate account of the
they have altered in the
lapse of between three and four centuries.
A few
a faithful

people, proving

how

show

little

They beat their pahns,
which is their mode of courtesy.'
They smelt iron
and make mattocks, arrows, assegai-points, spears,
little axes, and they have more iron than is necessary,
and of copper they make bracelets, and both men
and women use them for their legs and arms.' He describes their indistinct idea of a Supreme Being, their
feasts in honour of their ancestors, their curious
extracts

will

this

'

:

^

'

with bars of iron enclosed in a pumpkin,'
their wine of millet, which the Portuguese could not
bear, but were obliged to drink and make festivity,
pianos,

'

'

for fear of quarrelling.'

'

They have an

fowls, like those of Portugal

;

and

infinity of

he describes
the days on which they are not to work, appointed

by the king, unknown
'

to

'

them,

Vide Chap. III.

also

when they make
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and call these days Mozimos, or days of the holy
In

already dead.^

fact, this narrative is so truthful

in all its details, that we may safely take from it his
account of the disintegration of the Monomatapa
cliiefdora, as it accounts for many things which other-

wise would be obscure.
He tells us that a Monomatapa sent three sons to govern in three provinces,
Quiteve, Sedanda, and Chicanga on their father's
death they refused to give up to the heir their resjoective territories, and the country became divided into
four.
Since then it has been subdivided again and
;

again each petty chief fought with his neighbour,
union was impossible, and in their turn they have fallen
an easy prey to the powerful Zulu organisation under
;

Ilmzilikatze

and

his successor

Lobengulu.

This I

take to be, in a few words, the history of the country

and its people durino^ modern times, and
probably as will ever be known of them.

Dos Santos

calls these

this too, I think,

he

previously given.^

is

much

as

people Mocarangas, and in

have

right, for the reasons I

They

are now, as

we have

seen,

a miserable race of outcasts, fleeing to the mountain

on the approach of a Zulu raid, hounded
and robbed until there is no more spirit in them.
Monteiro mentions a Monomotapa, or emperor of
fastnesses

Chidima, very decayed, but respectable, with a territory to the west of the Zambesi, near Zumbo.
This
is probably the same that Livingstone alludes to.
An
interesting fact that Monteiro
'

Vide Chap.

XL

also gives
*

Chap.

II.

us

is

the
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number

of

Zimbabwes north of the Zambesi,

as the

head kraals of chiefs, showing the northern origin of
the name.
Having considered the people in whose country
the Great Zimbabwe ruins are, let us now proceed
to cull what we can from a Portuguese source
.

concerning the ruins themselves.
De Barros^ gives us the fullest account of the
ruins.
Let us take it and see what it is worth ' In
:

the midst of the plains in the

kingdom of Batua,

in

the country of Toroe, nearest the oldest gold mines,

stands a fortress, square, admirably built, inside and
The blocks of which the walls
out, of hard stone.
consist are put together without mortar

marvellous
in

thickness

their height

;

and are of

The walls are twenty-five spans

size.

is

not so considerable

Over the gate of the
neither the Moorish
which
inscription,
an
building is
traders (the Arabs of the coast) who were there, nor

compared with

their breadth.

others learned in inscriptions, could read, nor does

anyone know in what character it is written. On the
heights around the edifice stand others in like manner
among them a
built of masonry without mortar
bracas
(yards)
in height.
twelve
than
more
of
tower
All those buildings are called by the natives Zimhahe
;

—that

is,

the royal residence or court, as are

Monomotapa.

dwellings in

of noble birth, has here the chief
called

Symbacao
'

De

;

under

Barros,

De

his

Asia.

all

Their guardian, a

ro}al

man

command, and

is

care are some of the
Lisbon.

1.552.
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constantly reside here.

these buildings were erected

natives,

who have no

They merely say they

are the

is

written

work

of

(supernatural), because they are beyond
powers to execute. Besides these, there is to
be found no other mason work, ancient or modern,

the Devil
their

in. that region, seeing that all the

barbarians are of

De Barros

wood and

dwellings of the

rushes.'

further states that

when the Portuguese

Governor of Sofala, Captain Vicente Pegado, pointed
to the masonry of the fort there, wdth a view to comparison with the buildings up country, the Moors
(Arabs) who had been at the ruins observed that the
latter structure was of such absolute perfection that
nothing could be compared to it and they gave their
opinion that the buildings were very ancient, and
;

erected

foi'

the protection of the neighbouring gold

From

mines.

this,

De Barros

inferred that the ruins

must be the Agizymba of Ptolemy,^ and founded by
some ancient ruler of the gold country, who was
unable to hold his ground, as in the case of the city
of

Axume,

in Abyssinia.

In criticising this account,
that

it

it is

at once apparent

was written by a person who had never seen

the ruins

;

the fortress

of stone are

all

is

round, not square

;

the blocks

small and not of 'marvellous size

;

'

the

According to Ptolemy, the Romans penetrated from the north
through the heart of Africa to a nation called Agizymba, sonth of the
'

equator.

B2
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wrongly placed on the heights above instead
But at the same time
of in the ruin on the plain.
De Barros is candid, and as good as tells us that his
account was gathered from 'the Moorish traders who
were there.' That is to say, all the wonders of the
upper country we get second hand from an Arabian
source. Legends of inscriptions on stone are common

tower

is

Possibly

to all mysterious ruins in every country.

the decorated soapstone pillar gave rise to it, as it
did to the subsequent account of the ' Zimbabwe

cryptogram,' which ran through the papers shortly
after the visit of the first pioneers of the Chartered
Company. At all events, now there is no sign of

anything over any gateway or any trace of such a
stone having been removed.
Alvarez gives us an account even vaguer than

De

Barros.

The following

is

published in London in 1600:

and

in divers places of

Pory's

translation,

'For here

Monomatapa

are

in

till

Toroa
day

this

remaining manie huge and ancient buildings of timber,
lime and stone being singular workmanship, the like
whereof are not to be found in all the provinces
Heere is also a mightie wall of fivethereabout.
thick, which the people ascribe
spannes
and-twenty
to the workmanship of the divell, being accounted

from Sofala 510 miles the nearest way.'
Pigafetta copies this account in pretty

much

the

same strain, as also does Dapper, whose account
He
of this country is a tissue of exaggerations.
plain
on
a
inland
the
far
to
country,
this
'In
savs:
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1

iron mills, stands a famous

structure called Simhace, built square like a castle

with hewn stone, but the height is not answerable.
Above the gate appears an inscription which cannot

be read or understood, nor could any that have seen
it know what people used such letters.
The
.

inhabitants report

it

the

work of

.

.

the devil, themselves

only building in wood, and aver that for strength

it

exceeds the fort of the Portuguese at the seashore,

about 150 miles from hence.'
We could quote several other allusions to the
ruins from Portuguese, Dutch, and English sources,
copied one from the other, and all bearing the stamjD
of having come from the same fountain-head, namely,
the Arabians,

when they

who

first

told the Portuguese about

arrived at Sofala.

Our examination

of the ruins confirms this in every respect.

excavations

we found Celadon

them

In our

pottery, Persian pot-

and Arabian glass, similar to the things found
where the Arabs also had a settlement.
These objects represent the trading goods brought
by the Arabians and exchanged with the inhabitants
who lived in and around these ruins in the middle
ages but at the same time we found no trace whatsoever of the Portuguese, which would have been the
case, as in other places occupied by them in Arabia
and the Persian Gulf, had they ever been there.
tery,

at Quiloa,

;

From

these facts I think

it

is

certain that

we may

remove from the Portuguese the honour claimed by
them of being the modern discoverers of the ruins.

—
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an honour only claimed in the face of recent events,
De Barros is candid enough in telling us that his
information came from the Ara1)s who were there.'
for

'

Clearly to settle this question

it

is

only necessary to

quote a letter which I saw in the librar}^ at Lisl^on,
dated April 17, 1721, from the Governor of Goa,
Antonio Eodrigue da Costa, to the king. East Africa
was included then in the province of India, and the

governor wrote as follows
'(1) There is a report that in the interior of
:

countries

these

of the

many

affirm there

Monomatapa a tower

is

in the court

or edifice of

worked

be the work
of black natives of the country, but of some powerful
and political nations such as the Greeks, Eomans,
and they say that
Persians, Egyptians, or Hebrews
called
the
or
edifice
is
by
natives Simbaboe,
tower
this
and that in it is an inscription of unknown letters, and
because there is much foundation for the belief that
this land is Ophir, and that Solomon sent his fleets in
company with the Phoenicians and this opinion could
be indubitably est ablished if this insci'iption could be
cleared up, and there is no one there who can read
If it were in Greek, Persian, or Hebrew, it would
it.
be necessary to connnand that an impression be made
in wax or some other material which retains letters
or figures, commaiiding that the original inscription

masonry which appears evidently not

to

;

;

be well cleaned.
'

(2)

At the same time

examine whether

it

in that land

would be
is

suitable to

a range of mountains

;
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what distance it is from the coast or
and whether it contains mines of gold or

called Ofura,

seaport,
silver,
'

(3) In

the

same way

it

inquire into the most notable

would be as well to
names of those parts,

mountains, chiefdoms, and rivers.
'

(4)

low,

or

To

learn

if

the lands of Sofala are high or

marshy, or

if

they have

any mountain

rano-es.'

Hence it will be seen that, even as late as 1721,
was only rumoured that there were ruins, and
that the Portuguese sphere of influence went very
little inland.
Needless to say, the expe^lition was
never sent, and that the reports were of the vaguest
and most contradictory character.
Bocarro and
Corvo both testify to the fact ^ that the Portuguese,
after the disastrous campaigns of Baretto, advanced
but little into the country, and were confined almost
exclusively to the littoral.
Taking the map of this
district, and looking at the spelling of the names, it is
it

easy to see

how far Portuguese influence extended.
common prefix hiya with an h instead

Tliey spell the

of a

?/

:

for

example, they write

they spell the

it

Inhambane.

Also

name Gungunyama, Gungunhama
names with a y, for exHence the h for y clearly marks

other nations spell such

ample, Inyagowe.

the Portuguese sphere of influence.

These reports of an Eldorado northwards conproduced periodical excitements amongst

tinued, and

'

Chap. IX.
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the

young

colonists of

South Africa.

The Boers were

everlastingly getting up treks with a view to reacli

the vague mystery about King Solomon's mines
existing there, and the palace of the Queen of
Sheba, whetted their appetites when they heard these

it

;

nothing was definitely done until
a German traveller of more than ordinary energy
penetrated as far as the Zimbabwe ruins in the year
he examined
1871. This man was Karl Mauch
them carefully and wrote an accurate account of

rumours

;

but

still

:

them, but, unfortunately, he ventured on a speculation
his
as to their origin which at once cast discredit on
discoveries in the eyes of unbeheving archaeologists.
He maintained that the fortress on the hill was a

copy of King Solomon's temple on Mount Moriah,
that the lower ruins were a copy of the palace which
the Queen of Sheba inhabited during her stay of
several years in Jerusalem, and that the trees in tiie
middle of it were undoubtedly almug trees.
The result of this was that the subject of Zimbabwe ruins was in abeyance for nearly twenty years
after

Mauch's

visit,

and was rather accredited

as a

traveller's tale until the British Chartered Company
took possession of the country and enabled research
Nevertheless to Karl
to be satisfactorily made.

Mauch

is

distinctly

due the honour of being the

to investigate the ruins in

modern

times.

first

PART

III

EXPLORATION JOURNEYS IN MASHONALAND

CHAPTER
DOWN

VIII

TO THE SABI BIVEB AND MATIN DEL A RUINS

was the report of extensive ruins, larger,' said
a native, than those of Zimbabwe,' which induced
us to make an expedition involving considerable
hardships and unknown risks down in the direction
Our waggons, of course, could not
of the Sabi River,
go, as our way would be by the narrow native paths.
Previous experience had warned us against depending
on the native huts, so for the transport of our tents,
bedding, and provisions we had to make considerable
It

'

'

preparations.

At Fort Victoria we borrowed seven donkeys
from the Chartered Company, and we engaged a few
natives of reputed respectability under the command
of a man called Mashah, quite the most brilliant
specimen of the Makalanga race we came across
during our sojourn in the country. He, his father and
his mother and his wife, a sister of our old friend
Umgabe, had been captured some years ago by the
Matabele and spent several years in servitude, during
which time he had learnt the Zulu tongue and the
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more energetic habits of
ally, after

this stronger race.

Eventu-

the death of his father and mother, he and

had escaped and returned to Umgabe's kraai,
and on the arrival of the Chartered Company's

his wife

pioneer force

Mashah placed

his services at their dis-

He

greatly distinguished himself by saving the
band of the pioneers when on a wild prospecting trip, for which service he received a present
of a Martini-Henry rifle, of which he was naturally
posal.

lives of a

very proud.

Mashah's Makalanga brethren
white man's slave,' from his devotion

call

to the

him
new

'

the

race,

and he constantly affirmed that if ever the white man
left this country he would go with them, for he was
heartily sick of the petty jealousies and constant
squabbles of his countrjmien.

He was

a strange ob-

upon with his tawny B.S.A. hat with
an ostrich feather in it, his shirt with a girdle round
his waist, and bare legs. He never once grumbled at
anything he had to do, he was never tired, and kept

ject to look

our other Kaffirs in excellent order. As for the rest
of them, they were as naked as God made them, save

A man called Metzwandira was told ojQT as our bod}^- servant, to wash the
cups and plates and spoons, which latter treasures he
counted carefully over to us after every meal. We got
greatly attached to this individual, his manners were
so gentle and courteous and his voice so soft and
silvery. One and all of them were delighted to become
possessed of our rejected milk tins, &c., with which
for the insignificant loin-cloth.
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they made bracelets, seven inches wide, by cutting

off

the two ends of the tin and drilling holes along the

edge.

One man tied the

his neck,
tin in a
tin

lid of a

'

bully beef tin round
'

another fastened the round bottom of a milk

jaunty fashion on to his black hair.

we opened and

finished

Every
was eagerly picked up by

our followers and carried in net bags

all

the way,

with a view to making some object of ornament out
of them.
Even when given an old pair of boots, the

and eyes to
and cast the

recipient only took out the brass hooks
fasten as ornaments in his loin-cloth,
rest

away.

On

leaving Fort Victoria

we

followed the Char-

Company's road for forty miles northwards
with our waggons to Makori post station. One day
we were encamped near the two large villages of
Umfanipatza and Sibibabira built on two rocks, but
now, with the confidence inspired by the presence of
the Chartered Company, the inhabitants are beginning
to build huts on the flat space around. We paid a visit
to them both, and admired the tall euphorbia which
grew in them and the rich entanglement of begonia
and other creepers then in flower. In one hut we
found a man weaving a bark blanket very neatly
with no loom, on\j platting it with his fingers. It
was done with a kind of pink twine made of some
tered

bark.

At Makori post

under the shade of wideproximity to some
fantastic granite rocks, which rose like gigantic

spreading trees,

station,

and

in

close
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menhirs out of the plain and were covered with an
almost scarlet lichen, we passed several busy days,
preparing cruppers, girths, and breast-bands for our
seven pack-donkeys
tea; col)ljling

bags for our coffee, sugar, and
our boots and overhauling our clothes,
;

and nursing four fever patients, for there had been
two days of chilly drizzling rain, the inevitable result
of which was fever for some of our party.
Tlie post
station lay about one mile from our camping-ground
the two huts where the B.S.A. men lived were situated on a rocky kopje full of caves, in one of which
their horse was stabled, and from the top of the rock
an extensive view was gained over the high plateau,
well wooded just here and studded with rocks of
fantastic shape.
Here and there thick volumes of
smoke rose from the grass fires common all over the
country at this season of the year, which looked for
all the world like distant manufacturing towns, and
suggested the comparison of a view from a spur of
;

the Derbyshire hiUs over the plain of Cheshire, with

Stockport, Manchester, and other centres of industry

belching forth their dense volumes of smoke.

On August 14 we

started on our journey.

It

was

a lovely morning, and our progress was very slow, for

—

our cavalcade was so heterogeneous my wife and
on horseback, Messrs. Swan and King with a horse
between them, three white men to look after the
donkeys, and Mashah and his Makalangas to carry
I

what the donkeys could not. We straggled terribly
at first, for the donkeys were obstinate and their pack-
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saddles unsteady, the natives were fresh and anxious
to get

along, so

we had

to call for frequent halts to

readjust ourselves, which gave

us ample opportunity for lookThe country here
ing around.

sown broadcast with strange
one group had
themselves into an
formed
doorway,
two
extraoi dinary

is

granite rocks

;

columns on either

side

about

sixty feet high, with a gigantic

boulder resting on the top of
Like the
for the lintel.

them

structures of a giant race, these

rocks rise out of the

strancre

thickvegetation in
Presently, as

ing some

all

directions.

we were

experienc-

little difficulty in

get-

raw cavalcade across a
Makalanga joined us
who had been born without
hands.
To his left stump had
been attached, by means of a
tino-our

stream, a

leather

thong,

the

IRON RAZOR
4 INl'ILKS LOXf:

claw of a

^

chief's iron

with the assistance of
SCEPTRE
he ate some food we gave si feet long
him with marvellous dexterity,
and fired his gun. He was a bright cheery

bird

;

this

vidual, evidently greatly respected

comrades.

by

his

more

indi-

gifted

'
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We
owing

only accomplished sexen miles this
to the difiiculties

first

day,

of progression, and in the

afternoon found ourselves encamped by a wretched
Here they had no cattle
called Chekatu.

yillage

owing to Matabele raids. The
Matzaire by name, came to yisit us with his iron

and no milk
chief,

to sell us

a///\f

MU

''.'

n.

ROCK NEAR MAKORI POST STATION

sceptre in his hand,

which made us think of the rods

which certain Israelitish kings are stated
We climbed amongst the huts before
ruled.
have
to
sundown and came across an old hag busily engaged
in shaving the heads of her younger sisters, cutting
their woolly locks into all sorts of odd shapes as
She refused our most
fancy or fashion suggested.
of iron with

DOWN
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templing

offers to part with her razor, and it was not
some time afterwards that we were able to obtain
a specimen of this Makalanga ironcraft.
j^ext day we crossed
two rivers, tributaries of
the Tokwe, and after a
till

prosperous

ride

of

ten

miles

reached

kraal,

called Sekatu, the

Sindito's

inhabitants of which took
us

for a

Matabele impi,

and would not come down
Masliah had screamed
them
to
that we were no
rogues, but honest men.
We gave the chief a cup
of tea, which he detested.
and as soon as politeness
permitted he said he had
had enough. He returned
the compliment by giving
till

us

calabash

a

which

beer,

of

o-ood

we drank

with pleasure. Sekatu was
rather a nice village, on

a

hill

KNITXtii BAU

covered with thick

amongst which grew in profusion cucumbers,
about six inches long, of a rich orange colour, with
thorns outside and with a delicious bright green pulp

jungle,

inside.

They are the Cucumis

metuliferus, specimens
s

2
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which may be seen in the museum at Kew
Gardens. We had seen these before, and looked upon
them as poisonous, until our natives partook of them
and gave us confidence. Ever afterwards, as longas they were in season, we indulged freely in this deof

LARDER TREE

licious fruit,

and voted

it

the best

we had come

across

in Mashonaland.

The next day we halted for half an hour at a
village called Imiridzi, where we acquired a bag of
bark fibre, made by knitting the twine with two sticks
for knitting-needles.

popular in

this village,

These articles seemed very
and nearly everyone was en-
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their production.

Midday found

us at a

very large kraal, the chief place in the dominions of a
powerful Makalanga chief called Gutu.
Gona is the

EEED SNUFF-BOXES AND GEEASE-HOLDER

name of

the kraal, and

tall trees

are

it is

completely buried between

At the entrance to it some
completely hung with })rovisions packed

two high granite

kopjes.

;
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away

in

their

long sausage-like bundles

—bags

of

and other deliThese trees we henceforth called larder trees,'
and found them at nearly every village. The inhabitants of Gona were unusually rich in savage ornaments, and we annexed many snuff-boxes, knives,
and other oddments. The chief was unfortunately
away, but his representative brought us fine pots
of beer and milk, and we made a hearty meal despite
the dense and rather unsavoury mass of natives which
surrounded us during its consumption. They have
a plentiful growth of tobacco plants near Gutu's
kraal, and large fields of rice, in which the women
were just then busily engaged in making the broad
locusts, caterpillars, sweet potatoes,
cacies.

furrows
huts,

'

;

they have very prettily carved doors to their

and many of the men wear sandals on

Altogether

Gona struck us
we had seen

sperous kraals

as

their feet.

one of the most pro-

in the country.

As we journeyed eastwards

the appearance of the

people was certainly wilder. "We here saw their heads
decorated with curious erections of woven grass,
fastened into their hair and reaching an elevation of
^

a foot, like miniature Eiffel towers on their heads
and at a village called Muchienda we acquired two
;

quaint-shaped straw hats with ostrich feathers sticking in the top, quite different to anything we had

As we approached

seen elsewhere.

this village a

long string of natives passed us on their way to hunt
on their heads they carried bark cases full of nets,
'

Vide

illustration, p. 202.
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Muchienda was a lovely village by
of rocks, which formed a little
waterfall
the stream was shaded by magnificent
timber, and a background of lovely mountains made
us think Muchienda an ideal spot, at which we would
into them.

a rushing stream

full

;

willingly have tarried longer.

Every day, as we approached the Sabi Valley,
the
scenery became
grander
high

dreary

the

;

gave

plateau

place to deep

valleys

and high rugged mountains

;

the vegetation

was much more luxuriant and the atmosphere

many

hotter,

so

during
halts

we

our

degrees

hot

that

midday

did not care

DECORATED HUT DOOR

wander very far
from our camp, especially as we had a good deal
of manual labour to perform apart from the actual
travelling, in tent pitching, 1)ed making, and cooking, for our white men were generally so tired
with driving and packing the donkeys that we could
not ask them to do anything after the march was
to

over.

We
o'round.

soon got accustomed to sleeping on the
When it was unusuallv rugged, for the
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grass grows here

heads,

we

iii

tufts like the hah'

on the niggers'

got grass cut on which to lay our rugs;

occasionally

we found

it

necessary to

encamp on

STRAW HAT

spots over

we
we

which a grass hre had passed, and

tlien

got hopelessly black, and lived like sweeps until
reached a stream, where we could wash ourselves

and our

clothes.

j
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Lutilo, with the village of Luti perched

upon one

of its lower precipices, is quite a grand mountain,
almost Alpine in character, with exquisite views over
Here we
the distant Sabi and Manica Mountains.
tarried for almost a
set of ruins a

whole day

few miles distant,

which formed a link

in

stretching northwards.
circles of

the

It

an insignificant
called Metemo, but

to visit

great chain of forts

had been

built in three

very rough stone, somewhat ingeniously

put together on the top of a rounded granite hill,
So we only tarried there
but hopelessly ruined.
a while to make a plan, and to rest, and enjoy the
lovely view.

The country around here is very thickly wooded,
and on our return to our camp a herd of deer passed
close to us, a species
vit-pens, or

'

known

to the

Dutch

as Sioart-

swarthy white paunches,' but we failed
from a

to get one, a matter of considerable regret

commissariat point of view, for meat

is

scarce

in

the villages about here, and our tinned supplies were
getting low.

We

struck our

camp

at Lutilo rather late in the

afternoon, and only got as far as a river called the
'Nyatzetse, the crossing of

which involved the un-

loading of our animals.

On

through two

the

way we passed

where the inhabitants were
it was evidently
a new encampment, and in making beer, which was
too new to drink the land around was being freshly
turned up for their fields, after the approved Makavillages,

busily engaged in building huts, for

;
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langa fashion.

First they clear a space of jungle,

leaving the larger trees, and pile up the brushwood

round the

when

it

and
and more

roots, then they set fire to the heaps,

is

consumed the

tree

is

killed,

easy to cut down.

The next day brought us at a very earh' hour to the
site of the Matindela ruins, which was to be our halting-

DECORATIiD HEADS

place for a few days.

The ruins certainly are fine,
they are
those of Zimbabwe

but far inferior to
perched on the top of a l)are granite rock about 50
Tn
feet high, a most admirable strategical position.'
our
for
our
tents
the centre of them we pitched
;

1

halt of three days, and made ourselves as
comfortable as rain would permit, for it fell in tor-

welcome

rents here even
'

though

it

For description of

was the dry season.

ruins, vide

Chap. IV.

The
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guinea-fowl,' quantities
means
Matiiidela
term
here, as indeed they
around
found
are
which
birds
of
are in most parts of this country.
We were now only twenty miles from the Sabi
Iiiver, and the country around was almost deserted,
ruined villages crowned most of the heights, and the
deserted fields and devastation in every direction were
'

'

'

There were evidences, too, of
a fairly recent raid, in which the poor Makalangas
had been driven out of their homes and probably
By common consent the two
carried into slavery.
great Zulu chiefs, Lobengula and Gungunyana, whose
embassy visited England last year, consider the Sabi

lamentable to behold.

marauding expeditions.
On this occasion I believe Grungunyana and
his Shangans were to blame, who, finding that Lobengula was cut off by the Chartered Company from this
part of his district, had made bold to cross the Sabi
and raid on the western side, bringing destruction
into the Makalanga homes, which in former years
had here been thought very secure, being, as they
were, far from Lobengula and just out of Gungunyana's
as their respective

recognised

boundary

district.

The Makalangas have
Shangans,

for

who

the o-reatest horror of the

dwell across the Sabi, and do Gungun-

yana's bidding.

One day

at Matiiidela

we brought

liome a specimen of a curious fruit which hangs from
ihe trees, eighteen inches to two feet long, like thick

German sausages
Mashali

if it

;

it

we asked
No Makalangas eat

has beans inside, and

was good

to eat

'
:
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umvebe,'

as

he called

it,

'only the

Shangans and

baboons.'

Whilst at Matindela we sampled several kinds of
firstly the Kaffir orange, a kind of
strychnia, which is a hard fruit with yellow pulp

strange fruit

:

around seeds, and of which every traveller
if not quite ripe
an error into
which several of our party fell it is apt to produce
violent sickness under those conditions, and at best it

inside

—

should beware of eating

;

is

painfully astringent, causing horrible facial contor-

tions

do.

when you
Amongst

camp

eat

it,

as

most of the

things, they

other

fruits about here
brought to our

at Matindela large quantities of the delicious

cucumbers, monkey-nuts, sweet potatoes, and a sweet
which you chew and spit out like sugar-cane,
which they call matoko. From the gigantic trees
around us, the far-famed baobab trees, we gathered
the nuts with the refreshing cream of tartar pulp
inside. The baobab is the great feature of Matindela
fruit

Hill

;

which

them on it, huge giants,
growth have knocked down large

there are a dozen of
in

their

portions of the walls.
are not

as old

as

Though probably

report

these trees

says, nevertheless

their

presence here proves that these ruins have been
It is another
utterly abandoned for many centuries.
to prove how their thick roots find sustenance for so huge a vegetable growth, perched as
they are on an almost soil-less granite rock. Doubt-

problem

less these roots follow the fissures in the granite

and

obtain the required moisture from some considerable
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however, is exceedingly odd to
see these colossal trees growing in no depth of soil on

The

distance.

effect,

the top of a granite rock.
I
until

had always been sceptical about the honey-bird
its virtues were properly proved to us when at

An

Matindela.

insignificant little bird, with a sig-

men

over rocks and thi'ough
jungle till they actually found hone)'-, so that we could
no longer indulge in doubts as to this mysterious gift,
nificant chirp, led

our

which, like the water-finding divining rods, I will
leave to others to explain.

around Matindela were
all at one time been
ruined huts, constructed high up in the

Traces of recent

numerous
ploughed

:

:

the

life

had

valleys

had served as outlooks for the agriculturists,
bark beehives were in the trees, but the villages were
all
blackened and burnt, the granaries knocked
down and the inhabitants gone, no one knows where.
Never during any camp of lengthened duration
were we visited by so few natives as at Matindela.
About here game is very plentiful we sighted fresh
spoor,' and we personally
elephant and giraffe
made the acquaintance of zebras, kudu, and other
Across the valley below was an
kinds of antelope.
stockade for catching game,
disused
now
old and
and hunting-parties in this locality have been numerThese parties are arranged by the Makalangas
ous.
trees,

;

'

on a small or large scale sometimes, when they have
an elaborate system of stockades, they just drive the
o-ame towards a cul cle sac or a narrow gap where
;

2C6

men
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are hidden in the grass

sometimes they have
one of these
stations itself behind a kojjje, whilst the other, with
dogs and shoutino^, drives the game to them.
Their game laws give rise to frequent squabbles
amongst the chiefs it is generally understood that,
if a man wounds a buck and another kills it, the
wounder claims the carcass, but the killer is entitled
to take whichever limb he wishes.
There is a tribe
near Zimbabwe who will not eat a buck unless it has
;

great parties forming two half-moons

;

;

had

its

wound

throat cut, and so they endeavour
it,

and then proceed

small buck, hares, &c., they

to

cut

make

its

first

throat.

to

For

traps across the

narrow paths with abeam which falls when the animal
treads on the plank below, being fixed on the path
between two sloping rows of stakes.
Our course from Matindela was north-east not
the most direct route to the Sabi, which is only about
twenty miles due east, but we had nobody with us
who knew the way, and we had to go to a village for

—

a guide.

we reached a
Chiburwe, close on

After a ride of seven miles

curious lofty mountain

called

it is almost round, and its
huge granite boulders rising
out of euphorbia, baobabs, and rank tropical vegetation.
On the side *we first reached this mountain the
vegetation was too dense to allow us to ascend, so we
had to ride to the northern side and go up by a slippery
slope of black granite, the ordinary approach used by
the natives, whose bare feet cling readily to the rocks.

1,000 feet above the plain

flanks are decorated with

;
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was horrible for feet encased in European
The summit is flat and grassy like a Brighton

T^'hich

boots.

down, being covered with a

soft small

stagshorn moss,

happy pla}ground of two native villages, which are placed on
either side of the mountain
here they are sublimely
safe and free from the raids of their enemies, and
Chiburwe forms a sort of Makalanga outpost in the
direction of the Sabi. Amongst other names mentioned
by Portuguese writers which are still retained in the
locality we find Chiburga as a stronghold, where the
Monomatapa's wives were kept. I think it highly
probable that this is the spot. On the summit we
found several sets of holes for the Isafuba game, and
the inhabitants we came across seemed more than
Our view was indescribably lovely,
usually timid.
with Lutilo and the spots we knew well behind us,
and the mj^sterious blue mountains of Manica bedelightful to lie upon.

This spot

is

the

;

fore us.

In a rocky crevice

we found one

of the miserable

Chiburwe, with no beer, no milk, no fowls
and no eggs to be had; it appeared to be solely
inhabited by two women grinding millet, who were
much afraid of us, and retired into the darkest re-

villages of

cesses of their

bark

is

huts.

Their ingenuity in utilising

exemplified up here, where

make

mud

is

scarce, for

bark of the baobab,
only covering the edges with mud, and binding them
round with withes.
For two days after leaving Chiburwe we wandered
they

their granaries of the
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guided only by a notion
of the direction we wished to go, for we could not
annex a native guide. A mile or two from Chiburwe
we found a ruined fort of the best period of Zimbabwe
work, with courses of great regularity, but much of
the wall had been knocked down by the baobab trees
which had grown up in it. Nobody could give us a
tlu'ougli trackless

name

forests,

for this ruin in the wilderness, so

Chiburwe, measured

The

it,

took notes on

it,

we

called

and rode

it

on.

was grand and impressive in
its solitude
sometimes we had great difficulty in
getting our animals through the thick undergrowth
the trees were rich in colour, red and light green,
equal to any of our autumnal tints, out of which now
and again rose granite boulders. The crossing of the
forest scenery
;

;

Eiver Mwairari, a

gave us
a little trouble it has a fine volume of water with
occasional rapids, waterfalls, and high rocks, and we
fine tributary of the Sabi,

;

had

to follow its right

we could
luxuriant

bank

for several miles before

get our animals across
in

tall

;

pampas grass

the river bed was

and patches of

papyrus.

On
we

the second afternoon after leaving Chiburwe

sighted the Sabi Eiver, having gone miles out of

our way

;

it is

a really magnificent stream even here

and is navigable now for canoes very
below where we struck it. In ancient times
it must have been navigable for larger craft, for all
African rivers are silting up. There is little doul)t
but that the ancient builders of the rains in IMashonaso far inland,

little
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and towns between the Zambesi and
the Limpopo, utiHsed this stream as their road to and
from the coast and as the country again is opened out
it may still be found useful as a waterway for small
land, the forts

;

craft.

Where we

struck the Sabi

it is

a rapid river,

flowing through a gorge and with a rocky bed

;

there

are no marshes here, but fertile-looking slopes lead-

ing

down

for

the

to

it,

which appeared

future

agriculturists

to us to promise well

who

settle

on

its

banks, though the rainfall, which takes place only in

summer, and for the space of only four months, will
Now these slopes are
be a drawback to cereals.
entirely deserted, and about here we saw no villages,
nor natives, nor paths, for days, doubtless owing to the
raids of Gungunyana and his Shangans from across
the stream.
There is no doubt about it, the world
is not full yet.
In Mashonaland there exist tens
of thousands of acres

of fertile land

Thanks probably

entirely un-

Matabele raids,
the population is here exceedingly scanty, and when
one travels through the long-deserted stretches of
country, healthy, well watered, and capable of growing
anything, which still exist between the Zambesi and

occupied.

to the

the Limpopo, one cannot help thinking that those

who complain

of the world being too

full,

and that

there is no opening for colonisation, are a century or
two before their time.
Everybody revelled in the waters of the Sabi that
evening bathing and washing clothes occupied most
of our time until it was dark but, alas, our camp was

—

;
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pitched on ground over which a grass

fire

had passed,

our Sabi wash were more than
We again plunged into the trackless
obhterated.
wilderness, and it was not till the second day after
leaving the river that we once more joyfully found

and the good

effects of

ourselves in a native path leading in the direction

but we followed it for over
This
across a village.
pleasant
a
was called Zamopera, on the banks of
stream. We were so pleased to see people again and to
have a chance of replenishing our stock of provisions
that we tarried there for the best part of a day, and

which we ought to go

thirty miles before

;

we came

camp beneath the shadow of a friendly
Crowds of men and women from Zamopera

pitched our
rock.

—

wild-looking people they were the
long matted hair hanging like a fringe over
their faces, and hung with beads and cowrie-shells,
whilst the women here cut off all their hair except a
circle in the middle, which is short and threaded with

came

to visit us

;

men with

beads in seven rows, four of white outside and three
Df red in the centre, looking exactly like round bead
mats on the top of their heads. We were now in

Makalanga chief, called
Gambidji, wliose kraal, perched on a lofty rock, we
sighted in the distance, but had not time to visit.
In tlie villages about here, wliicli 'are numerous
and flourishing, we saw many curious objects, some
the country of another great

of wliicli

we

bargain for

:

acquired, others

we could

not strike a

a native razor, bone dollasses, and quaint-

shaped battle-axes were

added

to

our collection.
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village

Mafiisaire's

perched amongst odd- shaped

is

boulders, fantastic as the rocks in Dovedale, ever vary-

The inhabitants were a very friendly
and were almost beside themselves with delight
when my wife took down her hair and showed them
its length.
They greatly prized a gift of a few of these
long hairs, which they will doubtless keep as a

ing in form.
lot,

memento

of the

first

white lady

who

ever came

amongst them.
The fear of the Makalanga of horses is most
even our own men would not touch them,
curious
and the villagers were quite awestruck when we
mounted. They generally followed us in crowds for
a little distance from the village, and screamed with
delight when we trotted, scampering and capering by
;

our

sides.

We
tomb

passed

afternoon

after

Mafusaire's
of a

Ijy

the

of a chief on the

it

;

leaving

consisted

mound with

a cir-

construction

cular

stones on the top of

over which

is

of
it,

a thatched

roof standing on posts;
on the top of the stones
stood a pot, in which

beer

is

chief's tomb

periodically put, for the delectation of the

deceased.

We

were now

in

the immediate neiijhbourhood
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Mount Wedza, the highest point in Mashonaland,
with an elevation of over 6,000 feet above sea level.
It is for the most part a dark forest-clad ridge, and it
is from here that the natives of Gambidji's country
of

get the iron ore which they smelt in their furnaces

and convert into
this district

business,

tools

and weapons.
up

are entirely given

The
to

villages in

the smelting

and outside the kraals usually are erected

They are still in the Stone Age
and hammers pieces of hard
diorite.
One of these villages where we halted for
Not
a while was, to our astonishment, called Smet.
two or more furnaces.

here, using for anvils

believing our ears,

we asked

again and again, and got

The only solution to this strange
the same reply.
nomenclature seems to be, that they either got the

name from some Dutch trader or from some
prising Makalanga who had been down to work

enterin the

Kimberley mines. For long these natives have been
in the habit of doing this, tramping all the way from
the Zambesi to the diamond-fields, and not returning
thence until they have acquired enough wealth to buy
a wife or two and settle themselves in

A

life.

man from Smet, who was going

to 'Mtigeza's

He carried
a(;t as our guide.
with him three large iron hoes which he had made,
and for which he expected to get a goat at the kraal.
Gambidji's country is very extensive, extending

kraal, volunteered to

Sal)i to a ridge which we crossed
and most of the iron'Mtigeza's,
reaching
before
smelting villages recognise his sovereignty.

nominally from the
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Two chiefs of the name of 'Mtigeza Hve around
Mount Wedza, both claiming to be the descendants of
the old 'Mtigeza stock. Our 'Mtigeza was a queer little
old man, almost in his dotage, but considered very

powerful by his neighbours, and this was evidenced
by the villages being more in the open, and not
seeking protection from rocky heights.
His fortress
is

a curious one, situated on an extensive plateau

4,800 feet above the sea level, with disjointed low

masses of rocks dotted about. Around the central mass
of rocks is 'Mtigeza's head kraal, surrounded by palisades,

and the rock

itself is

strongly fortified, with

the approaches walled up, and for us Europeans

all
it

was by no means easy to reach the summit by means
of holes through which we could hardly squeeze,
and slits in the rock through which we could only
pass sideways.

On

the top

is

a circular fort built of

rough stones and mortar, and the boast of the people
is that the Matabele have never been able to
take their stronghold.
From the fort we had a good
bird's-eye view over 'Mtigeza's realm
there are a
number of encircling villages built on similar masses
of rock, about half a mile or more distant.
These
are governed by the old man's sons.
We sent the old chief a blanket, and he presently
came to pay us a visit. According to our custom, we
showed him our things, in which he did not manifest
much interest until my wife produced a burning-glass,
and showed off its wonderful fire-producing qualities
on his skin. Then in a weak little voice the old chief

here

;
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murmured,
presented

it

'

I,

'Mtigeza,

want

it,'

and she promptly
As we lunched

to him, also a little salt.

he sat and watched us, but would partake of nothing
offered him, until we threw some well-picked
chicken bones to our men these he coveted and got.
'Mtigeza held an iiidaha or palaver of his in-

we

;

\

INTEEIOR OF A HUT

aunas in a shady nook before his kraal, the result
was that a goat was to be presented to us
by quite a lengthy process. First of all it was preof which

sented to Mashah,

who humbly

received

it

with hat

and head bowed, making all the necessary compliments for us. Mashah then presented it to our white
off

i
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men, and they finally presented it to us, and it formed
a valuable addition to our larder.
We were surprised to find little evidence of wealth
'Mtigeza's kraal.

in

Their

and

knives

snuff-boxes were de-

cidedly

inferior

in

workmanship
to
those we had seen
elsewhere, and this

we found

as

we

tra-

velled on to be in-

variably

the

case

where the Matabele
or Zulu influence has
been least felt. The
Zulu is the most
ingenious

Abantu

of

the

races,

and

has imparted his

in-

genuity to the Makalanga, over

whom he

has raided and
of

whom

many

have been

HOUSEHOLD STORE FOK (iRAIN, WITH
NATIVE DRAWINGS

his slaves.

There were two as yet

roofless

but substantial

huts being built in the kraal entirely of mud, which
is

a

new departure

for the

Makalanga,

The

insides of

these were decorated with squares of black and white,

Uke those one

sees in

Bechuanaland.

Vndou])tedlv
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foreign influence
to

is

being

Fort Charter, and

features

felt

ver}'-

here from

its

soon

architectural

of Makalanofaland will

the

proximity

change with

rapidity that all things change in Kaffirdom.

the

Inside

the huts were big household granaries for the domestic
also made of mud and decorated curiously
with rims, and rude paintings in white of deer, birds.
stores,

.mrr-mi

NATIVE DRAWINGS

and men. One represents a waggon with a span of six
oxen and a man driving it. The artistic skill is, of
course, of a low order, but it shows the influence of
the Morunko, or white man, and how his approach
has been the theme of their wonder and excited their
imagination. I doubt not but those who follow after us
will find attempts made to illustrate on their granaries
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Morunko lady with long

flowing hair trotting on

that strange animal, the horse.

'Mtigeza and his kraal pleased us so
did not leave

till

passed through quantities of
of prosperity

and

;

much

that

quite late in the afternoon.

this

rice-lields,

Makalanga rice

we

We

which spoke

is

truly excel-

being larger, more glutinous, and of a pinker
hue than our Indian rice, which to our minds tasted
lent,

very insipid after

it.

It

was almost dark when we

reached Matimbi's kraal, and pitched our tents close
to the tomb of another chief.
Matimbi came down to
see us

;

he

is

the handsomest of

all

the chiefs

we had

yet seen, with quite a European-shaped face, long
hair and long beard, both rarities in this country,

and a splendid
wire, w^hich

knife,

carved and decorated with brass

we coveted but could

not obtain.

On the following day, September 2, a long ride
brought us to Fort Charter and our waggons in time
Thoroughly did we enjoy
for our midday meal.
our tables, our chairs, and our waggon-beds after
nearly three weeks' intimate acquaintance with mother
earth.

Until the experience of greater

farther north

came upon

us,

privations

we thought we enjoyed

the food, the soup, the bully beef, the bread, and the

jam which our cook placed before our hungry eyes
to the

utmost extent that

man

could do.

Here w^e regretfully parted wdth our friend
Mashah and most of our Makalangas two only of enterprising mind elected to follow us and earn more
blankets, and they served us with unswerving fidelity
;
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we reached tlie coast at Beira. Maslianani was
name of one of them, whose only fault was a too
great attachment to Kaffir beer Iguzu was the name
till

the

;

of the other, the most industrious

When

not working for us, he would

man
sit

I ever saw.

on a rock for

ever patching a ragged old shirt that had been presented to him, until there was
fabric

left,

or else turning

ments or threading beads.

old

little

of the original

jam

tins into orna-
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CHAPTER TX
FORT SALISBURY AND THE OLD WORKINGS
AND RUINS OF THE MAZOE VALLEY

A

FEW remarks on the future

capital of the

Mashona-

may not be amiss, by way of sharp
work more especially devoted to the
study of the past. The same motive, namely, the
thirst for gold, created the hoary walls of Zimbabwe
and the daub huts of Fort Salisbury, probably the

land gold-fields
contrast, in a

and the youngest buildings erected for the
purpose by mankind, ever keen after that precious
metal which has had so remarkable an influence
on generation after generation of human atoms.
These remarks on I'ort Salisbury will, moreover,
have a certain amount of historical value in years
to come, when it has its railway, its town hall,
and its cathedral, for we were there on the day on
which its first birthday was kept, the anniversary
of the planting of the British flag by the pioneers
on the dreary upland waste of Mashonaland.
It
seemed to us a very creditable development, too,
for so young a place, when it is taken into conoldest
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sideration that Fort Salisbury, unlike the

mushroom

towns of the Western Hemisphere, has grown up at a
distance of 800 miles from a railway, without telegraphic communication, and for months during the
rainy season without intercourse of any kind with
the outer world, handicapped by fever, famine, and
an unparalleled continuation of rain.
In the space of twelve months three distinct
townships had grown up. One was under the low hill
or hopje devoted to business men, where indications
of brick houses succeeding daub huts had already
manifested themselves;

solicitors, auctioneers,

washerwoman had already

established

and a

themselves

and a so-called hotel had
been constructed. Fort Salisbury had already started
its mass meetings and revolutionary elements, for it
seems that in all new communities the spirit of evil
must always come in advance of the good. An enterprising individual had produced a paper called the
Mashonaland Times and Zamhesia Hercdd, and two
men had brought billiard-tables with them, one
of which was hopelessly smashed on the journey,
ensuring for the other a successful and paying monopoly.
About half a mile from this busy quarter
was the military centre, the fort and the Government stores surmounted by Her Majesty's flag, formthere

;

ing a

bars, restaurants,

little

village in itself.

A

quarter of a mile

were the huts devoted to the civil administration and farther off still were the hospital huts
superintended by some charming Benedictine sisters
farther

;

:
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and a Jesuit Father. Around all this was the wide
open veldt of Mashonaland, studded just then by
lovely flowers, and grazed upon by many lean, worn-

many

out oxen, the sole survivors of

well-appointed

teams which had struggled up. the same interminable
road that we had, leaving by the roadside the carcasses of so many comrades, which, in j)rocess of
decay, had caused us many an unpleasant sensation.

On September

12, the anniversary of the arrival

of the pioneers, a grand dinner

was given

to

about

eighty individuals at the hotel to celebrate the event

and business
communities were bidden gold prospectors, mining
experts, men of established and questionable reputaall were there, and the promoters underwent
tions
superhuman difficulties in catering for so many
guests, and gave fabulous prices for a sufficiency of
wine, spirits, and victuals properly to celebrate the
It was in its initiative ostensibly a social
occasion.

representatives of the military, civil,
;

—

gathering

to

an

celebrate

ostensibly

auspicious

occasion but one after-dinner speech became more
the authorities were
intemperate than the other
faults
committed
by them, real or
loudly abused for
;

:

imaginary;

well-1:nown names,

developed, as

when pronounced,

and the social gathering
the evening went on, into a wild de-

were hooted and hissed

;

monstration of discontent.

At the bottom of all this ill-feeling was the
The previous rainy season had
question of supplies.
been passed by the pioneers in abject misery there
;
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was no food to eat, and no medicine to administer to
the overwhelming number of fever patients.
The
rainy season was now fast approaching again, when
for months the place would be cut off by the rivers
from the outer world, and the 400 waggon-loads of
provisions promised by the company had not yet
Lucky were those who had anything to sell
arrived.
in those days
a bottle of brandy fetched 3/. 10s,
chamj)agne was bought at the rate of 30/. a
dozen ham was 4s. 6d. a lb. tins of jam 5s. Qd.
butter, tinned meats, and luxuries were impossible
and yet when, after a few weeks, the
to obtain
did come, there was a o
glut in the
400 waorcfons
Co
market of all these things plenty was ensured for
the coming wet season, and there were no more mass
:

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

meetings or abuse of the authorities.
Probably few cases have occurred in the world's
history of greater difficulty in catering than that which
presented
the

first

little

itself

to the

Chartered

Company during

year of Fort Salisbury's existence.

Very

could be obtained from a native source, for the

inhabitants here are few.

Hungry, impecunious gold

prospectors were flocking into the place

;

the usual

who always appear as impedinew and presumably prosperous under-

tribe of adventurers,

ments

to a

taking, were here

by the

score.

Eight hundred miles

lay between Fort Salisbury and the food supply, which

be traversed by the tedious process of bullock
waggons. The Pungwe route, which had been confidently looked to as a more rapid means of com-

had

to
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and hundreds
on the
Mapanda's and Beira so
2i

fiasco,

of pounds' worth of provisions were rotting

other side of the

fly belt at

;

no wonder discontent was rife at the prospect of
famine and death durincr the ensuing wet months,
and no wonder just then that the administrators
were at their wits' end, for, though firmly believing
that the waggons would come, they could not be sure,
for there was no telegraphic communication in those
days.
One morning we saw Mr. Selous hurriedly
despatched to bring up the waggons at any cost.
A few weeks later we heard that they had arrived,
and the danger which had threatened the infant Fort
Salisbury was averted.
At an elevation of 5,000 feet above the sea level,
and barely 18° south of the equator, the air of Fort
Salisbury is naturally delicious, and it will probably
be the healthiest place in the world when the swamps
in its vicinity are properly drained, from which,
during the rainy season, malarious vapours proceed
and cause fever. The question of drainage was exercising the minds of the authorities when we were
there, and much probably has now been done in that
direction.
Searching winds and clouds of dust were
about the only discomforts we personally experienced
whilst encamped there
these, however, caused us no
little inconvenience, as we were preparing our belongings for various destinations, a matter of no small
difficulty after seven months of waggon life.
We
were told to sell everything we could, including our
;
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waggons and oxen,
perform the

rest

as

it

would only be possible

of the journeys

to

before us with

horses and donkeys and bearers, necessitating the

reduction of our impedimenta to the smallest possible

What promised

quantit3^

to be a very interesting

expedition was in store for us

—

namely, to take a
worth of goods from the Chartered
Company to a chief, 'Mtoko by name, who lived
about 120 miles north-east of Fort Salisbury. His
country had as yet been hardly visited by white men,
and was reported to be replete with anthropological
interests.
Then we were to make our way down to
Makoni's country, where the existence of ruins was
brought before our notice, and so on to Umtali and
present of

4.01.

the coast.

This prospective trip would take us

weeks, and would lead us through

much

many

country

hitherto unexplored, so that ample preparations and

a careful adjustment of our belongings were necessary.

The best

interpreter

at our disposal

by

to

be had was kindly placed

the Chartered

Company,

as the

language in those parts differs essentially from that
spoken at Zimbabwe and the Sabi, a certain portion
of which had

The

by

this

time penetrated into our brains.

interpreter in question was just then absent
from Fort Salisbuj-y, so to occupy our time we
decided on a trip to the Mazoe Valley, and the old
gold workings which exist there.
Having despatched three donkeys with bedding
and provisions the night before, we left Fort Salisbury one lovely morning, September 15, and rode
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through country as uninteresting as one could well
imagine until we reached Mount Hampden. Somehow or another we had formed impressions of this
mountain of a wholly erroneous character. It has

an historic interest as a landmark, named after one
of the first explorers of Mashon aland, but beyond
Instead of the
this it is miserably disappointing.
fine mountain which our imaginations had painted
for us, we saw only a miserable round elevation
above the surrounding plain, which might possibly
be as high as Box Hill, certainly no higher. It is
covered with trees of stunted growth it is absolutely
and is alone interesting from its isolafeatureless
tion, and the vast area of flat veldt which its summit
;

;

commands.
Soon after leaving Mount Hampden the views
grew very much finer, and as we descended into the
valley of the Tatagora, a tributary of the Mazoe,

new

we

Here
everything is rich and green the rounded hills and
wooded heights were an immense relief to us after
the continuous though fantastic granite kopjes which
we had travelled amongst during the whole of our
sojourn in Mashonaland.
The delicate green leaves
of the machabel tree, on which, I am told, elephants
delight to feed, were just now at their best, and take
the place of the mimosa, mapani, and other trees,
of which we had grown somewhat weary.
The soil,
too, is here of a reddish colour, and we enjoyed all
entered into a distinctly

class of scenery.

;

the pleasurable sensations of getting into an entirely
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formation, after the eye had been accustomed to
one style of colouring for months.
As we proceeded down the valley the hills closed
in and became higher occasional rugged peaks stood
up out of gentle wooded slopes and if one had
ignored the trivial detail of foliage, one might have

new

;

;

we

imao-ined that

were plunging into
a pretty Norwegian

down

its

rushing
midst.

Presently

we

came upon a

nest

of

native

and

kraals,

alighted

There

to

them.

inspect

NATIVK BOWL FROM THE MAZOE VALLF.Y

with

valley

a stream

are

those

who say

that these

people

are

real

who

the

Mashonas,
have, given

This I much
their name to the whole country.
doubt at any rate they are very different from the
Makalangas, with whom we had hitherto been entirely
associated, and have been here only for a few years.
When Mr. Selous first visited this valley on one of
his hunting expeditions in 1883, he found it quite uninhabited, whereas now there are many villages, an
apt illustration of the migratory tendencies of these
;

I
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They are quite

different in type to tlie

28
5/

Maka-

langas, and, I should say, distinctly inferior in physique.

eaves

They build
comino-

their huts differently, with long

rioht

down

to

oround.

the

made

granaries are fatter and lower, and

Tlieir

of branches

mud, these two facts pointing distinctly
to a tribal variation.
They wear their hair in long
strings over their face, one on each side of the nose,
and the others hanoinfr on their cheeks, oivina' them
instead of

appearance.

These strings are
adorned with beads and cowrie-shells, and must form
the most uncomfortable style of coiffure that ever was
invented.
They have magnificent bowls of handmade pottery, decorated with chevron patterns in red
and black, which colours they obtain from hematite
and plumbago and on all advantageous spots near
the villages are platforms raised on stakes for drying
quite a sphinx-like

;

grain.

Undoubtedly

this race,

whoever they may be, have

a northern origin, for they call beer Doorah or Doro,

same word used for the same material in Abyssinia
and Nubia. This word is also used in M'toko's and
the

Makoni's country.

Curiously enough, Edrisi, in his
geography, when speaking of tlie Zindj inhabitants
near Sofala, makes this statement
Dowrah is very
:

'

amongst them,' pointing to the Arabian origin
of the word
whereas in Manicaland Ijeer is called
Wa-iva, and in Mashonaland, south of Fort Salisbury, it is called 'Mtivala, a word of Zulu origin.
Four miles beyond these villages the valley gets
scarce

;

r 2
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very narrow and the scenery very fnie and the shades
of evening found us comfortably located in the huts
of Mr. Flemino-, a gold prospector, at a distance of
twenty-five miles from Fort Salisbury and in the
Immediately opposite
vicinity of the ancient mines.
;

to us rose a fine rocky mountain in which are caves
where the natives hide themselves and their cattle
during Matabele raids. It was a lovely warm evening,
and as we sat contemplating the scene and resting
after

the labours of the day,

we

the soothing

felt

influence upon us of scenery more congenial to our
taste than any we had yet seen in Mashonaland.

The

first set

of old workings which

we

visited

was

only a few hundred yards from Mr. Fleming's huts,
and consisted of rows of vertical shafts, now filled up

with rubbish, sunk along the edge of the auriferous
reef, and presumably, from instances we saw later,
communicating with one another by horizontal shafts
below.

We

saw

and horizontal

also

several instances of sloping

shafts, all

pointing

to

considerable

It must have been ages since these
for they are all filled nearl\' to
worked,
shafts were
the surface with debris, and huge machabel-trees, the
We
largest in the vicinity, are growing out of them.
a
about
workings
old
some
visit
to
then proceeded

eno-ineering

skill.

One vertical
mile and a half off" on the hill slopes.
shaft had been cleared out by Mr. Fleming's workmen,
and

it

was

fifty-five feet

with considerable

deep.

difficulty,

Down

and saw

this

we went

for ourselves the

ancient tool marks and the smaller horizontal shafts

;
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which connected the various holes bored into the goldbearing quartz,
I

am

told that near Hartley Hills

old workings go

down even

some of

these

to a greater depth,

and

that one has been cleared out to the depth of eighty
feet,

proving incontestably that the ancient workers

mere surface
of a modern

of these mines were not content with

work, and followed the reef with the

skill

miner.

honeycombed with
nature, indicated now by small

All about here the ground
old shafts of a similar

is

round depressions in straight lines along the reef
where different shafts had been sunk in fact, the
output of gold in centuries long gone by must have
been enormous.
;

modern invasion of this gold-producing
a considerable amount of prospecting has been

Since the
district

done, but of necessity time has not allowed of a
thorough investigation of the country. Wherever the
gold prospector has been, he finds instances of ancient
working, and these old shafts extend all up the country
wherever the gold-bearing quartz is to be found.
There are ruins similar to those at Zimbabwe and the
old workings in the Tati district. The old workings and
ruins extend for miles and miles up the Mazoe Yalley.

Numerous

old shafts are to be found at Hartley Hills,
and on the 'Mswezwe Paver. Near Fort Victoria and
in the immediate vicinity of Zimbabwe the prospectors
have lately brought to light the same features
everywhere, in short, where the pioneer prospectors
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have as yet penetrated overwhelming proof of the
extent of the ancient industry is brought to light.
Mr. E. A. Maund thus speaks of the old workings in
On all sides there was testhe 'Mswezwe district
timony of the enormous amount of work that had
:

^

'

been done by the ancients for the production of gold.
Here, as on the Mazoe and at UmtaU, tens of
thousands of slaves must have been at work taking
out the softer parts of the casing of the reefs, and
milUons of tons have been overturned in their search
for gold.'

In

all

these places, too, as in the

Mazoe

Valley,

especially down by the streams, are found crushingstones, some in long rows, suggesting the idea that

the gold

had been worked by gangs of

slaves chained

together in rows, after the fashion depicted on the
Egyptian monuments and described by Diodorus and
near Mr. Fleming's camp we were shown traces of a
;

cement smelting furnace similar to the one we discovered in the fortress of Zimbabwe, showing that all
the various processes of gold production, crushing,
washing, and smelting, were carried on on the spot.

As we proceeded up

the

Mazoe Valley we saw

plenty of traces of the juvenile enterprise at work
on the old hunting-ground and a httle below Mr.
;

Fleming's

camp

the Taragona and

the latter coming

down from

Mazoe Eivers

join,

a valley of higher level,

Established on the old workings along here were numerous settlements bearing

by a Poort or gorge.
^

Lecture before the Colonial Institute, April

12, 1892.

|

'
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—

names Eotliscliild's, Cherry's, Lockner's,
and others and soon probably a little township will
spring up around the mining commissioner's hut,
where the Mazoe Eiver is lined by fine timber, including lemon-trees, the fruit of which was just then ripe,
and deliciously refreshing after our hot morning's
work.
These lemon-trees are alluded to by Dos
ISantos as existing in these parts in his day three
hundred years ago.
The mining commissioner, Mr. Nesbit, entertained
us most hospitably for our midday repast, and
directed us on our way to the Yellow Jacket Mine,
near which we were to see more old workings and
an ancient ruined fort. By another narrow gorge or
Poort, rich in vegetation, and lovely to look upon, we
reached the higher valley, and when darkness had
already set in, by the aid of the distant glimmering
light of a

—

camp

fire

we made our way

the Yellow Jacket prospectors,

to the tents of

whose abode we had
The kindly pro-

nearly missed in the gloaming.
spectors

hastened to prepare for us an excellent

supper of eland steak, for they had shot one of these
fine beasts a day or two before, a wonderfully good
stroke of luck for us, as

we were without

eland is the best beast you can
not only

is

considerable

it

large,

kill in

but around

amount of

fat,

meat.

The

Mashonaland, for

its

so that

heart

it

its flesh

has a

can be

properly served up, and not reduced to lumps of
leather for

want of grease.

They had

also shot a

'J92
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fine lion liere

us the skin.

The country about here is very thickly wooded,
and we had a Q-lorious ride next morning to the ruins

we wished

to visit, al)out

five

miles distant, across

rushing streams overhung with verdure, and in which
alluvial gold

found in small quantities.

is still

Here

we saw specimens

of those curious birds with long

tail-like feathers at

the end of their wings, which can

only

a short distance, and seem overweighted

fly for

by nature
birds with
length,

me

to

some peculiar freak of her own. There
up this country many varieties of small

for

are, too, all

tail

feathers four or five times their

own

which droop

as they fly. These birds seem to
resemble closely the one depicted on the

temple of Deir-el-Bahari in the representation of a
village in

Punt

identified

as

(Mariette's

'

Deir-el-Bahari,' plate v.),

the Cinnyris metallica, and found

all

along the east coast of Africa.

We
it

reached the ruin in good time, and halted by

for a couple of hours.

a small ancient

It is

fort,

on a granite kopje, and constructed
with courses of wonderful regularity, equal to what we
term the best period of Zimbabwe architecture. Not
much of the wall was standing enough, however, to
show us that the fort had been almost twenty feet in
diameter, and to cause us to wonder where the remaining stones could have gone to, as there are no buildings
or KafSr kraals anj^where near it.
This is another of
the many mysteries attached to the Mashonaland
built, as usual,

;
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where the walls are ruined the stones would
seem to have entirely disappeared. This difficulty
confronted us at several places, and I am utterly at

ruins

;

a loss to account for it.
The fort, as it stands now,
esque, in a

is

exceedingly pictur-

green glade with mountains shutting

it

in

RUIN IN MAZOK VALLEY

on

all

sides

;

fine timljer

grows inside

boulders are enclosed within the walls.

it

and large
was ob-

It

viously erected as a fort to protect the miners of the
district,

and

is

a link in the chain of evidence which

connects the Zimbaljwe ruins with the old workings
scattered over the country.

On

our homeward journey

we

visited a lot

more
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ancient workings, some of which are being opened
by the present occupiers, who seemed tolerably wedl

with their properties, despite the strictures
which had been passed by experts, that the gold reefs
in the Mazoe Valley pinched out and did other disagreeable things which they ought not to do.
From

satisfied

'

'

a picturesque point of view

the

certainly one of the pet places in

views in every direction

are

Mazoe Valley

Mashonaland

water

exquisite,

abundant everywhere, and verdure rich

;

:

and

if

is

the
is

the

prospectors are disappointed in their search for gold,
and find that the ancients have exhausted the place,

they will have, at any rate, valuable properties from
an agricultural point of view.

Owing

to our previous

arrangements we were

obliged to return to Fort Salisbury the next day,
regretting much that we had not time to proceed
farther

up the Mazoe Valley, where, about

farther on,

forty miles

another great centre of ancient industry.
I was told of another ruin there, probably built for the
is

same defensive purpose; it is near a Kaffir village called
Chipadzi's.
About twenty-hve miles farther up the
valley from the commissioner's is Mapandera's kraal
on the Sangwe Eiver, a tributary of the Mazoe or
Mazowe. Here, on the Inyota Mountain, gold is said
to be plentiful and old workings very numerous, as

many

as seventy-five crushing-stones having been
counted on one single claim. Twenty miles southeast of Mapandera's is Chipadzi's kraal, and a few
miles from here in the mountains is another ruin,
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described to

me

as being a circular wall

kopje from 150 to 200 feet in diameter.
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round a

This wall

is

very ruined condition, being not more than four
but the courses are reported to be quite
as regular as those of Zimbabwe, which appears to be
in a

feet in height,

the crucial test in classifying these remains of ancient

workmanship.

It

has no entrance, and the natives

thereabouts did not appear to

know anything about

or attach any special interest to

it

it.

The Mazoe Valley is frequently alluded

to in early

Portuguese enterprise, being easily approachable from
the Zambesi, and the river is, I am told, navigable

about eighty miles below where we struck it.
Couto, the Portuguese writer, thus speaks of the
The
gold mines here in his quaint legendary style
:

'

where they
show the Abyssinian mine from which the Queen of
Sheba took the greater part of the gold which she
went to offer to the Temple of Solomon, and it is
Ophir, for the Kaffirs called it Fur and the Moors Afur
richest mines of all are those of Massapa,

.

.

.

the veins of gold are so big, that they expaiid

much force, that they raise the roots of trees
two feet.' He fixes the spot which he here alludes to
farther on when speaking about the three markets

with so

held by the Portuguese in these parts

:

'

(1) Luanlie,

from Tete South, between two small
which join and are called Mason vo (2) Bacoto,
forty leagues from Tete and (3) Massapa, fifty leagues
from Tete up the said Eiver Mason vo.'
Now the
Mazoe, which, doubtless, in the native tongue, is the
thirty-five leagues

rivers,

;

;
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Maswe,

like the Puiigwe, Zimbaljwe, &c., joins the

Zambesi just below Tete.
Further evidences of

Portuguese enterprise
will doubtless come to light as the Mazoe Valley is
further explored.
In the vicinity of a new mine
called the Jumbo, fragments of old Delft pottery have
been found, a few of which were shown to me when
at Fort Salisbury.
Nankin china is also reported
the
same
from
district, an indubitable proof of Portuguese presence and no doubt many of the large
Venetian beads, centuries old, which we saw and
obtained specimens of from the Makalangas in the
neighbourhood of Zimbabwe, were barter goods given
this

;

by the traders of those days to the subjects of the
Monomatapa, who brought them gold in quills to the
three above-named depots, collected from the alluvial
beds of the Mazoe and other streams. It is rumoured
amongst the inhabitants of the Mazoe and Manica
that long ago, in the days of their ancestors, white

men worked
This

gold and built themselves houses here.

rumour most probably

guese,

who

at

the

had churches and
to

be found in the

refers

to

the

Portu-

above-mentioned places
faint traces of which are still

three

forts,

district.

Corvo, in his work

'

As Provincias

ultramarinas,'

speaks at considerable length about the early Portuguese enterprise and the jealousy of the Arab merchants at their advent, and
the

how

these

men

excited

Monomatapa and brought about
subsequent martyrdom of the Jesuit missionary

the suspicion of the

—
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and the entire destruction of tlie Portuguese
which had nearly converted the Monomatapa

THREE VENETIAN BEADS ONE COFPEK BEAD; THREE OLD
BONE WHOEL, MEDICINE
WHITE VENETIAN BEADS
PHIALS, AND BONE ORNAMENTS
;

;

He

in 1561.

as follows

:

conckides his remarks on this subject

;
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The early Portuguese did nothing more than

'

substitute themselves for the Moors, as they called

them, in the ports that those occupied on the coast
and their influence extended to the interior very

through some acts of violence,
or through some ephemeral alliance of no value whatever, and through missions without any practical or

little

;

unless, indeed,

lasting results.

It is

easy to see, by looking at the

map, where the Portuguese influence extended to, and
that they never left a good navigable river as a basis
of operation.
They went up the Zambesi, and up
the Mazoe as far as they could, where they established
the three fairs for trading purposes, and up the
Puugwe and Buzi Eivers, establishing themselves in
the same way at Massi-Kessi aud Bandiri and beyond
this their influence did not extend at all durinjr what
may be called the most flourishing epoch of their
;

colonial existence.'

From

the Yellow Jacket tents

before us of thirty miles

We

back

arose betimes and found

it

we had
to

a long ride

Fort Salisburj'.

very cold,

M'ith a thin

coating of ice on the water-cans, almost the only time

we saw

ice

a coat

necessary, and during our two nights at the

winter in Mashonaland,
although occasionally the wind was cold and the
nights very fresh. Winter in these parts is delightful,
with brilliant sun by day but as evening approaches

during our

'

'

;

is

Yellow Jacket huts we had to remove rugs, which
were sorely wanted below, to procure the necessary

warmth above.
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One more breakfast off that excellent eland fortiour ride, and the sun was not high in the
heavens when we bade farewell to our hospitable
entertainers.
About three hours' ride brouo'ht us to
the Mazoe again just before it enters the Poort on its
way to the lower valley. At the extremity of the
valley we were riding down, just before the hills are
fied us for

ascended to reach the level plateau, there is another
nest of Kaffir villages
one of these had incurred the
enmity of the officers of the Chartered Company for
;

refusing to recognise

its

authority

by restoring

stolen

cattle.

A fine of cattle had been imposed on the chief,
accompanied by a threat that if the fine was not paid
by a certain day the kraal would be burnt down. The
fine was not paid, and Major Forbes, with a band of
men, rode out to execute the orders, borrowing two of
our horses for the occasion. As we passed through
the village the ashes of huts and granaries were still
smouldering, broken pots and household goods lay
around in wild confusion, atid all the inhabitants had
taken refuge -at one of the neighbouring villages. As
we passed by this it is needless to say we did not
meet with an altogether cordial reception we dismounted and went amongst them, askincr in vain for
beer, eggs, and fowls.
The Morunko had taken them all,' they said, and
they received our overtures of friendship with silent,
and we thought rather ominous, contempt. Accordingly we remounted and rode off, and I tJiink all
;

'
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were relieved when we had put a Httle disSince then 1
tance between us and the village.
in the
murdered
hear a solitary white man has been
Mazoe Valley. Luckily our force amounted to three,
a number sufficient to overawe any Mashonaland

parties

village.

There are some nice-looking farms just started on
Near there we met a
the slopes of the hills here.
wondrous long string of natives in single file, who
avoided us and looked askance at us and our animals.
Some day or another, when Fort Salisbury becomes a
big place, and food supphes are needed, those who
have pegged out farms in the Mazoe district will reap
a fine profit from their agricultural produce, if I am
not

much

mistaken.
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CHAPTER X
OUB EMBASSY TO THE CHIEF 'MTOKO

There

is

always a cliann to us connected with

investigation of a country the

name

tlie

of which conve}\s

nothing to anybody, and which is a blank on the
map. This, I think, was one of the chief incentives to
us to accept the diplomatic post of presenting a gift
of forty pounds'

Company

We

worth of goods from the Chartered

to the chief 'Mtoko.

gathered that 'Mtoko was a powerful chief,

dreaded by the natives, whose country lay about 120
miles to the north-east of Fort Salisbury
that he
and
almost
unknown
district
ruled over a large
reaching on the west to the territories under the influence
and that his
of the Portuguese satellite Gouveia
;

;

who had

had entered into a treaty
with the Chartered Company which gave them paramount influence, but that the present chief and his
subjects, who were reported to have customs of an
exceedingly primitive order, had as yet had no official
dealings with the Company.
This Vv^as about all the
father,

information

lately died,

we could

gather.

—
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The following
tials

an exact copy of

is

To
The

Uie Chief

creden-

Matoko

British South Africa

September
]\ry
111 d

my

:

Mr. Rhodes, the

Bioj

in this country, all about yon,

and

Friend,— Mr. Selous has

una of

all

white

men

Company, Sahsbury.

21, 1891.

told

he has sent his friend Mr. Bent to see you and your people,
and to give you some presents from him and also to tell you
that you are now under the Great White Queen, and that the
Portuguese will not trouble you any more.
You and your people will now live in peace and security.
I am, your Friend,
F. RUTHEHFOORD HARRIS,
;

Secretary.

We

certainly felt

somewhat adventnrous when we

Fort Salisbury, on September 23, on this journey
of uncertain length and uncertain results. We could
take hardly any comforts with us except our tent,

left

and the smallest possible allowance of bedclothes,
and only j ust enough food to keep us from starvation
for a week, for the donkeys of this country carry
very little weight, and the only bearers we could get
were our two faithful Makalangas, Mashanani and
These, together with our three white men,
Iguzo.
who looked after the eleven donkeys, formed our only
staff, for the interpreter had not yet come in, and was
The only fixed idea of time that
to be sent after us.
we had was that a steamer was supposed to leave
Port Beira for the Cape on November 18, and this at
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hazards we had to catch the mtervening space of
time was to us a maze of delightful uncertaiuty, only

all

;

be unravelled as that time went byAfter a comfortable breakfast at the civilian mess
hut, and farewells to our kind friends at Fort
Salisbur}^, my wife, Mr. Swan, and I started on our
three horses in pursuit of our donkeys, which had
started along the Manica road about an hour before.
These we soon caught up, and after a hot dusty ride of
about ten miles we pitched our tents about one hunto

'dred yards from a large Kafiir village on a

hidden away amongst a
Here the wom.en wore
white beads sewn on to
necklets gaily decorated

flat

space,

sea of small granite boulders.

pretty chaplets of red and
snake-skins, and aprons and

with the same

a splendid crop of long black hair.

;

the chief had

Beyond

this the

our notice until
night fell, when our rest was disturbed for hours by
a series of hideous noises drums were beaten, dogs
were barking, men were howling like wild beasts, and
village presented nothing fresh to

:

when they ceased

the

women would

take

\x]p

their

guns were periodically let off, and everything conceivable was done to render night hideous.
On rising next morning and inquiring the cause
of this nightmare, we were informed that a death
had taken place in the village, and that the inhabitants were indulging in their accustomed wailino-.
I was also told that in these parts they carefully tie
up the limbs of a dead man, his toes and his fingers
each separately, in cloths, prior to burial, whereas a
refrain,

X 2
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woman is only tied up in a skin, and her grave is of
no account.
At the village of Karadi we left the Manica road

TATTOOED WOMEN FROM

CHIBl'S, GAMBIDJi'S,

AND KUNZl's COUNTRIES

and entered a very populous district with numerous
perched on the rocky heights, the inhabitants
of which were greatly excited at the sight of us, and
followed us for miles.
This, we learnt, was Musuno-villages

OUR EMBASSY TO THE CHIEF 'MTOKO
aikwa's country.

The women here had a
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distinct

—

mark of their own namely, the Uzard pattern,
which we liave seen on the dollasses or diviningdone in dots on their stomachs. Some of the
tablets
men, too, have the same device tattooed on them on
tattoo

^

—

and backs. This is tlie third distinctive
namely,
tattoo mark we have seen in Mashonaland
the furrow pattern around Zimbabwe, the dots in
squares in Gambidji's country, and here the lizard
pattern, all of which are raised marks on the skin
They are
made by the insertion of some drug.
evidently connected with some charm, but what the
nature of it is I was never able to discover.

their chests

—

At Musungaikwa's, necessity for

the first time

made

us acquainted with red millet-meal porridge, called

and ufa in different parts
With milk and sugar

respectively sodza

country.
it is

quite palatable Ijut gritty

the

natives

like

thick, eating

it

it

best

of

the

;

very

with a stick and

water before
they appear alconsumption
most to live upon it, and dis-

dipping

it

into
;

pose

of

Much
in

surprising

rice is

the

quantities.

grown about here

swampy ground, some-

times in round holes, sometimes
in

wooden bowl from
musungaikwa's kraal

wide furrows, which are surprisingly straight fenwho seem to have the greatest difficulty in

Kaffirs,

1

Chap.

II.

'
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producing a straight

line.

Their paths, though very

accurate in direction, represent to the eye a long

wavy line, and they are aggravatingly narrow for a
European, who turns his toes out, to walk in, for the
Kaffirs always go in single file, and always put their
feet

down

straight.

The natives about here followed us with bags of
bark fibre full of figs of a rich brown colour, which
M'e purchased, and found excellent when they were
not inhabited, as was generally the case, by hundreds
of

little ants.

At about

thirty miles

from Fort Salisbury we

reached a nest of seven or eight kraals ruled over by
Here we elected to stay and
a chief called Kunzi.
wait for the interpreter, and as he did not join us

two days we had a pleasant time

and for
Kunzi, the paramount
studying the inhabitants.
chief of this community, is a young and enterprising
individual; he corresponds to the nouveau riche ol'
Kaffirdom, being spoken of as a chief of the assegai

for

for rest

'

in contradistinction to the old hereditary chiefs around.

He came

from 'Mtigeza's country, got together a band of followers, and won for himself with
To a chief
his assegai the territory he now occupies.
description
youth
all
the
and
this
prowess
of the
of
country flock, hence he had a remarkably fine set of
followers, and these he rules with marvellous strictness.
We had an example of his power, for we wanted to get
bearers from him. He brought the men in person, and
would not allow them to go with us until we had
originally
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paid the stipulated quantity of cloth in advance and

with him. This arrangement did not please
me at all, knowing well the tendency paid bearers have
The men served
to run away, but it was inevitable.
deposited

it

us extremely well, accompanied
until

we reached

and when

us for a fortnight

upon with the chief,
go farther they
they dare not do so without the

the spot arranged

I offered

refused, saying that

them more

to

consent of their chief.

Kunzi is an ambitious man, and talks of becoming
king of Mashonaland, but as he was driven back during
his last attack on his neighbour Mangwendi, and as
the Chartered Company may have something to say
to it, this eventuality seems at present in the dim
future.
Kunzi is, however, a man of promise, and if
he had been born a little earlier he might have been in
a position to resuscitate the fallen glories of the race.

Outside Kunzi's kraal

is

a fine iron smelting fur-

nace, decorated with the breast and furrow pattern,

and with a large quantity of newly made blow-pipes of
dried mud, and decorated with a spiral pattern, lying in
heaps outside. We watched the process here at our
leisure.
First they crush the ore obtained from the
neighbouring mountains, which has a large quantity
the
of manganese in it, and spread it on the rocks
forge is heated with charcoal and kindled by two men
with four bellows, each worked by one hand the
nozzles are inserted into the blow-pipes, and the blow;

;

they press the bellows with
hands by means of a ^^'Ooden handle, and work

pipes into the charcoal
their

;
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with great vigour, singing and perspiring freely as
tliey work. Around the furnace is a hedge of tall grass,

and at night time, when the ore is cool, they remove
from the furnace and afterwards weld it into the
required shapes with stone hammers.
This timehonoured handicraft interested us much, mentioned
as it is l)y Dos Santos three hundred years ago, and
it

MAKALANGA IRON SMELTING FURNACE

by

the Arabian writers close

upon a thousand years

ago, as a speciality of the country.

One

of the neighbouring kraals

is

ruled over by

Kunzi's brother Gwadeli, who, in his anxiety to be
hospitable, gave us

warm

beer to drink, which nearly

had the effect of an emetic.
centre of this kraal, where

is

A

rock

rises

out of the

an induna's grave walled

into the rock, with four pots of beer before

it,

and

hedged off by
The following morning we watched with S(^me
a rope of bark.
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trader from Fort Salisbury selling goods

natives.

Beads, gunpowder, and

salt

were

had to offer, in return
which he rapidly acquired a fine lot of pumpwhilst
kins, maize, potatoes, and other vegetables
for blankets and rifles he obtained cattle which I
am sure would Ijring him in a handsome profit
the favourite commodities he

for

;

when he reached

the capital.

We

ourselves got a

GOATSKIN BELLOWS AND BLOW-PIPE FOR IRON SMELTINa

few interesting things at Kunzi's, including a quill
with gold in it which the natives had found in the
'JSTyagowe Eiver, and a dexterously wrought garment
foi-

a

young

apron

;

it

lady, about half the size of a freemason's

is

made

of bark fibre, with geometrical

worked into it, a species
which we were to become better ac-

patterns ot excellent design
of textile with

quainted in

'Mtoko's

country.

Here, too,

we saw
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Sticks set up in tlie ground with the bark peeled off
and bound round the top a sort of fetich, which
they call their Maldosi or luck sign.
They set these
things up whenever they come to a new country;
also, on similar occasions, they kneel before a tree
and burn snuff, saying as they do so: Muali
(the

—

'

V.OMAX'S KRESS OF

native

'

!

WOVEN BARK FIBRE

name for God) we have brought knives, give
Then they do the same at another tree, ask'

us meat.'

ing the same petition for their children.

A

delicious stream for l)athing and washing clothes
flowed a few yards below our camp, which gave us
sufficient

employment

for

what would otherwise have

;
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been an
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oil

At midnight our interpreter
and the following morning we commenced

idle afternoon.

arrived,

our journey in real earnest.

where we halted for a while we were
introduced to a young girl, who was shortly to become
chief Kunzi's eleventh wife
the state wife, to be presented to him by his tribe, whose son will be heir to
the chiefdom, to the exclusion of the children by his
This marriage is usually reother purchased wives.
commended and seen to by the tribe when the chief
and the succession
is getting on towards middle life
in these parts is carried on in this way.
She wore
round her neck one of the large white whorls made out
of the end of shells, which are common amongst the
natives, but a specimen of which I tried ineffectually
This, I now learnt, is the sign of betrothal, and
to get.
is transferred to the neck of the baby when born.
Men also wear them for love philtres, and hence their

At a

village
o

—

;

reluctance to part with them.
this day's march we passed by a pond dug
hollow which was in process of drying up. These

During
in a

holes are

dug by the natives in the dry season with
when the swamps dry up

the object of catching fish
also for fishing they

make

use of a thing very like

our lobster-pot, which they
rapid portion of the stream.

have for

tie

to

a fence across a

The love the

natives

throughout this saltless country is very
marked for sugar and lollipops, which we offered
them, they have a positive aversion anything of a
savoury nature pleases them immensely, and their
salt

;

;
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gestures of delight over the scrapmgs of tins of an-

chovy paste were most pleasing to contemplate. Mice,
locusts, and caterpillars are their daintiest viands, and
if given a lump of salt they will put it straightway into their mouths and consume it with the
greatest complacency.

We
still

halted that night at the village of Yandoro,

in Kunzi's country, with a solitary

rock in

its

by a narrow split forming a gully which is bridged over by trees, so that
they can retire to the highest point when the Matabele come, and wait there till the impi has departed
with their cattle and grain.
I learnt here a little more concerning the mysteries
One of our bearers
of hand-clapping and greetings.
from Kunzi's kraal, Girandali by name, had relatives
here, and I followed him to their hut, the inmates of
which were seated solemnly on the floor and began
to clap, whereupon Girandali commenced to relate
midst, divided into two parts

parenthetically the events of his career since they

met between each parenthesis the host clapped
and said his name. This went on for fully ten
minutes, each parenthesis being received with more
last

;

or less clapping, as
hearers.

When

it

attracted the attention of his

Girandali

had

done, there

was

a general clapping which lasted for some time,
and then the formal part of the conversation was
over.

The chief of a neighbouring village, Bochiko bj"
name, here paid us a visit. He is a most curious speci-

OUR p:mrassy to

men

of bis race, a veritable

inches in height.

He

pigmy only four

has lost

'1

(*hikf 'mtoko

tiii-:

all his

o

feet four

toes in battle

and

has had one leg broken and never set; he wore a large
brass ring with curious patterns on

it

on his tiny

and brass bracelets on his tiny arms, both, of
which we purchased from him. He is said to have
live wives and live stalwart children.
lingers,

13K.\CELETS

We

were greatly surprised on rising next mornmy mare, an old salted horse,'
which we had had with us for six months, and ridden
hard all the time, had presented us with a foal during
The mare did
unfortunately a dead one.
the night
not seem much the worse for her adventure in fact,
I personally was the only sufferer, for a probabh"
ing to learn that

'

—

;
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misplaced compassion prompted
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me

to

walk instead

of ride for the next day's march.

We

were now passing through a corner of Mangwendi's country, a chief with whom we were to become better acquainted later on. Gaza, one of hi.s
chief indtmas, has a ki-aal on an exceedingly high rock
by which we passed in fact, about here the country
is very populous, owing to the rocky nature of the
ground and the inaccessible eyries in which the natives
can plant their huts. We wondered what the meaning
of many pots might be which we saw here on high
boulders with stones around and on the top. By
inquiry we learnt that they were beehives, equivalent
to the bark hives we so constantly saw farther south.
I'hei'e is much ceremony about here at the presentation of beer. At Malozo's kraal the chief handed the
pot to one of our bearers, who handed it to the interTheir hair, too, is very
l)reter, who handed it to me.
wildly dressed, being long and tangled, and when it
becomes past endurance by reason of the insects collected therein, they shave it off and hang it to a tree,
reveahng to the world their bare and greatly disfigured
;

pates.

After

this

we went through

a long stretch of

almost uninhabited country, very lovely indeed to
look upon, richly wooded, with glimpses through
the woods of tree-clad hei'^hts. with stran^re fingershaped rocks appearing .out of them as far as the eye
could reach into the blue distance.
These cfranite
kopjes

would be

distinctly

wearisome were

it

not for
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the ever-varjdng fantastic shapes.
selves are painfully

monotonous

;
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at

forests themone tmie you are

riding through groves of medlars with coarse large
leaves,

then you come

across a stretch of white-

flowered sugar-tree [Protea 7neUifera), which, I think,
of all trees is the most aggravating, from the dull

monotony of
ance of

its

its

leaves and generally scraggy appear-

branches.

like a soft silvery

Its flower is

very pretty, being

white chrysanthemum, three inches

very attractive to butterflies and
pretty sun-beetles, with which the flower is sometimes quite covered. About here we passed a curious

in diameter;

it

is

granite mountain called
all

Mount Jomvga,

rising

the rest like a gigantic silver thimble.

Jomvga haunted us
never lost sight of

days and days,
during the whole of our stay

for

it

above

Mount
and we

in 'Mtoko's country.

We

now

were

country, but

the

rapidly

nearer

approaching

'Mtoko's

we approached our

goal

more difliculty we had in obtaining information
where the chief actuall}^ lived. Some said he

the

as to

lived at the village of Lutzi, a few miles across the

border, others said he lived about six miles farther

consequently we were somewhat perplexed,
on
and ended by stopping near Lutzi for a while,
whilst our interpreter rode on to make further
;

inquiries.

Amongst other embarrassing
herits with the

course a

man

things that a son in-

Of
chiefdom are his father's wives.
not expected to marry his own

is
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mother, but his stepmothers are diflerent, especially
if,

as

often happens, they are

At Lutzi we were

young and comely.
new "Mtoko had

told that the

deposited several
of

his

father's

widows, presumably the old and
ugly ones, whom
he did not adCertainly

mire.

some

of

the

customs of
country are

this

ex-

ceedingly strange,

and

we

should

not have believed
"WOODEN

I'LATI

I

I;

I

l;<iM

LUTZI

them had we not
again and again

asked the same questions from different individuals

One of these is
and always got the same reply.
and I hope the influence of the

sufficiently horrible,

soon work for its suppression.
If a woman gives birth to twins they are immeThis they consider an unnatural
diately destroyed.
freak on the part of a woman, and is supposed to
Chartered

indicate

Company

will

famine or some other calamity.

In

this

from their Matabele
neio'hbours, where Lobengula, like our Queen, honours
In 'Mtoko's
a prolific mother with a special gift.
into one of
are
put
twins
unfortunate
the
countrv

custom they

differ

essentially

;
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with

ca

stone on the top, and
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left

to

their fate.

In their marauding transactions there is a curious
code of honour amongst them. Suppose a woman to

be stolen from a

tribe, the injured individuals lie in

when captured

wait for the oxen of the thieves, and
take them to the chief,

One

1.

is

who

allots

them

as follows

:

slaughtered for general consumption and

owner of the stolen woman
3. The rest of the tribe are
is next indemnified.
questioned as to whether they have any grievance to
be rectified. 4. If there are any oxen over they are

joviality.

The

2.

rightful

Their code of
below the standard amongst the Zulus

scrupulously returned to their owners.
morality

is

far

in Matabeleland.

Many of

the customs have a curious Eastern tinge

example, hired labour is unknown, and if a man
wants assistance in his fields he brews a quantity of
beer, bids his neighbours come, and the better the
This custom is
beer the more labourers he will get.
for

still

is

common

in Asia

Minor and the East, where wine

the substitute for beer.

Lutzi did not interest us

much

;

it is

a scattered

and poor-looking kraal on a bleak hill, with large
stone semicircles, where the men of the village can sit
and smoke sheltered from the wind so on hearing
that the 'Mtoko's kraal was really about six miles off,
we set out for it about ten o'clock on the following
;

morning.

There

is

much

that

is

different

in this

country

Y
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from what we had seen elsewhere in Mashonaland,
enough almost to point to a difference of race the
language, too, we found so different that we could
understand but little of it ourselves, though the
ordinary Makalanga terms for commodities such as
mazai for eggs, makaka for milk, &c., were still in
vogue.
Probably the different circumstances of life
will account for the difference in character.
The
people do not live in kraals huddled together on the
top of rocks, but in small scattered kraals of from six
to twenty huts dotted all over the country, where
;

agriculture

may

take

them, arguing a degree of

prosperity and security to property which

not seen elsewhere in Mashonaland.
kraals there

is

we had

In these

little

generally a hut raised on poles in the

midst, which acts as a kind of watch-tower.

They

told us that the Matabele never penetrate as far as

and that the only enemy they fear is the Portuguese half-caste Gouveia, whose territory lies over
the mountains to the east but his attacks were successfully repulsed by the old 'Mtoko, who had thereby
established such a reputation for valour that none of
this,

;

his neicjhbours durst interfere

The

with him.

was that
in 'Mtoko's country we saw more cattle than we had
The
seen elsewhere, but all of the same calibre.
domestic
all
animals
in Mashonaland
characteristic of
The cows are less than our
is their small size.
Guernsey breed, and give very little milk the sheep
and goats are diminutive and unhealthy looking the
result of this condition of affairs

;

;
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little

things,

and
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their eggs not

much

bigger than pigeons' eggs at home.
dogs, they are the most contemptible

As

for the

specimens

of the canine race I have ever seen in any of my
wanderings. This does not look well for the prospects of the agriculturists, but probably the dimi-

nution in physique amongst the Mashonaland cattle
is rather due to the coarse grass and swampy land

and the want of proper care than

to

any other

cause.

Up

a narrowing valley, with a gorge or kloof at
the end of it, under the shadow of a rocky mountain,

and almost hidden by a dense mass of timber,

lies

'Mtoko's kraal, also, after the fashion of the country,
a small one.
In our innocence we advanced rio-ht

up

to the kraal
and despite the expostulation of an
angry crowd of natives, who screamed and yelled at
us, we commenced to pitch our tents close by the
shady trees in a spot which looked very inviting for
a few days' rest.
Suddenly it dawned upon us that we
had been guilty of some breach of savage etiquette,
so I immediately despatched our interpreter to see
the chief, with a portion of the present as a foretaste
;

of better things to come.

We

seated ourselves rather
disconsolately beneath the trees awaiting his return,
watching the inhabitants, who swarmed around us.

The women of 'Mtoko's country are quite the
most decent of their sex that we had seen since
entering Mashonaland. Out of bark fibre they weave
for themselves quite massive dresses, two yards
lonoy2
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pretty
and one yard wide, wliich they decorate with
on oldraised geometric patterns hke one sees

fashioned

round

'

Marsella

their loins

'

quiUs at

name

huts the

leather aprons scarce worthy

of clothing.

women

and somewhat
having crawled

these they gird

in other parts of this (country
are strangers, with their tiny

LIP

of the

;

and fasten on with a girdle of bark
and consequently
netting,
they present an air of decency to which their sisters

STUD FOR THE

EARRING

home

Nevertheless,

when

in their

heavy
of this country take off this
day,
one
and
garment,
awkward

was somewhat startled
two dusky ladies
to find myself in the presence of
Most of the
dressed like Eve in the Garden of Eden.
into a hut, I

BATTLE-AXE

and lower lips
people about here have their upper
object,
nail-hke
bored, and insert in them either a
or a bead
after the fashion of the Nubians,

somewhat

or ring, or a plain bit of stick.

Their front teeth of

are
both upper and lower jaws

filed,

an ancient

r
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custom to which l^oth Dos Santos and El Masoudi,
the Arabian historian, allude.
There is evidently a
strong Zambesi influence in 'Mtoko's country
their
battle-axes, their assegais, and their powder-horns
are far more elaborately carved and decorated with
brass wire than those we had seen farther south, and
bear a close resemblance to those which the tribes on
the Zambesi produce.
In their hair they wear combs
;

POWDER-HORN
inlaid with different-coloured straws,
lets also

and

their brace-

are very elaborate.

Our emissary came back with a long face. The
'Mtoko, despite the ofTering we had sent him, was
indignant at our invasion of his privacy in fact, to
avoid seeino- a white induna without takino- counsel
;

with his head men, he had been obliged to take refuge
in a cave.
His father, he said, would not allow a
white man to encamp within eight miles of his kraal.
This happened to Mr. Selous, the only white

man who

1-]XPL0RAT10X JOURNEYS IN
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had

MASHONALAND

as yet visited the country in

an official capacity,
old'Mtoko to sign the treaty
before.
However, he said he would
consenl to our pitching our tents at a spot indicated
about a mile away, and would come and visit us and
receive the rest of his oifts on the morrow.

when

came
a few months
lie

to get the

V'/.^V^V

/

A COLLECTION OF COMBS

Somewhat
treatment,
off as fast

crestfallen

and

hio-hly indignant at

our

we packed up our things again and hurried
as we could, so that we mi"iit ijet our tents

pitched before night came on.

The following day was advancing rapidly, and
still no signs of 'Mtoko's visit.
We were mucli ;iiinoyed at the loss of time and the supposed insult, so

OUR
we
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and determined
them and get them given, come what might.
We set off and marched behind the gift, which was
carried on the heads of many bearers. We had scarcely
gone two hundred yards on our way, when men came
collected our presents together,

to take

announcing the advent of his majesty
so we went back again to prepare our rugs for the
reception, and sat in state.
Through the trees we saw him coming, with a
following of about fifty men armed with battle-axes
and assegais. About two hundred yards from our
camp they all seated themselves, and held a council
which we thought would never end. The result of
this was an envoy sent to state it as the monarch's
opinion that the white lady had bewitched the presents, for she had been seen going to a stream and
sprinkling the things with water which she had fetched
from thence that he would nevertheless graciously
receive the presents, but that he would not keep
them but give them at once to his uncle. Whilst we
were making up our minds whether we should be
annoyed or amused at this message, the chief and his
men moved one hundred yards nearer to us, so we
determined to await the progress of events. Here
rumiing to

us,

;

;

again they stopped for another indaha.

This time

the message, that the cliief would like us to send
him the presents to the spot where he was, was accompanied by a present to us of a kid and twenty
pounds of meal. This somewhat pacified us. Nevertheless we sent a messajje back that if the chief wished
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the

for

things he

must come and fetch them

in

To the indu7ias who brought the message
we gave a few articles for themselves.
The result of this last message was instantaneous.
His majesty came forthwith, but he refused to sit on
person.

He refused to shake
rug prepared for him.
lady, and during
white
the
hands, nay, even look at
the whole of the interview he trembled so violently,
and looked so nervous, that we felt quite sorry for
the

him.

'Mtoko

is

a line specimen of his race, lithe and
more hke a timid wild animal

supple of limb, but

than a man. As he sat before us he nervously peeled
a sweet potato with his battle-axe, and looked ill at
Gradually, as the presents came out, his sinister
face relaxed, and in spite of himself became wreathed
with smiles. Spread out before him was an entire
uniform of the Cape Yeomanry, helmet and all, with
ease.

two horsehair plumes. Then there were knives, and
looking-glasses, and handkerchiefs, and shirts, and
wealth, doubtless, of
beads, and yards of limbo
which he had scarce dreamt, was now his. The imHe was overcome
pression made on him was great.
aside for a few
stepping
after
and
with gratitude,
moments' talk with his head men, he told us that, as
a return present, a whole live bullock should be ours.
Permission was given to us to come and encamp
under his kraal if we liked. His apologies were
;

and he even ventured to touch the white
hand and thus ended this strange interview.

profuse,
lady's

;
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Not wisliing to uproot ourselves again, we thanked
him for his offer, and said we preferred to remain
where we were, but would come up and visit him
on the morrow.
Afterwards we learnt the cause of all 'Mtoko's
His father had died shortly after Mr.
Selous's visit.
The common belief was that he had
been bewitched naturally he thought that the white
lady had been sent purposely to cast a glamour over
him.
He had been told how these white men are
ruled over by a woman, and he thought Queen Victoria
nervousness.

;

had sent a humble representative of her sex to bring
about the same state of affairs in his country. Her
name was of course asked at the interview, and feeling the flatness with which her English appellative
would be received, our interpreter promptly called
her 'Msinyate, the Home of the Buffaloes,' to which
high-sounding name she answered for the rest of her
'

stay in 'Mtoko's country.

The day was

we took

far spent

when

tlie

chief left us, and

a stroll in the cool of the evening to a tiny

kraal, consisting only of three huts, about half a mile

from our camp.
There was an air of prosperity
about the place which pleased us. The huts are
better built than elsewhere, and have porches.
Their
granaries are wattled, and have very well thatched
roofs, and our reception was most cordial.
They
spread mats for us to sit on.
They brought us
monkey-nuts, tamarind, and other vegetables to eat,
and seemed to think themselves greatly honoured
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from tlie white indunas who had brought
such a fine present.
Next morning we walked up to visit 'Mtoko in his
kraaL The twent}?- huts which compose it are girt
around ^^'ith a strong palisade. Each hut is large,
and has a porch. 'Mtoko and his head men were
seated on a rock in the midst of it with a wood fire

by a

visit

their chief

for lighting their pipes.

One

of the indunas \i^A just

decorated his hair in splendid fashion, tying up his
black tufts with beads, and covering the whole with a
thick coating of grease, which soaked into his matted
hair before our ej^es under the strong influence of the
sun.
Into this circle we were all invited, for the
dread of the white lady seemed to have passed away.
She presented the monarch with some English needles,
and his delight in receiving these treasures exceeded
even that which he showed on receipt of the Chartered
Company's gifts, for in 'Mtokoland they are accustomed
to use strong sharp blades of grass for needles, on
which ours were a distinct improvement.

Our object to-day was

to inquire into the politics

of the country, and to verify the strange stories

had heard about the
doro,

chief

who

is

priest of the lion god, the

we

Mon-

reported to be even stronger than the

We wanted to

learn

of the lion, and where the

more concerning the cult
Zimbabwe of 'Mtokoland

was, where the annual sacrifices take pla(;e to the

king of beasts.
The question was a delicate one, and had to be
tenderly approached, knowing as we did by this time
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the extreme reluctance of the Kaffirs to disclose to

white

men

the secrets of their religion.

A man called

Benoula seemed to take the lead in everything. The
'Mtoko hardly spoke, and looked very uncomfortable
The results of
whilst the catechising was going on.
or lion
The
Mondoro,
our investigations were vague.
priest, was uncle to the chief, and he resided at Lutzi,
The old 'Mtoko
the village by which we had passed.
on his death-mat had left his son and heir somehow
or another in tutelage to this mysterious priest- uncle

When

asked where the Zimbabwe was, he
The Mondoro may tell you if he
replied reluctantly
Finally, after the Home of the
likes
I dare not.'
Buffaloes' hair had been taken down by his majesty's
special request, we made arrangements for Benoula
of his.

:

'

'

;

'

to acci^mpany us to Lutzi

duce
without knowing

us to the priest,

We
leave.

on the morrow and introbeen so near

whom we had

it when we first entered the country.
took a look round the kraal before taking our
The cattle are all housed in the centre of it.

There was the pigeon-cote, a feature in all the villages
about here, consisting of a mud box with holes, raised
on poles. Hard by dwelt a hideous black sow with
There was a
a litter of young ones in a grass sty.
hut for the calves and a hut for the goats, a scene
of bucolic prosperity which we had come across
nowhere else in Mashonaland.
The following morning, after breakfast, we set off
for Lutzi once more, armed with presents for the
lion priest, and exceedingly curious about him.
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Benoula was there before us, and everyone was exour arrival. Presently we were ushered into
a large but rather dilapidated hut, where sat a
venerable-looking old man, who received us and our
presents with great cordiality.
We seated ourselves
on the ground, forming a curious assemblage the
Mondoro and his son, 'Mkateo, his
enormously fat daughter Tourla,
Benoula, and one or two iiidunas,
our three selves, and our interpreter.

23ecting

:

'

1

am

was almost the

the 'Mtoko,'

first

thing the old

ing

how he

man

said, explain-

considered himself the

rightful heir to the chiefdom.
3"ear,

when

in, I shall

my

saw the
plained
WOODEN

SPOON.

LUTZI

return to the kraal where

brother

command

'Next

the crops are gathered

died,

and assume the

We

of the countr3^'

state of things,

many

soon

which exhad pre-

points that

viously been mysterious.

'Mtoko-

land was threatened with a grave

and all the elements of civil war
The elders of the country all recognise the Mondoro as their chief whilst younger
men, with everything to gain and little to lose, affect
to follow the chief whose kraal we had visited, and
whom they speak of as Bedapera at Lutzi, his own
political cj^uarrel,

were present.

;

name, as distinguished from the dynastic name of
'Mtoko.
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In his position as religious head of the community Hes the Mondoro's strength. 'Here is the
Zimbabwe of our land, here the annual sacrifice to
that
the Maklosi of our ancestors now takes place
is to say, wherever the chief Hves, and wherever the
;

'

annual sacrifice takes place, there
of the chiefdom.

Then we questioned him about

is

the

Zimbabwe

the lion god, and

he gave us to understand that the Mondoro or lion
god of 'Mtoko's country is a sort of spiritual -lion
which only appears in time of danger, and fights for
all good men of the tribe, when
the men of 'Mtoko
they die, pass into the lion form and reappear to fight
;

for their friends.

It is quite clear that these

entertain a firm belief in an after-life

and a

savages

spiritual

world, and worship their ancestors as spiritual inter-

between them and the vague Muali or God
who lives in Heaven.
The lion of 'Mtoko is the totem of the tribe. We
cessors

asked the old priest
if

we

if

we should

get into trouble

shot a lion whilst in his country.

'

If a lion

'you may shoot it, for it
could not be one of ours our lions will do the white
man no harm, for they are our friends.' There was
a charming amount of dignity and sophistry about
the old Mondoro.
We felt that he was a far better
attacks

you,' he replied,

;

man to rule the

country than his nervous, superstitious

nephew.

Once a year

Mondoro

is

common

this old

in

this

Mondoro

(the

name

country both to the

sacred lions and the priest) sacrifices a bullock and a

OoO
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goat to the Maklosi or luck spirit of their ancestors.
this ceremony took place at the residence of

Formerly

the old chief, and

now

here at Lutzi

;

much

beer

is

drunk on the occasion, and it takes place in February,
about the same time as the Matabele war-dance.
There is much more of the old spirit of the race
about the Mondoro. He gave us the names of three
generations of 'Mtokos who had ruled here before

—

brother
a rare instance of pedigree in this
country but the royal residence, Lutzi, is a miserable place, consisting of two little kraals crowning

his

;

two summits of a bare granite hill. One tree of
growth stood there, decorated, for what reason I
could not discover, with part of a woman's bark dress,
grass roots, hair, and other oddments.
Doubtless
they were luck signs too, but we could gain no information on this point.
Evidence of festivities was
also present in the shape of drums and long chains
of grass cases for beads, which they hang round their
the

sickly

calves to rattle at the dances.

On

a

hill

opposite

stood a single hut, where an outlaw had lived

till

quite recently, they told us.

Before

we took our

leave the

Mondoro presented

us with a goat, regretting that, owing to the bad times,

he could not give us a handsomer present. We now
understood several points which had been a mystery
the constant and rather deferential way
to us before
in which the 'Mtoko had spoken of his uncle, and the

—

reason why, in the

first

us that the 'Mtoko

instance, our guides

dwelt at Lutzi.

Also

had

told

we now

^
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seemed thoroughly to grasp the strange cult of the
lion god, a cult probably carrying us back to the fardistant ages, when the Arabian tribes invented the
system of totems, and called the stars by their
names.

Monteiro and Gamitto, two Portuguese travellers,
to Cazembe in 1831-32, throw some light
on the worship of the lion. They relate how the

who went

negroes near the Zambesi,
of

Monomatapa, revere

'

being Munyaes, subjects

ro3^al lions of

great corpulence

as containing the soals of their ancestors.

Munyaes discover the

When

the

lions eating their prey, they

go
on their knees at a distance, and creep, clapping their
hands and begging them with humility to remember
their slaves, who are hungry, and that when they
were men they were always generous so that the
lions may retire and the negroes profit by what they
;

leave behind.'

This

is

again another link connecting

these people with the Zambesi and lands farther north.

We

were

also told a story of

how, during the old
had been

'Mtokos' struggles with the Portuguese, lions

seen to attack the enemy, whilst they
alone.

ducive to valour, and
of the

left

Doubtless a faith of this kind

men

may

is

the natives

very con-

account for the superiority

of 'Mtoko over their neighbours.

The two above-quoted Portuguese travellers
mention many Zimbabwes on their route northwards
to Cazembe, and in another part of their work they
often make mention of the Monomatapa, especially
'

Kremer, ATcademie der Wissenschaft.
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the

Monomatapa

a

much decayed

'

territory
'

person, but

commences

and when one

whom

of Chidima,

at

still

they speak of as

respectable.'

His

Tete and goes on to Zumbo,

dies all

make

civil

war, until one

and
governor

gets

possession,

sends

to

the

of Tete to confirm

his

title.'

From what
]iiake

can

I

out of the older

Portuguese accounts, the
district of Chidima was
formerly in the mountains to the north of
'Mtoko's.

This was the

district where the

silver

famous
mines were sup-

posed to be, in searching
for

which several Portu-

guese expeditions came
bushman drawing near
'mtoko's kraal

to

grief.

would

fact,

appear

'Mtoko,

Makoni, and the chiefs in

In

it

that

Mangwendi,

this part of the

country

modern representatives of the broken-up
Monomatapa empire, who, fortunate in the possession of a rugged and mountainous country, escaped
are

the

the visitation of the Zulu hordes,

who on

their

way

southwards probably passed hj the more open high
plateau of Mashonaland.
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Next morning, whilst we were packing for our
from 'Mtoko's, I was informed of the existence of
some Bushman drawings under an overhanging rock

start

BUSHMAN DRAWING NEAR 'MTOKO'S KRAAL

about half a mile from our camp. I hurried thither
and took some hasty sketches of them. The rock is

BUSHMAN DRAWING NEAR MTOKO 'S KRAAL
'

literally

covered with these drawings in colours of

red, yellow,

and black, which had evidently eaten

into the granite, so that the figures are preserved to
z
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They represent

US.

as elephants, kudus,

of wild animals sucli

all sorts

and cynocephalous apes

are wonderfully well executed

;

;

these

the figures of warriors

with poised spears and quivers of arrows are, however, grotesque.
The most curious fact about them
is finding these drawings so far north, and a close
examination of this district will probably bring to

many more. The people who made these
drawings inhabited all this district and down into
Manicaland, Specimens, too, are found near Fort
light

Salisbury
oddly enough, during our wanderings
near Zimbabwe and the Sabi, we never saw any or
;

heard of their existence.
After a ride of eight miles we reached the kraal
of Kalimazondo, another son of the late 'Mtoko. It is
just a circular collection of wattled huts, all joined
together b}^ a stockade.

We alighted

and

view to putting some leading

sat in a hut, with a

for a while here

questions to the chief concerning the state of the
country.

He

Mondoro was

told us that, in his opinion, his uncle the

the rightful heir to the chiefdom, for

had wished it, but that his
I am a man, I wish to be
chief.'
All the old indunas and the head men of the
country were on the Mondoro's side, and he had little
doubt but that he would succeed in establishing his
his father, the old 'Mtoko,

brother Bedapera had said

:

'

claim.

When

approached on the subject of religion,
Kalimazondo grew vague and unconnnunicative. We
let him know that we had seen the Mondoro, and knew

OITK
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a great deal.

To

all this

he replied

:

'

I
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dare not

tell

you anything, or I should become deaf. I like my gun,
and if I was to tell you anything it would be taken
away, and I should be no man.' Kalimazondo is a
cunning man in his generation, and we saw that we
should learn no more about this strange and primitive
community than it had pleased the priest of the lion
god to tell us.
Close to Kalimazondo's kraal

we passed

the re-

mains of the hedges or sherms which Mr. Selous and
his

followers

when on

had erected

their visit

to

protect their

camp

and we conhad not been our fate to

to the old 'Mtoko,

gratulated ourselves that

it

be driven thus far from headquarters.
Next day we rode through an uninteresting
waterless country, and encamped for the night by
a stream which formed the southern border of
'Mtoko's country.

;
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CHAPTER XI
THE RUINED CITIES IN MANGWENDFS, CHIPUNWS,
AND MAKONTS COUNTRIES

We

were now once more

country of Mangwendi, a chief of considerable power, so nearly equal
to 'Mtoko, they told me, that the two neighbours,
like well-matched dogs, growl but do not come to
in the

close quarters.

The noticeable

characteristic of this part of the

country and
way down to Manicaland is the
number of ruined fortified kraals which one comes
the

all

across, culminating, as if to a central head, at Chi-

These spots have been long deserted and are
now overgrown with jungle. We visited one of these
there is
just after entering Mangwendi's territories
something about them which recalls the Great Zimpunza's.

;

babwe

— the

trij)le line

rounded

of fortifications, the entrances

but then the stonework is uneven,
built
of shapeless stones, roughly put
the walls being
together with mortar. Here we see none of the even
slightly

;

courses, the massive woi'kmaiiship,

of years of

toil

and the evideuces

displa}ed in the more ancient

ruii^s

THE RDINED
l.lie

CTTIP^S

TO THE EAST

low, narrow, and uneven.

walls are
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Are we

to

suppose an intermediate race between the inliabitants

Zimbabwe and the present rare, who built these
? or are we to imagine them to be the work of
the Makalans^as themselves in the more fiourishincf
I am decidedly
days of the Monomatapa rule ?
No one who had caremyself of the latter opinion.
full}" studied the Great Zimbabwe ruins could for a
moment suppose them to be the work of the same

of

ruins

people

;

yet they are just the sort of buildings an un-

civilised race

would produce, who took

next few weeks
ruins,

copy
For the

as their

the gigantic ruins they found in their midst.

we were constantly coming across these

and the study of them interested us much.

Mount Masunsgwe was a conspicuous landmark
It is a massive
days about here.
granite kopje, placed as a sort of spur to the range
of hills which surrounds 'Mtoko's country.
It is also

for us for several

covered with similar ruined stone walls belonging to
a considerable town long since abandoned. The next

day we crossed a stream near a village, called the
Inyagurukwe, where the natives were busily engaged
in washing the alluvial sofl in search of gold.
We
halted for the night by another stream, under the
impression that Mangwendi's was only about four
miles off, and that an easy day was in store for us.
But the fates willed otherwise. Shortly after passing a
large village, where the inhabitants were more than
usually importunate to see
*

Youdzi

!

voudzi

!
'

—Hair

!

my

screaming
they scampered

wife's hair,

hair

!— as
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by our

side until she gratified their curiosity,

our way

we

all

an intricate maze of Kaffir paths. Oun
interpreter was ahead and took one way my wife and
I on horseback, in attempting to follow him, took
another Mr. Swan on foot took another and what
happened to the men with the donkeys we never knew,
for they did not reach Mangwendi's till late in the afterlost

in

;

;

;

•^'^t

*^

mangwendi's kraal
l)itterly of their wanderings.
We
thought we were making straight for our goal, when,
lo and behold! we found ourselves at the top of a hill
near one of the deserted towns, tenanted only by a ti'i]:»e

noon, complaining

of baboons.

Our

know which way
little

Kaffir boys,

]:)Osition

to turn,

was

when

who guided

critical

luckily

—we

we

did not

espied two

us to Mangwendi's

;

and,

;
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worn out with our long hot ride, we made a
meal by the side of a stream before ascending
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frugal
to the

kraal.

Mangwendi's kraal is a large one, and situated
curiously on the top of a lofty ridge.
On turning tc
a Portuguese writer, Antonio Bocarro, who gives, in
his thirteenth decade of his chronicle of India, an
interesting account of the empire of Monomatapa, he
says

:

The

'

Monomatapa are of

the

Mocaranga

race, a

who do not have defensive arms, nor
nor surrounded cities.' This seems at

free race

for-

tresses,

first

Monomatapa
but then we must bear

sight rather against the theory that the

erected these
in

mind

hill fortresses,

that the Portuguese penetrated but little

into these districts

;

and, furthermore, w^e found at

Chipunza's kraal, a few days' journey

off,

the natives

actually constructing similar walls around their chief
kraal, evidently a heritage of stone building retained

by them from some higher form

of civilisation.

Bocarro gives us further information concerning
the Monomatapa. He enumerates the chief officers
of the kingdom, and amongst others he mentions
'

Manguendi

'

as the

chief wizard, or witch-doctor

Makoni, king of Maungo,' as a
at Makoni's
we learnt that his country is still called Unga, and the
tribal name is Maunga, just as Mangwendi's is called
Noia and the tribe Manoia. Furthermore, he mentions one Chiburga as the majordomo of a large town
where the (thief's wives were kept, probably the lofty

he also mentions
vassal of the

'

Monomatapa and on inquiry
;

"40
hill
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we

visited near the Sabi.^

Thus Bocarro furnishes

us with almost positive proof that the same people

dwell here

now

under the rule of the
only difference being that the

as dwelt liere

Monomatapa, the
Mocaranga race has split up into numerous branches.
Over two of these Mangwendi and Makoni still exercise sway,

and

still

still

retaining their old dynastic names,

inhabiting what once was the heart of the

Monomatapa country. For

these reasons I feel pretty

confident in asserting that the series of ruined cities

amongst which we had now entered is what remains
to us of the once powerful chiefdom of Monomatapa.
In Mangwendi's country, as in 'Mtoko's, the
great worship is sacrificing to ancestors, called here
Bondoro, a name remarkably like the lion god
Mondoro. The Bondoro are supposed to intercede
for them with Miiali, or God, and to get for them
long life and prosperity. In Mangwendi's country,
however, it is the head of each family who perforins
the sacrifice, with the help of a

man

called Nanza,

by no
same power as the Mondoro in
'Mtoko's country. They go to the ruined town which
we had accidentally visited, where probably the tribe
Here the bullock or goat is
lived in former days.
the witch-doctor, one of the chief's family, but

means having

the

everyone present is sprinkled with the
blood, and they put out portions of the meat, together
with some beer, for the consumption of the Bondoro,
sacrificed,

and eat the

rest themselves.
'

Chap.

Vm,
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death of tlie last
Mangwendi they asseml)le from all the country roniid
Oil

the.

anniversary

of the

and hold a great feast in honour of the late chief,
which the present chief conducts the sacrifice.
Dos Santos, in his De Asia,' describes almost the
same thing as taking place amongst the Mocarangas
in his day
Obsequies are made every year
at

'

:

to

'

defunct kings

;

every year,

September, when the

makes grand obsequies
all

first

in

moon

the

for his predecessors,

buried there on a high rock where he

Zimbaohe.'

This

month

hill-set village,

of

appears, the king

who

are

lives, called

where the people of
called by them their

Mangwendi now sacrifice, is still
Zimbabwe. Dos Santos describes

the eating, drink-

and dancing just as it might be done now.
Another curious custom to which Dos Santos
At
also alludes is continued amongst them to-day.
Mangwendi's, during the ploughing season, they only
they observe the
work for five consecutive days
sixth, and call it Muali's day, and rest in their hats
and drink beer. The chief always announces this
day of rest publicly to his tribe. Dos Santos gives the
There are da}'s on which
following account of it

ing,

;

:

'

they are not to work, appointed by the king, unknown
to them, when they make feasts, and they call these

days Mozimos, or the days of the holy
The term Mozimo for the
already dead.'

who

are

spirits of

is still used in many parts of the country,
and has been compared with the term molimo, used
by the Bechuana for the Supreme Being. Alvarez

ancestors

342
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mentions the muzimo as the god of the Monomatapa,
and Gravenbroek (a.d. 1695) also states: 'Divmita-

tem ahquam Messimo dictam
venerantur.'
This day of rest

in lucis

summo

cnitu

observed during the
mtiy possibly be of Semite
is

ploughing season only it
origin, but more probably has been suggested by the
obvious necessity and advantage of intervening days
;

of rest during a period of hard work.

Mangwendi's kraal

is

a very fine one, quite a long

we were encamped. It is
surrounded by palisades, and at the entrance is a tree
filled with trophies of the chase, the antlers of many
deer, and the skins of many wild beasts, which present quite an imposing appearance.
The chief was
seated on a rock outside, chatting with his indunas,
when we arrived. He took us into the village and had
beer fetched for our delectation. He is an extremely
courteous, gentlemanly man, and seems most friendly
and as his
to the white men who come in his way
kraal is not very far from the new road into Manicaland, and as this district is very populous, he is constantly visited by traders and others.
Mangwendi has ten wives, and two young girls,
whom he has bought but not yet married, and his
family consists of ten sons and ten daughters, one of
whom, a bright-looking girl of about fifteen, came
down to our camp to sell us meal and beer. Unfortuclimb from the spot where

;

nately

we could

get

little

else, for

bought up

all

point until

we reached Umtali we

the traders had

the available provisions, and from this
suffered

more from
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starvation than during any part of our journeyings in
Mashonaland. 'Mtoko's bullock was done we could
get no meat at any of the kraals, or game along our
road our coffee, sugar, and jams were all done, and
our meals, with rare exceptions, reduced themselves
to millet-meal porridge, rice, and tea, none of which
were very palatable without the ingredients of milk
and sugar and the provoking thing about Kaffir meal
is that it will not bind to make bread, so that for
the staff of life cold rice made into a shape was our
only substitute. We generally kept our pockets full of
the ground-nuts {arachis), commonly called monkeynuts,' which are excellent when roasted in the embers,
and capital assistants in warding off hunger.
On leaving Mangwendi's we had regretfully to part
with our bearers, who had accompanied us all the
way from Kunzi's, and engage fresh ones in their
place. One of these, to our surprise, chose to take his
wife with him, but as she had to carry her baby on
her back and food for herself and her husband, she,
poor thing, was so done up after our first day's march
of seventeen miles, that her husband sent her back
;

;

;

'

atjfain.

Our first camp

after leaving

very interesting spot

—an

Mangwendi's

w^as at a

isolated granite kopje called

Nyanger, rising about two hundred feet above the
surrounding plain. It was entirely covered with old
walls, irregular in shape, and similar to those above
mentioned, and evidently in former years a place of
great strength.
It had been long abandoned, for
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there were no signs of liabitaliou thereon, and

approaches were
of this kopje

is

of

full

debris.

tlie

the north-east

grotto, or domed
Bushman drawings. A

a very curious

cave, entirely covered with

kudu and a

To

buffalo

are

excellently drawn, almost

worthy of a Landseer, and

in their

drawings one can

distinctly trace three different periods of execution
(1)

Crude and now

faint representations of

:

unknown

Deeper in colour, and
admirably executed, partly on the top of the latter,

forms of animal

life.

(2)

are the animals of the best period of this art in red

and yellow. (3) Inartistic representations of human
which evidently belong to a period of decadence in the execution of this work.
The colours are invariably red, yellow, and black.
I am told that the two former are obtained from
certain coprolites found in these parts, which, when
l^roken open, have a yellow dust inside.
beings,

In this curiously decorated cave

we found

also

many

graves formed by plastering up holes in the
rock with a hard kind of cement. We opened one of

them, and found that the corpse had been wrapped in
skins

and placed here.

In the centre of the cave

a large semicircular wall, entered in the middle

rounded entrance

;

behind

is

by a

this is a sort of palisade of

grass matting placed against poles, to protect

it

from

the wind, and behind this are similar cement-covered

Now the present race do not bury in this
way, but evidently come here at certain times to
keep the place in order, and doubtless venerate the

graves.
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spot as the resting-place of remote ancestors.
are also several other graves on the

flat
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There

space around

Nyanger rock, piles of stones placed around a crescentshaped wall, which is evidently a sort of rudimentary
temple ni which the sacrifices take place.
On our march that day we passed several of these
cemeteries in the open veldt far from any trace of

BUSHMAN DRAWINGS FROM NYANGER ROCK

habitation.

Tliey are generally placed on slightly

and always have the semicircular
which reminded us of the stones placed
at the village of Lutzi, where the inhabitants collected to smoke and talk, protected from the wind.
These spots are evident^ still venerated, and form

rising

ground,

structure,

another of the

many problems connected with

past in this district of Africa.

I

the

think the}' are the

646
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which Dos Santos alludes in the following
paragraph, where he refers to the chiefs who make
grand obsequies to their predecessors, who are all
buried there.' In a memoir written by Signor Farao,
governor of Senna in 1820, there is a curious testimony
to this theory. He writes
The mountains of Magonio
(Makoni ?), in Quiteve, were noted as the burialI^laces of the kings and queens of Quiteve, Gembe
and Dombo. The remains were carried in procession
to the caves, where they were deposited alongside the
bones of former kings, and some of the most esteemed
women of the deceased, or his secretary, and some of
the great people, were sacrificed at the ceremony.'
Most of the granite kopjes in this district have been
similarly fortified to Nyanger rock.
Time would not
places to

'

:

permit of our visiting

'

many of them, but

I

that a careful investigation of this district

am

certain

would pro-

duce many valuable additions to the already large
lections of

Bushman

drawings.

The

col-

fortifications of

these rocks are generally in rows of walls in terraces

with narrow rounded entrances
they are all constructed in a rough manner, with irregular-shaped
stones joined together with cement.
Near the river Chimbi, which we crossed shortly
before reaching Chipunza's kraal, there is a particularly interesting specimen of this class of ruin.
The
rocky kopje is fortified with walls, all the nooks and
crannies being carefully walled up, and below this is
a curious half-underground passage wliicli evidently
connected the fortress with its water supply it has
;

;
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—one four

feet thick, and
and the passage is roofed
over with large slabs of stone, some four and some
five feet long.
This passage can now be traced for
about fifty feet it is nearly choked up with rubbish, but the object for which it was originally constructed is obvious, as it leads down to low swampy
ground, where water could be obtained.
A mile or two l^eyond this we alighted for a short
time at a pretty village called Makonyora, which had
been surrounded by a palisade which had taken root
and grown into shady trees of considerable size. The
inhabitants seemed numerous and well to do. In this

a wall on either side of

the other eight feet thick

it
;

;

many instances of walls constructed
we had seen in the ruined villages the

village there are
like those

;

foundations for the huts and granaries also are of stone,
so that the air

may

executed stone

circles.

pass underneath, forming neatly

The various gullies between
walled up, and you pass from

the rocks are carefully
one collection of huts to the other through low
entrances in these walls.
There is no doubt about
it,

that these people here possess an inherited

know-

ledge of stone building which exists nowhere else in

be amongst the Basutos, who, I
am told, are skilled in stone building, and who, at a
not very remote period, are believed to have migrated
from this very country. It seems to me hardly possible that the gigantic buildings of Zimbabwe and
places in this country can have existed in their midst
without the inhabitants making some attempt to
Kafiirland, unless

it
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copy them and here we have an imitation, though
a poor one, in the heart of what was the strongest
chiefdom of the country.
The aspect of the country is here very curious,
the high level plateau (it is about 5,000 feet above
sea level) is, as it were, closely sown for miles around
with rugged granite kopjes, some only fifty feet high,
whilst others reach an elevation of several hundred feet.
They are very evenly arranged, too, as if they were the
;

game

Through this
we passed, and at the eastern end of it we
reached our destination, Chipunza's kraal, where we
pieces for a cyclopean

of chess.

region

proposed to halt for a daj'- or two. Chipunza's is a very
large village, built on a gentle rise on the right bank
of the Eusapi Eiver, with huts packed away into all
sorts of snug corners amongst the rocks. Immediately
below these, and within easy reach of the river, we
pitched our tents.
It was a great disappointment to
us to be able to get no meat here.
Our meals, which
were comj^osed entirely of things farinaceous, were
growing exceedingly monotonous, and we almost
hated the sight of the porridge-pot, which turned up
with unvarying regularity. As against this, the air

was the

have ever breathed,
exhilarating like draughts of champagne.
Wlien we reached the villnge we found the ladies
of Chipunza with their bark blankets tied tight around
them, for it was chilly, seated in picturesque and
strange groups amongst the rocks, busily engaged in
a still stranger occupation.
They were burning little
at Chipunza's

finest I

A A
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heaps of cowdung, and then spreading the results on
Not understanding what they were

the rocks to cool.

about we approached them, when, to our surprise,
an old crone picked up a lump of this delectable
material, put it into her mouth and consumed it with
evident satisfaction, muttering, as she saw our
unfeigned
then

we

surj^rise,

'

Salt,

salt

;

good, good

!
'

and

realised that here they use the extract of nitre

from the ash as their substitute for salt, the commodity of life for which they have the greatest craving,
but which it is hardest to obtain.
In the afternoon we went to pay a visit to the
chief,

who

received us in a sort of inner fortress

surrounded by a wall, through an opening in which,
about three feet hii>h, and covered with largfe slabs

we had

of stone,

to creep.

He is a gre3^-liaired, refined-

looking man, with manners very

like,

and not the

an Arab sheikh. He sat suiTounded
by his councillors, and we all set to work to clap
hands vigorously. By this time my wife had learnt to
clap hands in the female fashion, namely, crosswise,
whereas previously she had disgraced herself by clapping like a man, with the fingers straight upon one
another
but, of course, the intricacies of savage
etiquette can only be acquired by practice.
After a little conversation had passed between us,
a woman, one of the chief's wives, made her appearance, bending her body huml^ly, and carrying a large
pot full of wa-iKa^ as they term beer in this part of the
country.
This she presented to her lord and master
least inferior to,

;

—
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having previously drunk a
little herself, to convince us that there was no poison
then the chief took a drink, then his councillors,
in it
and finally it was handed to us. We found it was lovely
beer, very potent, and after our long abstinence from

on bended knee,

after

;

an}'thing so intoxicating, as exhilarating as the

air.

We were much struck by the courteous manners
One man, on receiving a present,
of the natives here.
bowed low and scraped the ground with his feet.
There is something about these people which points
form of civilisation having
and whei7
existed amongst them at a former time
one reads Dos Santos's account of the Mocarangas of
distinctly

to

a higher

;

Monomatapa

of his day, one cannot help feeling that

they are the remnant of that higher civilisation about
which the early Portuguese travellers tell us so much.
'

The Portuguese,' says Dos Santos, did not enter
'

the king's presence, like the Kafhrs, with deep obeisand in a curious old treaty
ance, only with bare feet
;

'

published in the Portuguese Yellow-book, and purporting to have been made between the Monomatapa
chief Manuza and Manuel Gomes Serrao in 1629, the
following stipulation

is

inserted

:

The ambassadors who shall come to speak with
liim shall enter his Zimbahe covered and shod (with
boots on their feet) and with their arms at their sides,
He shall
as if they were before the King of Portugal.
shall
they
and
sit,
to
which
upon
chairs
give them
of
clapping
the
of
ceremony
not be submitted to the
'

hands.'
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name, Chipadzi. The exact
between these two names we were unable to
ascertain Chipadzi, however, I believe to be the old
dynastic name of the chief. His Zimbabwe, or place of
sacrifice, is about a mile from the present village, at
Cliipuiiza has another

relation

;

a spot called Chittakette, or the Chipadzi's old town.

To this place we were to be taken on

the morrow.

We

found it an interesting old spot, buried in trees and with
tomatoes and tobacco plants all amongst the ruined

had had a wooden palisade around
it, which had sprouted and produced the venerable
trees, and it had an inner fortress with walls encircling
it, and low gateways through, with large stone slabs
over them.
It is an excellent specimen of this rough
style of fortress
the walls are from six to eight feet
thick, with loopholes out of which to shoot, built with
no attempt at keeping even courses, and with mortar.
Within the fortress are the remains of huts and
granaries, as if the place had not been abandoned for
It evidently

walls.

:

very

many

years.

Just outside

over

erected

is

it,

Chipadzi's tomb, with a tall stone

and the surroundino- srround

covered with tombs.

by the

natives,

This spot

where they

is

called the

is

Zimbabwe

sacrifice annually to the

Maklosi of their ancestors.

We spent two days wandering amongst the granite
cocks around Chipunza's kraal, and
7)f

a

vast

period.
fortified

we found evidence

population having lived here at

some

Nearly every one of the granite kopjes is
with walls, and on some of them we found
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graves of cement similar to those we saw at Nyaiiger
rock; and on the hill just behind Chipunza's kraal a
tall stone is erected on a pile of stones, the object of
which nobody seemed inclined to tell us.
How long ago it is since these walled towns were
inhabited, and who inhabited them, is, of course, a
mystery. There is, however, no evidence of any great
antiquity about them
the mortar may have stood
for a few centuries, but not more
and from the
evidence given us by the Portuguese, above quoted,
from the continuity of certain names and many
customs, and from the fact that the present inhabitants still retain a certain knowledge of stone build;

;

ing, I think
this

it

is

a very reasonable assumption that

was one of the great centres of the

so-called

Monomatapa Empire.
After leaving Chipunza's kraal, and crossing the

Eiver Eusapi, a ride of two hours brought us to
Makoni's kraal.
Makoni, chief of the Maunga tribe,
is still one of the most powerful potentates in this
district.

He,

too, calls his

town Zimbabwe, and

it is

doubtless the same spot occupied by Makoni, chief

Maungo, one of the great vassals of the Monomatapa that Antonio Bocarro tells us about three
of the

centuries ago.

probably the highest inhabited spot in
Mashonaland, being 5,200 feet above the level of the
sea, just at the edge of the high plateau, where it
breaks into the serrated ridges of Manicaland. The
It

is

town covers a very large area of ground, being a
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conglomerate mass of huts and granaries surrounded
by a palisade. We spent about an hour resting there
at a sort of public meeting-place surrounded by a wall,
where the inhabitants collected in crowds to stare at

Most of the men had very large holes pierced in
the lobes of their ears, into which they would insert

us.

snuff-boxes of reeds, decorated with black geometric

and other articles. The women are all girt
with the same bark-fibre garments which we had seen
worn in 'Mtoko's country. Accompanied by a swarthy
rabble, we climbed a rock behind the town, from
which we got an exquisite view down into the valleys of
Manica, bearing eastwards a view of rugged mountains tumbled together, of deep valleys and running
streams a view such as one would get when depatterns,

—

—

scending from the Alps into the plain of Italy. Chief
Makoni never came to see us, and as our time was
limited

we had

to

hurry away without making his

ac-

quaintance.

Almost immediately on leaving Makoni's our road
began to descend, and we entered upon a series of
richly wooded gorges, flanked by gigantic granite

On one of these pinnacles, about the height of
Makoni's own kraal, is perched Chigono's village, occlifis.

cupying a most wonderful position. How they ever
manage to drag up here a sufficiency of water and the
One thing they have
necessaries of hfe is a marvel.
in perfection

is

chmate.

We found it hot and

stuffy in

the valleys, but in their mountain
enjoy the most perfect air that it is possible to breathe.

eyries the Kaffirs
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our

On the third day after leaving Chipunza's, one of
men had the good luck to shoot an antelope, an

event which was hailed with delight by all in our
camp. We had never in our lives been so long without meat, and the want of it was beginning to be felt

by all. On the fourth day we crossed the Odzi Eiver,
the boundary between Mashonaland and Manicaland.
It is a fine stream even here, with a good body of water
even at the end of the dry season, on its way to join
the Sabi River, just where we touched it a few weeks
before.
At the point where we crossed the Odzi the
stream was sixty feet across, and the bed is at least
one hundred yards wide, and when the rains are on
it must be a terrible obstacle.
Even as it was we had
to unload the donkeys and carry their burdens across,,
which means, when the afternoon is advancing, a halt
for the night.

A

ride of twelve miles brought us next day to the
kraal of 'Mtasa, the most powerful of all the Manica
chiefs.
He is the paramount lord of the Nica tribe,

which gives

its name to the country, and dwells in
the heart of the most mountainous district we had as
yet traversed.
mass of mountains, known to the

A

natives as

country.

Mount Yenya, occupies
'Mtasa's

kraal itself

is

the heart of his

over 4,000

feet

above the sea level, and above this the rocky mountains tower 2,000 feet at least.
Here, though not
actually as high as Makoni's, you feel much higher,
looking

down

into the deep valleys below,

no high plateau behind you.

Amongst

and seeing

these

moun-
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numerous scattered kraals, excellent grazingand from marauding neighbours
'Mtasa is free.
Nevertheless, during the last two
years poor 'Mtasa has had rather a bad time of it,
beinnf the bone of contention between the Portuguese
and English chartered companies. Early in 1891, in
tains lie

ground

for cattle,

the very centre of this kraal, a small English contingent captured Andrade, Gouveia, and the representatives of the
flag floats

Mozambique Company, and now

over

it.

'Mtasa's kraal

dinary ones

the British

is

we had

tlie most extraorbeing a nest of sepa-

quite one of

yet visited,

rate villages, each surrounded

by

its

own

stockade,

hidden away amongst granite boulders beneath the
shade of a lofty mountain. It is almost impossible to
form any idea of the exact extent of this place, so
hidden away is it amongst trees and rocks, and so
intricate are its approaches but, if report tells truly,
which it does not always do in South Africa, it is one
;

of the largest native centres in the country.

wandered up

We

to a village the first afternoon, a con-

our camp. Little groups of
natives sat chattering under the shade of open iiuts,
or just roofs on piles, the rudimentary form of the
there were pigeon-cotes on piles in
cafe or the club
all directions, and at every turn we found ourselves
blocked by palisades, which caused us to retrace our
steps so, as we intended to stay another day here, we
contented ourselves with gazing at the magnificent
siderable

climb from

:

;

view, the peaked heights of the

Yenya range,

the
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deep wooded valley below with

and

far

away

mountains.

its

dashing stream,

in the horizon the distant blue Manica

Certainly no kraal

we had

as yet visited

enjoys such excellent views as 'Mtasa's.

The huts here are large and roomy, at
the side they have two tall decorated
posts to support shelves for their domestic

produce most of them have two doors,
and with the dense shade of many trees
above them they are exceedingly pic;

turesque.

On our second visit to the kraals we
met 'Mtasa's son, who regretted that his
aged father was ill just then, and had
gone away for change of air. We took
leave of him, and climbed up through
rocks and through palisade after palisade, shutting off the various kraals from
one another one of these we entered by
a curious gateway made by swinging
beams, and penetrated into the liead;

([uarters of the old chief.

we noticed

that

By

people

the

this

time

began

to

glare at us unpleasantly and audibly to
DECOEATED
POST

grumble.

Seated in rows on the rocks,

they chattered to us like angry monkeys,
but we went on without heeding them. One man,
with a bayonet fixed on to his rifle, followed unand then, as we were
pleasantly close behind us
;

about to

penetrate

into

what

I

suppose formed

THE RUINED
their

innermost
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recesses,

'Mtasa's

son,

m4io,

by

the way, had had more beer than was good
him, came up to us in hot haste, and peremptorily

for

Again he reiterated the
statement that his father was away, and during his
absence none could see the royal kraal so, somewhat
crestfallen, we turned back again and saw no more.
Afterwards we were informed that the old 'Mtasa
was there all the time, but, as he had suffered so
much lately from the conflicting interests of England
and Portugal, he thought it best not to see us, for fear
we might make him sign some new treaty against his
commalided us

to

depart.

;

will.

Of

all

the natives

we had met during our wander-

ings, those of 'Mtasa's pleased us least

;

they appeared

be completely wanting in all delicacy of
and had to be driven by force from our tents.
They seemed to us to be an ill-bred, impudent race,
and though their home was so lovely we left it without regret. Somehow, too, our visit to 'Mtasa's kraal
was altogether unsatisfactory we left it with the
consciousness that there were mysteries in it which
we had not yet explored. At the very last moment,
just as we were packing up our things, I chanced to
see on a rock close by our camp some more of the
to us to

feeling,

;

Bushman drawings, grotesque figures
bows and arrows and deer grazing,
colours of red and yellow.

of

men

in the

with
usual

I feel confident that in

the massive mountain behind the kraal some
fortunate travellers will find objects of interest

more
which

oGO
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repay investigation.
We have distinctly
unpleasant recollections of the place, as we have also
of a certain dangerous slippery drift or ford across
the Eiver Odzani, which we found about half way

will well

between 'Mtasa's and the B.S.A. camp at Unitali.
We had to take off our shoes and stockinets and lead
our horses across the slippery rocks they, poor
things, slipped at every step and trembled with fright.
As for our donke}'s, they subsided altogether, and had
to be unloaded and almost carried across.
;

SGI

CHAPTER

XII

THE JOURNEY TO THE COAST

We

readied Umtali on October 24. just a month
leaving Fort Salisbury.
We were distinctly
weary and wayworn, and having had but little food of
late we partook of the refreshments kindly set before
us by the officers of the Chartered Company with, to
after

us, unparalleled heartiness.

At Umtali we pitched

our tents near a stream with every intention, as time
would permit, of taking a few days of rest and retrospect before starting on the arduous journey down to
the coast.

We

had now travelled through the greater part
of Mashonaland, as, I suppose, the new country must
inevitably be called
we had studied the archaeology
and anthropology of the districts through which we
had passed with all the diligence that hard travelling
and hard work would allow. Mr. Swan had constructed a map of the route from observations and
bearings taken at every possible opportunity by day
and by night and at the same time we had formed
opinions on the country from our own point of view,
perhaps all the more unbiassed because we were not
;

;
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in search of gold, neither

had we pegged out any

claims for future development.

That the country is a magnificent one, apart from
no hesitation in saying. Any country in
such a latitude, and at such an elevation, well watered,
with prolific soil, health}^ and bracing, if ordinary
comforts are attainable, could not fail to be. The
scenery is in many parts, as I have previously described, very fine there is abundance of timber, excellent prospects for cereals, and many kinds of ore exist
which will come in for future development and gold

gold, I have

;

;

is

On

there too.

whether

that point I

am

perfectly satisfied

;

whether payable
or unpayable, is a matter which can only be decided
by years of careful prospecting and sinking of shafts,
not by hasty scratching on the surface or the verdict
of so-called experts after a hurried visit. That gold
was there in very large quantities is also certain, from
the vast acres of alluvial soil, turned over, and the
countless shafts sunk in remote antiquity.
To carry out what is necessary for this possil)le
future development, or, perhaps, to speak more correctly, resuscitation of this country, an easy access
is indispensable, and the great check to this progress
liitherto has been the absence of railways in South
Africa on the eastern seaboard, the natural and
easiest entrance to the country being in the hands of
in large or small quantities,

'

'

the listless Portuguese.

Progress

is

impossible with

Kimberley as a base of operations and a thousand
miles trek over difficult and swampy roads before

(

;
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the scene of action
the railway

the

is

and inasmuch

first

development comes next
Chartered Company have tried

thing,

as the

the converse of this

In Western America

reached.

is

—
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put the cart before the horse,

to

to use a familiar simile

—they have met with innumer-

able difficulties at the very outset.

Having entered the country by the weary
waggon-road through Bechuanaland, and having left
it by the now somewhat arduous Pungwe route, I can
confidently afiirm that this latter

route

;

and

I

now propose

is

to describe

the only possible
it

as

it

at present

railway hurries the traveller up to Umtali,

when
when

venomous

transport

exists, feeling sure that in

animals,

tsetse-fly

when

game has

years to come,

no longer destroys

all

the

the

lions cease to roar at night,

retired to a

and the
back
route will be his-

respectful distance, a

glimpse at the early days of this
torically interesting.

Umtali
as Beira

rivulet

is

is its

the natural land terminus of this route,
legitimate port.

which flows below

it,

Umtah, so

'

township

at a

'

more favourable

miles distant from the former
the British South Africa

and

to

make

when we were there,
now brought together

was,

a scattered community of huts,
in a

called from a

site,

spot, about five

which township

Company hope

to call

Manica,

the capital of that portion of Manica-

it

land which they so dexterously, to use an Africander
term, 'jumped' from the Portuguese.
Of all their

camps Umtali was
that

we

visited,

most favourably situated
enjoying delicious air, an immunity
the

SG4
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from swamps and
flowers.

On

many
camp huts stood

views, and

fevers, lovely

the ridge, where the

exposed to the violent and prevailing blasts of the
south-east winds, which descend in furious gusts from
the surrounding mountains, stood also the guns taken
from the Portuguese, nine in all, and presenting a formidable enough appearance, until we learnt that they
were useless then, for the pins were abstracted before
capture.
Far away on the hill slopes were the huts
of the original settlers

;

the bishop's palace likewise,

a daub hut standing in the midst of a goodly mission
farm.

The

hospital, with the sisters' huts,

another eminence, and the newly

made

fort

crowned
stood on

the highest point, from which glorious views could

be obtained over the sea of Manica mountains, the
rich red soil and green vegetation, so pleasant a
change to the eye after the everlasting grey granite
kopjes of Mashonaland and its uniform vegetation.
Of ancient Portuguese remains there are several in
the neighbourhood of Umtali fort, where centuries

ago the pioneers held their own for awhile against
native aggression.

To-day,

if

you dine

at the officers'

mess at Umtali, you find evidences of Portugal of
another nature. You sit on Portuguese chairs and
feed off Portuguese plates obtained from the loot at
Massi-Kessi and when the governor of that district
came to pay an amicable visit to the governor of
Umtali, the}^ had nothing to seat him on save his own
;

him
give him to

chairs, nothing to feed

off save his

and nothing

eat save his

to

own
own

plates,

tinned

;
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But Portuguese politeness rose to the occasion, and no remarks were made.
Crossing a stream below the fort, we found ourselves amidst a collection of circular daub huts and
stores, on either side of what a facetious butcher, who
dealt largely in tough old transport oxen, had termed
Here you might
in his advertisement Main Street.'
pay enormous prices for the barest necessities of life,
and drink at old Angus's bar a glass of whisky at the
same price you could get a bottle for in England.
Scotch is the prevailing accent here, and I think the
greatest gainers out of Mashonaland, in the first year
of its existence, were those canny traders who loaded
waggons with jams and drink, and sold them at fabulous prices to hungry troopers and thirsty prospecOld Angus was a typical specimen of this class,
tors.
a sandy-haired little Scotchman, well up in colonial
ways, who kept two huts, in one of which eating,
drinking, and gossip were always to be found whilst
the other was divided into three bare cells, and called
meats.

'

;

an hotel.

Such was the

first

Umtali, primitive ai)d fascin-

rawness.
Now these huts are abandoned
and the rain, and a new Umtali of doubtful expansion has been built five miles away.
Our journey from Umtali to Beira was one which
required much forethought.
First, we had much
luggage, which we did not wish to leave behind or
bury on the way, as others had been obhged to do
secondly, my wife did not feel inclined to do the one
ating in

its

to the rats

,E
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hundred and eighty miles on foot, through heat and
swamp, in tropical Africa and thirdly, the Kaffir
bearers were scarce, and especially at that season of
apt to
the year, when their fields wanted ploughing
run away at awkward moments. So the services of
The
the homely ass were brought into requisition.
ass would die of the fly-bite, everyone told us, but not
Conseuntil it had deposited us safely in Beira.
quently our eleven asses were retained in our service
and considered in the light of the railway tickets of
It seemed
the future, to be used and thrown away.
horribly cruel, I must admit, to condemn eleven asses
but then, what are animals made
to certain death
;

—

—

;

for but to lay

ments of

A

man

down

their lives to satisfy the require-

in his dire emeri'encies

?

was constructed on two firm wheels, the
wonder of its day. Eight donkeys were harnessed
cart

therein, with gear made out of every imaginable scrap.
Three donkeys trotted gaily by its side, to be brought
into requisition in case of sore backs and other disand one wet evening we despatched our hopeasters
ful cart with our blessing on its road to the coast.
It would take three or four days getting by the
waggon-road to Massi-Kessi, whilst we could cross the
mountains in one. So next morning, we on foot and
my wife on horseback, started by the mountain road
for Massi-Kessi, and got there as evening was coming
on.
A good walk in any of the mountainous districts
of the British Isles would have been just the same.
A drenching mist obscured every vision, the paths
;

—
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were slippery and uneven occasionally a glimpse at
a stream with bananas waving in the mist, or at a
Kaffir kraal, would dispel the homelike illusion, and
;

Towards evenin""
o the
aggravating mist cleared away, and gave us a splendid
panorama of the surrounding mountains as we approached Massi-Kessi and entered the valley of the
Eiver Eevwe. Just here we walked for miles over
ground which had been worked for alluvial gold in
the olden days, the soil being honeycombed with low
holes, and presenting the appearance of a ploughed
brino- us
O

field

back

to Africa aoain.
O

with circular furrows.

Mozam-

Certainly the Portuguese, or rather the

bique Company, are to be

congratulated on the

possession of such a paradise as this

Eevwe Valley

water, glorious in its views over
mountains and it is not to be wondered
at that they keenly resented the temporary appropriation of it.
Massi-Kessi and its neighbourhood are
rich in reminiscences of the Portuguese past
the new
fertile in soil, rich in

forest-clad

;

;

where the new company has

was built
around
which you may still pick up fragments of Nankin
porcelain, relics of those days, now long since gone
by, when the Portuguese of Africa, India, and the
Persian Gulf lived in the lap of luxury, and fed ofi
porcelain brought by their trading-ships from China.
Higher up in the mountain valleys are forts and
fort,

its store,

out of the remains of an old Portuguese

roads of this occupation.
in

Goa and

As

fort,

in the Persian Gulf, as

elsewhere, the Portuguese influence vanB

15

2
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ished in East Africa after her union with Spain and
the consequent drafting off of her soldiers to the wars

barely a phantom of her former power
remained to her in the province of Mozambique. A
few futile expeditions under Barretto, Fernandez, and

in Flanders

;

others were destroyed either
fever,

by the natives or by

during one of which the legend

is still

told that

the defenders of this fort of Massi-Kessi were obliged
to cast bullets out of gold nuggets
terial

came

to an end.

when cheaper ma-

After this the inland country

abandoned to the savages. Old trealethargy seemed
ties existed but were not renewed
to have taken entire possession of the few remaining
Portuguese who were left here, a lethargy from

was

practically

;

which they were rudely awakened by the advent of
What better argument do
the Chartered Company.
we want for the reoccupation of this country by a
more enterprising race than these forts abandoned
and in ruins, and the treaties with savage chiefs long
since neglected

— consigned to the national archives
certainly

?

one

The little episode of Massi-Kessi
which deserves to be engraven on our national records,
though it arose from a mistake, and the ground
gained had ultimately to be abandoned nevertheless
these facts do in no way detract from the bravery of
the Chartered Company's men.
is

;

Forty Englishmen of troop A, under the command
of Captain Hayman, were stationed about 1,500 yards
from the fort at one o'clock on the day of the fight.
Messengers were sent from the Portuguese bidding

—
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Hayman said his orders were
and he could not. Thereupon the
Portuguese force, mustering^ 150 white men and 300
At five
blacks, advanced, and the action began.
o'clock they retreated, with many killed and wounded,
but not one single Eno-lishman suffered. Next morniug our troops were surprised to find that the Portuguese flag was not up, and on marching to the fort
they found it abandoned. Here it was that they
took the guns we had seen at Umtali and 110,000
rounds of ammunition. The victorious troops pushed
on as far as Chimoia's, and would have driven the
Portuguese out of the country had they not then been
met by orders to retreat. Massi-Kessi was also eventually abandoned, and by the recent treaty is included
tliem retire, but Captain
to the contrary,

dominions of the Portuguese Chartered ComIn the store, however, one of the B.S.A.
pany.
troopers carved the following memento of his visit
before taking his departure
in the

:

R

'
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The

tradition of

good

living

maintained by

is still

the Portuguese officials at Massi-Kessi.

Never saw

I

a greater contrast in seventeen miles than that offered
by the fare provided at the British camp at Umtali,

and that placed before us by the kind Portuguese
commandant at Massi-Kessi here we had six courses
of meat and excellent wines, and other, to us, unwonted luxuries. They have farms for vegetables,
and many head of cattle around they have their
natives under complete control, and make them work
they build large roomy huts, but the commaudanL's
apologies because we. had to sit on wooden boxes, not
on chairs, made us blush, for we knew that the said
chairs were there once, but now were gracing the
British mess-room at Umtali.
When speaking of roughing it in the interior, the
want of food and the necessaries of life, Commandant
What strange
Bethencourt was slightly sarcastic.
things
he said.
are
to
do
such
English
you
people
'We Portuguese might, perhaps, do them for our
country, but for a Company never
Now^ we started in good earnest for the coast,
;

;

;

'

!

'

—

!

by our three dsijs' rest at Massi-Kessi
under the kind roof of the Portuguese our cart
had arrived, and our eleven donkeys and men
looked fit, despite the evil road they had had to
refreshed

;

traverse.

Two

—

roads from here were open to us to Beira
one by the Pungwe, the other by the Buzi Eiver. We
hesitated somewhat in our choice, for the latter, we
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told, was less swampy, and the fertile district of
Umliwan would have interested us where they grow

were

—

che best tobacco in these parts,

which

and the prospects of

for agricultural purposes, they said, are bril-

was growing

and the
rains might come on any day, we decided on taking
the quicker and more frequented route.
Moreover,
we were anxious to witness for ourselves the cala
mities which had befallen Messrs. Heany and Johnson
on their pioneer route, and to form our own opinion

liant

;

but, as the season

late,

as to its possibility for the future.

Our
of the

first halt was at the Mineni Eiver, a tributary
Eevwe, which we reached after an easy journey,

marked only by the upsetting of our cart when we
least expected it, an accident which occurred for the
first and only time.
The Mineni is a rapid stream,
flanked

b}''

rich tropical vegetation, with

bamboos and

graceful

lovely ferns overhanging the water

we had long

;

it

Mashonaland scenery, namely, water in conjunction with mounThe greens are peculiarly
tains and rich vegetation.
vivid here, and the red young leaves of some of the
trees give the appearance of autumnal tints, and form
a feature peculiar to African landscape. In its rocky
bed we dared to bathe without fear of crocodiles, an
supplied a deficiency

ever-present terror to those

who

felt in

venture into the

sluggish sandy pools of Eastern Africa.

Heany and Johnson undoubtedly did good
work in preparing their road, for which work we
probably are the only people who are devoutly thankMessrs.
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fill,

for ours

traversed

it

is

tlie

in its

only wlieeled vehicle which has
entirety since the single pioneer

coach went up to UmtaU, after inhnite difficulty and
weeks of disaster, with such sorry tales of fever, fly,
and swamp, that no waggons have since ventured to
The trees which they had
repeat the experiment.
made over
cut down, and the culverts which they had
stepped
the dongas, assisted us materially, and we
along our road right merrily.
The farther we went the more reason we had to

and homely asses.
had
Others we passed in dire distress whose bearers
more we
deserted them, and who could not find
as to
conclave
overtook one party holding solemn
bury,
what they should throw away, what they should

be thankful for our

frail

cart

:

take on.
and what they could possibly manage to
comother
Boxes, containing liquor, clothes, and

could be dispensed with, are fredeserquently found on the road, telling their tale of
possessors.
the
tion by bearers and acute misery of
of paying these
plan
evil
the
started
He who first
to be held up
ever
for
bearers in advance ought

modities which

dark

pubhc obloquy. The Kaffir,
often cheated by the white man,

to

doubtless, has been
for

traversed this

lous individuals have
to Beira, and the black

many unscrupuroad from Umtali

man was wise in his

generation

on payment before undertaking
dangerous an
the journey; but now he has too
takes freopportunity for retahation, of which he

when he

insisted

quent advantage, and

many

are the cases of deser-

oio
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A

white man, stricken with
again
fever, had to pay his bearers over and over
Sisters
the
on
go
to
before he could persuade them

tion at

awkward

points.

;

on their way to Umtah were deserted at Chimoia;
and at the season of the year when the fields are to
be ploughed they develop a still greater tendency to
this unscrupulous behaviour.
The Portuguese manage their affairs far better
than we do. Troops of so-called convicts are shipped
from their West African provinces to those on the
east coast, and vice versa, so that in both places
they have ready-made slaves to carry their baggage

and

their mashilas,

or travelling

hammocks.

The

Portuguese word is law with their black subjects,
whereas the unfortunate Englishman has to pay 25s.
or 21. for a bearer, who will carry sixty pounds, but
Furthermore,
will desert when the fancy takes him.

Englishman dare not treat his nigger as he
deserves if he did, he would be had up at once before the Portuguese magistrates, and be sure to get
Before the Pungwe route can be
the worst of it.

the

;

made

available,

traffic, this

even for the hghtest

of things must cease.

order

undoubtwill carry on

The native bearer

is

edly a fine specimen of humanity. He
his head weights of surprising size, which it requires
two men to lift up to its exalted position he runs
along at a rapid pace, and does his twenty-five to
;

day with infinite ease and if the desertion and payment question were settled, there would
not be so many thousands of pounds' worth of valu-

thirty miles a

;
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and much wanted at
be compelled to supply
a fixed
at a fixed tariff, and cases
of desertion should be severelj^ punished.
But the
way to do this is not clear as yet, for the Portuguese
do not wish it, and to the British mind this form
of compulsory labour might savour too much of
able

stuff spoiling

Umtali.

at

Beira,

Each chief ought
number of bearers

to

slavery.

With our
a day

warm

;

cart

we

did eighteen and twenty miles

quite far enough for the pedestrian in this

The first hour's walk, from 6 to 7
was always delicious, before the full power of
the sun was felt the rest of the day was atrociously
climate.

A.M.,

;

hot, especially

when our road

tropical forests

led us through steaming

and rank vegetation.

Luckily for us
open

at this season of the year the long grass in the
veldt wsiS all burnt,

and the

stifling

experience of walk-

ing through eight or ten feet of grass and getting no

view whatsoever was spared us.
Shade for our midday halts was always precarious.
Afi"ican trees have the character of giving as little
shade as possible, and this we found to be invariably
Luckily, water is ever3^where abundant,
the case.
and we could assuage our thirst with copious
draughts of tea.
The native kraals on this road are highly unthe inhabitants are wanting altogether
interesting
in that artistic tendency displayed in Mashonaland,
which showed itself in carved knives, snuff-boxes, and
weapons. A chief named Bandula occupies a com;
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manding position on a high range which we passed
on our left, at the foot of which flows a stream called
the Lopodzi, which delighted us with its views over
the Nyangombwe Mountains, and offended us with
its swampy banks, where the frogs croaked as loud
as the caw of the rooks in our woods at home.
Chimoia's kraal is a sort of half-way halt, where
all wao'o:ons ai-e now left before enterino' the muchdreaded fly belt
and here my wife parted reluctantly with her horse, and transferred herself and
her saddle to the back of one of the three loose asses
which accompanied our cart. Most people seem to
have two or three asses in their train, for fear of
;

'

'

being utterly helpless in case of the desertion of their
blacks,

and

all

are prepared for their ultimate demise^

by the violence of the lion or the bite of the
One ass at Chimoia's distinguished itself by
seizincy its master's su^-ar-basr, and consuminsj it and

either
fly.

its

contents with

all

the

greater

avidity w'hen the

master and his stick turned up. All laughed but all
who had experienced the great calamity of being
;

without sugar in

this

land

felt

deep compassion for

the victim.

Chimoia's

is

a scattered kraal, poor and destitute

:

round huts with low eaves, and doors
through which one has to crawl on hands and
clusters of

knees.

We
us

we

could get no meal here, as everyone had told
when talking over our supplies

should, and

the faces of our

men grew

long and anxious

;

and

if

87G
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had not been for the kindness of other white men
whom we met on our way down, famine would have
been added to our other discomforts but good
fellowship and spontaneous liberality are the characteristics of all those Englishmen who have been up
country, and at one time or another known what it is
At Chimoia's ends the pleasant
to be without food.
traffic in beads and cloth, which for months past had
kept our money in our pockets. Here a rupee is asked
and some day surprising
for every commodity
hoards of these coins will be found in the Kaffir
kraals near the coast, for they never spend them,
neither do they wear them as ornaments, and it is a
marvel to all what they do with them. The vegetation is very fine around Chimoia's, and the land
it

;

;

appears wonderfully fertile.

On

the top of a strangely

serrated ridge of mountains behind the village

is

a

deserted Portuguese fort, and a flagstaff with nothing
floating therefrom.

Beyond Chimoia's the streams grow more sluggish,
and emit more foetid odours, suggestive of fevers.
bamboos, and
which work

Eagged-leaved

bananas,

luxuriate in

these streams,

all

tree-ferns
their

way

in deep channels, or dongas, across the level country.

now scarcely perceptible, and the long
which girdles Africa is entered, the muchdreaded low veldt, teeming with swamps, game, and
At one time you are walking through a
tsetse-fly.
forest of bamboos, making graceful arches overhead
with their long canes, and recalling pictures of Japan
The

fall is

flat belt

;
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another time you go through pahn forests, and
then comes a stretch of burning open country and
at

;

at night-time, for the first time,

heard the Hons

we

We

hghted huge camp-fires and trembled for
the safety of our eleven donkeys, for which animals
lions are supposed to have a particular predilection.
Mandigo's kraal is twenty-four miles from
Chimoia's, and to us was equally uninteresting and
roar.

equally unproductive of the much-needed supphes.
Some say the fly only begins here, and certainly we

saw none ourselves till after Mandigo's; and from
The tsetse-fly
here to Sarmento we saw plenty of it.
with
horse-fly,
ordinary
an
of
size
the
about
grey,
is
overlapping wings.

many

bites,

and we

Our donkeys, poor
felt

things, got

grieved at their prospective

We provided them with the only remedy of
deaths.
which we could hear, namely, a handful of salt every
night but how this is supposed to act in counteracting the bite of the fly I am at a loss to
;

imagine.
Certainly

this

fly

has

—

many

pecuharities.

All

domesticated quadrupeds horses, oxen, and dogs
die from it when brought up country whereas ze1:>ras,
buflaloes, and native curs flourish amongst it with iuipimity, and its bite has not so much efiect upon
;

linraan beings as that of a

common

midge.

Ample evidence of the ravages of
mous insect are visible on the roadside.
waggons

lie

rotting

in

the

veldt,

this

veno-

Dozens of

bearing melan-

choly testimony to the failure of Messrs.

He any and
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Everywhere he the
bleaching bones of the oxen which dragged them
and at Mandigo's is an abandoned hut filled to overpioneer

Johnson's

scheme.

;

flowing with the skins of these animals, awaiting
the further development of the Pungwe traffic to be
converted into ropes, or reims, as they are usually

termed

we

gons,

march,

South Africa.

iii

calculated, as

Fully 2,000/. worth of wag-

we passed by on one

day's

the veldt, ghostlike, as after a battle.
there are Scotch carts of more or less value,

lies in

Then

and a handsome Cape cart, which Mr. Ehodes had to
abandon on his way up to Mashonaland, containing
in the

box

seat a bottle labelled 'Anti-fly mixture,'

a

parody on the situation.
But the greatest parody of all is at Sarmento
the
itself, a Portuguese settlement on the banks of
Pungwe. Here two handsome coaches, made expressly in New Hampshire, in America, for the
occasion. He deserted near the Portuguese huts.
They are richly painted with arabesques and pictures
on the panels; 'Pungwe route to Mashonaland' is

The comfortable
written thereon in letters of gold.
cushions inside are being moth-eaten, and the approaching rains will complete the ruin of these
but ill-fated vehicles. Meanwhile the
Portuguese stand by and laugh at the discomfiture of

handsome

Even the
their British rivals in the thirst for gold.
signboard, with 'To Mashonaland,' is in its place;
elaborate preparation for the pioneer
route has been rendered abortive by that venomous

and

all

this
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In his zeal to cany out his

Major Johnson committed a great error and
entailed an enormous amount of misery when he
telegraphed that the Pungwe route was open, and
contract,

circulated advertisements to that effect, giving dates

and hours which were never carried out.
Heaps of people, for the most part poor and impecunious, flocked to this entrance to their Eldorado,
after waiting without anything and in abject
misery at Chimoia's had to return to Mapanda's,
where the condition of affairs was desperate people
d}ing of fever, the doctor himself ill, and no

and

—

Neves Ferreira,
Colonel Madera, boycotted the English and forbade
the natives to bring them provisions. Assistance was
brought to thom by Dr. Todd, of the Magicienne but
many died, and the rest, disappointed and penniless,
had to return to Capetown.
The Eiver Pungwe is imposing at Sarmento, its bed
being nearly two hundred yards across, and the view
of the reaches up and down from the verandah where
food, for the Portuguese governor of

;

the Portuguese governor has his meals al fresco

is

But the Pungwe is imposing nowhere
else where we saw it, being a filthy, muddy stream,
flowing between mangrove swamps, relieved occathe
sionally by a tall palm and villages on piles
surroundings are perfectly flat, and its repulsive
waters were until lately plied only by the tree canoes
of the natives.
Crocodiles and hippopotami revel in
its muddy waters, and on its banks game is abundant
fairly striking.

;

380
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enough to satisfy the most ardent sportsman. Deer
of every conceivable species are to be seen still quietly
grazing within shot of the road buffaloes, zebras,
lions, hyenas, wild pigs, nay, even the elephant, may
be found in this corner of the world. Disappointed
;

as

the sportsman

may have been

with the results

of his exploits in Mashonaland and the high veldt, he

be amply rewarded for the fatigues of his journey
by finding himself in a country which would
appear to produce all the kinds of wild animals that
came to Adam for their names. One herd of zebra,
numbering about fifty, stood staring at us so long,
at a distance of not more than a hundred yards, that
we were able to photograph them twice. The flesh of
the zebra is eatable, and we, with our limited larder,
greatly enjoyed a zebra steak when one was shot. A
little farther on a gnu, or blue harteheest, as the
Dutchmen call it, stood and contemplated us with
almost as much curiosity as we manifested in seeing
him so near our path. But, for my part, no amount of
game or quaint tropical sights would compensate for
the agonies of the walk from Sarmento to Mapanda's
across the shadeless burning plain, beneath a torrid,
scorching sun. Now and again we got shelter from
the burning rays beneath the wild date-palms, a very
will

to Beira

pleasing feature in the landscape, varied by the fanpalms, with their green feather-like leaves and bright

orange

When

covered with similarly coloured fruit.
ripe the fruit becomes dark brown, like the
stalks,

cultivated date

;

and though we ate

quantities,

we did
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not get very considerable satisfaction from the consumption. Then a few delightful moments of repose

would be passed by a sluggish stream, almost hidden
by its rich jungle of shade but on these last days of
our long tramp we did not care to delay, but pushed
on eagerly to reach the corrugated iron palaces of
Mapanda, where we should find the river and the
;

steamer.

Mapanda's is, indeed, a sorry place not a tree to
give one shade, only a store or two, built of that un:

much beloved by the early
South Africa, and a few daub huts. It is
a paradise only for those who arrive weary and worn
from the interior, and for the sportsman, affording
him a pied-a-terre in the very midst of the land where
the deer and the antelope roam.' It has, however, certain points on which it justly prides itself.
Firstly, it is the only spot for miles around whicli
is not under water when the floods are out, for
the banks of the Pungwe are fairly high here.
sightly corrugated iron so
colonists of

*

navigable up to here for small
steamers, even in the driest season and, uninviting
Secondly, the river

is

;

though
before

it

is

at present,

Mapanda may have

a future

it.

We

had three days

to wait at

Mapanda's before

steamer Agnes would come up to take us
and
these three days were not without their
away,
the

little

excitements.

Three lions penetrated one night into the heart
of the camp, and partially consumed three donkeys
c c

;
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—not

ours, we are thankful to say, but those of a
wicked PoUsh Jew, who had given infinite trouble to
the English there, by causing an innocent Briton to
be arrested by the Portuguese on a charge of theft
on which account he (the Jew) was well ducked in
the Pungwe, and no one was sorry when the discriminating lions chose his donkeys for their meal
nay, many expressed a wish that the owner himself
had formed part of the banquet. The next night the
tliree lions, which had been lurking during the day

by the river, came to visit us again,
with a view to demolishing what they and the vultures
in the jungle

had

left

visitors

of the Hebrew's donkeys.

was

shot,

One

of the three

but he got away, and we heard no

more of them.
Opposite the British colony at Mapanda is a large
by twenty at its widest; this

island forty miles long

is formed by the Pungwe and a branch of the
same known by the Kallir name of Dingwe-Dingwe.
The island is perfectly flat, covered with low brushwood here and there, and long grass. It abounds in
game and on it the chief Mapanda has his kraal,
having removed thither when the English came
to settle at his old one on the banks of the river.
One day we devoted to visiting this kraal, performing
part of the journey in a native canoe which we
borrowed just the hollow stem of a large tree which
oscillated so much under our inexperienced hands
that we momentarily expected it to upset and hand

island

;

—

—

us over to the crocodiles

;

so

we

effected a hasty
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jungle and proceeded on

foot.

Mapanda's own village consists of only eight

bamboo

huts, built close to a tall palm-tree

centre of the huts

is

;

in the

a raised platform, on which the

grass-woven granaries of the community are kept.
Beneath, in the shade, lay idle inhabitants, and from
it were hung the grass petticoats and jangling beads

which they use in their dances. I entered one of the
huts on all-fours for inspection, and as I was engaged
in so doing a terrified
frail

am

wall and

made

woman

inside tore

down

the

a hurried exit at the other side.

by those outside that the effect was most
No wonder these dusky beauties are someludicrous.
what afraid of the white man, as hitherto they have
I

told

dealt only with the Portuguese,

who

pride themselves

on amalgamating well with the natives. In choosing
a wife the Portuguese is not at all particular as to
colour, nor is he a monogamist, as he would have to
be in his far-off country. This we discovered for
ourselves at Neves Ferreira, the Portuguese settlement on the Pungwe, about six miles below Mapanda's,
where, beneath tall bananas and refreshing shade, the
authorities of that nation pass a

life

of Oriental luxury

which somewhat scandalises the strait-laced Briton.
There are several little kraals on the island
belonging to the sons and relatives of Mapanda, all
built on the same lines, and in visiting which we
made ourselves insufferably thirsty, so that a good
drink of Kaffir beer, or, as the Portuguese call

it,
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was highly acceptable. It is much
more potent than the beer they make up country, and
if it were not for the husks therein, and creneral nature
of fermented porridge it presents, one might fancy it
champagne. Here, too, they make palm wine, tap'

millet wine,'

ping

all

which

is

the neighbouring palm-trees for the sap,

highly intoxicating, and of by no means a

At Mapanda's we bade farewell
donkeys and our cart and our conductor,
Meredith, who had been with us and served us faithfully ever since we left Kimberley, ten long months
disagreeable flavour.
to our

He

returned to Fort Salisbury with the cart,
and wrote to inform us of the miseries of his journey

before.

owing to the rains, which brought fever, and the
demise of the donkeys before the end of the journey.
The voyage from Mapanda's to the sea at Beira
would be indescribably monotonous were it not for
a few interesting features afforded by the stream
The tide here conies up with a remarkably
itself.
strong bore, or wall-like wave, reminding one of the

same phenomenon

murmuring
a rising wind

in the

Severn at home.

We

heard

in the distance like the soughing of

it

;

as

it

approached us the roar grew
the wave floated our stranded

very loud, and finally
steamer almost in an instant.

Sandbanks are the bane of the navigator of this
On his last voyage our captain had been
stream.
detained for three days on one, and we passed a Portuguese gunboat which looked as if it would remain
Our fate was a mild one
there till the end of time.
:

i

I
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we were only on a bank for a few hours, until the bore
came up. These sandbanks are constantly shifting, and
the captain never knows where they may next appear
consequently slow speed and constant soundings are
;

the only safeguards.

Crocodiles innumerable bask

on these sandbanks, and in the stream itself hippopotami raise their black heads and stare at the
strange animal which has come, and which will
shortly cause the extermination of their species in
the

Pungwe.
Beira

sand, and

itself is
is

the Portuguese

word

for a spit of

a horror of corrugated-iron domiciles on

mouth of the Pungwe.
no drinkable water to be got within three
miles of the place, and we paid half-a-crown a bucket
a bare shadeless sandspit at the

There
for

is

a very

fluid.

questionable

quality of

Nobody washes himself

the

precious

or his clothes in any-

thing but the sea during the dry season.

On

the

day of our stay at Beira (November 23) the
heavens were opened and rain fell in torrents. Never
was rain more welcome pot, pan, and bucket were
placed in every direction, and the extortionate water
vendors had to retire from the field.
Where the eye does not rest on sea or sand it
wanders from Beira over miles of flat mangrove
swamps. The heat was scorching when you walked
you sank ankle-deep in sand at each step. Of all
places Beira is the most horrible. When a Portuguese
merchant goes to his office he is borne by four tottering negroes in his mashila the Englishman walks and

last

;

;

;
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own work for himself, for the verygood reason that he can get nobody to do it for him.
does most of his

one of vital importance in
Beira, and if ever it is to be a port of note the present
order of things must be altered.
Tliis

labour question

is

Yet, in spite of the fever, the heat, and the sand,

Beira must go ahead, as nature has provided

it

with

an excellent harbour, a rarity on the east coast of
This is the only harbour for the proposed
Africa.
railway to the interior, which is to have its terminus
on the opposite side of the harbour to Beira, nearer to
the mouth of the Buzi, and will run along the flats
between that river and the Puns^we. Until this line
is made, I think few of those who have come down
this road will care to return and face the discomforts
of another foot journey through the fly country and
Perhaps it will be two years before
the swamps.
this line is completed, and it must be done by the cooperation of the two interested companies, the British
South Africa and the Mozambique. Between MassiKessi and Umtali it will cost a considerable amount
On the
of capital if the hills are to be tunnelled.
flats

the

swamps

will cause difliculties

:

fevers will

play havoc with the labourers, and the rivers and the

dongas will have to be bridged.
When this line is completed, I

Mashonaland

feel confident that

go ahead. There are in it
all the elements of prosperity
and we may yet live
to see the glories of the ancient ruins revived under
other auspices, for long centuries have not altered
the love of gold inherent in mankind.
will rapidly

;
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BoBEKT M. W. Swan, Esq.

Central Mashoxaland

consists of elevated granite plateaux,

varying in height between 3,000 and 5,000

feet.

the surface of these plains rise groups of isolated

Through

little

granite

which ai'e most remarkable and varied in form, and
whicli sometimes attain an elevation of 1,000 feet above their
base, but more frequently they are about 400 feet high.
Generally they are composed of enormous broken blocks of
granite, but often they are dome-shaped and of one unbroken
mass of rock, and suggest the idea of huge bubbles on the
surface of a molten mass.
The summits of the latter kind of
liills

of course, quite inaccessible. They are not hills left
by the denudation of the surrounding country, but,
judging from exposed sections of some that I have seen, they
have been elevated by a force acting at a comparatively small
distance below the present surface, and they are older than
hills are,

in relief

the stratified rocks of the country.

On

the granite

stratified

rock

—

one meets with patches of
and schists, and rarely some
Magnesia, too, is sometimes present,

plateaux

of quartzites

crystalline limestone.
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notably at Umtali, and in the steatite which occurs near the

Great Zimbabwe, of which
excavations were made.

many

The

of the objects found in the

strike of the strata is generally

and west, and the various patches arrange themselves in
running across the country in
tlie same direction as the strike.
These semi-continuous
deposits or belts of stratified rock are generally two or three
miles wide, and in them occur the gold-bearing quartz reefs.
The most southerly belt that I know of in Mashonaland
proper passes by Fort Victoria, and probably crosses the
Sabi River about latitude 20°.
The next large one passes by
Umtali and the 'Mfuli River, where it crosses the waggonThis belt includes Mount
road, and so on to Hartley Hill.
Next in
Wedsa, the liighest mountain in Mashonaland.
order comes the Mazoe deposit, which perhaps also includes
These deposits are all fairly
the Kaiser Wilhelm gold-field.
similar in nature, but no fossils have been found in them, and
their age has not been determined. Thej probably represent a continuous sheet of stratified rock, all of which has
been denuded away except the above-mentioned belts. They
generally present a rugged surface, elevated in mountain
ranges, which often rise 1,500 and 2,000 feet above their

east

several fairly continuous lines

base, and, although they are nearly always steep, they are

These mountains are regular and beauand refresh the eye after it has grown wearied
The soil on the
of the grotesque forms of the granite hills.
stratified rocks is more fertile than it is on the granite, and
the vegetation is more charming the very coarse grasses of
the granite soils being replaced by many flowering plants.
The ruins which have just been described are all built on

rarely precipitous.
tiful in outline,

;

granite, but are generally within

a short distance of the

and the ruins at Zimbabwe are situated four
miles from the southern edge of the quartz belt. At Zimbabwe
we found little clay crucibles in which gold had been melted.

quartz formation

;
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and an accumulation of quartzite rock which had been
obtained from the casing of a quartz

reef.

I carefully tested

but could only find a very minute trace

this rock for gold,

;

so

had been rejected as too poor for treatment.
While at Zimbabwe, whenever I could spare time from the
excavations, I made excursions to the quartz belt, and searched
for old workings and gold reefs.
I found one reef carrying a
small quantity of gold, but no old workings.
Since then,
however, rich gold reefs have been discovered about twenty
miles to the north-west of Zimbabwe, and from these probably
the ancients obtained their quartz. The quartz formation near
the little ruin at the Mazoe River has been much worked for
gold, and the Manica belt seems to have been even more

I conclude that

exploited.

it

Where

the high plateau breaks

down

at Massi-

Kessi an enormous amount of alluvial has been worked. The
old people must have obtained, from both the alluvial afid the
reefs, a great quantity of gold to repay them for the work
that they did, and there is no reason to suppose that they
have exhausted the reefs indeed, I have seen at the bottom
of old workings the reef continuing and carrying visible
;

gold.

Besides gold

reefs, these

quartz belts contain

much

iron

In two isolated patches of the
quartzite formation at the Doroba Mountains, near the Sabi
Eiver, I found great masses of rich magnetite and hematite,
and on the top of Mount 'Nyaguzwe, near Fort Victoria,
in fact, so very abundant
there is also a mass of magnetite
is iron ore, that compass bearings can rarely be taken with
Along the right
safety from hills in the quartz formation.
bank of the Sabi River, near Mount Wedsa, are many native
They obtain
villages, whose one industry is iron smelting.
the ore from Mount Wedsa, which is renowned far and wide
ore and

some manganese.

;

an iron-producing mountain. The mineral
not very rich, and is consequently more easily

in Kaffirland as

they select

is
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emelted, and

produce

is

it

contains some manganese.

very pure, and

is

The

iron tbey

consequently soft and easily

fashioned into weapons and tools.

Their anvils are simple

blocks of bard diorite, on which they

hammer with

another

smaller block.

The

Zimbabwe
The 'Mpopotekwe

tributaries of the Sabi River flowing near

have been ill-defined on previous maps.
joins the 'Mtelekwe

and the 'Mshagashe flows into the united

stream a short distance south of Zimbabwe.

This river,

under the name of the 'Mtelekwe, then flows into the Lunde,
and not to the Sabi direct. The Tokwe joins the Lunde
farther north.
The most interesting geographical work that
we did was on our expedition to the Sabi River, and on that
from Fort Salisbury to 'Mtoko's, and down by Mangwendi's
and Makoni's country to Umtali. On our journey to the Sabi
we crossed a great many of its western tributaries ; and as the
same streams rose near the waggon- road, and we crossed
them pretty far down their courses, we were able to lay down
their direction for a considerable distance with certainty.
The Sabi River itself, in latitude 19° 15', we found was placed
twenty miles too far west in former maj)s and from the information which I gathered from the natives, in the latitude
of Zimbabwe, it must be about fifty miles farther east than it is
placed in these maps. This river, where we struck it, was a
It had
considerable stream flowing rapidly over a rocky bed.
fallen about 1,800 feet from its source near Fort Charter, and
;

had 2,700
it

feet

has received

more
all

to

fall

before

the tributaries

it

we

reached the
crossed

it

sea.

When

must be a very

big river.

Going from Fort Salisbury to 'Mtoko's we crossed many
Mazoe River, which were either not shown
at all in former maps, or were most inaccurately placed. We
recrossed these streams again farther up returning from
'Mtoko's to Mangwendi's.
I also got excellent views of them
tributaries of the
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able to lay

them down

eastward of 'Mtoko's
into

in

I ascended, £0 that I

vvlaich

my map

we could

mountain ranges as

it
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with certainty.

was

To the

see the high %xidt breaking

descended towards Gouveia's

country.

Approaching Mangwendi's, and
wendi's and

Chipunza's, our

way

also

going between Manga very high

lay along

watershed, on the western side of which rose some of the
eastern tributaries of the Sabi River, the most important of

which was the 'Msheke. At Makoni's we reached the highest
part of the plateau, and this is, with the exception of some
villages on Mount Yenya, the highest inhabited part of
Mashonaland. From Makoni's to Mount Yenya the country
is broken
and the descent is very rapid, but on the east of
;

our route the descent

more imposing.

On

is

still

more rapid and the mountains

the north side of

the Odzi River, which

is

Mount Yenya

flows

there a very considerable stream.

Mount Yenj^a

is a most imposing mountain and the highest
Mashonaland, with the exception of Mount Wedsa. It
rises to a height of 5,800 feet above sea level, and within 300

in

summit are several villages which own a considernumber of cattle. It probably represents the Mount
Doe which the Portuguese place on their maps about this

feet of its

able

and which they say is 7,900 feet high, for certainly
is no mountain near Mount Yenya of equal height.
Between Umtali and Massi-Kessi the country is extremely
mountainous, and the scenery is the grandest that we saw in
Mashonaland. We lost 1,400 feet in height between these
two places.
A short distance after leaving Massi-Kessi we
crossed the Revwe River, and our way lay along a watershed
part,

there

about 2,000 feet high.

This watershed

is

thickly wooded,

and is traversed sometimes by deep ravines. On the left
hand the streams flow to the Pungwe River, and on the
right to the Revwe and the Muda and Mutuchiri Rivers.
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Approacliing Sarmento, the country

falls

rapidly to nearly

and thence to the coast we traversed a flat alluvial
country through which the Pungwe Rivcr sluggishly flows.
This swacLpy level country swarms with game, especially
towards the end of the dry season, but the vegetation is not
nearly so luxuriant as one would expect^ and some parts of
sea level

;

this country are quite bare.

I have

in

been careful throughout to

accordance

spell

the native names

down by the Royal
The sound of the Bushman clicks

with the rules

Geographical Society.

laid

which occurs so often in the names of places and in the names
of tribes derived from the names of places, but most frequently

names of I'ivers, is slurred over by the present
and represented by a combination of letters. As I
know of no rule for the spelling of these sounds, I have
represented them by an inverted comma and the consonant
nearest in sound.
In maps of Africa north of the Zambesi
of

all

in the

tribes,

these clicks are generally spelt in this way, although the

comma
'

has often dropped out, as in words like

Mpwapwa,' Mvumi

;

'

have been
native

comma.

I have used such mis-spellings of the

names only when they have been long established and
as Umtali and Inhambane.'

passed into constant use

A

Nyanza,'

and have often used various vowels

less accurate,

instead of the

'

but south of that river cartographers

'

'

:

'

'

point of interest in the remote history of the country

—

and of the ruins which we examined for the old people
doubtless entered the country by this coast
is the growth
(•f the land at the mouth of the Pungwe River and around
8ofala.
From about Sarmento down to Beira one passes over
a low alluvial country which has been slowly encroaching on
the sea for ages.

I

am

sorry that in the rush to the coast I

did not have time to collect data to enable
idea of the quantity of

Pungwe

—

mud

in a given time,

me

to form any

deposited from the waters of the

but

its

waters hold in suspension a

;
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great quantity of tine clay derived from the decomposition of
the granite in

its basin,

enters the sea.

The

and

this is deposited

where the river

distance from Sarmento to Beira as the

even in early
the low fever

miles, so that at some period the road
must have been shortened by this amount, and
historical times some part of the journey across
belt would have been saved. The site of ancient

seaports will

now be

crow

flies is sixty-five

to the interior

far inland, so it

need not surprise us

that remains of these ports have not yet been found.

Owing to frequent absence from camp, I was unable to
read the thermometer and barometer as continuously and
regularly as I could have wished, but the readings which I

what the climate at Zimbabwe
was in June and July last year.
We arrived there on
June 6, after a week of south-east winds, high barometer,
and rain and mist. The wind then gradually fell and the
barometer with it, and we had three weeks of fine calm
weather.
The barometer reached its minimum on June 27,
and at the same time the difference of the readings of the
wet and dry bulb thermometers was at its maximum. The
air was then very dry and the sky clear, with light north
winds which were evidently local in origin, and the temperature at night fell below freezing-point, so that in the morning
we saw a light deposit of hoar-frost. Immediately after this
the barometer began to rise, there were light south-east
winds, the atmosphere became moister, and on July 4 the
south-east wind had increased considerably in strength, and
some rain fell. From this time until the end of our stay at
Zimbabwe, on August 2, the barometer slowly rose and
fell, its range being limited to about three-tenths of an inch
and whenever the south-east winds blew at all strongly
the barometer rose and we had mist and rain.
We had
did take give us some idea of

during this period generally about a half-day of rain each
week.
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At first sight it seems surprisiug that we should have
windy wet weather with a high barometer, but we must
remember that the only winds which can bring rain to Zimbabwe, at least in winter, are the south-easterly winds, and
these, like all other winds blowdng towards the equator,
increase the atmospheric pressure.
Zimbabwe is situated on
the edge of a plateau about 3,400 feet above sea level.
The
country breaks down gradually towards the south and east
and more rapidly towards the west, while towards the north
it
rises gently until after about 100 miles it attains an
altitude of nearly 5,000 feet.
The west winds, if they do blow,
have to traverse the continent and the high country about the

sources of the

Limpopo

before they reach Zimbabw^e, so that

they will deposit their excess of moisture for the altitude of

Zimbabwe
winds

before reaching that place

;

and the northerly
and consequently

will tend to increase in temperature,

in dryness, after falling from the high country towards the

and northerly winds will not part
The predominant winds in
this latitude are the south-east trades, and they, carrying their
moisture from the Indian Ocean, are forced to rise as they
pass over this country, and they consequently expand and are
lowered in temperature and so deposit much of their moisture
north

;

so that westerly

with moisture at Zimbabwe.

on this edge of the high plateau.

A

similar winter climate

seems to prevail in most parts of Mashonaland, the edges of
the plateaux receiving most of the moisture.
Manica is
situated

there

much nearer the sea than Zimbabwe, and the country
much more rapidly towards the east (it falls 1,400

falls

feet in ten miles

there

is

heavier.

winter, for

it is

near Umtali), and consequently the rainfall
Fort Salisbury

is

better situated for a dry

and the southmost of their surplus moisture

in the middle of a high plateau,

east winds will have parted with
for that altitude before

year in Mashonaland

is

they reach

it.

The

driest time of the

from August to November.

I

may
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mention that the greatest difference I observed in the readings
of the wet and dry bulb thermometers was 24° F. at the

an altitude of 2,140 feet, on May 13 at
At
the readings being 64° and 88° respectively.

'JNIshabetsi River, at

2

P.M.

;

Zimbabwe during June and July the difference in readings
varied from 0° to 20° F., and the dew point sometimes fell to
32° F. at midday.
The extreme range of shade temperature
in the

two months was 46° F.
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APPENDIX B
List of Stations in Mashonaland Astronomically
Observed^ with Altitudes

By KoBEET M. W. Swan,
stations

Esq.
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List of Stations in Mashonaland Astronomically Observed,

with Altitudes
stations

— continued
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APPENDIX G
V

Addenda

to

By

W. Swan, Esq.

E. M.

Chapter

Since writing the preceding pages (Chapter V.) it has been
found to be possible from the measurements made at Zimbabwe
to determine the radius of another curve of the outer wall of
the great temple.

This part of the wall extends from B in a

north-westerly direction for 111
shall call c.

The radius of

its

diameter of the circle of which

feet, to

curve

it is

is

a point which

133

a part

is

feet,

we

so that the

equal to one half

of 17*17 X 3-14^, and the centre of the curve (which

we

shall

w) is situated on the meridian line from the altar through
the main doorway. The middle point of this arc b c, the S.S.E.
doorway of the arc G, the centres G and w, all lie in one and
the same straight line. This line cuts the meridian at an angle
of 30°, and when produced will pass over the outer wall at a
point which is marked by a step which is built across the top
of the wall.
A line drawn in a similar way from the middle
of the arc K B through the centre of the great tower, the altar,
and r, also cuts the meridian at an angle of 30°, but from its
other side.
As the original wall no longer exists at the
point where this line would pass we cannot say if its position
was marked on the wall.
These lines of sight seem to have been used, like the
call

meridian

lines, for

the observation of stars, but of stars off the
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meridian.

It could hardly

have served any useful purpose to
all had the

observe several stars crossing these lines unless they

same polar distance for stars with different polar distances
would cross the lines at different lengths of time before and after
their culminations.
Nor, in the latitude of Zimbabwe, would
any individual star cross the lines at any important time in its
daily circuit.
But if we suppose that this temple is built on
the model of one in the parent country in the northern
hemisphere, it is easy to imagine a useful purpose which these
lines may have served.
In the latitude of Southern Arabia,
for instance, an observer facing north would see the North
Pole elevated about 15° above the horizon.
If we compare
the northern portion of the sky to a watch dial, the stars will
;

moving hands, the

represent the

the meridian the xii. and

vi.

pole the centre of the dial,

hour-points, and the

ill.

and

ix.

hours will be marked by a horizontal line passing through the
pole east and west.

When

stars cross this line they

to be at their east or west elongation.

may be

said

Now it seems probable

that the two lines in question would be used in the parent

country to observe a star having a north polar distance of
30° when it was at its east and west elongations and six hours

from the meridian.

We

have

befoi'e

remarked that none of our trigonometrical

functions seem to have been recognised by the builders of

Zimbabwe, and that the angular values of the arcs are of no
special importance when measured in our way.
But they must
]uivo been of importance to the builders of the temples.
The
locating of the centres of the arcs on the several meridian lines,
supposing the meridian lines were first laid down in planning

the temples (as the central one undoubtedly was in the great
temple), does not really determine the intersecting points of

were the centre moved along the meridian lines
would change
their positions and the lengths of the arcs would be altered.
the arcs

;

for,

in either direction, the points of intersection

ADDENDA TO CHAPTER V
The lengths

of the arcs
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seem to have been determined by

the intersections of circles of radii different from those of the
arcs themselves, but the lengths of

mined by the same system

whose

were deter-

radii

as those of the arcs.

The centres

of the intersecting circles are situated on the radius of the arc

which lies midway between its extremities, and the distance
between the arc and the intersecting circle measured on the
same radius produced is equal to the diameter of one of the
towers.

ak is built on a curve of 107-8 feet radius; and
a circle be drawn as described with a radius of 169'3 feet,
it will determine the length of the chord of the arc at 107
feet, and the distance between the two arcs measured on the
middle radius will be 5-45, which is equal to the diameter of

The

arc

if

the

little

The

tower.

arc KB treated in the

same way, with a curve of 84'6

feet, and with a distance of 17*17 feet (the diameter of the
great tower) between the intersecting circle and the arc, has
its chord fixed at 129^
and
of 107
129i feet agree to within
measurement of the wall itself.

the length of

feet.

These two lengths

six inches with our actual

If we apply our system to the arc EC in an exactly similar
manner, but with the distance between the circle and the arc

made equal
length of

to the radius of the great tower,

its

closely with our

The
42-3

we

find that the

chord should be 111 feet; and this also agrees

measurements.

arc of the eastern temple on the hill has a radius of

feet,

and

if

a circle of 169-3 feet be applied to

it

with a

distance of 17-17 feet between the circle and the arc,

and

find that the length of its chord should be 72 feet;

exactly what

we make

it

on our plan.

we

this is

This also explains the

hitherto inexplicable position of the eastern doorway.

In a similar way we determine the length of the chord of
the great wall in the western temple to be 140 feet

;

but as the
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ends of this wall are in a ruinous condition, and as the present
outer face is not of the original period, we cannot say whether
this

was the actual measurement or

With two
sufficiently

not.

exceptions, there are no other arcs which are

complete to allow us to ascertain their original

measurements.
These exceptions are the arc in the little
temple at G, and that from the doorway to A. In the former
case, the length of the arc is fixed

by the two doorways

;

and

as one of these is placed north of the centre in order to permit

of observation along the meridian line, and the other

is

made

same purpose for the line GW, it is obvious why
the length of this arc was not determined in the same way.
In the latter case, as one end of the arc is at a northern doorway, and as we are not quite certain of the length of the

to serve the

radius of the arc

itself,

length of

chord.

tlie

its

much

we have not attempted

to determine

more of the plan of the
and this can only be done
by careful excavation conducted by some one of experience in
the art for an inexperienced or careless workman could easily
and unwittingly remove any of the remaining mortarlesa
foundations without ever discovering that he had done so.
It is

to be

desired that

original temple should be recovered,

;

—
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follovviug notes

D.

have been kindly supplied by Hie Secre-

tary of the British South Africa

Company

Progress in MasJionaland summarised
to

May

:

from November 1891

1893.

HEALTH.

The rainy season of 1891 to 1892 found the settlers in
Mashonaland well housed and with an abundance of provisions in consequence, a wonderful improvement was manifested in the health of the community, proving that the
insufficiency of food and shelter, necessarily associated with
the initial occupation of a wild country so many hundreds of
miles from a base of supply, was mainly responsible for the
sickness of the rainy season of 1890-1891.
The Senior Medical Officer of the British South Africa
Company reported early in 1892 that not a single case of
fever had arisen among the inhabitants of Salisbury during
the worst part of the wet season in every case the patient
had contracted his fever elsewhere, and there had been no
;

;

deaths at

He

adds

:

all
'

from climatic causes in Salisbury or its district.
food, good clothing, shelter from inclement

Good

weather and the sun, an abundant supply of medicines and
necessaries and a milder season have wrought an

invalid

enormous improvement in the general health of the people.
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and Maslionaland of 1892

is

not recognisable as Maslionaland

of 1891.'

The general health has been equally good in the rainyseason of 1892-3, and the experience of the last two years
has shown that perfect health may be enjoyed by anyone who
will avoid

undue exposure and

will observe a

few simple

precautions.

TOWNSHIPS
Progress in the townships of Salisbury, Victoria, and

Umtali has been rapid.

At Salisbury 1,800

stands have been surveyed and

out; at Victoria 572 stands, and at Umtali 300.

1892 a

sale of stands

was held

at the three places

mapped
In July

mentioned

above, 70 at Salisbury being sold for 2,250Z., 150 at Victoria
for

6,107Z.,

and 44 at Umtali

for

1,396^., the total

sum

264 stands. It is intended
in July of this year, where competition

realised being nearly 10,000Z. for
to hold another sale

no doubt will be keen, as the attention of capitalists in
England, as well as those on the spot, is being directed to the
matter.

The public buildings
trator's Offices, the

at Salisbury, such as the

Standard Bank

Offices,

Adminis-

the Police Station,

Magazine, Court House, Survey, Mines, Post and Telegraph
Offices, are already completed or on the verge of completion.
All the material required for these buildings has been drawn

with the exception of wood for doors,
and architraves.
A Sanitary Board has been formed at Salisbury to manage
the affairs of the township with a revenue derived from onehalf the stand-rents (10s. per month) and other fees, such as
market dues.
A branch of the Standard Bank was opened at Salisbury
on July 20j 1892, and is doing a very good business. A

from the
skirting,

district itself,
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printed newspaper, the Rhodesia Herald,
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also

is

published

there weekly.

The Mining Commissioner for Victoria reported on September 24, 1892, as follows
The township of Victoria is growing very fast, and very
good buildings are being erected, the majority being com:

—

'

posed of brick and iron or brick and thatch
superior

those

to

erected

they are far

Barberton,

Kimberley,

at

;

or

The town has only been surveyed a few

Johannesburg.

months, and progress made

is

This shows that

very good.

the people have every confidence in the mining and general
prospects of Mashonaland.'
a

Victoria also possesses

newspaper, the

Mashonaland

Times and, Mining Chronicle.

As regards

hotels,

there

are

several

most sub-tantial

buildings of brick and iron offering excellent accc mmodation
at Salisbury,

and between Victoria and Salisbury there are

wayside hotels at the various post-stations.
possesses two,

Victoria itself

and others are to be found every 20 miles or

200 miles of road connecting Victoria with Tuli.
At the latter place there is an excellent hotel, conducted by
so along the

the Tuli Hotel Company.

On

the Salisbury-Umtali

Road and

at

Umtali wayside

houses and hotels have been established, and their

number

no doubt be augmented on the completion of the Beira
It ail way.
will

ROADS.

The existing roads have been kept up and improved, and
under Mr. Selous's superintendence new ones have been

made

in

many

directions connecting Fort Salisbury with the

various gold-fields and with the

main road to the Pungwe.
During 1892 Mr. Selous constructed an excellent road
from Umtali to Chimoio, a distance of over 70 miles, to meet
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the head of the Beira Railway.
for

heavy waggons at

making

parties are

and improving

The road

will

be available

seasons of the year.

all

Two

road-

engaged at the present time in maintaining

it.

BEIRA RAILWAY.
Satisfactory progress

is

being made with the Beira Bail-

which from Pontes Villa (about
48 miles up the Pungwe from Beira) to Chimoio, a distance
of 75 miles, will be opened by the end of July.
The embankments are completed for 65 miles and the
permanent way for 50, but the curves in some places, especially in the last few miles, are sharp, owing to the broken
and hilly nature of the country. Special rails for these
curves have had to be procured from England and are now on
their way out.
By the time they arrive at the end of June
way, the

first

section of

the earthworks will be finished, and they will then only
have to be linked to complete the railway through the flybelt.
It is this fly-belt which has hitherto opposed such an
insuperable obstacle to the importation of heavy goods by
ail

this otherwise easy, cheap,

and convenient

route.

It is estimated that the cost of transport of goods from

Cape Town

more than
and it will then be possible to import machinery
&c. at rates which compare favourably with those which
obtained at the Bandt before the recent completion of the
to Salisbury will thus be decreased by

201. per ton,

line to

On

Johannesburg.
completion of the

first section,

the construction of the

second section as far as Salisbui-y will .be pressed on with,
transport being carried on in the

vvHggons on the Ohimoio-

meantime by

LJnitali lioad,

services of

alluded to above.
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AGRICULTURE.

The main occnpations of

settlers

have been gold mining

and farming.
Favourable reports of the country from an agricultural
and pastoral point of view have on several occasions been
furnished by deputations of experienced farmers appointed at
public meetings, both in the Cape Colony and the Orange
Free State, to inspect and report upon the land. As the
result of these reports, large 'treks' of farmers from those
countries have already proceeded, and will be followed shortly
by others, to occupy tracts of land in Mashonaland.
A recent return from the Surveyor-General's Office at
Salisbury shows that farms representing a total area of
3,178 square miles or 2,000,000 acres have been granted and
located, nearly one-half having been properly surveyed in

Grants of land for farms of 3,000 acres in extent
an annual quit rent of SI. were obtainable during 1892,

addition.
at

but so

many

free grants

land

is

applications were received that these practically
have been altogether suspended, and the price of

fixed

for the

present at 9d. per acre subject to the

annual quit rent.

Farming operations

in

Mashonaland should

offer special

advantages, owing to the proximity of the various gold-fields,

which have always afforded markets at most remunerative
and will no doubt continue to do
so in the future in an even greater degree.
The most important of the deputations above referred to

rates for all farm produce,

upon inspection estimated that in the parts of the country
visited there

were at

least

for colonising purposes.

area

40,000 square miles well adapted

When

it

is

remembered that the

of Mashonaland and Matabeleland

is

125,000 square

and that not one-half of this extent of country was
seen by the deputation, it will be generally conceded that
miles,
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'

their estimate, large as it

is,

admits of considerable amplifi-

cation.

It

may

be incidentally mentioned, dealing with quite

another part of the British South Africa Company's terrisphere north of the Zambesi, which amounts
upwards of 500,000 square miles, that most favourable
reports of its mineral and agricultural resources have been
furnished by such well-known travellers as Joseph Thomson
and Alfred Sharpe.
tories, viz. the

to

GOLD.

The

attention of the majority of the population has mainly

been directed to the exploitation of the gold reefs, and in
spite of difficulties arising from want of transport and from
ignorance of the country, a great deal of solid development
has been achieved.

Owing

to various causes, it

was not until July 1891 that

regular workings were commenced.

Since that time pro-

specting has been carried on in a systematic and efficient

manner, resulting in
districts of Victoria,

the discovery

of the

gold-bearing

Manica, Hartley Hill, Mazoe, and Lo

Magonda.s, having a total area of 27,000 square miles.
believed

that the gold- belt

starting

from

TJmtali

It is

passes

through Victoria, and will in all probability couneci; with the
gold-belt stretching eastward from the Tati gold-fields in the
western portion of Matabeleland, and on which considerable

development work has been done.
Fresh discoveries on a large scale have recently been
made within 15 miles of Salisbury. The latest cable intelligence states that in these new fields the reefs proved to
40 and 60 feet are as rich and as wide as at the surface.
Gold-belts have also recently been discovered at Mt. Darwin,
about 80 miles north of Mazoe, at points 120 miles north
of Umtali (Manica) and 80 miles south of the same place.
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and on the Tokwe River about 30 miles west of Victoria.
The gold formations at the above places are all very extensive,
show visible freely, and give very rich pannings, while they
cannot be said to have been developed at all up to the
Another series of reefs, which are described as
phenomenally rich by the British South Africa
Company's Administrator, have just been discovered in the

present.

being

commonage at Umtali.
The immense cost of importing even the
batteries has, of course, retarded the gold

lightest

stamp

industry to an

enormous extent, but the completion of the Beira Railway
What crushings
will work a great change in this respect.
The average yield
have taken place show very rich results.
from several hundred tons of ore extracted from all reefs in
the Victoria district, good and bad together, was 18'3 dwt.
It has, however, been proved in
per ton, or about 73s.
practice that mining operations even under present conditions can be carried on in Mashonaland at a cost not exceeding 20s. per ton, leaving the very handsome profit of
53s. for every ton crushed in the above district.

In a cablegram recently received from the Company's
administrator on his return from a tour of inspection of the
various mining

districts

he

states

that

new

finds

were

occurring everywhere daily, and that crushings were every-

where successful that the reefs were improving with depth,
and that wonderful development was proceeding in every
;

district.

exist,

As

regards alluvial gold, that large deposits do

and that

the opinion of

now

their discovery is only a question of time, is
all

experienced miners.

That

this

time has

arrived seems probable from a cable message recently

50 oz. of alluvial gold had been
brought into Salisbury, causing great excitement there.
Should, however, alluvial fields, so valuable to a new country
from their power of attracting a large mining population,
received reporting that
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progress that has been

may

not be too

made

much

to say

in so short a time,

enormous extent and richness of the auriferous
taken into consideration

when Mashonahand

will

— that the time cannot be

— the

and the

reefs

being

far distant

assume a leading position amongst

the principal gold-producing countries of the world.

;
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216; mythical mhabitants
222

British
to

Association, expedition
assisted by, 4

Mashonaland

Chartered Company of
South Africa. See Chartered
British Museum, Egyptian pillow in the, 37
Afiican
musical
instruments,
81

British

'

'

;

Phcenician sepulchral stelae
lebes from temple
189
at Naucratis, 201
iron bells
from the Congo, 311, 312

in,

;

;

avenues of menhirs
near Carnac, 132

Brittany,

;
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BUP

con

Bnfwa mountains, 43
Buzi

Portuguese intiuence on the, 2U8
river, early

Matindela, ruins of fort near,
135, 140; gigantic baobab tree, 140 Makalanga outpost, 267; holes for Isafuba
game, ib. miserable villac;:e3
around, ib. trackless forests
in vicinity, 208
ruin there,
100,

;

;

;

Cabiri ruins at Hadjar Kein in
Malta, IIG
Cahal, Alvarez de, Port igneso
explorer, 231
his entry into
;

Sofala harbour,
gold-laden dhows,

ib.

;

Arab

ih.

;

ih.

Chidima, the Monomatapa of;
Portuguese accounts of, 331,
332 silver-mining at, 332
Chigono village, 355 its won;

;

Cairo, Portuguese at, 230
Cambridge, cylindrical object
from Cyprus in Fitzwilham

Museum

204

at,

derful position, ib.
Cliilondillo fort, ruins of, 135
Cliilonga fort, ruins of, 100

Chimbi

Carnac,

Brittany, avenues of
menhirs near, 132 mythical
builders of, 222
;

river, undei'ground passage near, 340
Chimoia, kraal of, 375 fertility
of country, 370 lions in vici;

;

Charter fort, Makalansra tribes
at, 32; arrival of expedition
at, 277
parting with native
;

servants, ib.

Chartered

Company

of

South

Africa, author's obhgations to,

pioneers in Mashonaland,
240 dil'liculty in catering at
Fort Sahsbur.y, 282; punish-

4

;

;

ment

of Kaffirs

209
Chekatu, village
bele

raid

by

officers of,

nity, 377
China, Celadon pottery from, in

Zimbabwe, 204
Chipadzi village in Mazoe valley,
294 ruins near, ib.
Chipiez, M.
See Perrot and
;

Chipiez,

MM.

Chipunza's village, vi^all-buildinj,'
in, 339
interesting ruin near,
340; aspect of the country,
348 camping in, ib. native
craving for salt. 349; interview with chief, 351 sava<j;e
;

;

254

of,

on,

ib.

;

;

Matafemale

barber at, ib.
Cherumbila, native chief, 89
visit to his kraal, 90
descrip;

;

;

beer and beer351, 352;
native

etiquette, ib.

;

drinking,
courtesy, 352 fortress at, 353
Chipadzi's tomb, ib.
Colonial Institute, Mr. E. A.
Maund's lecture at the, on
ancient gold-mining in Mas;

tion

thereof,

ib.

his

;

upon neighbouring

raids

tribes, ib.

;

interview with, ib. Matabele
raid upon, ib. his hospitality,
91
Chibi's country, 44 native ii-onsmelting, 45 pot-making, ib.\
granaries, 48 rats and mice,
ib.
native costumes. 49
Chiburga, Monomatapa's stronghold for wives, 207
Chiburwe mountain, north of
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

honaland, 290
Conder, Major, on the circular
ruin near the Lundi river, 103
Congo river, discovery of iron
bells on the, 211
Corvo on Portuguese exploration
in Africa, 243
on the ancient
gold-mines in Mazoe valley,
;

E
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2
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GRE

cou
295; on early Portus^tiese en-

Mashonaland, 21)6
Couto, Portuguese author, do
Covilham, Pedro de, Portui^ucse
explorer, 2B0
his death ni
terprise in

;

Abyssinia, ib.
Cyprus, Phoenician coin fonrd
excavations in, 204
in, 18G
;

Dalmatia, ingot mould found in,
21G
Dapper's description of Maslionaland ruins, 240

monuments

Deir-el-Bahari,

Fallow-paunches, a wild

tribe

of the Kalahari desert, 14
Falmouth, ingot of tin found in
harbour of, 216 ; Sir Henry
James's pamphlet on, ib.
Farao,
Signor,
governor
of
Senna, on regal burials at

Magonio, 346
FitzwiUiam Mviseum

at

Cam-

bridge,
cylindrical
marble
object from Cyprus, 204
Forbes, Major, destruction of
Kaffir village by, 299

France, mythical inhabitants

of,

222

of,

226
Delft pottery in

Mazoe

valley,

Gama,

29G

Dendema
tribes,

in occupation of Zendj

"I'd'd

Denderah, zodiac of, 18G
Diodorus on tin ingots found in
ancient Britain, 216 on the
Egyptian gold-mines at Wadi
Allaga, 218
;

Dutch nomenclature,

17, 18
Dyer, Mr. Thiselton, Dii'ector of
Kew Gardens, on the age of
the baobab, 135, 136

Vasco

Portuguese

da,

explorer. 230

Gambidji country, 270; extent
of, 272; tattooed women in,
305
Gamitto, Portuguese traveller,
on lion worship, 331
Gasetsive, chief of Kanya, 8
death and funeral of, 10
visit to his widow, ib.
Gaza, kraal of, 314
PiOA'al,
Geographical Society,
expedition

Museum

assisted
by,
at Lisbon, 212

4

native bearer from
Kunzi's kraal, 312
Glaser, Herr Edward, Arabian

Girandali,

Edrisi, geographer, on

Zendj
tribes of East Africa, 233
Egyptian gold-mines in \Va;li
Allaga, 218
commerce on
the Ked Sea, 226
Elibi river, ruin near, 99
Emesa, Syria, temple of the sun
at, 204
Eratosthenes,
historian,
on
Arabian tribes, 229
Evans, Sir John, on ingot mould
found in Dalmatia, 216
Ezekiel's denunciation of Tyre,
;

traveller,

230

Godobgwe stream, 50
Goiia, village of, 257 : larder
trees at, 237, 258 savage ornaments of inhabitants, 258
growth of tobacco, ib. ; ricetields, ib. ; prosperity of kraal,
;

ib.

Gouveia, a Portuguese half-caste
in 'Mtoko country, 318
Greece, mythical mhabitants of,
222 ancient legends of, 225
;
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GimfifunTana, Znlu chief, raids

at Paphos, in Cyprus,
204
Holub, Dr. Emil, Seven Years
in South Africa by, 95
Horace on Arabian wealth, 227
Horapollo on the vulture, 185

of, 2(Jo

Gutu, Makalanga chief of Gona,
257

Hadjar

Kem,

Malta,

tions

'

'

Cabiri

temple rums at, 110
Ham[jden, Mount, isolation of,
285
Harris, Mr. F. R., Secretary of
British South Africa Company,
his letter to Chief. 'Mtoko,
302
Hartley Hills, gold Vv'orkiugs
near, 28'J

Hatasou, Queen of Egypt, ingots
of gold sent from kmgdom of
Punt to, 221 native expedition in reign of, 220
Hayman, Captain, conquers Portuguese at Massi-Kessi, 308
guns and ammunition captured
by troops of, 309
Heany and Johnson, Messrs.,
pioneer work in Mashonaland,
;

;

371; failure of then-expedition,
377
Hepburn, Mr., missionary at

Palapwe, 24
Herodian's description of the
sacred cone in Syrian temple,
204
Herodotus on the origin of the
phahus, 188 on the worship
of the Arabians, 190
on
Egyptian sacvilice, 209
on
the
circumnavigation
of
Africa, 225
Hierapolis, Mesopotamia, temple
at, 117, 185
phalli in temple
at, 188
Himyaritic supremacy in Arabia,
186 inscriptions, 230
Hippalus and his knowledge of
monsoons, 224
Hogarth, Mr., and the excava;

;

Iguzu, native servant attached
to author's expedition, 278
accompanies author to chief
'Mtoko's country, 302
Ikomo, brother to the chief of
Zimbabwe, 73 his kraal on
taking
Zimbabwe hill, 75
leave of, 84
Imiridzi, village of, 256 knit;

;

;

;

ting industry at, ib.

Impakwe

Mr.

river,

E.

Maund's description of

A.

ruins,

99 Mr. Moffat's accotmt, ih.
Inyagurukwe, native search for
;

gold

at,

337

Inyamanda,

arrival of expedition
at, ib. ; scarcity
human vultures,
;

34 trade
of meat, 35
at,

ih.

;

;

fioi'a,

ih.

;

villages, ib.

;

family
tunnel,
ib.
rock
charms, 39 view from sumniit of rock, 41
Inyota mountain, ancient gold;

;

workings in, 294
Inyuni range, as viewed from

Zimbabwe, 75
Isafnba game, holes

for,

Ishmaelites, fetichism

237
195

of,

;

;

;

James, Sir Henry, on tin ingot
found in Falmouth Harbour,
210

King of Portugal,
IT.,
equips an expedition to Africa,

John

230
Johnson, Mr. See
Johnson, Messrs.

Jomvga,

a

Heany and

curious

granite

;
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mountain

Jumbo mine

LUN

Kunzi country,

in
in

Mazoe

valley,

•296

chief,

306

nace

in,

;

iron-smelting fur-

307 hospitality of
chief's brother Gwadeli, 308
;

;

interesting relics obtained by
author, 309
woman's ih-ess of
;

Kaaba

cemetery
121

woven bark

stone at Mecca, 195

Katiir beer, 58

;

;

lan^'uajje, ih.

;

Zimbabwe,

near

179

habitation,

tril)es

;

Zimbabwe, 210
instruments enumerated by Dos
at

;

Santos, 212
manufacture of
iron mgots, 218
death-wailing in villages, 803
Kalahari desert route, 14
Kalimazondo, kraal of, 3o4
interview with
chief,
ib. ;
camp of Mr. iSelous at, 33.5
Kanya, road to, 7 town of, 9
its inhabitants, ib.
character
of scenery, 11
;

;

;

;

;

Karnak, Egyptian temples
138
Kerbela,
at, 121

Mohammedan

Khama,

at,

burial

native chief, G
cattle
disease in country of, 8
migration of his tribe, 21 his
reputation,
23; his
power
and
intolerance,
25
his
religious
enthusiasm,
ib.
jjrohibits beer-drinking among
his tribe, 25
his discipline,
26 interview with, 28
Kharabit, Sabaean king. East
Alrica in posse ssion of, 229
Kimberley, purchases at, 5
Kirk, Sir John, at Quiloa, 205
Kremer, Herr, on the solstitial
use of emblems, 186
on the
ancient cult of Arabia, 195
his allusions to stone-worship,
ih.
on the Ai-abian system of
totems, 331
Kum, Moliammedan burial at,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

121

Kunzi country, description

ism

in,

fibre, ib.

310

fetich-

and

washing, ib.
chi. f's
wives,
311
native
fishing,
ib.
dainty viands. 312; love of salt,
ib.
hand-clapping and greet;

;

;

;

ings,

313

;

ib.

;

native

bracelets,

Mount Jomvga, 315

Limpopo
tion

near junc99 ;

river, ruins

witli

the

Elibi,

ancient gold-mines in vicinity,
ih.

Linchwe, native

chief, 6, 11

Lisl)on, Geographical

Museum

at,

Society's

212

Livingstone, Dr., at Shoshong,
23
Livouri range, as viewed from
Zimbabwe, 75
Lobengula, King of Matabeleland, 6 raids of, 22, 237, 263
and plural births, 310
;

;

Prof.
Norman, on
Egyptian temples at Karnak,
138 on the zodiac of Denderah, 186
Lopodzi river, 375
Lutsani river, crossing the. 29
Louvre, Phoenician column ot
m irble in the, 188 remai ks by
MxM. Perrot and Chipiez, 189
Luanhe, ancient Portuguese market in Mazoe valley, 295

Lockyer,
;

;

De Syria Dea,' 117
description of the temple at
Hierapolis, 185
allusion to
Greek amulets, 187
Lundi river, crossing the, 42
adjacent population, 43 agriculture near, 44
ruins in
vicinity, 100
description of

Lueian's

'

;

;

;

;

of

;

bathing

;

;

1

;
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LUT
circular

MAtj

ruin near,

fort

ib,

;

dimensions of ruin, 156 ornamental patterns on ruined
temple, 1G4
Luti, village of, 2G1
Lutilo mountain, 2G1
deer in
;

;

vicinity, ib.

816

;

interview

328

station,

347
251

Malozo's kraal, presentation of
beer in, 314 hair-di"essing in,
;

ib.

Malta, temple ruins in, 116
Mandigo, kraal of, 377
tsetse

with

lion

3oO

festivities at,

;

pest, ib.

Mafeking, stay of expedition at,
T)
routes from, C ; Ba-rolong
;

tribe of, 7

Mafusaire, villnge of, 271
first
white lady in, ib.; tomb of a
;

chief, ib.

abandoned waggons

near, ib.

314

Macloutsie, Border Police at, 22
Colonel,
Madera, Portuguese
boycotts English immigrants
in Mapanda's country, 37'J

;

Mangwendi's country, ruined villages,
;

83

;

journey through,
330 de-

visit to ruins,

;

scription of chiefs kraal, 339,

342 Bondoro worship in, 340
sacrifice
in, ib.
ploughing
season, 341 wives and children of chief, 342
author's
departure from, 343
Manicaland, mountains of, 201,
354 valleys of, 355
Mapanda's country, waste of provisions in, 2o3
desperate
condition of English immigrants, 379
corrugated iron
palaces, 381
camp attacked
by lions at night, ib. ducking a Jew in the Pungwe, 382
British colony in, ib.
island
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

]^Iagonio mountains, 346

Makalanga

village,

;

Li;tzi, author's stay at village of,

priest,

Makonyora
Makori post

tribes,

32

their

;

vanihy, 37 ;
ornaments
head, 38
witchcraft,
donjestic
implements,
anklets and necklaces,
character, 55 ; religion,

for

39

;

ib.

game on
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

musical
instruments,
57
Arabian influence, ib.
beer
brewing, ib. female brewers,
58 custom of hand- clapping,
66 festivities and funerals,
77 graves at Zimbabwe, 79
sacrificial feasts, ib.
playing
the piano, 80
songs and
music, 82
outdoor games,
85 interior of hut, 86 their
ingenuity, 248
a i ative born
without hands, 253 dread of
Shangan tribe, 203 fear of
horses, 271 architectural features of country, 275
native
drawings, 276 rice-fields, 277
Makoni chief, visit to. 284 liis
village and its inhabitants, 354
;

;

;

;

40
50

;

;

Pimgwe

the

river,

ib.; island village of chief,

383

IMapandera, village of, 294
Maphartes a Sabaean dependency, 224
]\Iarib, the ancient Saba
and
capital of the Sabiean kingdom
in Arabia, 105 ruins of elliptic
temple, 177
Marico district, Transvaal, ruins
of stone huts in, 139
Marinus of Tyre on Semitic
fetichism, 194
his vagueness
of information, 224
Mashah, a Makalanga native
engaged by author, 247 ; his
life and adventures, ib.
Masbanani, native servant attaclied to author's expedition,
;

;

;;

;
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INDEX
MAS

MAS

accompanies author to
chief 'Mtoko's country, 302
Mashonaland, departure of ex-

204 gold-mining, 215 ancient
gold- workings, 218
Arabian
gold-diggers, 220; geography
and ethnology of ruins, 223
ancient output of gold, 228
confusion in topography, 234
Portuguese accounts of ruins,
238; first pioneers of Chartered
Company, 240; Toroa ruins,
ib.
earlj^ Arab trading, 241
Boer expeditions, 244 unoccupied fertile land, 2G9 scanty

27S

;

pedition for, 5
cattle disease

roads to, G
en route, 8

;

;

;

yi
with natives, ih. tribal feuds,
33
Portuguese in, ib.
description of country, 34
granite hills, ib.
native headrests, 3G
skin-polishing, 38
doJlasses, or wooden charms,
39 witchcraft, ib. domestic
and other implements, 39, 40;
Zulu raids, 43 native agriculture, ib.
iron-smelting, 45
female decoration, 47 quaintness of scenei-y,50 quadrupeds
diseases, 51
salted horses,'
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

drunk sickness among
oxen, ib.
discovery of gold,
52 bridge -building, 53 treebarking, ib.
caterpillars as
food, ib. sleeping in the forest,
54 forest scenery, ib. native
game jiits, 55 beer-brewing,
57 Kathr language, 58; 'trekking for three months, 5'J
ib.;

'

'

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

camp

and work at Zimbabwe, CO native gunpowder
life

;

manufactm-e, 72; cotton-spinning, ib.
native war-dance,
festivities and funerals,
75
77 native pianos, 80 travelling in the wilds, 84
extraordinary block of granite near
Zimbabwe, 85
Ai-abian influence in,
86
Umgabe's
;

;

;

;

;

HO interpreters,
pioneers, 32 intercourse

/^'overnmeiit,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

population,

ib.

;

highest point

in the country, 272
future
capital
of gold-fields, 279
;

;

planting of British flag, ib.
the Mashonaland Times and
Zambesia Herald,' 280
go;

'

;

veniment

stores, ib.

;

;

gold-mines,
the Great

'Mswezwe

district, 290 eland
291
destruction of
early Portuguese mission, 29G
winterin, 298 native tattooing,
305; native fishing, 311; forest
monotony, 315 domestic animals, 318 politics and religion, 326
privations of expedition, 343
highest inhabited spot, 354
magnificence'
of country, 3G2
tsetse fly,
3G3 Scotch enterjjrise, 365
Heany and Johnson's pioneer
work, 371
Portuguese convicts,
native bearers,
373
ib.
Pungwe route, 378
fauna, 380 proposed railway
from Beh'a port to the interior, 38G
geography and
meteorology,
list
of
389
stations
astronomically observed, with altitudes, 398;
progress from November 1891
to May 1893, 405.
See also
;

meat,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

99

situation of
ruins,
103 architecture, 148 description of temples, ib.
religious
symbolism of birds, 186 ;
commerce of the ancients,
;

Zimbabwe

;

;

;

hospital

huts, ib.; native engineering
skill in Mazoe valley, 288; Mr.
E. A. Maund's lecture on
ancient gold-mining in the

;

kraal, 87
direful experience
of a swamp, 90 archieology
of ruined cities, 95 ; ancient

;

;

Zimbabwe.

;;

INDEX
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Masoiidi, El. Arabian historian,
110 on the ISaljiean temples,
148 on ancient stone-worship
on Zindj
in Arabia, 194
;

;

;

tribes of

East Africa, 232

in the Ba-Ngwatetse
native dancing
country, 11
and music, ib. heatlienism,

Masoupa

;

;

12
Masouvoriver,
295

andMazoe valley,

ancient
of Sheba's gold, 295
Portuguese market in Mazo6
;

valley, ib.

early

Portugitese

at, 2U8; journey to,
Portuguese reminigolden bullets,
scences, 367
368 Chartered Company at,
engagement between Porib.
tuguese and English, 369
Portreaty concerning, ib.
tuguese hospitality, 370
Masimsgwe, Mount, visit to, 337
Matabeleland, King of, 6; native
raid
raids on Shoshong, 22
tipon Cherumbila's tribe, 9U
raids on Chekatu, 254 raids
in Mazoe valley, 288
Matimbi, village of, 277 ; de-

intiuence
its

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Matindela, ruins
;

baobab

136,

100,

at,

trees,

135

;

tem156

and walls, 137,
meaning of the word, guineaple

;

fowl, 263;

cm'ious

frtiit,

ib.;

honeybirds, 265 destruction around,
ib.
profusion of game, ib.
gigantic

;

;

;

made

pottery of natives, ib.
native beer, ib. huts of Mr.
Fleming, gold prospector, 288
ancient gold-mines, ib. moun;

trees,

264

tain

caves,

;

;

;

;

ib.

Matabele

;

native engineering
enorinous output
of gold in ancient times, 289
modern invasion, ib. Rothschild's, Cherry's, and Lockner's settlements, 291; lemonMr. Nesbit's
trees in, ib.
raids, ih.
skill,

;

288

;

;

;

;

Yellow
kindness of

hospitality, ib.; visit to

Jacket mine,

ib.

;

prospectors, ib. meat of the
eland, ib. lion-shooting. 292 ;
curious birds, ib. description
of ruin, i6.; valuable agricultural country, 294; Chipadzi's
;

;

;

village,

ib.

;

Mapandera's

Portuguese in, 295
ancient Portuguese markets
in, ib.
Major Forbes's punishment of Kathrs, 299
modern agricultural farms
390
INIecca, Kaaba stone at, 195
Mediterranean, prehistoric excavations on the, 209
kraal, ib.

scription of chief, ib.

262

99 on ancient gold-mining in
Mashonaland, 290
Maunga tribe, 354
Mazoe valley, rtuns in, 99, 135 ;
ruins of fort in gold-fields, 100
author's trip to, 284 native
kraals, 286; Mr. Selous' htintmg expedition, ib. huts and
their inhabitants, 287
hand-

;

Massi kessi,
;

Maund, Mr. E. A., on the ruing
at Tati and on the Impakwe,

;

Massapa mines and the Qneeu

360
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;

;

;

Mohaminedan

hiinting parlies in locality, ib. ;
game laws of the Makalangas,

Meshed,

266

Mesopotamia, temple at Hiera-

Matzaire, chief of Chekatu
lage,

vil-

254

Mauch, Karl, German

traveller
in Mashonaland, 117, 244

at,

burial

121

polis,

117

;

Sabiean

temples,

148

Metemo
261

fort,

ruins

of,

100, 135,

;
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NAK
author's Makalanga body-servant, 248
Midianites, sacred tower of the,

Metzwandira,

on ancient gold-mining at,
290
'Mtasa, lord of the Nica tribe,
350 mountains
country of,

110

m

;

Mineni

river, accident on,

371

Mines, Koyal School of, cast of
inifot of tin found in Falmouth Harbour, '21G
M'lala, village of, 44
stomach
decoration among women, 40
costumes of natives, 49 witch
;

;

;

doctor,

British in possession of
kraal, 357; conflicting interesrs
of England and Po'tuga! in
land of, 357, 359; Bushman
ib.

ib.

drawings

;

;

Bocarro's description of race,

339

359
around Mount

in village,

'Mtigeza, chiefs
\Vedza, 273
ib.

Mocaranga tribe, land of, 32
Dos Santos' account, 237

;

their fortress,
interior of huts, 276

;

'Mtoko

;

country,

presents

for

284
author's embassy
to, 301
births and marriages,
316 marauding transactions,
317
native customs, ib.
language, 318
cattle,
ib.
chief's kraal, 319
description
chief,

;

;

;

Moffat, Dr., at Shoshong, 23
Moffat, Mr., political agent in
IMatabeleland, 99
Molopolole river, 15
Mondoro, or lion priest, in

'Mtokoland, 326
with, 327

;

interviews

empire of, 32
215 Portuguese
of
wealth
travellers
on
confusion of
emperor, 234
dog
Father
name,
ib.
;

;

;

;

the
Santos' description of
Lpo Africanus'
people, 230
;

account

of

ruins,

24(1

;

Da

Costa's letter to the King of

Portugal concerning ruins,
stronghold for chief's
242
wives at Chiburga, 207
Portuguese accomit of IMouoniatapa, 331, 332 their treaty
with chief, 352
Monteiro, Portuguese traveller,
on the Zambesi tribes, 237
on lion worship, 331
Montfaucon,
M.,
on tower
worship, 116
INIontsoia, native chief, 7
jNPshagashi river, 53
'

;

;

;

;

'Mswezwe,
trict,

289

shafts in river dis;

;

;

;

;

of women, ib. Zambesi influence, 321
chief's indignation
with author, ib. a state visit,
323
nervousness of chief,
c24
description of presents,
ib.
chief's opinion of the
white lady, 325 hospitality
of the natives, ib. politics and
religion, 326
the Mondoro,
bucolic
or lion priest, 327
imminence
prosperity, ib.
328
early
of civil war,
struggles with the Portuguese,
;

;

;

;

Monoraatapa,
civilisation,

;

Mr. E. A.

Maund

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

331

;

Bushman

drawings, 333

j\Iuali,thegodof theMakalangas,
57,

341

Muchienda, village of, 258
native game-hunting, ib.

Musungnikwa

women

in,

coiuitry, tattooed

305

]\Iwairari river, crossing the,

268

Mycene. Dr. Schliemann's

dia-

coveries

at,

185

N.iKA pass, 43
Nakab al Hajar, Arabia, ruins of
castle at, 105 temple, 177
;

;
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Nankin china

Mazoe

Valley,

Palgvave, Arabian traveller, 118
Paphos, Cvprus, excavations at,

Natal, Bakalanga Inbes in, 33
Nauciatis, Ichcs fi-om temple at,,
in British Museum, 200
Necho, Pharaoh, B.C. VOO, 225

204
Payva, Alfonso de, Portuguese
explorer, 230
Pegado, Captain Vicento, Portuguese governor of Sofala, 239
Pela?gi, mythical race of, 222
Penuel, the sacred tower of the
Midianites, 116

in

Nejed, Lower, monoliths
Nesbit,

Mr.,

mining

Mazoe

sioner, in

in,

119

commis-

valley, 21Jl

Ne%'es Fereira, English immigrants boycotted by Portu-

guese governor

379
Portuguese
his capture

of,

Nhaya, Pedro de,
commander, 231

;

of Soi'ala, ib.
Nica tribe, lord of the, 356
'Nvagowe river, gold in quill

found in, 309
Nyanger, camping at, 34;3 curious grotto, 344
Bushman
drawings on rocks, ib. graves
;

;

;

cave, ib.

;

the open, 345

;

in

cemeteries in
ruins of temple,

34G

^

'

Periplus of
the Eed Sea,'
anonjaiious author of, 224
his geographical speculations,

225
Perrot and Chipiez. MM., on art
history in Sardinia, 117, 118;
their

186

;

work on
Phoenicia,'
on the Phoenician column
•

in the Louvre, 189
Persia, Mohammedan burial in,

121
Philips,

Mr.

and Tati

G., on the
ruins, 96

Zimbabwe

temple construction
116 coin found in Cvprus,
186; symbols, 188; Biblical
allusions to wealth of Arabia
and,
227
in'imacy
with
Sabgea, ib. ancient enterprise,
229

Phcenicia,

Nyangombwe mountains, 375
'Nyatzetse river, crossmg the,
261 agriculture near, ib.
;

in,

;

;

;

Odzani

river,

ing

3G0

of,

dangerous cross-

Odzi river, the boundary between
Mashonaland and Manicalai^d, 356
Ophir, land of, theory concerning, 228

Pigafetta's description of Mashonaland ruins, 240
Pilan, chief of Masoupa, 6, 12
Pliny, vagueness of intormation
as to soiu'ce of ancient mer-

chandise, 224
Portuguese in iNIashonaland. 33
expeditions in Africa, 230
I'ailure of expeditions through
Arab jealousy, 235
;

Palapwe, migration of natives
21

to,

28
24

;

Ba-mangwato

tribe at,

description

of country,
mission-house, ib.
cascade, ib. babooks, ib. native
services, ib.
church building,
ib.
discipline of chief, 26
native women, 27 ; departure
of expedition, 29
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Providential Pass,
bila's

tribe

at,

5(1,75;

90

;

CherumMatabele

raid upon, ib.
Ptolemy, vagueness of information

as to source

merchandise, 224

Agizymba

of ancient

mention of
nation, 239
on
;

;

;;
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Roman

SAN

penelration

through

Africa, ib.

Pungwe

;

;

Portuguese

river, early

inrinence on the, 2!)8
at
Satuiento, 378 its imposing
appearance,
379
infested
with crocodile and hipp./potami, 87'J, 385; fauna of adjacent country, 380 dangerous
;

;

;

;

sandbanks, 384
Punt, kingdom of, its doubtful
wliereabout.'*, 221
wealth of
the people, ib. ingots of gold
sent to Queen Hatasou, ib.
concpiered bj' Egyptians, 22(3
theory concerning the laud of
;

;

;

228

Punt,'

situation of ruins, 103 author's
expedition to region of, 247
valley scenery, 259
view of
;

mountains. 2G1

;

ruined

vil-

and deserted fields near,
2G3 Zufu raids on Makalanga
lages
;

villages, ib.
2(38

;

magnificence,

its

;

and washing

batliing

in,

209
Salisl)ury fort, daub huts
fever and famine, 280

279
growth
of townships around, ?6. newscivil
paper established, ib.
and military administration,
ib.
hospital huts, ib. Penedictine
sisters
and Jesuit
of,

;

;

;

;

;

;

father, ib.
anniversary dinner of pioneers at hotel, 281
;

the question of supplies,

QuiLOA, Sir John Kirk at, 205
Arab settlement at, 241

ib.

Chartered Company's difficulty
in catering, 2S2 influx of adventurers, ib.
danger of
famine, 283
Mr. Selous in
search of food waggons, ib.
;

;

;

Eamatlabama river, 7
Ked Sea, Egyptian commerce on
the,

220

;

Arabian and

I'hcfui-

cian enterprise in region

of,

228

;

Salt, Mr., in Abyssinia,

Arab settlement at, 224
Dean Vincent on the situation

liliapta,

;

of, ib.

its

importation of gold

from Arabia, 227
Piothschild's settlementin Mazoe
valley, 291
Piusapi river, Chipunza's kraal
the,

;

309

Africa, 233
river and valley, 367

Pevwe

on

of

;

Renaiidot, M., on Arab experience of savage tribes in East

Bome,

;

provisions, ib. ;
climate of, ib. author's departure for Mazoe valley, 284
his return therefrom, 294
tradfarewell to friends, 303
ing with Kuuziland natives,
arrival

348

Salvador,

San, iron

229

bells

at,

;

;

;

;

intimacy with Phojnicia, 227
wealth of, ib.
Arabian and Jithiopian cities
named aUke, 230
Sabi river, 32; ruins of forts, 100;

Sab.ea,

its

;

;

dis-

212
Sangwe river, Mapandera's kraal
on, 294
Santos, Father dos, Portuguese
traveller, 32
on Kaffir instruments, 212 his description of
the Monoinatnpa tribe, 236
allusion to
lemon-trees in
Mazoe valley, 291 on sacrifice among the Mocarangas,
341
on feasting in Mangburial
wendi's country, 341
of chiefs, 340 on early Portuguese travellers, 352
covered

;

;

;

1
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SAB

Sindito, chief of Sekatu viUage,
255 hospitality of, ib.
Siorrna in occupation of Zendj
;

tribes,

233

temple at, 177
Smet, village of, 272
gold
Sofala, Arabian writers on
Portuguese in possesof. 230
Duarte Barbosa on
sion, 231

Sirwah,

Dr., discoveries of,

SchUemann,
at Mycene, 185

tor
Science, British Association
the Advancement of, expedition assisted by, 4
Sechele, native chief, 6_, 14 ;
capital and residence, 15
language, 8; super-

H

235,

of,

296

;

Sechnana

martyrdom

Jesuit,

Sardinia, round towers In, 110 ;
MM. Perrot and Chipiez on
history of art in, 117
Sargon, annals of, 227
Sarmento, deserted coaches at,
378 cHmate of, 380

elliptic

;

;

the

gold trade, ib.; ancient

historian's account of, ib.;
tribes of cannibals near, 232
golden mountains near, 234

dancing,
10;
stition,
marriage laws, 12; religion,
;

manufacture of brass ornaments, ib. Portuguese governor at, 239
Solomon, King, expedition of,
226
Soudan, carving from the, 186
Stonehenge, mythical builders
of, 222
McNair
Robert
Swan, Mr.
;

Sekatu, village

of,

255

;

growth

of cucumbers at, ib.
Providential
Mr., at
Selous,
proviPass, 50 ; in search of
sions for Fort Sahsbury, 283 ;
hunting expedition in Mazoe
']\Itoko's
valley, 286 ; in chief

Wilson, cartographer to expe-

kraal, 321 ; at Kalimazondo's
kraal, 335
Selynia, pond of, 20
Semitic nations, monopolising

;

pohcy of, 223
Shamsi, Queen of Arabia, 227
Shangan tribes, 32; raids on
Sabi river region, 263
viciShashi river, 30 ruins
n-ity, 95
Sheba, Queen of, and the Massapa gold-mines, 295
Shoshong, journey to, 17 arrival
missionhills of, ih.
at, 20
traders at, ib.
aries at, 21
exodus of natives from, ib.
water famine, ib. tribal raids
Dr.
ruins of, ib.
on, 22
Livingstone and Dr. Moftat

m

;

5; on the orientation
and measmements cf Zimbabwe ruins, 141 on the geography and meteorology of
Mashonaland, 389; his astro-

dition,

observafons, with
398
the
SjTia, Phoenician teu pie of

nomical

altitudes of statioii.

sun

at

,

Emesa, 204

Taif, Arabia, stone-worship

at,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

at,

23

Sibibabira, village of, 25
Sikkome, father of Khama, 26
Silveira,

Father,

Portuguese

195
Tatagora valley, scenery

in,

285

;

the machabel tree, ib.; junc290
tion of river with Mazoe,
Tati, ruins of, 95; description
thereof by Mr. G. Phihps and
Mr. E. A. Maund, 90
Taungs, native settlement at, 6

Thebes,
205

Bueotia,

rehcs

fr'om,

; ;
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Tiglath

Pilcser II., Assyrian
inscriptions concerning, 2*27
Todd, Dr., of the 'Magicienne,'

discovery of gold near, ib.
bridge-building in vicinity.
53
Sir John Willoughby at.
74 departure for Sabi river,
251 prospecting for gold, 289
Vincent, Dean, on the situation
;

;

succours English immigranis
Mapanda's country, 370

;

in

Tokwe

;

river, .50

Toroa, Leo Africanus on ruins

of,

240

of Ehapta, 224
Vryberg, arriAal and departure

Torrend, Father, on ]\Idshonaland, 33
Trans"\aal, ruins of stone huts in
the Marico district, 139

Truro Museum, ingot of tin from
Fahnouth Harbour, 21G
TuH fort, 30
Tyre, Ezekiel's denunciation

of,

Zechariah on weahh

of,

227

;

228

of expedition, 5

ment

at,

native settle-

;

6

"Wadi Allaga gold-mines, 218
Vedza, Mount, highest point in

Mashonaland,
smelting
vicinity,

at,

272
ib.

;

ironchiefs in
;

273

AYilloughby, Sir Jchn, at Fort
visits the expeVictoria, 74
;

dition at

Ujifaxipatza, village of, 251
Enigabe, chief of Zimbabwe,

O")

;

in-

ib.

;

;

Umgabe'skraal, HG; his intoxiib.

ib.

terviews the chiefs brother,
Ikomo, and threatens him,

his personril apj)t-arance. (iO
his brother Ikomo, 73 visit to

cated condition,

Zimbabwe,

'

A.'issenschaft,

Akademie

der,'

by Herr Kremer, 186, 195

uncnin-

;

fortable quarters, ih.
situation of kranl, 87
his \\elltilled granaries. 88
domestic
;

;

;

commodities,

Uinliwan

ih.

district,

fertility

of,

371
Umtali, trip to, 284
ancient
gold-mining at, 290 B S A.
arrival
camp at, 360
of
author, 3G1
importance of,
3G3; Portuguese remains near
fort, 3G4
journey to Beira,
365
Umzilikatze, Zulu warrior, 237
;

;

Yandoro, a

village in

Kunzi's

country, 312

Yellow jacket mine, visit to,
298
Yemen, temples and fortresses
in, 176
Yenya mountains, 356

;

;

;

Yaroma, Mount,

at

Zimbabwe,

160

Zambesi

river,

Zimbabwes
;

Zamopera,

village
inhabitants, tb.

of,

;

;

270

;

its

Zechariah on the wealth of
Tyre, 228
iron trade
Zendj tribes, 233
with Indians, 234
7,eyd, Abou, on the wild Zindj
tribes of East Africa, 233
;

Victoria fort, fever at, 50; dearness of provisions, ib. horse
sour grass, 52
sickness, 51

in

region of, 237
early Portuguese influence on the, 2!J8
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Zimbabwe,

;

;

;

;

;

camp

GO

flora of, ib
Are, 03 visitors in

life,

;

;

alarming
camp, G4; ruins, 04, 99, 103
daily work, 04; evening con;

;

certs,

05

;

visit

district chief, ib.

09

ditiiculties

;

;

of Umgabe,
native wages,

with workmen,

provisions and marketing,
native ingenuity, 71
70
ornaments and snuff-boxes,
the chiefs brother in
72
camp,
with
trouble
73
natives, ib.
kraal of Ikomo,
75
Amazonian dance, io.
graves among the ruins, 79;
musical instruments, bO, 81
excursions from, 82
beermaking, 83 locust-eating, 84
migratory spirit of the natives,
ib.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ib.

;

scenery around, 85

;

;

Mr.

G. Philips' s description of the
ruins, 90 prominent features
of the Great Zimbabwe ruins,
excavation work, ib.
104
religious purport of ruined
towers, 115
sacrifice, 117
Kaffir cemetery, 121
description of hill
fortress, 122
labyrinthine nature of buildings, 128
gold-smelting furnaces and caves, 131
ruins
of
Little
Zimbabwe, 135
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

orientation and measurements
of ruins by Mr. R. M. W.

Swan, 141

nature worship,
astronomical observations,
147, 170, 173
architectural
features, 148
coin of Byblos,
;

ib.;

;

;

Spoltisuxodt

iL C'f.

soapstone monoliths, 107;
ancient builders, 170; discoveries during excavation,
179
traces of recent Kaffir
ib.
soapstone
Jiabitation,

150

around, 82

tribes

among

oxen, 51 adjacent forests, 54 description
fever in
of the country, 55
camp,i6.; character of natives,
55 arrival of expedition, 59
sicliiiess

;

;

;

religious
birds, 180
of
circumcision practised by the
ancients, 188 ancient veneration for stones, 191 geological
fragments, 193, 194 old-world
wor ship, 194 artistic skill of
the ancients, 190 fragments
soapstone
bowls,
197 ;
of
Phoenician work, ib.
protoArabian lettering on bowls,

carvings,

ib.

;

symbolism

•,

;

;

;

;

;

;

200

;

commerce

world-wide

of the ancients, 204; Celadon
pottery
from
China,
ib.
Persian and Arabian wares,
;

ib.

Monomatapa

;

rule,

205

;

bronze and
iron weapons and implements,
209 ruins scoured by Kaffirs
excavation
for centttries, 210

ceramic

207

art,

;

;

;

of iron

weapons and imple-

ments, 211

discovery of iron
gold - smelting
furnace, 215
Ai'abian origin
of gold-diggers, 220 discovery
of
gold-smelting
crucibles,
bells,

ib.

;

;

;

;

221 derivn* in of name, 234
modern exploration of ruins
;

;

by a German
thirst

for

traveller,

gold

ancients, 279
tribes in

Zindj

Abou Zeyd's

244

among
Africa,

;

the

231

description

;

of,

233
Zulu raids in Mashonaland, 43
successes under Umzilikatze,
237
Zygabenus on Ishmaelite stone-

;

worship, 195
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The Student's History of England,
With 37B

tions in the Text,

Illus-

vols.

6s.

Crown

8 vols. 8vo.,

England.
each.

£j

4$.

7 vols.

Ireland.

5

Bvo., 6s. each.

History of European Morals from
Augustus to Charlemagne. 2
vols.
Crown Bvo. i6j-.
History of the Rise and Influence
OF the Spirit of Rationalism in
Europe. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., i6i.
,
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Lecky.— Works

by Wjli.iam

Edward Macaulay. — Works

continued.

by

—con tin ued.

Lord Mac-

Hartpole Lecky — continued.

aulay.

The Empire:

Miscellaneous Writings.

Value and its Growth.
,An Inaugural Address delivered at the
its

Imperial Institute, November 20,

1:893,

under the Presidency of H.R. H. the
Prince of Wales.
Crown 8vo. is. 6d.

Macaulay. —Works

Lord Mac-

by

AULAY.

Complete Works.

People's Ed.

,

History of England from the Accession OF James the Second.
Popular Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 55.
Student's Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo.,i2j-.
People's Edition. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. ,i6j.
Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Pt. 8vo. 48^.
Library Edition. 5 vols. 8vo., ^^^4.

Cr. Svo.

2 vols.

,

45. bd.

Svo., 21J.

Selections from the Writings of

Lord Macaulay.
Edited, with
Occasional Notes, by the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.
Crown
Svo.

Cabinet Ed. 16 vols. Pt. 8vo. £^ 16s.
Library Edition. 8 vols. 8vo.,;i^5 55.

i vol.

Library Edition.

,

6s.

May. —The Constitutional

History
of England since the Accession of
George III. 1760-1870. By Sir Thomas
Erskine May, K.C.B. (Lord Farnborough).
Crown Svo. iSj.
3 vols.
,

,

,

Critical and Historical Essays,
with Lays of Ancient Rome, in i
volume.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo.,
Crown
Authorised Edition.
2J. 6d.

,

or

35.

6d.

,

gilt

6d.
8vo.

2.s.

edges.

Crown

Silver Library Edition.
3s. 6d.

Merivale. — Works by the Very Rev.
Charles Merivale, late Dean of Ely.
History of the Romans under the
Empire.
Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Cr. Svo. 48^.
Silver Library Edition.
S vols.
Cr.
8vo., y. 6d. each.
,

The Fall of the Roman Republic:
a Short History of the Last Century
of the Commonwealth.
i2mo. 7.?. 6d.
,

8vo.,

Montague. — The Elements

Critical and Historical Essays.
Student's Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo., 6j.
People's Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 8s.
Trevelyan Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo.,gj.
Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post8vo.,24J.

of English Constitutional History, from
the Earliest Time to the Present Day.
ByF. C. Montague, M.A. Crown 8vo.,

,

Library Edition.

8vo., 36^.

3 vols.

Essays which may be had

separately,
price 6d. each sewed, is. each cloth.

Addison and Wal-

Lord

Clive.

The Earl

pole.

Frederick the Great.
Lord Bacon.
Croker's
Boswell's
Johnson.
Hallam's Constitu-

of Chat-

ham(Two Essays).
Ranke

and

Glad-

stone.

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Byron,and The
Hastings
Comic Dramatists

tional History.

Warren
{3d.

swd.

,

6d. cl.).

Miscellaneous

of the Restoration.

Writings

Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Cabinet Edition.
Including Indian
Penal Code, Lays of Ancient Rome,
and Miscellaneous Poems. 4 vols.
Post 8vo. 24J.
,

O'Brien.

— Irish

Ideas.

Reprinted

Addresses. By William O'Brien,
M.P. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

Prendergast. — Ireland from the
Restoration to the Revolution,
1660-1690.
A_uthor of

'

By John P. Prendergast,
The Cromwellian Settlement

in Ireland'.

Svo., 55.

Seebohm. — The English Village
Community
to the

E.xamined in its Relations
Manorial and Tribal Systems, &c.

By Frederic Seebohm.
and Plates. Svo., 16s.

With

13

Maps

—
and Sharpe. London and the Kingdom

Speeches.
Popular Edition.

3s. 6d.

:

a History derived mainly from the
Archives at Guildhall in the custody of
the Corporation of the City of London.

By Reginald

R.

Sharpe, D.C. L., Re-

cords Clerk in the Office of the Town
Clerk of the City of London.
3 vols8vo.

Vols.

I.

and

II., ioj-. 6d.

each.
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Sheppard. — Memorials
By

Palace.

James's

of

the

St.
Rev.
of

Edgar Sheppard, M.A. Sub-Dean
,

With 41

the Chapels Royal.

32

Plates and
Illustrations in the Text.
2 Vols.

8vo, 365. net.

Smith. — Carthage and the Carthaginians.
By R. Bosworth Smith,
M.A.

Assistant

,

Master

With Maps,

School.

Harrow

in

Plans, &c.

Cr.

8vo., 3J. 6d.

Stephens.

—A History of the French

Revolution. By H. MokseStephens,
Balliol College, Oxford.

Vols.

and H.

I.

3 vols.

8vo.

History of the University
OF Dublin, from its Foundation to the
End of the Eighteenth Century. By J.

Stubbs.

W.

Stubbs.

8vo.,

12.?.

6d.

Sutherland. The History of
Australia and New Ze.\land, from
1606 to 1890.

land, M.A.
land, M.A.

,

inthe British Colonies. ByAlpheus
Todd, LL.D. 8vo., 305. net.

By Alexander Sutherand George SutherCrown 8vo., 25. 6d.

—

Wakeman and

Hassall. Essays
Introductory to the Study of
English Constitutional History.
Edited by Henry Offley Wakem.an,
M..\.

,

Crown

and Arthur Hassall, M.A.
8vo.

,

6s.

Walpole. —Works

Wal-

by Spencer

POLE.

History of England from the Cox
CLUsioN of the Gre.\t War

1 .^

181STO1858. 6

each.

iZs.

Todd.— Parliamentary Government

vols. Cr. 8vo.,6j-. each.

The Land of Home Rule

:

being an

Account of the History and
tions of the Isle of Man.

Institu-

Cr. 8vo.,

6.r.

History of England under
Henry IV. By James H.\milton
Wylie, M.A., one of H. M. Inspectors
of Schools.
Crown 8vo. Vol.
3 vols.

"Wylie.

I.,
1399-1404, loj.
Vol. III.

Vol. II.
155.
preparation.

6d.

\_In

Biography, Personal Memoirs, &c.

Armstrong.— The

Life and Letters Fox. The Early Historyof Charles
Edited
of Edmund J. Armstrong.
James Fox. By the Right Hon. Sir G.
by G. F. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
O. Trevelyan, Bart.
,

Bacon. — Letters and

Library Edition. 8vo., 1 8 J.
of
Francis Bacon, including all his
Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s.
Occasional Works.
Edited by J.
Spedding. 7 vols. Svo. ,;^4 4J.
Grranville.-THE Letters of Harriet
Countess Granville,
1810-1845.
Bagehot. Biographical Studies.
Edited by her Son, the Hon. F. LeveBy Walter Bagekot. 8vo. 12s.
SON Gower. 2 vols. 8vo. 325.
Boyd. Twenty-five Years of St.
Andrews, 1865-1890. By A. K. H.
Boyd. D. D. LL. D. Author of Recrea- Hamilton. Life of Sir William
Hamilton. By R. P. Graves. 3 vols.
2 vols.
tions of a Country Parson,' &c.

Life

,

,

—

,

—

8vo.

Vol.

Carlyle.

I.,

Erasmus.
Crown

Vol.

:

15J. each.

II., 15J.
:

a History

By. j. A. Froude.
Crown 8vo.
2 vols.
Crown 8vo.
2 vols.

179S-1835.
1834-1881.

at Oxford.

\2s.

Thomas Carlyle

of his Life.

Erasmus

'

,

,

,

yj.

,

7.f.

Bvo.

,

61/.

sewed.

Sir HenkV
Havelock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Haveloek. Memoirs of

Life and Letters of

Macaulay. The Life and

Lettei^s

aSeries of Lectures delivered

of Lord Macaulay. By
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan,

the Riglit

By J AMES Anthony Froude.

8vo.

Addendum.

,

bs.

Popular Edition,

Fabei-t. Abraham Fabert Governor
His
of Sedan and Marshal of France.
Lifeand Times, i,t;99-i662. By George
:

Hooper. With a Portrait.

8vo.,io5.

6rf.

Student's Edition,

i vol.

Bart.

Cr. 8vo.,2.t. 6i.

i vol.

Cr. 8vo.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo.
Library Edition.

2 vols.

8vo.

,

,

6.f.
,

i2.r.
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The Memoirs of the Baron Sherbrooke. Life and Letters of
Mae EOT. Translated from the
the Right Hon. Robert Lovve, Vis-

Marbot.
DE

French

Arthur John Butler,

by

Crown

M.A.

8vo.

,

js. '6d.

count Sherbrooke, G.C.B., By A.
Patchett Martin. With 5 Portraits.

2 vols. Bvo., 36^.
Montrose. Deeds of Montrose
The Memoirs of James, Marquis of Stephen. Essays
:

Montrose, 1639-1550. By the Rev.
George Wishart, D.D. (Bishop of
Edinburgh,
the Rev.

Translated by

1662-1671).

Alexander Murdoch, F.S.A.
Moreland Simpson, 410.,

and H. F.
36 J. net.

Seebohm. The Oxford Reformers

—JohnColet, Erasmus and Thomas
More

Biography.

Crown

Bvo.

,

in Ecclesiastical

By

Sir
^s. 6d.

James Stephen.

Verney. Memoirs of the Verney
Family during the Civil War.
Compiled from the Letters and Illustrated by the Portraits at Claydon House,
Bucks.
By Fr.ances Parthenope
Verney.
With a Preface by S. R.
Gardiner, M.A., LL.D.
With. 38
Portraits,
Woodcuts and Fac-simile.
Vols. I. and 11.
Royal 8vo. 42J.

a History of their Fellow- Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo., 14J.
Shakespeare.— Outlines of the
[Vol. lU. In the Press.
Life of Shakespeare.
By J. O.
Hallivvell-Phillipps. With nume- Walford.— TwEr.vE English Authoresses.
By L. B. Walford. Crown
rous Illustrations and Fac-similes.
2
:

,

Royal

vols.

8vo.,

8vo., ;^i \s.

4J-.

bd.

Shakespeare's True Life. By Jas. Wellington. Life of the Duke of
Wellington.
Walter. With 500 Illustrations by
By the Rev. G. R.
Gleig, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d.
Gerald E. Moira. Imp. 8vo., q-ts.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c.
Arnold. —Works by Sir Edwin Arnold
K.C.I.E.

Seas and Lands.
tions.
tion.

With

Cr. 8vo., yj. 67.
Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.

71 Illustra-

Cheap Edi-

,

Wandering Words

Reprinted from
Papers published in The Daily Telegraph and Foreign Journals and Magazines. With 45 Illustrations. 8vo. i8j,

AUSTRALIA AS

IT IS, or Facts and
Features, Sketches and Incidents of
Australia and Australian Life, with
Notices of New Zealand. By A Clergyman, thirteen years resident in the
interior of New South Wales.
Crown
Bvo., 5J.

by Sir

Samuel White

Baker.
Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d.
The Rifle and the Hound in Cey,

6 Illustrations.

Bent. — Works by
,

Text.

Bvo.

,

xZs.

Boothby.^ On

the Wallaby;

or.

Through the East and Across Australia.
By Guy Boothby. 8vo. \Zs.

Brassey. — Works by

,

the

Lady

late

Brassey.

The Last Voyage to

India and

Australia in the 'Sunbeam'.
With Charts and Maps, and 40 Illustrations in Moiiotrni', and nearly 200
Illustrations in tiie Text.
Bvo. 215.
,

Baker. — Works

F.S.A.

being a Record of Travel and Research in Abyssinia in 1893.
With B
Plates and 65 Illustrations in the

;

,

lon.

Bent. — Works by J. Theodore Bent,
F.S.A., Y ."^.G.^.— continued.
The Sacred City of the Ethiopians:

J.

Cr. Bvo.

,

3^'.

67.

Theodore Bent,

F.R.G.S.

The Ruined

Cities of

LAND: being a Record

Mashona-

of Excavation
and E.x'ploration in 1891. With Map,
Plates,
and
Illustrations
in the
104
13
Text.
Cr. 8vo. -js. 67.
,

A Voyage

in the Sunbeam
Our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
'

'

;

Months.
Library Edition. With 8 Maps and
Charts, and 118 Illustrations.
Bvo.
215.

With Map and 66
Crown Bvo., js. 67.
Silver Library Edition.
With 66
Illustrations.
Crown Bvo., 35. 67.
Popular Edition. With 60 IllustraCabinet Edition.
Illustrations.

tions.

sewed, is. cloth.
With 37 Illustrations.
cloth, or 35. white parch-

4to., 67.

School Edition.
Fcp.,

ment.

2J.
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the late Lady Montague. Tales

Brassey. — Works by

continued.

of a Xomad or,
Brassey continued.
Sport and Strife. By Charles Montague. Crown 8vo., 6^.
SuNSHiNE and Storm in the East.
Library Edition. With 2 Maps and Murdocli. From Edinburgh to the
8vo., zis.
141 Illustrations.
Antarctic An Artist's Notes and
Cabinet Edition. W'ith 2 Maps and
Sketches during the Dundee Antarctic
114 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 75. 6(/.
Expedition of 1892-93. By W. G. Bukn
Popular Edition. With 103 IllustraMurD' ch. With a Chapter by V\'.
tions.
4to. e^/. sewed, is. cloth.
S. Bruce, Naturalist of the Barque,
" Balaena ". With 2 Maps. Svo. i5j-.
In the Trades, the Tropics, and
the Roaring Forties
Works by Dr. Fridtjok
iPTansen.—
Cabinet Edition. W'ith Map and 220
Nansen.
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 75. 6d.
The First Crossing of Greenlam
Popular Edition. With 183 IllustraWith numerous Illustrations and a
tions.
4to. 6d. sewed, if. cloth.
Map. Crown 8vo. ys. 6d.
Three Voyages in the Sunbeam'.
Eskimo Life. Translated by William
Popular Edition.
346 Illustrations.
Archer. With 31 lUustrauons. 8vo.,
4to. 2J. bd.

—

;

\

'

'

'

:

,

,

,

'.

'

,

>

,

,

'

,

165.

Bryden.— Kloof and Karoo

Sport,

:

Peary.— My Arctic Journal:

Legend, and Natural History in Cape
Colony,
By H. A. Bryden. 17 Illus8vo.

trations.

,

Ice-Fields and Eskimos.
By
Josephine Diebitsch- Peary. With
19 Plates, 3 Sketch Maps, and 44

55.

JProude.--Works by James A. Froude.
Oceana or England and her Colonies.
With 9 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo.

Illustrations in the Text.

2S.

boards,

or the

zs. 6d. cloth.

in

the West Indies

:

61 Illustrations.

of Ulysses.
With 9 IllusCr. 8vo., 2S. bds. 2s. 6d. cl.

Howard.-LiFE with Trans-Siberian
Savages. By B. Douglas Howard,
M.A.

Crown

8vo.

,

Places,

Old

6j.

Halls,

Battle-Fields,

Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages
in English History and Poetry.
By
William Howitt. With 80 Illustrations.

Crown

Svo.

,

35. 6d.

I

,

155.

the British
Haskett Smith.
by Ellis Carr.
England. Fcp. Svo. y. bd.

By W.

Isles.

With
I

Remarkable

to

Svo.

Smith. — Climbing

,

Hewitt.— Visits

:

Notes of a Journey through China, Mongolia, and Tibet.
By William WoodviLLE Rockhill. With 2 Maps and

Bow

trations.

Svo., 12s.

RockhilL — The Land of the Lamas

:

The English

a Year

among

in

P.

Illustrations

Part
Part
Part

I.

,

Wales.

II.

III.

!

Stephen.

{In pyeparatio'!.

Scotland. \lnpreparaiioJK

— The

Playground

of

j

Europe. By Leslie Stephen, formerly
i

I

President of the Alpine Club.
New
Edition, with Additions and 4 Illustrations,

Crown

tions.

Cr. Svo.

Svo., bs. net.

Knight.— Works by E. F. K NIGHT.
THREE IN NORWAY. By Two of
The Cruise of the Alerte
the
Them. With a Map and 59 IllustraNarrative of a Search for Treasure on
'

'

'

:

the Desert Island of Trinidad. 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Cr. Svo. 35. 6d.
Three Empires Meet a Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak,
Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries.
With a Map and 54 Illustrations.
,

Where

Cr. 8vo.

:

,

75.

6d.

Lees and Clutterbuck.—B.

A Ramble

C. 1887:

in British

Columbia. By
J. A. Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck,
Authors of Three in Norway'. With
'

Map and 75 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.,

3J.

6d.

,

2S.

boards,

2s. bd. cloth.

Von HohneL

Discovery of Lake',
Rudolf and Stefanie A Narrative of
:

Count Samuel Teleki's Explonii.;
and Hunting Expedition in Eastr.n
Equatorial Africa in 1S87 and iSG3. liv
Lieutenant Ludwig von Hohnel.
With 179 Illustrations and 5 Maps. 2
vols.

Svo., 42J.

Whishaw.— Out of

Doors in Tsara Record of the Seeings and
Doings of a Wanderer in Russia. By
land;
Fred.

J.

Whishaw.

Cr. Svo.,

-js.

bd.
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Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by the ~Duke of Beaufort, K.G.
"

,

assisted

by Alfred E. T. Watson.

'
Longman
and HUNTING. By the Duke OF Bkaufort.
With ContribuK.G., and Mowbray Morris. With
Col. H. Walrond.
Contributions by the Eakl of Suftions by Miss Legh and Viscount
folk
Illustrations.
and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L.
Dillon.
With 195

ARCHERY.

Crown

By

8vo.

"

C.

J.

Davies, Digry Collins, and Alfred

ioj. 6d.

,

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBALL.
Montague
IlUustrations.

BIG

Shearman.
Crown 8vo.

GAME SHOOTING.

,

10s.

By

Crown

51
6d.

Sir F.

C.

With 150

Illustrations.

Pollock,

Bart.

,

By

C. T.

Dent,

W! M. Conway,

Douglas Freshfield,

C.

thews, &c.
With io3
Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

Illustrations.

Ma-

E.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.

Woodgate. With

B.

With 53

iqj. 6d.

,

,

2 vols., lOJ. 6d. each.

BOATING. By W.

8vo.

MOUNTAINEERING.

PhilSELOUS, ST.

LIPPS-WOLLEY, F. C.
George Littledale, &c.
Illustrations.

With

Watson.

E. T.

By

By

an Introduction by the Rev. Edmond
Warre, D.D. and a Chapter on Rowing at Eton,' by R. Harvey Mason.

the

shire,

Earl of Suffolk and BerkW. G. Craven, Arthur

Coventry,
Crown 8vo.,

'

,

&c.

With

s8 Illustrations.

\os. 6d.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, the
COURSING AND FALCONRY. By
Duke of Beaufort, K.G., the Earl
Harding Cox and the Hon. Gerald
With 49

Illustrations.

Lascelles.

Crown

8vo.

,

With 76

of Suffolk

Illustrations.

chell,

Andrew Lang,
W. G. Grace,

With 64

Illustrations.

by

Ralph Payne-Gallwey, Bart.
With Contributions by Lord Lovat,
Lord C. L. Kerr, the Hon. G. LasCELLES, and A. J. Stuart- WoRTLEY.
Vol. I. Field and Covert.
With 105
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.
Vol. II. Moor and Marsh. With 65

,

By Viscount Bury (Earl
of Albemarle),
K.C.M.G., and G.
Lacy Hillier.
With 89 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. io.y. 6af.

With 65

NING,

By the Duke of Beaufort.

Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.

,

Cr. 8vo., loj. 6d.

Illustrations.

SKATING,

,

FENCING, BOXING.
LING. By Walter

With

Sir

R. A. H. Mitand F. Gale.
Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

CYCLING.

DRIVING.

&c.

Cr. Z^o., \os. 6d.

SHOOTING. ByLord WALSiNGHAMand

G. Steel and the Hon.
With Contribu-

H. Lyttelton.

tions

and Berkshire,

59 Illustrations.

105. 6d.

CRICKET. By A.
R.

Cr. 8vo., 105. 6d.

By

\os. 6d.

T.

AND WREST-

J.

CURLING,

AND OTHER

TOBOGA-

ICE SPORTS.

M. Heathcote,

Maxwell

C. G. Tebbutt,
Witham, the Rev. John

Kerr, Ormond Hake, and Colonel
Buck With 284 Illustrations. Crown

H. Pollock, F.
C. Grove. C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell,
and Walter Armstrong.
With 42

8vo.

,

10s. 6d.

SWIMMING." Bv Archibald Sinclair
Crown 8vo. ioj. 6^.
and William Henry. With 119 IUusFISHING. By H. Cholmondeley-Pentrations.
Cr. 8vo. ioj. 6^/.
NELL.
With Contributions by the TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, RAG
Marquis of Exeter, Henry R.
QUETS, AND FIVES. By J. M. and
Francis, Major John P. Traherne
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. PleydellG. Christopher Davies, R. B. Mar
Bouverie and A. C. Ainger. With
ston, &c.
Contributions by the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Marshall, Miss L. Dod,
Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling.
&c. With 79 Illustrations. C.8vo., los. 6d.
With 158 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,
Illustrations.

,

,

I

|

10s. 6d,

Vol.

II.

With
loj-.

GOLF.

Pike and other Coarse Fisii.
133 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

6d.

By Horace G. Hutchinson,
the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P.,
SirW. G.Simpson, Bart., Lord Wellwood, H. S. C. EVEKARD, Andrev/
Lang, and other Writers. With 89
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., loj. 6d.

YACHTING.

Vol. I. Cruising, Construction, Racing,
Rules,Fitting-Out, &c. BySir Edward

Sullivan, Bart., Lord Brassey,
K.C.B.,C. E. Seth-Smith,C.B.,&c.
With 114 lUust. Cr. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
,

Vol.

Yacht

Clubs. Yachting in
America and the Colonies, Yacht Racing, &.C.
By R. T. Pritchett, the
II.

Earl of Onslow, G.C.M.G., &c
With

195

Illus.

Crown

Bvo., los. 6d.
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Sport and Pastime

— continued.

Fur and Feather Series.
Edited by A. E. T. Watson.
Natural History,
GROUSE. Natural History by the
Rev. H. A. Macpherson;
Rev. H. A. Macpherson
Shooting,
Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley
by A. J. Stuart-Wortley; Cookery,
Cookery, by George Saintsbury.
by George Saintsbury.
With 13

THE PARTRIDGE.

,

THE

by the

;

;

With

full-page

II

and

Illustrations

by A. Thorburn, A. J.
Stuart-Woktley, and C. Whymper,

Vignette

and 15 Diagrams

Text by A.

in the

Stuart-Wortley.

Crown

J.

8vo., 5J.

Illustrations by J. Stuart- Wortley
and A. Thorburn, and various Diagrams in the Text. Crown 8vo., 55.
THE HARE AND THE RABBIT. By
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles, &c.
\_ln

WILDFOWL.

By the Hon. John Scott-

Montagu, M. P. &c.
J. Stuart Wortley,

Illustrated

A.

Thorburn,

and

[/tz

preparation.

,

others.

by A.

Campbell- Walker.—The Correct
Card or, How to Play at Whist a

By A.

preparation.
I.

Stuart-

Wortley, the Rev. H. A. Macpherson,
and A.

Innes Shand.

J.

[/« prtparation.

Longman. — Chess

or,

:

Game

of

all

By John Nevil Markelyne, of the
Egyptian Hall. With 62 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 6.r.

also

kinds,

Game Driving, Wild-Fowl and Pigeon
By
Shooting, Dog Breaking, etc.
Makksman.

Crown

rous Photographs, Diagrams, &c.

8vo.

2.1s.

Ford.— The Theory and Practice of
Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and ReWith a Prewritten by W. Butt, M. A.
face by C. J. Longman, M.A. 8vo., 145.

Fo-wler. — Recollections
Life, Social,

Payne - Gall v/ey. — Works

of Old

Political, Sport-

ing, and Agricultural. By J. K. Fowler
(" Rusticus "), formerly of Aylesbury.
With Portrait and 10 Illustrations. 8vo.,

10 J. 6d.
or.

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in ev=/
Branch including full Illustrated List
of Salmon Flies. By FRANCIS Francis.
With Portrait and Coloured Plates. Cr.
;

Sir

With 41

Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.

7s. 6d.

Lettersto Young Shooters. (Second
Series). On the Production, Preservaand Killingof Game. With Directions in Shooting Wood- Pigeons and
Breaking-in Retrievers.
With a Portion,

of the Author, and 103 Illustra-

trait

Crown

tions.

Pole.

— The

8vo.,

12.?.

6d.

Theory of the Modern

Scientific Game of Whist. By W.
Pole, F. R.S. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.
Proctor. Works by R. A. Proctor.

—

How

with the
to Play Whist
Laws and Etiquette of Whist.
:

Crown

8vo.

35. 6d.

,

Home Whist
Ronalds.

an Easy Guide to Cor
i6mo. is.
—The Fly-Fisher's Ento-

mology.

By Alfred Ronalds. With

:

rect Play.

Francis.— A Book on Angling:

by

Ralph Payne-Gallwey, Bart.'
Letters to Young Shooters (First
Series).
On ttie Choice and Use of a
Gun.

8vo., \os. 6d.

Falkener.— Games, Ancient and Oriental, AND How TO Play Them.
By Edward Falkener. With nume-

Country

a

Sportsman's

Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, with Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons on the Art of
Shooting

;

Complete Revelation of the Secrets of
Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill.

td.

(THE)

6d.

Fcp. 8vo.,

bell-Walker, F.R.G.S.

DEAD SHOT

By

Openings.

Fred. W. Longman. Fcp. 8vo., 25.
By Major A. Camp- Maskelyne. Sharps and Flats
;

:

Whist Catechism.
2S.

THE PHEASANT.

,

coloured Representations of the Natm-al
Artificial Insect. With 20 Coloured

and

8vo., 14J.

Plates.

Wilcocks. The Sea Fisherman Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook and
Hav/ker.— The Diary of Colonel
"
Line Fishing in the British and other
Instrucauthor
of
Peter Hawker,
Bvo., 15J.

tions to

:

Young Sportsmen

Introduction

Gallwey,

by

Bart.

Sir

".

With an

Ralph Payne-

2 vols.

8vo., 32J.

Seas,

and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and

Boating.

Crown

By J.

8vo.

,

C. Wilcocks. Illustrated.

6.y.
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Veterinary Medicine, &c.

—Works by

John Henry Stekl, FitzAvygram.-HoRSES and Stables.
By jVIajor-General Sir F. Fitzwygram,
A Treatise on the Diseases of the

steel.

I

I

Dog.

88 Illustrations.

A Treatise on the
the Ox.

8vo., loj. 6d.

i

Diseases of

With 119

,

Illustrations.
I

8vo.

,

155.
I

A Treatise on the
Sheep. With 100

Bart.
With 56 pages of Illustrations.
Bvo. zs. 6a. net.

I

Diseases of the
j

8vo.,

Illustrations.

I

Outlines of Equine Anatomy a
Manual for the use of Veterinary
Students in the Dissecting Room,
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.
:

I
!

" Stonehenge."-THE Dog in Health
and Disease. By " Stonehenge ".
V/ith 84 Illustrations

j

I

,

ys.

6d.

8vo., 75. 6d.

trations.
i
j

8vo.

Youatt.— Works by William Youatt.
The Horse. With numerous IllusThe Dog.

With numerous

Bvo.

tions.

,

Illustra-

6s.

Mental, Moral, siid Political Philosophy.
LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETC.
Abbott. The Elements of Logic. By Bain.^Works by Alexander
T. K. Abbott, B.D.

Aristotle.

lamo.,

—Works by.

The

G. Bekker's Greek Text
III., IV. (VII.). with an
English Translation by W. E. BOLLAND, M.A. and short Introductory
Essays by A. Lang, M.A. Crown

Politics
of Books I.,

:

;

Politics

:

Introductory Essays.
(from Bolland and

By Andrew Lang
Lang's

Cr. Bvo. zs. 6d.
Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated
By Sir Alexwith Essay and Notes.
ander GRANT, Bart. 2 vols. Bvo.,
'Politics').

,

The

3 2 J.

The Nicomachean Ethics
Crown

8vo.

Newly

:

By Robert

Translated into English.

Williams.

Mental Scienc". Crown Bvo.
Moral Science. Crown Bvo.,

,

6s. 6d.
4^. 6d.

The two works as

aboi'e can be had in one
voluTne, price \os. 6d.
8vo. , 15J.
Emotions AND THE Will. Bvo., 15^.

Senses and the Intellect.

and Inductive.

Logic, Deductive

Bvo., 7s. 6d.

The

Bain,

LL.D.

3^.

Part

Part

I., 4J.

II., 6s. 6d.

Practical Essays.

Crown

Bvo., 3?.

Bray. —Works by Charles Bray.

The Philosophy of Necessity

or

:

Law in Mind as in Matter. Cr. Bvo.
The Education of the Feelings

,

Moral System
Bvo.

Schools.

:

a

Crown

6d.

2J.

,

for

^s.

7s. 6d.
Bray. Elements of Morality, in
Aristotle's
Easy Lessons for Home and School
Ethics. Books I. -IV. (Book X. c.
Teaching.
By Mrs. Charles Bray.
With a convi.-ix. in an Appendix.)
Cr. Bvo., \s. 6d.
tinuous Analysis and Notes. By the
and ProRev. E. Moore, D.D. Cr. 8vo. 105. 6^/. Crozier. Civilisation
gress. By John Beattie Crozier,
Bacon. Works by Francis Bacon.
M.D. With New Preface, more fully
Complete Works. Edited by R. L.
explaining the natui'e of the New OrgaEllis, J. Spedding, and D. D.
non used in the solution of its problems.
,

An Introduction to

,

—

Heath. 7 vols. Bvo. _^3 13J. 6rf.
Bvo. 14J.
Letters and Life, including all his
Edited by James Davidson.
occasional Works.
,

,

Spedding. 7 vols. Bvo., £i^ 4J-.
The Essays: with Annotations. By
Bvo.
Richard Whately, D.D.

The Essays. With Introduction, Notes,
By

E. A. Abbott. D.D.
2 vols. Fcp. Bvo. 6s. The Text and
Index only, without Introduction and
Fcp. Bvo.,
Notes, in One Volume.

and Index.

,

2j\

6d.

L.

of DefiniBy
and Applied.
Davidson, M.A. Crown

Bvo., 6s.

The Works of Thomas Hill

Green.

10s. 6d.

The Logic

Explained

tion,

William
Gkeen.

Edited by R. L. Nettleship.

II. Philosophical Works.
i6j-. each.
Vol. III. Miscellanies.
With Index to
the three Volumes, and Memoir. Bvo.,

Vols.

I.

Bvo.,

and

lo
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy— c^«//««e^.
Hearn. —The Aryan Household its Iiadd. — Works by G. T. 'L^.VD.—cont.
An
Structure and its Development.
Psychology, Descriptive and Ex:

Introduction to Comparative JurispruBy W. Edward Hearn.
dence.
8vo.

,

PLANATORY

Hodgson. — Works

by

Shadworth

H.

Hodgson.

Time and Space
Essay.

:

Metaphysical

a

8vo., i6j.

The Theory of Practice
Inquiry.

2 vols.

8vo.

,

:

an Ethical

24^.

The Philosophy of Reflection.

2

8vo., 21S.

vols.

Hume. The
56J.

from Thales to Comte.

By George

Henry Lewes.

Bvo.

2&S.
vols.

separately,

rence Johnstone.
Cr. 8vo.

,

With

Questions.

zs. 6d.

Jones.— An Introduction to General Logic.
By E. E.
Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d.
Jones.

yzs.

,

LER.

The Science of Thought. 8vo. 21,?.
Three Introductory Lectures on
,

the Science of Thought.
Q.S.

Svo.

,

6d.

—

Mill. Analysis of the Phenomena
OF THE Human Mind.
By James
Mill. 2 vols. Svo. 28^.
,

28^.

Johnstone. —A Short Introduction
TO the Study of Logic. By Lau-

2 vols.

Max Miiller.— Works by F. Max Mul-

Philosophical Works
Edited by T. H.

4V0IS. 8vo.,
Essays.
2 vols.
Treatise of Human Nature.
2

Or

of

Lewes. The History of Philosophy,

of David Hume.

Green and T. H. Grose.

a Treatise of the Pheno-

:

mena, Laws, and Development
Human Mental Life. 8vo., 21J.

i6j.

Mill.

A

—Works by John Stuart Mill.

System of Logic.

Cr. Svo.

,

y.

6d.

On Liberty. Cr. Svo. is. ^d.
On Representative Government.
,

Crown

8v'o.

,

2s.

Constance
Utilitarianism.

8vo.,

s-f-

,

Justinian.— The Institutes of
tinian

Jus-

Latin Text, chiefly that of
Husclike, with English Introduction,
Translation, Notes, and Summaiy.
By
Thomas C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo. i8j.
:

Kant. —Works

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy. Svo., i6y<
Nature, the Utility of Religion^

and Theism. Three Essays.

Svo.

,

5^1

Monek. — Introduction

to Logic'
Immanuel Kant.
By W. H. S. MoNCK. Crown 8vo.,
Critique of Practical Reason, and
Other Works on the Theory of Sidgwick.— Distinction
and the
Ethics. Translated by T. K. Abbott,
Criticism of Belief.
By ALFRED SlDGby

5.^.

:

B.D. With Memoir. Bvo. 12s. 6d.
WICK.
Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty Stock.
,

Crown

Svo., 6s.

—

Deductive Logic.
By Stj
George Stock. Fcp. Svo. 3s. 6d.
of the Four Figures. Translated
by T. K. Abbott, and with Notes by
8vo. 6j.
S. T. Coleridge.
Sully. Works by James Sully.
Killick. Handbook to Mill's SysThe Human Mind
Text-book of
tem OF Logic. By Rev. A. H. KilPsychology. 2 vols
Svo. 2 1 J.
lick, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.
Outlines of Psychology. 8vo., gs.
Ladd. Works by George Turnbull
The Teacher's Handbook of ImLadd.
CHOLOGY. Crown Svo. S^Elements of Physiological Psychology. 8vo., 2 1 J.
Swinburne. Picture Logic: a:i
Outlines of Physiological PsyAttempt to Popularise the Science ci
chology. A Te.xt-Book of Mcr.tal
Reasoning.
By Alfred James SwinScience for Academies and Colleges.
burne, M.A.
With 23 Woodcuts.
,

,

—

—

:

,

—

,

8V0.

,

125.

Post Svo.

,

5s.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy

Thomson. — Outlines

of the Neces- Zeller.

sary Laws of Thought a Treatise
on Pure and Applied Logic. By William Thomson, D.D. formerly Lord
:

,

Archbishop of York.

Webb. — The Veil

Post 8vo.

of

,

:

By T.

Essays on Idealism.
8vo.

Isis

6s.

,

Webb.

loi. 6d.

Whately. —Works

by R. Whately,
D.D.
Bacon's Essays. With Annotation.
By R. Whately. 8vo., los. 6d.
Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo.,4f. Gd.
Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. 8vo.,

LER, Professor

in

Edward

Zel-

University

the

of

Berlin.

The

Stoics, Epicureans, and ScepTranslated by the Rev. O. J.

Reichel, M.A. Crown 8vo. 15?.
Outlines of the History of Greek
Philosophy. Translated by Sarah
F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott.
,

Crown

Bvo.

,

\os. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne
and Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown
8vo., 185.

Socrates andtheSocraticSchools.

4J. 6d.

Lessons on Reasoning.
15.

continued.

by Dr.

tics.

a Series of
E.

—Works

Fcp. 8vo.,

Translated by the Rev. O.

M.A.

6d.

Crown

Bvo.,

io.f.

Reichel,

J.

6d.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY.
( Stonyhurst Series.

A Manual

of Political Economy.
By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6d.
First Principles of Knowledge. By
John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5.?.
General Metaphysics. By John Rickaby,
Logic.

Crown

Crown

8vo. 55.
By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.
Bvo., 55.

S.J.

,

Moral Philosophy (Ethics and Natural Law). By Joseph Rickaby,
Crown 8vo., 55.

S.J.

Natural Theology.

By Bernard
Boedder, S.J. Crown Bvo., 6s. 6d.
Psychology.
By Michael Maher,
Crown Bvo. 6s. 6d.
S.J.
,

History and Science of Language, &c.
Davidson. Leading and Important
English Words Explained and Exemplified.
By William L. David:

son, M.A.

Parrar.

Fcp. Bvo.,

3.f.

6d.

— Language and Languages.

W. Farrar,

By F.
Bvo., 6s.

D.D., F.R.S.,

Cr.

G-raham.^ENGLiSH Synonyms,
fied

ClassiPractical

and Explained
with
By G. F. Graham.
:

Exercises.
Bvo., 6s.

Max

Miiller.—Works by
MULLER.

F.

Fcp.

Max

at

the Royal
2 vols.

1863.

Crown Bvo., 215.
Biographies of Words, and the
Home of THE Aryas. Crown Bvo.,
7J. 6d.

Miiller.— Works by

MuLLER

Max

F.

continued.

Three Lectures on the Science
OF Language, and its Place in
General Education, delivered at
Oxford, 18B9.

Crown

Bvo.,

y.

Roget. — Thesaurus

of
English
Words and Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of Ideas and assist in Literary
Composition. By Peter Mark RoGET,
M.D. F. R.S. Recomposed throughout,
enlarged and improved, partly from the
Author's Notes, and with a full Index,
by the Author's Son, John Lewis
,

The Science of Language, Founded
on Lectures delivered
Institution in 1861 and

Max

Roget.

Crown

Bvo.,

\os.

6d.

Whately. — English Synonyms.
E.

Jane Whately.

Fcp. Bvo.,

35.

By

12
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Political Economy and Economics.
Ashley.— English Economic History Mill.— Political Economy.
AND Theory. By W. J. Ashlhy,
Stuart Mill.
M.A.

Crown

8vo.

Part

,

I.,

55.

II., 10s. 6d.

Bagehot. — Economic

By

Studies.

Walter Bagehot.

8vo.

Barnett. — Practicable

Popular Edition.
Library Edition.

Crown

8vo.,

2 vols.

3.f.

8vo

105. 6d.

,

Socialism
By the Rev.

:

Essays on Social Reform.
S. A. and Mrs. Barnett.

By John

Part

Cr. 8vo.

,

6s.

Brassey. Papers and Addresses on
Work and Wagks. By Lord Brassey.
Edited by J. Potter, and with Introby George Howell, M. P.

,

6d.
30J.

Shirres.—An Analysis of the Ideas
OF Economics. By L. P. Shirres,
B. A., sometime Finance Under-Secretary
of the Government of Bengal.
Crown
Svo.

,

6s.

duction

Crown

Symes.— Political Economy

8vo,

Sevas. —

Manual

Economy.
Crown 8vo.

By
6s.

of Political
Devas, M.A.
[Manuals of Catholic

C.

6d.

S.

Philosophy.

—

a Short
Text-book of Political Economy. With
Problems for Solution, and Hints for
Supplementary Reading. By Prof. J. E.
Symes, M.A., of University College,
Nottingham. Crown 8vo., -zs. 6d.
:

History of Taxation
and Taxes in England, from the
Earliest Times to the Year 1885.
By Toynbee. Lectures on the InStephen Dowell (4 vols. 8vo.
Vols.
dustrial Revolution of the iSth
and II. The History of Taxation,
I.
Century in England. By Arnold
Vols. III. and IV. The History of
215.
Toynbee.
With a Memoir of the
Taxes, zxs.
Author by B. Jowett. Z\o., 10s. 6d.
Jordan.— The Standard of Value.
By William Leighton Jordan. 8vo.,
"Webb. The Hlstory of Trade
6s.
Unionism. By Sidney and Beatrice
Leslie. Essays in Political EconWebb. With Map and full Bibliography
omy. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie. Svo.,
DoMrell.

)

—

—

of the Subject.

lOJ. 6d.

Macleod. —Works by Henry Dunning
MACLEOD, M.A.
Bimetalism.
,

35.

Crown

by A.

J.

The

Vol.1.

Vol.11.

8vo., I2J.

The Theory of

Credit.

14J.

Practical

Hints
Crown

vestors.

to Small
8vo.,

I., 4J.

6d.

Plain Advice about Life Insurance.
Crown Svo. is.
,

Evolution, Anthropology, &c.
Edward Clodd
Lubbock. The Origin of

Clodd. — Works by
The Story of Creation

a Plain AcWith 77 Illustra-

count of Evolution.

Crown

Svo.

,

:

35. 6d.

A Primer

of Evolution
being a
Popular Abridged Edition of The
Story of Creation '.
With Illust.
:

'

Fcp. 8vo.,

IS.

[/n the Press.

6d.

In-

\s.

Vol.

8vo.

I.
Vol. II., Part
\os. net.
Vol. II. Part II., -LOS. 6d.

tions.

Wilson.
Investors'

Review.

6d.

The Theory and Practice of Banking.

— Works

iSj-.

,

Chiefiy reprinted from

8vo., 5^. net.

The Elements of Banking.
8vo.

"Wilson.

Svo.

Huth. The Marriage of near

Kin,

considered with Respect to the Law of
Nations, the Result of Experience, and
the Teachings of Biology.
By ALFRED

Henry Huth. Royal Svo., 7s. 6d.
Lang. — Custom and Myth Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. By Andrew

Civilisa-

tion and the Primitive Condition of
Man. By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M. P.
With 5 Plates and 20 Illustrations in the
Text.

Svo. iSj.

Romanes. — Works

by George John
Romanes, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.
Darwin, and After Darwin an Ex:

position

the

of

Darwinian Theory,

and a Discussion on Post-Darwinian
Part

Questions.

With

Theory.

and 125

I.

The Darwinian

Portrait

Illustrations.

of

Darwin

Crown

Svo.,

:

Lang, M.A.
With
Crown Svo., 3J. 6d.

15

Illustrations.

zos. 6d.

An Examination of Weismannism.
Crown

Svo.

,

65.
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and Translations,

Classical Literature

Abbott.— Hellenica.

A Collection

of
Philosophy,

Essays on Greek

Poetry,
Religion.

and

History,

By T.

Maguire.

F.

7s. 6d.

,

Davies.

8vo.

8vo., js.

Aristophanes. — The Acharnians of
Aristophanes,
Verse.
By R.

translated into English
Crown
Y. Tyrrell.

With 2000 Woodcuts.

B.A.

With Metrical English Translation.

J.

8vo.

Rich. — A Dictionary of Roman and
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich,
Eumenides of Mscuy-

.ffischylus.

By

Text,

with Introduction, Analysis, &c.

8vo.,

,

16s.

LUS.

&c.

Plato.— Parmenides of Plato,

by

Edited

Evelyn Abbott, M.A. LL.D.

13

,

Crown

ys. 6d.

Sophocles. —Translated into English
By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.
Verse.
Assistant Master in Rugby School late
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
:

8vo., \s.

Becker.^Works by Professor Becker.
Gallus or, Roman Scenes in the Time

Crown

Bvo.

85. 6d.

,

:

of Augustus.

Post Bvo.

Illustrated.

Theocritus.— The Idylls of Theo-

6d.

•JS.

Charicles

Translated into English Verse.

critus.

of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Illustrated.
Post Bvo. js. 6d.
or.

:

Illustrations

By James Henry Hallard, M.A.
Oxon.

Fcp. 4to.

6s. 6d.

,

,

Cicero.— Cicero's Corr.-^spondence. Tyrrell.— Translations into Greek
By R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols. I., II., III.
AND Latin Verse. Edited by R. Y.
8vo.

each

,

Vol. IV.

i2j.

155'.

,

Farnell.— Greek Lyric Poetry

Tyrrell.
:

Bvo., 6s.

a

—

Complete Collection of the Surviving
The^neid OF Virgil. Trans
Passages from the Greek Song-Writing. Virgil.
lated into English Verse by John ConArranged with Prefatory Articles, Inington. Crown Bvo., 6s.
troductory Matter and Commentary. By
George S. Farnell, M.A. With 5
The Poems of Virgil. Translated
8vo. 16^-.
Plates.
into English Prose by John ConingHarrison.— Myths of the Odyssey
TON. Crown 8vo. 6s.
,

,

IN

Art and Literature.

E.

Harrison.

line

Drawings.

By Jane

The .^neid of Virgil, freely translated
By W. J.
into English Blank Verse.

with Out-

Illustrated
8vo. ,i8j-.

By

VI.

W.

J.

Bvo., yj. 6d.

The ^neid of

,

the Greek Anthology.

Crown

Thornhill.

Lang.— Homer and the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo. 95. net.
Maekail.— Select Epigrams from

Virgil. Books x. to
Translated into English Verse

by James Rhoades.

Crown

8vo.,

Mack AIL,

Fellow of Balliol College,
Oxford. Edited v*iih a Revised Text,
Introduction, Translation, and Notes.
8vo.

,

"Wilkins.— The Growth of the Homeric Poems. ByG. Wilkins. Bvo. 6j.

16s.

Poetry and the
Allingham.—Works

William

by

Allingham.

!

I

Irish Songs

and Poems.

With Fron-

tispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe.
Fcp. Bvo., 6s.

Laurence Bloomfield.
trait of the

Author.

With

Fcp. Bvo.

,

Por-

3J.

6d.

Drama

Life and Phantasy with Frontispiece by Sir J. E. MiLLAiS, Bart.,
and Design by Arthur Hughes.
:

I

Fcp. Bvo.,

6s.

;

large paper edition, i2j.

Thought and Word, and Ashby
Manor: a Play. With Portrait of the
Author

(1865),

and four Theatrical

Scenes drawn by Mr. Allingham. Fcp.
large paper edition, \2s.
8vo., 6.f.
;

Flower Pieces; Day and Night
Songs

;

Ballads.

With

Imperial i6mo.

,

6s.

2 Designs

Fcp. Bvo.

by D. G. RossETTi.
large paper edition, 12.S.

Blackberries.

,

6s.

Sets of the above 6 vols,

may

be

had

it.

uniform half-parchment binding, price 30X
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Poetry and the Drama continued.
Armstrong. — Works by G. F. Savage- Goethe.
Armstrong.
Poems Lyrical and Dramatic.

Faust, Part
Fcp.

:

8vo.

65.

,

King Saul.
Part

(The Tragedy of

Fcp. 8vo.

I.)

King David.
Part

(The Tragedy of

Fcp. 8vo.,

II.)

King Solomon.

Tragedy of

:

Fcp. 8vo.

,

Poems.

Fcp.

By

8vo., i2j. dd.

—

Works by Jean Ingelow.
Poetical Works. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo.

Ingelow.

Broadcloth: a

in

Fcp. 8vo.

Satire.

,

45.

the Infinite:

in

a Poem.

Cr.

Bvo., 7J. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
Fcp.
AriMStrong.
of Edmund
T.

8vo., 55.

Arnold.—Works bySir Edwin Arnold,
K.C.I.E., Author of 'The

Light

of

Asia,' &c.

The Light of the World
Great

Consummation.

Crown

8vo., js. 6d. net.

Presentation Edition.
trations
,

or,

:

the

A

Poem.

With

14 Illus-

W. HoLMAN Hunt.

by

Crown

8vo.

net.

55.

,

the Japanese Wife.
Crown Bvo., ts. 6d. net.
or,

:

Fcp.

Bvo.

Bell.— Chamber Comedies
tion of Plays

:

8vo.

A

;

cloth plain,

y.

Kendall. — Songs from Dreamland.
By May Kendall. Fcp. 8vo., y. net.

Lang. —Works

by

Andrew Lang.
A Rally

Ban and Arri^re Ban.
Fugitive

Rhymes.

Fcp.

Bvo.,

ol
55.

net.

Grass of
2J.

Parnassus.

Fcp.

Bvo.,

6d. net.

Ballads

of

Books.

Edited

lay

Andrew Lang. Fcp. Bvo., 6s.
The Blue Poetry Book. Edited by
Andrew Lang. With 12 Plates and
i% Illustrations in the Text by H.

By Mrs.

for the

Hugh

65.

,

Bvo.

,

J.

6s.

Special Edition, printed on Indian
paper.
With Notes, but without
Jllustj-ations.

a Collec-

and Monologues

Drawmg Room.
Crown

6d.

zs.

,

gilt.

FoKD and Lancelot Speed. Crown

205. net.

Potiphak's Wife, and other Poems.

Adzuma

Lyrical and Other Poems. Selected
from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
cloth

8vo., js. 6d.

Bell.

5^.

Translated, with Notes.

Webb.

\2S.

Poems.

:

js. 6d.

Wicklow:

Mephistopheles

Play.

Text, with

By Albert
Cr. 8vo.,

,

Stories of

4to.

German

,

A Garland from Greece

One

the

Israel,

ts.

(The

Faust.
T. E.

Part III.) Fcp. 8vo. 6j.
a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo. bs.

Israel,

Ugone

Israel,

55.

I.,

Introduction and Notes.
M. Selss, Ph.D., M.A.

Bjbrnsen. — Works by Bjornstjerne

Crown

Lecky.— Poems. By W.
Fcp. Bvo.,

8vo.

E. H.

,

ys. 6d.

Lecky.

5^.

Leyton. — Works by Frank Leyton.
The Shadows of the Lake, and

other Poems.
Crown Bvo., js. 6d.
Cheap Edition. Crown Bvo., 35. 6d.
Pastor Sang a Play. Translated by
William Wilson. Cr. 8vo., 55.
Skeleton Leaves Poems. Crown
A Gauntlet: a Drama. Translated
Bvo. 6^.
into English by Osman Edwards.
With Portrait of the Author. Crown Lytton.— Works by The Earl of
Lytton (Owen Meredith).
8vo., $s.

Bjornsen.

:

:

,

Cochrane. The

Kestrel's Nest,
and other Verses. By Alfred Cochrane. Fcp. 8vo. y. (yd.
,

Dante.

La Commedia

di

Dante.

A

New Text, carefully revised with the
aid of the most recent Editions and
Collations.
Small 8vo. 6s.
,

Marah. Fcp.
King Poppy:

Bvo., 6s. 6d.

a Fantasia.
With i
and Design on Title-Page by
Ed. Burne-Jones, A. R.A. Crowii

Plate

Sir
Bvo., 10s. 6d.

The Wanderer.

Cr. Bvo.,

io.f.

LuciLE. Crown Bvo., los. 6d.
Selected Poems. Cr. Bvo., 105.

6d.

6d.
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Drama — continued.

of Ancient Rome, Piatt.—Works by John James Piatt.
Idyls and Lyrics of the Ohio
By Lord Macaulay.
Valley. Crown 8vo. 5J.
4to.,
Fcp.
SCHARF.
by
G.
Illustrated
Little New World Idyls. Cr. Bvo.,

Maeaulay.— Lays
&c.

,

10^. 6d.

Edition.

Bijou

i8mo.

,

25.

6d.

gilt top.

,

Fcp. 4to., 6d. sewed,

15.

8vo.

Crown

Riley.

Old

sewed,

Fcp.

Edition.

i^.

8vo.

,

is.

,

— Songs

D.ay, .and

Ave

Centenary.

Roberts.

:

Piatt.— Works by SARAH PlATT.

An Enchanted

,

I

ros.

By Charles G.
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

8vo., 14J.

vol.

215.

,

Drawing-Room

Works
Anstey. —Works by
Vice Versa

Anstey,

F.

.Author

I05. 6d.

Crown Bvo., zs.
Voces Populi.

25. 6d. cloth.

Punch

boards,

'.

from

Reprinted

With 20
Bernard Part-

First

Series.

Illustrations by J;
Cr. 8vo. 35. 6d.

ridge.

The Travelling Companions.
trations

by

Post 4to.,

'

J.

Baker. — By

&c.

the Western Sea.

By
James Baker, Author of John WestaCrown 8vo. 35. 6d.
cott
'.

,

Beaconsfield..— Works by

Punch'. With 25

55.

Novels and
Complete

T.-^les.

in 11 vols.

Re- Vivian Grey.
Illus-

I

TheYoungDuke,&c.

:

Alroy, Ixion, &c.
Contarini Fleming,
&c.
a Story

With
in Scenes, and other Sketches.
24 Illustrations by J. Bernard PartFcp. 4to.

,

65.

Edition.
Vignettes.

—

6s.

With

Cheap Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 15. 611?.
,

10 Illustrations.

|

|

Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.
Tancred.
Coningsby.
Sybil.
Lothair. Endymion.

|

i

Novels and Tales.

The Hughenden

2 Portraits and 11
Cr. 8vo., 425.
11 vols.

With

Astor. — A Journey in Othek Worlds. Clegg. David's
By John
Rochdale life in
a Romance of the Future.
Jacob Astor.

the Earl of

Beaconsfield.

Bernard Partridge.

The Man from Blankley's
ridge.

Humour,

55.

each.

,

printed from

i6mo.,

'

'.

other Stories.

Cr. 8vo.,

,

Sturgis.—A Book of Song. By Julian

of Fiction,

The Black Poodle, and
'

Edition, with Photo-

Fcp. 8vo.

graphs.

Stukgis,

'

Family
With 36 Woodcuts.
Or in 6 vols. Fcp.

:

,

of

D.

,

The Shakespeare Birthday Book.
By Mary F. Dunbar. 32010., 15. 6d.

Castle, and other

Pictures, Portraits and People
in Ireland. Crown 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

Poems

Common

for the Shelley

Shakespeare.— BowDLER's
8V0.

portrait of the Author.
8vo.

Fcap. 8vo.

of the

an Ode

Shakespeare.
With
Crown

Poems.

65. net.

Roberts.

2 vols.

:

y.

Poems Here at Home.

6d. cloth.

N'esbit.— Lays and Legends. By E.
Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert Bland). First
Crown 8vo., y. 6d. Second
Series.
Series, with Portrait. Crown Bvo., 55.

Poems.

Roses

Fashioned

i2mo.

,

Annotated

Crown

6d.

3^.

,

Riley.—Works by James Whitcomb

cloth.

Weguelin.

Illustrated by J. R.
8vo. 3^. 6d.

By J.\mes Rhoades.

Poems.

Popular Edition.

Other

and

Rhoad.es.—Teresa

Loom

:

a

Story of

the early years of the
Nineteenth Century.
By John Tk.-vf8vo.
65.
Clegg.
Crown
ford
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De-

The Story of a Child.
Mr. Tommy Dove, and
Crown

8vo.

and

Cr. 8vo.,

55.

other Stories.

his Wife.

Cr. 8vo.

,

:

With Frontispiece
Rebellion.
Vignette.
Cr. 8vo., 35. bd.

and

The Captain of the Polestar,

and

Cr. 8vo.

other Tales.

The Refugees

:

v-

,

a Tale of

Cr. 8vo.

tinents.

With

51 Illustra-

y. 6d.

Cr. Bvo.,

With 23

Lily.

Illustra-

Cr. Bvo.,65.

Montezuma's Daughter.

With 24
Crown Bvo., 6s.
Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustrations.
Crown Bvo. 35. 6d.
Illustrations.

,

,

Con-

6s.

An

or,

His-

Farrar.

6d.

Crown

FoRSTER.

With

Mist.

16

Cr. Bvo.. 6s.

Haggard and Lang. The World's
By H. Rider Haggard and
With 27 Illustrations
by M. Greiffenhagen. Cr. Bvo. 35. 6d.

Andrew Lang.

,

Harte.— In the Carquinez Woods,
and other

Major Joshua. By Francis

Forster.

The People of the
Desire.

in the Days of Nero.
Tale. By Archdeacon
"js.

With 16 IllusCrown Bvo., 3^. 6d.
Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16 Illustrations.
Crown Bvo., 35. 6d.
D.\wn. With 16 Illustrations. Crown
trations.

Illustrations.

Two

Scenes

,

tions.

Bvo., 35. 6d.

€>d.

Farrar. — Darkness and Dawn:
Cr. 8vo.

Eric Brighteyes.

The Witch's Head.

6.y.

Doyle.—Works by A. Conan Doyle.
MiCAH Clarke a Tale of Monmouth's

toric

by H. Rider Hag-

gard —continued.

tions.

6s.

,

Douga]!. —Works by L. Dougall.
Beggars All. Crown Bvo. 35. 6d.
What Necessity Knows. Crown
Bvo.,

-contifiued.

Nada the

6s.

,

&c.

Haggard. — Works

'.

'

Philip

Humour,

of Fiction,

by Margaret
LAND, Author of John Ward

Deland.—Works

By Bret Harte.

Stories.

Cr. Bvo., 35. 6d.

Hornung.— The Unbidden

8vo., 65.

Guest.

W. Hornung. Crown Bvo. 6s.
Froude.— The Two Chiefs of DunWorks by Edna Lyall, Author
Lyall.—
Last
Irish
Romance
of
the
an
boy
By

E.

,

:

By J. A. Froude.

Century.
3.r.

Cr. 8vo.,

of 'Donovan,' &c.

The Autobiography of

6d.

— The

Gilkes.
Been:

Thing That Hath

Fcp. Bvo.,
Presentation

Crown

DOREEN

'

8vo.

,

6s.

Haggard. — Works

by k. Rider

Hag-

With 32

She.
8vo.

,

3^.

6d.

trations.

Crown

the Little

Hand.

With

Bvo.

Maiwa's Revenge

;

,

31 Illus-

35. 6d.

or,

The War

Cr. Bvo.,

xs.

of
boards,

6d. cloth.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C.
35.

Crown

Illustrations.

Allan Quatermain.

15.

The

:

Story of a Singer.

Cr. Bvo.,

Beatrice.

With 29

Illustrations

3J. 6d.

Cr. Bvo.,

6d.

J.

Whyte

Holmby House.

The Gladiators.
The Interpreter.
Good for Nothing.
The Queen's Maries.
Cr. Bvo.,

15.

|

Kate Coventry.
Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

6d. each.

Oliphant.—Works by

Madam.
Parr.

Can

Bvo., 6r.

Mrs. Oliphant.

Cr. Bvo., 15. 6d.
Cr. Bvo., 15. 6d.

this be Love? By Mrs.
Cr.
Dorothy Fox

Parr, Author of
35.

G.

Melville.

In Trust.

6d.

Cleopatra.
Crown 8vo.,

Cr.

8vo., 65.

Melville.— Works by

gard.

a Slander.

sewed.

Edition.
With 20 IllusCr.
trations by Lancelot Speed.
Bvo., 25. 6d. net.

or, a Young Man's Mistake. By
A. H. Gilkes, M.A. Master of Dulwich
College, Author of Boys and Masters '.
,

15.

'

'.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &c. continued.
TRUE, A, RELATION of the
Payn. —Works by James Payn.
Travels and Perilous AdvenThe Luck of the Darrells. Cr.
8vo.,

IS.

tures OF Mathew Dudgeon, Gentleman Wherein is truly set down the
Manner of his Taking, the Long Time
of his Slavery in Algiers, and Means of
his Delivery.
Written by Himself, and

bd.

Thicker than Water.

Cr.

8vo.,

:

bd.

IJ-.

Phillipps-Wolley.— Snap

a Legend
Lone Mountain. By C. PhilLiPPS-WoLLEY. With 13 Illustrations
by H. G. WiLLiNK. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.
:

of the

Se'Well.

— Works

by

Elizabeth

nov/ for the

Mr. Smith

M.

8vo.

Sewell.
Herbert.
Cleve Hall.
Gertrude.

Home

The Earl's Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

Life.

After Life.
Ursula. Ivors.
Cr. 8vo., ij. 6d. each cloth plain. 2S. 6d.
each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson.

I J. 6d. cloth.

Troublesome Daughters.

Crown

Pauline.

Crown 8vo. 2s.
Dick Net herby. Crown

Fcp. 8vo.,

j

i

A Stiff-necked Generation.
8vo.

8vo.
'

Wrong

Box. By Robert Louis SteVENSON and Lloyd Osbourne. Cr.
8vo.

,

35. 6d.

Suttner.

— Lay

Down Your Arms

Die ]Vaffcn Nieder: The Autobiography
By Bertha vo.n
of Mariha Tilling.
Suttner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. 8vo.

,

6d.

IS.

by

Anthony Trol-

LOPE.

The Warden.

Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.
Cr. 8vo.

Barchester Towers.

—

,

8vo.
|

j

\

,

6d.

,

The Matchmaker.

Crown

8vo.

,

6s.

;

With

Handbook.
of which

are

18
coloured,

and 549 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo. js, 6d.
Butterflies and Moths (British).
With 12 coloured Plates and 241
,

Illustrations in the Text.
JOS. 6d.

net.

6d.

3 Vols.

Cr. 8vo.

by B. B. West.

:

make

to spend a million than to
Cr. 8vo. 6s.

is

it.

,

Sir Simon Vanderpetter, and Minding his Ancestors. Two Reforma-

Crown

8vo.

Weyman. —Works

,

5.?.

byS. J. Weyman.
The House of the Wolf. Cr. 8vo.
6d.

A Gentleman of France.

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

&c.).

—

8vo., 75. net.

Furneaux. — Works by W. Furneaux.
The Outdoor World or. The Young
Collector's
Plates, 16

25.

Crown

Hart-wig. Works by Dr. George
Hartwig.
The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts.

B.Sc. (Lend.).

B.A.,

Cr. 8vo.
Stories.

Half-Hours with the Millionaires Showing how much harder it

Popular Science (Natural History,

113 Illustrations.

6d.

2s.

Crown

65.

Bvitler. Our Household Insects.
An Account of the Insect- Pests found
in Dwelling-Houscs.
By Edward A.

Butler,

,

2s. 6d.

West.—Works

35.
is.

Cr. 8vo.

Ploughed,' and other

tions.

TroUope.— Works

Crown

6d.

2s.

Nan, and other Stories.

The One Good Guest.
I

Stevenson and Osbourne.— The
.

2s. 6d.

Crown

The Mischief of Monica.

sewed,

is.

6d. cloth.

6d.

8vo.

8vo. 2s. 6d.

|

j

15.

2s. 6d.

,

The History of a Week.

I

The Dynamiter.

Crown

Life.

Crown

!

Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and
Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.
Mr. Hyde.

55.

Walford.

by L. B.

Baby's Grandmother.
8vo., zs. 6d
Cousins. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
8vo.

|

Stevenson. —Works by Robert Louis

time printed Cr. 8vo.,

a Part of his

6d.

2S.

,

:

The

A Glimpse of the World. Amy
Laneton Parsonage.
Margaret Percival.
Katharine Ashton.

first

Walford.—Works

Crown

8vo.,

The Tropical World. With
and 172 Woodcuts.

The Polar World.
Plates

8vo.

,

With

and 85 Woodcuts.

8 Plates

ys. net.

3

Maps, 8
8vo.

js.

,

net.

The Subterranean World.
3

Maps and 80 Woodcuts.

With

8vo., 7s.

net.

The Aerial World.
Plates
net.

With Map,

and 60 Woodcuts.

8vo.

,

8

ys.

i8
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Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).
by Dr. George Stanley. —A Familiar History

— Works

HartwiG —continued.

Heroes of the Polar World

19

Crown 8vo. 2s.
Wonders ok the Tropical Forests
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2S.
Workers under the Ground. 29
Crown 8vo. zs.
Illustrations.
Marvels Over our Heads. 29 Illustrations.
Crown Bvo. 2.s.
Illustrations.

,

,

Sea Monsters and Sea Birds. 75
Crown 8vo. 2S. bd.
Illustrations.
Denizens of the Deep. 117 Illustra,

Crown

Bvo., is. 6d.

Volcanoes and Earthquakes.
Crown

Illustrations.

Wild Animals
Illustrations.

8vo.

,

2J.

30

6d.

von Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo. 3J. 6d. each.
2 vols.
,

Proctor.— Works

by

Richard

A.

Proctor.
Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.

Crown

8vo.

Chance and Luck
Laws

the

,

^.s.

each.

a Discussion of
Luck, Coincidence,

of

:

Wagers, Lotteries and the Fallacies
Cr. Bvo., zs.
of Gambling, &c.
boards, 2S. 6d. cloth.

Rough Ways made Smooth.

Fami-

Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Crown Bvo.,
Silver Library Edition.
y. 6d.
liar

Pleasant Ways
Bvo.,

in Science.

Silver Library
8vo. 35. 6d.

5.r.

Crown

Cr.
Edition.

Crown

Bvo., 5^.

Nature Studies. By R. A. Proctor,
Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and

Clodd.

Crown

Bvo.,

Library

Edition.

55.

Crovvn Bvo.,

E.
Silver
35. 6d.

Leisure Readings. By R. A. Proctor, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T.
Foster, and A. C. Ranyard. Cr.
Bvo.

5^-.
,

forIllus-

6d.

3J-.

,

D.D.,

With

Wood. —Works by the Rev. J.
Homes without Hands

G.

Wood.

a Description of the Habitation of Animals,
classed according to the Principle of
Construction. With 140 Illustrations.
Bvo.

ys. net.

,

Insects at
of

:

Home

:

a Popular Account

Insects,

British

Structure,

their

Habits and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. 8vo., js. net.
of Foreign

:

a Popular Account

Insects,

Structure,

their

Habits and Transformations.
With
600 Illustrations. Bvo., -js. net.

Animals: a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in
the Scriptures.
With 112 Illustra-

Bible

Bvo., js. net.

tions.

Petland Revisited.

With 33

Cr. Bvo., 3J.

trations.

Out of Doors

Illus-

6d.

a Selection of Original Articles on Practical Natural
History.
With 11 Illustrations. Cr.
Bvo.,

;

6d.

3^-.

Strange Dwellings:
of

from

abridged

Hands
Bvo.

,

a Description
of Animals,
Homes without

Habitations

the
'.

'

With 60

Bird Life of the Bible.
tions.

Cr.

Illustrations.

3J. 6d.

Cr. Bvo.

Wonderful
Cr. 8vo.,

,

Nests.

3J.

32 Illustra-

3J. 6d.

30 Illustrations.

6d.

Homes under the Ground.

,

The Great Pyramid, Observatory,
TOMU and Temple. With Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.

trations.

Insects Abroad

of the Tropics. 66
Crown 8vo., 3.?. 6d.

Helmholtz.— Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann

3 vols.

Birds. By E. Stanley,
merly Bishop of Norwich.

,

,

tions.

of

i

trations.

Cr. 8vo.,

35.

Wild Animals of the
Illustrations.

2B

Illus-

6d.

Cr. Bvo.,

Bible.
3^.

Domestic Animals of the Bible.
Illustrations.

The Branch
tions.

Cr. Bvo.,

Builders.

Cr. Bvo.,

25.

35.

29

6d.

23

6d.

28 Illustra-

6d.

Social Habitations and Parasitic
Cr. Bvo.,
Nests. 18 Illustrations.
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of Reference.

Maunder's (Samuel) Treasuries. Maunder's (Samuel) Treasuries

— conti7iued.

Biographical Treasury. With Supplement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo. 65.

Scientific

Treasury of Natural History

The Treasury of Botany.

,

:

or,

Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With
900 Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.
,

Treasury of Geography,
and

Historical, Descriptive,

With
Svo.

7

Maps and

16

Physical.
Political.

Fcp.

Plates.

6s.

,

Know-

The Treasury of Bible

Ry the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A.
Maps, 15 Plates, and 300
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. ,65.
ledge.

With

5

Historical Treasury: Outlines of
Universal History, Separate Histories
all Nations.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

of

,

and Literary Treasury.

Fcp. 8vo.,

6s.

Edited
F.R.S., and T.
Moore, F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel Plates.
2 vols.
Fcp. Svo., I2J.

by

Lindley,

J.

Iloget.-THESAURUS OF EnglishWords

and

Phrases.

and

Classified

Ar-

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression

and assist in Literary Composition.
By Peter Mark Roget,
M.D., F. R.S. Recomposed throughout,
enlarged and improved, partly
from the Authors Notes, and with a
of Ideas

J6HN

Index, by the Author's Son,

full

Lewis Roget.

Crown

Svo.

,

io.y.

6d.

Treasury of Knowledge and Willieh. Popular Tables for giving
information for ascertaining the value of
Library of Reference.
ComEnglish

prising an

Dictionary and

Grammar, Universal Gazeteer,

Classi-

Dictionary,
Chronology,
Dictionary, &c.
Fcp. 8vo., 6.y.

Law

cal

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property, the Public
Funds, &c.
By

Charles M. Willich. Edited by H.
Hence Jones. Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

Children's Books.
Crake. —Works by
Edwy the Fair

;

Crake.

the First Chro-

or,

Crown

yEscendune.

of

nicle

Rev. A. D.

Svo.,

The Red Fairy

2J. 6d.

Alfgar the Dane: or, the Second ChroCr. 8vo

nicle of y^Lscendune.

The Rival Heirs

,

sj.

6d.

being the Third
and Last Chronicle of .^Escendune.
Cr. Svo.

,

2J-.

6d.

A

Tale

of the Cloister and the Forest in the
Days of the Barons' Wars.
Crown
,

IS.

Lancelot

The Green Fairy Book. With
by H.

Illustrations

Crown

Bogle.

J.

FoRD and

Svo., 6s.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With
by H.

Illustrations
8vo., 6s.

loi
L.

J.

104

Ford. Crown

6d.

A Story of Walhngford Castle and Dorchester Abbey.

Brian Fitz-Count.
Cr. Svo.,

Book. With 100
by H, J. Ford and
Speed.
Cr. Svo., 6s.

Illustrations

:

The House of Walderne.
Svo.

— Works edited by Andrew Lang
— continued.

Xjang.

2.S.

6d.

Ingelow.— Very Young, and Quite
Another Story. Two Stories. By
Jean Ingelow.

Crown

Svo.

,

by H.

Hood.

J.

Ford and G.
Crown

Pof.try Book. With 100
by H. J. Ford and
Lancelot Speed. Crown Svo., 6s.
Illustrations

The Blue Poetry Book.
Edition,
Svo.

,

2s.

without Illustrations.

School
Fcp.

6d.

2s. 6d.

Lang. — Works edited by Andrew Lang.
The Blue Fairy Book. With 13S
Illustrations
P. JACOMB

The Blue

Svo., 6s.

The True Story Book. With

66

by H. J. Ford, Lucien
Davis, C. H. M. Kerr, Lancelot Speed, and Lockhakt Bogle.
Illustrations

Crown

Svo.

,

6s.
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Meade.— Works by L.
Daddy's
8vo.

Boy.

3J-.

,

Meade.

T.

Deb and the Duchess.
Crown

Moles-worth. -Works by Mrs. Moles-

Crown

Illustrated.

8vo., jr.

Illustrated.

6a?.

Stevenson. —A Child's Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Small

WORTH.

dd.

fcp. 8vo.

The Palace

Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 55.

in

Crown

trated.

Neighbours.

5J-.

,

Silverthorns.

the Garden.

Illus-

8vo., 55.

IIlus.

Crown

8vo.,

2.r. 6a?.

Longmans' Series of Books for

Girls.
Crown 8vo., price zs. 6d. each
Atelier (The) Du Lys or an Art
Atherstone Priory. By L. N. Comyn.
Student in the Reign of Terror.
The Third Miss St. Quentin. By
By the same Author.
Mrs. Molesworth.
:

Mademoiselle

Mori

a

Tale of

The Story of a Spring Morning, &c.

by

Gordon

By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.
Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.

:

Modern Rome.

That

Child.

Illustrated

Browne.
Linder a Cloud.
The Fiddler of Lugau. With Illustrations by W. Ralston.
A Child of the Revolution. With
Illustrations

by C.

Staniland.

J.

War

The Younger

in

Two Stories. By Jean

Inge-

low.

Keith Deramore.
Miss Molly

By the Author

of

'.

By Margaret Deland.
Last Words to Girls on Life at
School and After School.
Bv

Sidney.

the Olden Time
Peasant

Story.

'

Hester's Venture.
In

Illustrated.

Very Young; and Quite Another

:

a Tale of the

Germany.

Sister.

Mrs.

W. Grey.

The Silver Library.
Crown

Bvo.
y. 6d. each Volume.
Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands.
Doyle's (A. Conan)Mlcah Clarke

With

71 Illustrations.

3.;.

6d.

of

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations.
3^. 6d.
Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Baring-Gould's (Rev, S.) Curious Myths
of the Middle Ages. 3^. 6d.
Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Origin and

Development of Religious
vols.

3J-.

Belief.

2

6d. each.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam '. With 66 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Clodd's (E.> Story of Creation : a Plain
Account of Evolution. With jy Illustrations.

3^. 6^/.

Conybeare (Rev. W.

J.)

and Howson's
and Epistles of

(Very Rev. J. S.) Life
St. Paul.
46 Illustrations.
Dougall's (L.) Beggars All;

y.6d.

3J-.

6d.

a Novel.

MonmoutiVs

Rebellion,

:

y.

a Tale
6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Captain of the
Polestar, and other Tales.
3,?. 6d.
Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects. 4 vols.
3.1. 6d. each.
Froude's (J. A.) Cassar a .Slcetch. 35. 6d.
Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyie: a
History of his Life.
1795-1835. 2 vols.
ys.
1 834- 1 88 1.
2 vols.
7s.
:

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy: an Irish Romance of the Last
Century. 3J. 6d.
Froude's (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fail of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada.
12 vols.
3J. 6d.

each.

Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the

Wellington.

With

Portrait.

Duke
3^.

of
6d.
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Haggard's (H. E.) She : A History of
Adventure.
32 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
With 20 Illustrations. 35-. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch,
V.C.
a Tale of Country Life. 3^.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays at
With Portrait and
Ancient Rome.
Illuitrations.
y. 6d.
Macleod (H. D.) The Elements of Banking,
y. 6d.

Marshman's (J.
Kavelock.

6d.

With 29

Haggard's (H.

R.) Cleopatra.
3J.
Full-page Illustrations.

(H. R.) Eric Brighteyes.
33'. 6d.
51 Illustrations.

Haggard's (H.
Haggard's (H.

R.) Beatrice.

6d.

3.?.

Max

R.) Allan's VYife.
Illustrations.
35. 6d.

With

R.) The Witch's
Illustrations.
35. 6d.

Head.

C.)

Memoirs

of Sir

Henry

35. 6d.

Muller's (F.) India,

teach us

613'.

Haggard's

With

21

what can

it

35. 6d.

?

Mnller's (F.) Introduction to the
Science of Keiigion. y. 6d.
Merivale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. y. 6d. ea.
IVIax

and Lang's (A.) The
With 27 Illustrations.

Economy. 3.r. 6d.
System of Logic. 35. 6d.
Miiner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures. 3^. 6d.
Phillipps-Wolley's (C.) Snap a Legend
With 13
of the Lone Mountain.
Illustrations,
y. 6d.
Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.
Essays on the Moon and Planets,
Meters and Comets, the Sun and

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories. 3^^. 6d.

Coloured Pairs of Suns. 3J. 6d.
Proctor's (E. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.
Essays on the Wonders of the Firma-

34

Haggard's (H.

With

Haggard's (H.

With

Haggard's (H.

612'.

With

16 Illus-

3^'.

Haggard's
World's Desire.
3J.

35.

Dawn.

R.)

6d.
(H. R.)

trations.

Meeson's Will.

R.) Mr.

Illustrations.

Mill's (J. S.) Political

6d.

(Hermann von) Popular
on
Scientific
Subjects.
Lectures
With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols. y. 6d.

Helmiioltz's

each.

Howitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable
Places. 80 Illustrations.
35. 6d.
Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart:
My Autobiography. W'ith Portrait.
3J. bd.

and Hedgerow. Last
With Portrait. 35. 6d.
With 17
(R.)
Red Deer.

Jeffwies' (R.) Field

Essays

of.

Jefferies'
Illustrations

TUNALY.

3^.

Jefferies' (E.)

With

by

J.

Charlton and H.

bd.

Magic: a Fable.

and Vignette by E.

V. B. 3^. 6d.
Jefferies' (R.) The Toilers of the Field.
With Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral. 35. 6d.
Knight's
'

Alerte'

(E. F.) The Cruise of the
the >s'arrative of a Search for
:

Treasure

on the Desert

With

Trinidad.
Illustrations.

35.

2

Island

Maps and

of

23

6d.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth: Studies
of Early Usage ar.d Belief.
3^. dd.
Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (W. J.)
B.C.

1887,

A Ramble in
Maps and 75

Columbia. With
tions.

3^.

td.

:

ment.

3^-.

6d.

Proctor's (R. A.)
Ours. 35. 6d.

Other Worlds than

Proctor's (E. A.)

Rough Ways made

Smooth.

3J.

6d.

Proctor's (R. A.)
Science. 3i-. 6d.

Pleasant

Ways

in

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels
of Astronomy, y. 6d.
Pro9tor's(R. A.) Nature Studies. 3^.6^/.
Eossetti's (Maria F.)

A Shadow of Dante

being an Essay towards studying Himhis World and his PilgrimWith Frontispiece by Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. y. 6d.
Smith's (E. Bosworth) Carthage and the
self,

Wood

Frontispiece

Mill's (J. S.)

British
Illustra-

age.

Carthaginians.

3^^.

6d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of
Birds.
160 Illustrations,
y. bd.

Stevenson (Robert Louis)andOsbourne's
(Lloyd) The Wrong Box. y. bd.

Y/eyman's (Stanley J.) The House of
3^-. bd.
the Wolf: a Romance.
Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Fetland Revisited.

With
Wood's
With
Wood's

35. bd.
33 Illustrations.
(Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings.

60 Illustrations,

y. bd.

(Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors.

Illustrations,

y. bd.

11
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.
Acton.— Modern Cookeky. By Eliza
Acton.

With 150 Woodcuts.

Fcp.

De Salis. — Works

by Mrs.

De

S.-vlis—

cotitinued.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode.

8vo., 4J. 6d.

Bull.—Works by Thomas Bull, M.D.
Hints to Mothers on the Management OF THEIR Health during the

Fcp. Bvo.

,

IS.

bd.

Savouries a la Mode.
IS.

Fcp.

Bvo.,

bd.

Fcp. 8vo.,

Soups and Dressed Fish X la Mode.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.

Sweets and Supper Dishes A la
Mode. Fcp. Bvo. is. bd.
Tempting Dishes for Small In-

Period of Pregnancy.
Ts.

Fcp. Bvo.,

bd.

Fcp. 8vo.

,

\s.

bd.

Salis. — Works by Mrs. De Salis.
Cakes and Confections a La Mode.

De

IS.

bd.

,

comes.

Fcp. Bvo.,

bd.

IS.

Wrinkles and Notions for

Ever-s

Household. Cr. 8vo., is. bd.
Dogs a Manual for Amateurs. Fcp. Lear. Maigre Cookery. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. i6mo., zs.
8vo.,
Dressed Game and Poultry X la Poole. Cookery for the Diabetic.
By W. H. and Mrs. PooLE. With
Mode. Fcp. Bvo., \s. bd.
Preface by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. Bvo. 2s. bd.
Dressed Vegetables a la Mode.
"Walker. — A Handbook for Mothers:
Fcp. 8vo., 15. bd.
P'cp. Bvo.

,

\s.

bd.

:

,

Drinks X la Mode. Fcp. 8vo. is. bd.
Entrees a la Mode. Fcp. Bvo., is. bd.
Floral Decorations. Suggestions
,

Fcp. Bvo
Fcp. 8vo.

and Descriptions.

,

National Viands.

is.

bd.

[In the Press.

New-laid Eggs

:

Poultry Rearers.

Hints for Amateur
Fcp. 8vo., is. bd.

Oysteks X LA Mode.

Fcp. 8vo.

,

is.

bd.

Women

being Simple Hints to

Management

on the

Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together
with Plain Directions as to the Care of
Infants. By Jane H. Walker, L.R.C. P.
and L.M., L.R.C.S. and M.D. (Brux.).
Cr. Bvo.,

of

their

2S. bd.

West. The Mother's Manual of
Children's Diseases. By Charles
West, M.D. Fcp. Bvo., 2s. bd.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.
Allingham.— Varieties in Prose. Boyd ('A. K. H. B.').— Works
By William Allingham. 3 vols. Cr.
(Vols. I and 2, Rambles, by
Bvo, 18s.
Vol. 3, Irish
Patricius Walker.
Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong. Essays and Sketches.
Fcp.
By Edmund J. Armstrong.
Bvo.,

55.

Bagehot.

Literary

Studies.

By

Walter Bagehot. 2 vols. Bvo., 285.
Baring-Gonld.— Curious Myths of
the

Middle

By

Ages.

Crown

Baring-Gould.

Battye. — Pictures

Rev.

S.

Bvo., 35. bd.

in

Prose

of

Nature, Wild Sport, and Humble
By Aubyn Trevor Battye,
Life.
B.A. Crown Bvo. 6j.
Baynes. Shakespeare Studies, and
,

Essays. By the late Thomas
Spkncek
Baynes, LL. B.
LL.D.
With a biographical Preface by Prof.
Lewis Campbell. Crown Bvo. 7s. bd.

Other

,

,

And

by

LL.D.

A. K. H. Boyd, D.D.,

MISCELLANEOUS THEOLO-

see

GICAL WORKS,

p. 24.

Autumn Holidays of a Country
Crown

Parson.

Bvo.

,

y. bd.

Commonplace Philosopher. Crown
Bvo.

,

y.

bd.

Critical Essays
Parson. Crown

of
8vo.

a
,

Country

35. bd.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Crown 8vo. 35. bd.
Landscapes, Churches and MoraCrown Bvo. 35. bd!
lities.
Crown
Leisure Hours in Town.
,

,

Bvo.

,

-35.

bd.

Lessons OF Middle Age.

Our Little
Bvo.

,

Life.

Cr.8vo.,35.6</.

Two

Series.

Cr.

35. bd. each.

Our Homely Comedy: andTragedy.
Crown Bvo. y. bd.
Recreations of a Country Parson.
,

Three

Series.

Cr. Bvo., 3s. bd. each.

Also First Series. Popular Ed. 8vo., bd.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works continued.
Leonard. —The Camel Its Uses and
Butler.—Works by Samuel Butler.
Management. By Major Arthur Glyn
Erewhon. Cr. 8vo., 55.
Leonard. Royal Bvo., 21s. net.
The Fair Haven. A Work in Defence
Lectures on Harmony.
in
our
Macfarren.
Element
of the Miraculous
:

Cr. 8vo.

Lord's Ministry.

By

js. 6d.

,

An Essay after a
Life and Habit.
Cr.
Completer View of Evolution.
8vo., 7 J. 6d
Evolution, Old and New. Cr. Bvo.,
\os. 6d.

Alps and Sanctuaries of Piedmont

and Canton
Pott 4to.

Ticino.

Illustrated.

loj. 6d.

,

Luck, or Cunning, as the Main
Means of Organic Modification ?
Cr. Bvo., 75. 6d.

Sir

Geo. A. Macp-arren.

Bvo.

12s.

,

Max

Mliller.— Works by F. ^1AX
MiJLLER. India: What can it Teach
us ? Cr. Bvo. 3s. 6d.
Chips from a German Workshop.
,

New Edition in 4 Vols.
Essays and Addresses.

Vol.

I.,

Recent

Crown

Bvo.,

(Ready).
In Preparation Vol. II., Biographical
Essays; Vol. III. Essays on Language
and Literature Vol. IV. Essays on
the Sciences of Language, of Thought,
and of Mythology.
6s. 6d. net.

—

,

,

;

Ex VcTO. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo- Mendelssohn.— The

Letters of
Felix Mendelssohn. Translated by
Lady
Wallace.
2 vols. Cr. Bvo. ioj.
Francis.—Junius Revealed By his Milner. Works by George Milner.
surviving Grandson, H. R. Francis,
Country Pleasures the Chronicle of
M.A. late Fellow of St. John's College,
a Year chiefly in a Garden. Cr. Bvo.
Crown

Sesia.

Bvo., 10s. 6d.

,

—

:

,

Cambridge.

Bvo., 6s.

3s.

—

6d.

Outcast Essays and
Studies of Nature on the Coast
Verse Translations. By H. ShadWitii Illustrations by
OF Arran.
worth Hodgson. Crown Bvo. 8s. 6d.
W. NoivlJohnson. i6nio. 6s. 6d. net.
Hullah.— Works by J. Hullah, LL.D. Perring.— Hard Knots in ShakesCourse of Lectures on the Hispeare. By Sir Philip Perring, Bart.
tory of Modern Music. Bvo., 8j. 6^.
Bvo. JS. 6d.
Course of Lectures on the Transi- Proctor. Works by R. A. Proctor.
tion Period of Musical History.
Strength and Happiness. With 9
Bvo., 10s. 6d.
Crown Bvo.,
Illustrations.
Jefferi OS.— Works by R. Jefferies.
Strength How to get Strong and
Field and Hedgerow last Essays.
keep Strong, with Chapters on RowWith Portrait. Crown Bvo., 3^. 6d.
ing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the
With
The Story of My Heart
Waist. With 9 lUus. Cr. Bvo, 2s.
Portrait and New Preface by C. J. Richardson.
National Health.
Longman. Crown Bvo., y. 6d.
A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin
Red Deer. With 17 Illustrations. Cr.
K.C.B.
By Sir B. W.
Chadwick,
Bvo., 35. 6d.
Richardson, M.D. Cr. Bvo., 4^. 6d.
The Toilers of the Field. With Rossetti.— A Shadow of Dante beCrown Bvo. y. 6d.
Portrait.
ing an Essay towards studying Himself,
Wood Magic. With Frontispiece and
By
his World, and his Pilgrimage.
Vignette by E. V. B. Cr. Bvo., 3s. 6d.
Maria Francesca Rossetti. Cr.
Bvo., 3.f. 6d.
Johnson.—The Patentee's Manual:
Correspondence with
a Treatise on the Law and Practice of Southey.
Caroline Bowles. By R. Southey.
By J. & J. H. JohnLetters Patent.

Hodgson.

,

,

—

e^s.

:

:

:

—

:

,

—

son, Patent Agents, &c.

Lang. — Works

Bvo., 10s. 6d.

"Wallaschek.

by Andrev/ Lang.

Letters to Dead Authors.

Fcp.

Bvo., 2s. 6d. net.

Letters on Literature.
zs.

Fcp. Bvo.,

6d. net.

Books

and

Illustrations.

With

Bookmen.
Fcp. Bvo.,

2S.

19

6d. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. Bvo., 2s. 6d. net.
Cock Lane and Common Sense.
P'cp. Bvo.

,

6^.

6d. net.

Edited by E.

Dowden.

Bvo., 14J.

— Primitive

Music

:

an

Inquiry into the Origin and Development of Music, Songs, Instruments,
Dances, and Pantomimes of Savage
Races.
By Richard Wallaschek.
With Musical Examples. Bvo., \2s. 6d.

West. — Wills, and How Not to

Make Them.
Leading Cases.
Bvo., 2o. 6d.

With a Selection of
By B. B. West. Fcp.
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Miscellaneous Theological ¥/orks.
For Church of England and Rotnan Catholic

Longmans &

Vorks see Messrs.
Special Catalo'^ucs.

'

Boyd—Works by A.

K. H. Boyd, D.D., Macclonald.

Andrews, author of
Recreations of a Country Parson,' &c.

First Minister of St.
'

Council and Comfort from a City
Pulpit. Crown 8vo., 35. (>d.
Sunday Afternoons in the Parish
Church of a Scottish University
Crown 8vo., 3.?. 6d.
City.
Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. Three Series. Crown Svo.,
,

bd. each.

3^.

Present Day Thoughts. Crown

Svo.

Seaside Musings.

Cr. Svo.

,

3^.

'To Meet the Day' through

the
Christian Tear being a Text of Scripture, with an Original Meditation and
a Short Selection in Verse for Every
;

Crown

Day.

8vo., 45. 6d.

of

THE Science of Religion. By Prof.
Chantepie de la Saussaye. Translated by Mrs. CoLYER Fergusson {nte
Crown 8vo.. 125. 6d.
Kalisch.— Works by M. M. Kalisch,
Part I.
The ProBible Studies.
Muller).

phecies of Balaam. Svo., I05. bd. Part
8vo. 105. 6d.
II. The Book of Jonah.
,

Commentary on the old Testament:
Vol. I.
with a new Translation.
Genesis. Svo., 185. Or adapted for the
General Reader. r2j-. Vol. II. Exodus.
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